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Abstract

This thesis offers an explanation for the emergence of
tdialectict as a concept within philosophical discourse based on an
analysis of the historical and intellectual conditions underlying this
developmenL. It is argued that Plato was the first

to articulate

and

explore such a concept as part of his reappraisal of both the form and
content of Greek knowledge and values. However, this is only part of
thq explanation.

critically

The approach adopted in Èhis thesis has been to examine
the form of discourse in which such a concept arose because

it was the very nature of philosophical discourse that Plato questioned and attempted to come to terms with. An understanding of how this form
of discourse

emerged and developed

is crucial for an understanding of

the specific issues addressed by Plato '

Of central importance for the development of philosophy
r¡as the availabílity of the technology of a writing systemo namely the
Greek alphabet. It is argued that for several centuries the Greeks
did not have a system of wriÈing. During this period knorvledge and
values were articulated and preserved orally in what is described in
the thesis as the oral mode of discourse. with the advent of an alphabetic system of writing a

nev/ mode

This is described as the literate

\¡/ithin this
came

mode

of

of discourse

mode

began

to be established'

of discourse.

discourse

'

nel^¡ f orms

of discourse

be-

possible including the particular form that the Greelcs themselves

termed rphilosophyt. The tensions and contradictíons produced by the

transition from an oral to a predominantly literate mode of discourse
are examined so that the particular effects that this had on Greek lcnorvledge and values can be established. It is argued that these changes,
in the context of the polirical and social upheavals
within the Greek world, especially ,,at AÈhens, resulted in much uncertainty with respect to knowledge and values and the related problem of

when considered

appropriate human conduct.

It is argued that Plato regarded this situation as a crisi-s
and devoted his intellectual energy to resolving it. His solution was
to reorganise philosophical discourse so that iL could provide knowledge
and values that h¡ere certain and unchanging, and hence provided a proper
basis for

human

conduct. As part of this reappraisal of philosophical dis-

course Plato was led to develop the notion of dialectic.

Oral discourse

integral to Plato t s conception of philosophy and the concept I dialecticr. The wi-nged words of orally based discourse provide the key to

was

understandíng how and why

dialectic

emerged when and where

it did.

This thesis does not contain any material which

I consent to the thesis being nade available for
photocopying and loan.

Jim

Jose

has

not merely fly between persons '
they penetrate the indifference of men and
make it irnpossible to be inattentive to the
meaning. I^/ings take dead words and make them
live, by transporting them to the responsive
soul of the hearer, the part of man closest
to the divine.

tr{inged words do

John Fisher (1966).

Introduction
The airn of this study is to provide an explanation of the

origins of the concept 'dialectic' and its incorporation within the
philosophical f orm of discourse. trtlhat were the parLicular historical
circumstances that enabled this concept to be articulated and establíshed?
The answer that will emerge in what follows is twofold: first,

that

rdialectic' and
B.C.) was responsible for the notion
second, that this was a central part of his project of reconceptualising
and redefining philosophical discourse. Implicit in Lhis vierv is the

Plato (c.

427-348

a specific historical relationship between
the concept and the form of discourse that gave rise to it. This approach
is the key to undersEanding how and why díalectic emerged when and where

further view that there

\^¡as

ir did
Richard Robinson has argued

I
that Plato invented the concept '

A review of his analysis is given later in this thesis.2 The important
question, however, does not turn so much on who invented the concept
buL rather with what prior and contemporary conditions vlere presupposed

by such a development. It will be argued that these conditions were
central to Plato's perception of the standing of philosophy at the beginning of the fourth century 8.C.. This approach raises a number of complexities which will be
is the issue of

examined

PhilosoPhY

in due course. Foremost

among them

itself.

It.i-sgenerallyacceptedbymosthistoriansofideasthat
philosophy constitutes a particular fonn of discourse in its own right'
This is undoubtedly correct. Yet precisely because philosophy is
accepted as

a

form of

discourse it is

then automatically

Richard Robinson, PIa,Lo'¿ €orzl)¿.n Diatz.cl)c, 2nd
University Press, Oxford, 1953). PP ' 88-92'

l.

2.

See below, Ch. B.

ed.,

(Oxford

2

that it is the pre-eminent arena for the articulation, investigation, and evaluation of issrres relating to knowledge and values. Yet
in the specific context of the ancient Greek world, such an assumption

assumed

about the status of philosophy would be misplaced. This is

because

philosophy was then only one of a number of forms of discourse in which

the problems of knowledge and values were addressed. Therefore
particular status of philosophy cannot be taken for granted.

the

Prior to the fourth century B.C., poetry, drama, hisLory,
and philosophy were all forms of discourse that, each in their own v/ay'
issues relating to knowledge and values. Poetry and drama
held pride of place as the appropriate arenas for preserving and extending knowledge. In many respects, the Greeks tended to regard poetry
embraced

and drama as

virtually synonymous. It

was only

after the

emergence of

written discourse that distinctions between the two came to be

made

way. But even then, poetry and drama remained very
closely interwoven. Poetry 14/as the central organisational feature of
in

any meaningful

the educational practices of the ancient Greeks.3
Philosophy only became a part of the education process in

the latter part of the fifth century 8.C., but even then it was more
as a supplement to the more formal education provided by the poets.
It

r4ras

generally only undertaken by a few Greeks after their other

education had been completed.4 For the most part, practitioners of
philosophy enjoyed an uneasy and varied reputation ranging from praise

H. I. Marrou, A llizLo/LA ol €clucaf)on in Anf)qui-t-g, trans. by G'
(Sheedy
Lanb,
& Ward, London, 1977). See also C. M. Bowra, 7hz- Çnnnl'
€xpettiz.nce-, (Cardinal Books, London , 1973). p. 188.

3.

4

Marrou, (1977), pp. 36-45

3

to scepticism and, on occasion,' outright derision. 5
activities of the sophists in the late fifth century only

Moreover, the
exacerbated

of the soph-

this situation. Indeed, as far as Plato

h/as concerned, many

ists had only given substance to

of the negative views Put forth

some

by some of the critics of philosophy.
Each of poetry, drama, history, and philosophy, as distínct
forms

of discourse, had its

own

particular

way

or h¡ays of ordering

articulating knowledge. As such they provided the
of diverse
most

means

of its early

for conceptualising

Greeks

Lhemselves and

with a

because

number

their world.

development, philosophy remai-ned very much

lation despite (and at times

and

For

the poor re-

of) the efforts of its practitioners

to establish the legitimacy of philosophical knowledge in the eyes of
the Greek community in general. Tt was this situation which confronËed

Plato and withín which his efforts must be placed. He could not take

the status of philosophy for granted but had to establish and consolidate its legitimacy as the primary arena for the articulation of

know-

ledge and values.

It will be helpful to

make

explicit the'way in which the

term

rphilosophyt is understood in this study. While a fuller elaboration

of the

sense

of this term j-s given

be1ow,6 what nee-ds to be acknowledged

here is the scope of the term as userl in this study. In this respect '
rphilosophyt refers to a particular form of discourse that began to
emerge around

of its

the beginning of the sixth century 8.C.. The character

emergence was

sufficiently different to warranL it being

demarc-

5.
Aristophanes (c. 444-380 B.C.), for example, was one such critic
of the role played by philosophy in diverting people's attention away from
the values displayed within poetry and drama. His p1,ay C!-ourl's, with its
character rsocrates I as the paradigm philosopher and its often biting commentary on the values espoused by such people, is especially relevanL.
See K. J. Dover, Atz-L,stoplune-,s: C!.ourl¿, (Oxford University Press, Oxford,
1968) ; also inis An)¿Lopha,rz-Lc Comzclg, (University of Calif ornia Press, Los
Angeles, Ig72) p. 44; Y. Ehrenberg, Tlv, Pe.c,pL'- ol An)'sLophctttz.,s: A Socio!.ogg ol 1ld AÍl)c Conzdg, (Schocken Books, New York, 1962).
6.

See below Chapter 4.
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ated from other forms srrch as poetry. The word itself stemmed frorn
the compounding of the two Greek words ph)Lc-t': (lover) and zopt>La (wisdom).
The credit for the first

use of this word' in the ancient Greek world

is usually given to Pythagoras of

Sarnos

(c.530 B.C.) who described

himself as one who loved wi-sdom, a philosopher .7 It \¡/as this

sense

in the Apo!.ogg thereby, as Guthrie

noted,

of the

word

giving

some

that Plato

adopted

indication of his Pythagorean heritage.S
However, the important point is that t'philosophyt hras the

to be used by the Greeks themselves to describe this new
form of discourse. As such it was historically specific to a particular

word

that

came

time and place. How widespread the term was in the wider Greek community

is impossible to be sure of, but in so Lar as it was used by the practitioners to describe their special area to others, at least some degree
of currency can be attributed to it.

The apparently acceptable

and

generally understood referent for the term I philosophy t was a particular

form of díscourse which, as will be argued below in more detail'

\{as

a specifically Greek phenomenon. It is true that ' philosophy ' has
since come to be used in a more general way to describe bodies or systerns
of thought quite
thought).

removed from

These may

the Greek world (such as Chinese or Indian

well warrant being classified generically as rphil-

osophyt. The subsequent extension of the Greek term to
systems
bated

7

encompass other

or donains of thought is an important issue that cannot be

here.9

I^1h.,

Diogenes

is at issue i-n this study are the precise
Laertius,

Book

de-

circumstances

VIII, Ch. 1, 11. 7-10.

I^/. K. C. Guthrie, A lLlzLong of çnz.ah Ph)Lozophg: Vo!-unz- IV,
(Canrbridge University Press, Cambridge, 1975). p. 35.

8.

the problems ínvolved in the use of tphilosophy' as a generic
term to classify culturally specific systerns of thought and the attendant
problems of comparative analysis see Ben-Ami Scharfstein et a1, PLLIo'sophg
€a':L/ Ph)Lo,sop/tg lr)a.zL: A CnLLLca!. Compa't)zon of Ind)an, Ch)ne-lq l¿lan-Lct
onrl €uzope.an PhiLo,:ophg, (Basi1 Blackwell, Oxford, 1978) especially Part I
Chapter 1 to 4. See also G. E. R. Lloyd, l\agic¡ i?zct¿on AntL €xpe-n-iQ!LC2;
(Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, i979) pp. 59-6L.

9.

On

5

of the historical formulation of the Greek term, and the discourse to
which it referred. Thus the claims and arguments presented here relate

specifically to that form of discourse that the
tphilosophyr

Greeks themselves termed

.

As forms

of discourse, poetry, drama, history, and philosophy

a1l shared at least one common denorninator. They were all, or at least
came

to be written. Each of these forms of discourse

presupposed the

technology of writing as a basic means of composition. An immediate

objection to thís view arises with respect to poetry in that it might
suggested

presuppose

the use of such a

technology

the existence of poetry has been attested prior to the

time

the Greeks developed their alphabetic systern of writì-ng in

the

because
when

that poetry does not

eighth century 8.C..10
However,

a distinction needs to be

made between verse and

poetry in so lar as each is undersLood as forms of discourse.

Verse

was certainly in existence prior to the introductj-on of writing into

the Greek world, but it will be argued that verse
aid of writing differed significantly from that

composed

composed

rvithout the

with the aid

of writing in relation to what could be expressed in each. I,rlhile it
may

be plausibly maintained that the earliest Greek poetry was simply

a writing down of oral verse (Homerts epics for example), it can
shown

be

that poetry very quickly developed along distinctly different

1ines, even in the case of the epic recensions. In this study, in order

to distingui-sh between the t\do, verse which

employed

writing for its

formulation or recording has been designated as poetry. Such a distinc-

tion may at first

appear a trifle

rash, but it.s utility

will

become

apparent as the discussion unfolds.

10.
below

The issue of writing in the ancient Greek world is addressed
Ch.
1. For present purposes, the conclusions reached there are
in

here assuned.

6

Afurtherpointaboutpoetry,drama,history,andphilosophy
is that although they may have all presupposed the technology of writing
in their composition, it remained the case that all such works were
disseminated voca11y. ThaL is, they were generally read, recJ-ted, or
sung

out loud before an audience.

The words lilere preserved

in a written

form and could be transmitted from one generation to the next in that

fashion, but the general means of making such works widely known or
public remàj-ned a largely oral Process. This was partly because writers
of such works lacked a reading audience. The widespread ability to
read or decipher the written word \^/as not achieved effectively until
very late in the fifth cenLury B.C..11 Moreover, manuscripts or books
involved a high degree of inconvenience because of their physical nature

with a lack of punctuation, paragraphing, and so on!2 The
problems associated with deciphering another personrs written words
would have meant that, at least in Lhe wriLerts lifetime, the best way
combined

to ttreadttsuch works would be by listening to the author (ot perhaps
soneone with a copy of the ma¡uscript) presen¡ them in person' Oral
dissemination before an audience thus remained important for writers
despite the existence of writing.
\tthile Lhere is some dispute over the precise time at which
widespread literacy v/as achievedthere is more or less agreement that it
nòt achieved untl-t the late fifth century 8.C.. See J. A. Davison,
ttliterature
"r"
and Literacy in Ancient Greecett , Phoe-n)-r, Volume..XVI , Nos' 3
& 4, 1962; F. D. Haruey, ttliteracy in the Athenian Democracy", ilzuu'e dzó
€ftøn¿ Ç,ú"qun¿, Tome LXXIX, Juiliet-Decembre , 1966; E. A. Havelock, "The
Preliteiacy of the Greek s" ,' Nett L)Ln-na'zg lLi1Long, Volume VIII, No ' 3, Spring
7977; E. Á. Havelock, 7n-L/tu ol h)e.,stztn L)-te.nacg, (Monograph series 14,
Ontario Institute for Studi-es in Educ
& N. G. I,lilson, Suú-A-e.,s and Scholatz¿:
çnz.alr and LaLin Ul,un-t-u,'t-e., (Oxford U
Richardsot, D)-A-LLco-(. L)-Ancttùe-¿: A S
Lo A,D, /50, (Archon Books/ Princeton
E. G. Turner, AÍhen)ctn Bool<z in Íh2K. Lewis & Co., London, 1952).

11.

12.

I^I.

K. C. GuLhrie,

(1975)

' p.

59.
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These considerations

are not so far

removed from

the

problem

of dialectic as it rnight at first seem. There is a direct connection
between the creaLion of forms of discourse based on the technology of
writing, the crisis that Plato sart within philosophy, his attempt to
redefine philosophy, and his concomitant development of dialectic.
of orality and writing was important for Plato as will become
evident when his views are reviewed in detail.
It. is generally accepted that the English word fdialectic'
means t'the art of discussiontt.l3 Th" etymology of the word stretches

The issue

back

to the Greek phrase

dLo-b./c1)l<2.

(tzc/na-), the art of dialectic- That

(skil1ed in discourse or

argument)

phrase has as

its

and, cLia-!-el<-t-o¿

(disocurse, conversation, or debate) both of which

cognaLes cLia-Le./<LiJcoz

stemmed

(to converse, to talk, or to di".out".)14
Also worthy of note is the fact that the Bnglish word 'dialogue' is derived from the Greek n1un tl)aAogòz (conversation or discussion) which aiso
from the Greek verb cl)al,e-ga-ótha)

stemmed

from Lhe verb

cLla-{-e-ga-¿Íhc¿i

árid was

responding .roun.15 The important word

to the general notion of
of

ís

at one time the latterts cor-

cl)o-{^e-ge-^Íhai.

communication, and more

It clearly points

specifically, Lo

Lhe acL

communication.

However, what concerns us here

is not just any act of

communic-

ation considered in the abstract, but Lhe particular forms of discourse
within which such acts are organised and given substance. Although dis,

course can be organised

13.

i-Lirl., p.

in diverse

and

often quite different

rdays

' it

can

57.

E. Partrid.ge, 1n-igiru: A ShonL tLgmo!.ogical Dicl)?n-zA ol floclent €ng!)-,th, rev. edl,'(nouÉ1eage & Kegan Paul, l,ondon, 1968) p. 3471'
J. L. McKecknie, (ed.),'|,)n\,oÍnnt¿ Ne- TuenLlefh Centung Dicj)oncng ol tlLe€nglbll Longuage: Ltttal,nidgerl, sec. ed., (l'/orld Publishing Company, -New..
yolk, 1970) p." 5O2; see uråo á Le,xicon: Alo-irtged þom LLdrleL{. arul Scot-L'¿
Ç""n*-€"g!)oh Ln*i"on, twenty-fifth ed., (Clarendon Press, London, IB92)
p. 163.

74.

15.

E. Partridge, p.

347.

I
nevertheless be defined generically. Discourse

is a social organizaL:-on of the elements
of language intl.
the signifiers
the relation of an order of meanings.
Hence discourse has to do rvith the social organisation of

meanings

that

arise through the use of language. Different forms of discourse will exhibit specific orderings of meaning according to the range of linguistic
available to their particular practitioners. While it is possible
(but perhaps not very fruitfut) to classify various forms of discourse in

means

an almost unlimited fashion,

the forms of discourse to be considered in

this study concern only those that served as the formal

domain

for the art-

-iculation, preservation, and transmission (communication in its broad
sense) of the knowledge ancl values that were important for the Greeks in
a given historical period.

In pre-Homeric times,17 th" formal
preserve of the ao)rloi (bards) whose task it

domain
I^Ias

of discourse

was the

to order the socially

important or relevant meanings within their songs. By Plators time this
domain had expanded

to include the poetic, the dramatic, the historical,

of discourse. The demarcation between the
various practitioners of these later f,ôrmsr,ot discourse in the Greek world

and the philosoph;ical forms

tended

to be blurred and it

was thi-s

situation that

caused

Plato

much

consternation in arri-ving at an understanding of both the philosophical

of discourse and the necessary qualities of its practitioners. 0f
some significance is the fact that these two historical situations \¡/ere
form

quite different in so far as Plators time enjoyed the use of the technol-

16.

S.

Heath

,

Thz Saxual

TLr, (Macmil1an, London, I9B2) p'

120'

The phrase t pre-Homeric timest refers to the period between
the collap"" oi the Myàenaean world and the Homeric period (c. Bth century
B.C.). tnis period is generally regarded as the'oral period'of Greek
history. More detalls on this are gi ven in Chapter 1.
17

.

9

ogy

of writing whereas thc bards did not.
To underscore this difference so that the relevant issues

can be brought out as clearly as possible the two periods are character-

ised in terms of their particular
where the technology

of writing

mod-e-

of

d)-,scotut,sz, Thus the period

was present

is treated as consÈituting

!iLeno/.e, nodz, ol cLL¿counte- whereas the period where such

absent

is treated as constituting an onø! node, ol
Bytmode

of discourset is

meant

a

a technology l{as

dL¿cout¿e.

the manner in which the formal

discourse is organised for the articulation, preservation, and transmiss-

ion of the relevant knowledge and values of a society; as was indicated

in Heathts definition given earlier. Moreover, such a term
the need to talce fu11 cognisance of the particular

makes

explicit

means and techniques

available for such organisation to be realised. This also includes the

particular relations between those

engaged

in producing and disseminating

the form of discourse under consideration and those in the wider society.
Of central inportance is t.he fact that the specific means and techniques

will have definite and determinate effects on
the nature of the knowledge and values so addressed. It will be argued
in this thesis that as the means changed, so Loo did the constitutive

available within'each

mode

nature of Greek knowledge and values.
A

further distinction is also

made between modz.

of discourse

of discou."".18 To some extent this distínction is strongly
implied by what has already been said above. A 'form of discourser refers
to the products or works relative to and produced within a particular
and,

fonm.

mode. The possible range or types of formsl9 will be determined by the
between tmodet and tformt is drawn from
R. lrlilliams, Cu'!!une, (Fontana Books, London, 1981) particularly ChaPters
4 and 6.

18.

The above

distínctioni

to be stressed that in using the wordtformrno implication is intended with respect to Platonic Forms. In/herever Platots notion of 'form' is mentioned in this study the word will be capitalised.
Ig.

It

needs

10.

particular

h/ay

Depending on

or ways in

whj-ch

the conditions

a particular

presupposed by

mode can be constituted.

a given

mode

there may emerge

one or more forms of discourse. Thus in the oral mode of discourse

the relevant form v/as song (and dance). In the líterate

mode numerous

forms emerged, the most important of which (for this study) was philo-

sophy. The transition from one mode (ora1) to the other
and neat,

but gradual and variegated.

not abrupt

\n/as

Song and dance remained inportant

for many of the developments within the grarlually emerging literate
mode.

The gradual displacement of the winged word by the written
word resulted from

specific, determinate

changes

to the available

means

of discourse. Such changes are trdetermined not only by nature but

by

historical circumstances as
It is the specification of both
"el1tt.20
the natural and historical circurnstances that. is requÍred if the organisation of particular discourses is to be properly understood and explained.
Benjanín makes another point which

is particularly pertinent

here.

Before I ask: how does a literary work
stand in relation Lo the relationships
of production of a period, I would like
to ask: how does it stand }¿ them?
This question aims directly at the function that the work has within the literary relationships of production of a
period. In.other words, it aims $irectly at a workrs líterary Íz-chruLque,--

By rteohniquet Benjamin did not just mean the formal or aesthetic quali-

ties of a particular work.

He also meant

its tfscientific

ing connotations... [that is] ...the technical

and manufactur-

means by whlch

a work is

20.
\n/. Benjamin,ttThe Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproductionrt, in his ILtaninaüon^, l-rans. by H. Zohn, ed. and introduced by
H. Arendt, (Co11ins/Fontana Books, London, 1973) p. 224.
W. Benjamin, rrThe Author as Producertt, trans. by J. Heckman,
Netr LzlL i?zui-ett, No 62, July/August, I97O. p. 85. (Emphasis in original).

2L.

11.

produced,

its

means

of production".22 hlhile Benjamin

hras

clearly

concerned

with written literature his point is equally applicable to orally produced
works

or oral literature.23

The notion

tiontr can also be applied to an oral

of ttliterary relations of

mode

with

produc-

some success.

h/hile it may seem strange to use terms like

rproductiont, tpto-

duction relationst, or rrelations of productiont in discussing and analys-

ing particular forms of discourse within a given mode, such terminology

is not as inappropriate as would appear at first glance. This can be
seen from the words poi-e-tit and poia-Í-e..t from which the words rpoetryt and
rpoett are derived. The dominant meaning of poi-e-zi¿ for the arrclent
Greeks was ttmaki-ng, producing, executingtt

especially in relation to

of an artistic nu1ur".24 As a verb, it. also
write esp. in verse, to

carne

to

mean

"to

works

compose,

also to invent: - also to make, represent
9<
in poetrytr.'- It is difficult to deternine whether the latter neaning,

writer or

composer

make:

a

of verse, strictly post-dated the introduction of rvri-

?^
ting.-"
It is, however, abundantly clear that the craft connotations,

the emphases on produclng and making, rdere central and common features

of the meaning of. pú-e.ziz" ft
))

i-ud

24

A Le,uiconr op, ciL,

25

i-|¿d.t p.568.

was

a skill,

Le-chnz-,

that applied not just

p. 85 n. 2. (Translator's note).
23.
!'lhile a term like toral literaturer may sound contradi-ctory, or
at least somewhat confused and misleading, there is rea11y 1itt1e alternative. For some discussion of the relevant issues see R. Finnegan,1nal
Poet'zg: Ilz Natuzp., SigrL¿Uc(nce., anrl Soúal Cont-exL, (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, L977); R. Ke11og, ttOral Literature", Ne),t L)l-e/LO/L!/
i?zui¿u, Volume V, No. 1, Autumn 1973. See also the references rnentioned
in Chapter 2 below.
, p.

568.

26.
Given what is sai-d above about the craft connotaLions it is noL
an unreasonable inference that the craft basis rvas primary and came to be
extended to apply to those who made use of the new means of writing.
Hence the distinction between verse and poetry that r¡¿s made earlier on
pp. 5-6.

12.

to works involving words but to other artistic endeavours as we11.
It therefore embraced both the ends (i.e. the works of art themselves)
and the means to realise them. Hence in discussing such means or tech-

niques and theÍr products one is at the same time discussing a form

of production and the particular relatlons involved in it.
In the creation of a particular work, whether oral or written,
the language in which it is expressed constitutes the basic

medium of

communication. As far as ora11y produced works are concerned, the language is both a naLural and an historical circumstance. It j-s a rrnatural

as it is independent of any particular

human

situation in the sense that it can be regarded as constitutive of

being

cj-rcumstancert

in as

much

human. Yet, at the same time, it ís antthistorical circumstancetrsince

the uses to which a particular language can be Put, the construction
and organisation

of meaning, renains

ínitiative which is itself

dependent upon human action and

dependent upon

the technical means available

for its expression.
Havelock drely a particularly important distinction betrveen
the ttdiscourse of preserved communicationrr and the ttusual domain of daily
')'l

discoursett.'' In the former, the

language

will be specialised, constit-

uting a preserved language of discourse, generally more remote from that

of everyday discourse. Moreover, the language of everyday discourse
drew its content and meanings from the preserved language of discourse
because

the latter

\^¡as

the t'domain of

maximum

sophisticationtr as far

the expression of lcnowledge ancl values was concernud.28 This distinction
can be demonstrated with some precision for the oral mode of discourse.

tr{ith the introduction of the technology of writing such a distinction
became

a1

less clear-cut for the emerging literate
E. A. Havelock,

pp. 134-135.

28.

)-Lid.

, p.

135.

Pnzfac-e Lo ?!.aLo'

mode

of discourse.

(Basil Blackwell, Lòndon,

1963)

13.

the preserved language of oral discourse was restricted to those
skilled in its construction and manipulation, the introduction of writing meant that what was preserved need not be a specially created langu-

!,lhereas

ttthe usual domain
age but could also include the

of daily

discourserr,

the vernacular. Anyone skilled in the art of writing could preserve
their ideas without having to be necessarily skilled in the particular

of ora11y preserved discourse.
The transition from an oral to a literate

techniques

mode made possible

radical reconceptualisations of traditional knowledge and values '
In particular, writers were able to explore, consciously and deliberately'
their own private neanings as part of the process of composing their
works. In comparison r"¡ith the more generally homogeneous nature of
some

orally preserved knowledge

and values,

the views of the writers

became

in-

creasingly idiosyncratic. It needs to be stressed, however, that this
development was not automatic or rnechanical . lnlhile it will be argued

that it

was made

possible by the introduction of the technology of writ-

not a foregone conclusion. That is, to the
extent that the oral mode exerted a strong influence long after writing
had become available, recognising and developing the potentials of literirg, its realisation

r^/as

ate discourse required more than the existence of the written

means to

preserve knowledge and values. The tensions generated during the trans-

ition from a completely oral

mode

to a predorninantly literate

one hrere

often quite pronounced and strongly contested. fndeed, these tensions
seemed

to

become more pronounced

from the organisational centres
By the
knoruledge and

late fifth

and

the more the oral

of

mode became displaced

knowledge discourse.

early fourth centuries 8.C., traditional

values were increasingly challenged by a range of altern-

atíve cultural patterns from the Mediterranean world and beyond' By
fknowledge and valuestwe refer to ideas and beliefs about models of

14.

human

conduct, pri-vate and public, political and social, within the Greek

world. For the Greeks, models of conduct were inextricably intertwined
with questions of knowledge and values, and this in turn formed the basj-s
of their noralLty.2g

Seen

in this light the tensions generated by

transition from the oral to the written
The authority

of traditional

mode

the

are upptt"nt.30

knowledge and values was breaking

at the centres of Greek civilisation. But in its place appeared
not so much the authority of a new tradition but a veritable proliferation
down

of contradictory views which rested on the self-proclaimed authority
of their proponents. For the pre-Socratic

rrschoolstt and Socratic thought,

as well as for the Sophists, the philosophical form of discourse

became

a particularly acute arena of conflict in this respect. For Plato, phì-1osophy was in danger of losing whatever authority it may have had as
an appropriate guide to moral and civil conduct. In addressing himself

to this problem Plato
from the

was

well aware of the

transition from the oral to written

understanding

background tensíons arising

mode

of discourse.

Plato's conception of dialectic is rooted

deep

The key to

in the cross-

currents of that transition.
But to reach the point at which Plato's conception of dialectic
can be

ful1y

comprehended

a number of key developments need to be estab-

lished and placed into context. In particular, an understanding of the

of discourse is essential so that the nature of the knowledge
and values expressed through it, the nature of orally preserved discourse
oral

29.

mode

C. M. Bowra, (1973), PP. 68-69.

I^Ihile this study is concerned with charting these tensions in
some detail, an overview of this situation can be gaúned,from J.,Notopolous, "The Introduct.ion of the Alphabet into 0ra1 Societies: Some Case
Histories of Conflict Between Oral and l,lritten Literaturef' , Socie-Lg ol
(\ocerloruian S/ttd)e.¿, Volume IV, 1953. pP. 516-524.

30.

'

15.

and the

relationship

explicit.

between

These issues

also give an account of

the aùrloi and their audiences can be made

are addressed i-n Chapter 2. This chapter will

how such knowledge was capable

of being retained

over time via the winged word.
Chapter 3 will chart the changes that began to emerge fo11ow-

ing the introduction of writing.

The focus is on the Greek writers,

Hesiod, Archilochus, Sappho, and So1on. By examining their writings

in theÍr historical context
language discourse can be

some

of

Lhe changes

in the preservation of

disclosed. l'/hile that discussion deals primar-

i1y with poets and poetry it nevertheless provides the necessary bridge
between Lhe aoirlo¿

and the development of the philosophical form of

discourse.

Chapter 4 takes up the specific issue of the philosophical

form of discourse and establishes that it r{as a distinctively new form

within Greek discourse. It also provides the beginnings of a definition
of rphi-losophyr (u" a form of discourse). 0f

some importance

in this

chapter is an examination of the ways in which the means of composition
and the means of dissemination interacted, and the extent to which the

latter constrained the former.

The views

of Thales,

Anaximander, Anáxi-

menes, Xenophanes, IÌeraclitus, and Parmenides are examined for this
purpose.

In Chapter 5, the extremely important issue of the

connection

between

writing and the philosophical form of discourse is

examined.

A number

of explanations for the

emergence

of philosophy in the

Greek

world are reviewed as part of this discussion. In particular, the development

of a specifically specialised

language

for philosophical discourse

is noted and shown to be related to the use of writing.
Chapter 6 examines the contribution

of the sophists to special-

ised discourse in ancient Greece. The sophists are important

because

16.

of their enphasis on rhetoric and their

methods

of argumentation. Their

contributions to rhetorical discourse showed some strong contj-nuities
with oral techniques. In addition, their concern hlith argument, particu-

larly

w11h ont)-!.ogo¿,

placed them firmly in the philosophical tradition

in so far as such methods can be discerned in the works of some of their
pre-socratic predecessors. Finally, the sophists are important because
of their approach to
not

homogeneous

knowledge and

values. Llhile they v/ere certainly

in their views they nevertheless exerted a substantial

influence on the state of knowledge in ancient Greece. Tndeed, Plato
saw thern as

constituting his main intellectual

opponents.

The stage is thus set for an analysis of Plators attempt to
re-conceptualise the foundations of philosophy and establish it as the

primary arena for the serious investigation of knowledge and values.

Plators intention was to establish the authority of the philosopher
and at the same time enable him to rule out of consideration those

who

could not be so regarded. A major undertakíng for Plato was the creation

of a specialised language of discourse in which key terms and concepts
could be articulated clearly and explicitly.
was

A philosopher was one who

skilled in the use of such a language. Central to this project was

the conceptrdialectict which, it will be argued, was Platotsttinventiontt.

For Plato, dialectic became the means to place philosophers, at least
those who conformed with his criteria, in an authoritative position

as far as

knowledge and values were concerned. OnJ-y

they would have

the means to arrive at the truth.

Plato was not attempting to turn back the clock. In
spects he was reconstructing the

c1ock. Plato

hras enmeshed

many

re-

in the para-

dox of desiring to retain the traditional values of the past (at least
those of which he approved), and hence the authority of tradition,
having

to

make use

of the very skill,

namely

writing, that

was under-

yeL
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mining the authority of Eradition. Platofs attitude toward writing is
also examined because he clearly felt the tensions arising from the con-

flicting values of oral and written discourse. It will be argued that
his attempt to resolve those tensions culminated in his conception of
dialectic.

The argument so presented provides an explanation for the

origins of that concept and its incorporation within the philosophical
form

of discourse in ancient

Greece.

to begin, however, is with writing itself, and the
very emergence of this technology in the ancient Greek world. This will
require a re-examination of some important assumpLions in the literature
The place

about the elements of early scripts and the extent of their use in the
ancient Greek wor1d.

Chapter

1

The Alphabet an d l,/ritins in the Ancient
Greek l^/orld 1200-700 B.C

sysLem

A central assumption of this study is the importance of
of writing as the major determinant for the development of

a
a

of discourse in the ancient Greek wor1d. It was not just
any system of writing that was necessary but a system that met the needs
of the Greek language with all its various dialects. Thj s system was
1 The alphabet,
the alphabet, as writers of another era were to call it.
literate

mode

in the Greek wor1d, has been described by
Havelock as revolutionary because of its lmpact on Greek .ultu." ?
lJhile the significance of this development cannot be denied its degree
or at least its

developmenL

of significance is nevertheless

open

to question.3

In this chapter a survey of ruriting in the ancient

Greek world

of the alphabet can be established
as an important pre-condition for the development of a nel^/' literate
mode of discourse. The subsequent development of the various forms of
is presented so that the

discourse

within the

developrnent

new mode, though

clearly ramifications of the alpha-

bet by virtue of being distinctive products of a literate

mode

of díscourse,

\rere substantially influenced by other important developments in the
Greek

"or1d.4

Some

caution must therefore be exercised over whaL

can

Havelock , 7hz Lil-anoLe í?euolul)on )n Çn-e,a.cp- antl LL¿ Cullurto-L Con¿equallceó, (Princeton University Press, Princeton,l9B2). p. 7.

1.

E. A.

2

)l-¿cl, p. 6.

G. B. R. Lloyd, (7979), esp. Chapter 4 where he argues against
the mono-causal status of the alþhabet. See also his Scipnce, Folld-on¿
oncl Icle.ologg,(Canbridge University Press, Cambridge, 1983) pp. 115-116.

3.

This appears to be the gist of Lloyd's (1979) approach to the
importance of ttrã- Greek alphabet. But note also that his treatment of the
isãues deals uncriticalfy witfr the central notíons 'alphabet' , 'literate' ,

4.

and tliteracy

t.
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be properly ascribed to the alphabet. In this chapter all that will
be claimed for the alphabet will be the distinctively Greek nature of its
invention.

Subsequent chapters

did with it once it

became

will be concerned wíth what the

a part of their culture.

It is generally

assumed

that the Greeks lacked a system of

writing for at least four centuries from about
In this study this

Greeks

assumption

1100 B.C.

to about

750 B.C.

is accepted, but it is worthwhile revíewing

a few points with respect to its credibility.

At least one dissenting

voice has been raised 5 in favour of the contrary assumption that the
Linear B script of the Mycenaean era6 survived until an alphabetic script
superseded

it.

This view has found little

"r.rpport7

though an

earlier ver-

sion of it appears to have been propouncled by Kenyon.S Kenyon is ambiguous as

to whether his

argument applied

to the Greeks generally, from

the

5.
A. J. B. Wace, ttForewordtt to J. Chadwick & M. Ventris, Docunznl,s
in llgcznaeon Çnz-eJ<, sec. ed., (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
1973) p. xxxii. Wace's claim is not to be confused with the different
claim put forward by J. Goody,ttAlphabets and lJritingrr in R. In/Í11iarns,
(ed.) , Con-LacL: Human Conmun)coilon c¿ncl )i-,s l/),:Lozg, (Thames & Hudson,
London, 1981 pp. LO2-I26, thaL the Greeks developed t-heir alphabet as early as 1000 8.C.. This víew is examined below.
To describe the Greek world (pre-1000 B.c.) as 'Mycenaean' j-s
slmply to claim that the city of Mycenae can be taken as typical of the
Greek cities of the period. It does not imply that. Mycenae exercised
M. I. Finley, €atú-g Çnnz-ce-:
some sort of hegemony olru. the other cities.
7he. Bnonzz onrl A4ch7-¿c Age,s, (Chatto & Windus, London, 1970) p. 56. See
also C. G. Starr, 7he,1ùgin,t ol Ciùt)¿at)on'1700-650 0,C,, Jonathan
Cape, London, 1962); C. Tðounas & J. Manatt, 7h-e. l\gcenaean Age,, (Macmillan & co., London, 1897); G. E. Mylonas, l\gce.nctz orvl thz l\gcenaean Age'
(Princeton University Press, Princeton, L966); J. T. Hooker, ['lgc-enaean
Çnz-ec-e., (Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1976); R. J. Hopper, Thn €o,zlg
Çnez/<2, (lrteidenfeld & Nicolson, London, 1976); J. Chadwick & M. Ventris,

6.

( 1e73) .
7

J. A. Davison, (1962), p. I47 n. I

8

F. G.

Kenyon, (1951),

p.

9.
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Mycenaean

period Eo the late Archaic period, or whether it applied only

to the Mycenaean Greeks. After surveying the neighbouring countries in
the Mediterranean world and establishing that each had a system of writing which had been in habitual use for some time,

Kenyon asked the

following question.

Is it like1y that a people such as the
of lively intelligence, of ready
initiative, and with literary tastes,
would have remained ignorant, or have
made no use, of an invenLion currently
practised among their neighbours, and
even their Mj-noan ancestors, and of
such obvigus utility for their own
Greeks,

:

purposes

I

To which he answered that the rrnatural presumption must clearly be to
. contrary".
.. 10
the
Kenyonts purpose v/as

to esLablísh that it

was

entirely possible

literature,

tine

I!-iatl and the

for the earliest extant pieces of

Greek

to have been written down; and indeed that they had been prowith the aíd of writing because it tris difficult to conceive how

)dgzze-g,
duced

poens on such

of

a scale could

have been produced'r

how they could have been produced

otherwi"..11

An account

is given below in Chapter 2.

The

possibility that writing existed when these tales were t'Homer-isedtt
(c. eighth century B.C.)12 need not be discounted because such a view
is

cornpat.ible

came

o

with the view that the tradition

to fruitition

was an

upon which Homerts

efforts

oral tradition.

Kenyon

dealt with two possible objections to his view.

i-A)rL.,

p.

The

9.

, p. 9.
11.
)-0)rl,
' p. 13.
12.
That is, the time at which these tales became firmly established and connected with the name tHomert and hence at a time when the
question of authorship of such works came to be seen as imporLant. For fur10.

i-A)rl.

ther dis cussion see Chapters 2 and 3

below.
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of any sort have survived to indicate
the use of writing then one is not in a position to infer its existence.
Kenyon responded that the Greeks did not use baked clay tablets as did
first

r¡IaS

that

sd¡ice no

specimens

their neighbours. Rather he presumed that they must have used skins and
papyri since such materials were def initely known to have beeir" us,ed-in
later tímes. This type of material would have perished more easily
in the Greek world than elsewhere in the Mediterranean because of the
nature of the Gr-eek climate.13 The evidence for the use of papyrus'

further back than about the late eighth cenü+ry
B.C. when the Greeks established their trading contacLs with Egypt at
Naucratis or with Syria at A1 Mirrt,l4uft"t the Greek world had begun
however, cannot be taken

of the collapse of the Mycenaean wor1d.
The Greeks only real1y began their outward spread in earnest in the
early eighth century and it took some time before this movernent reached
to recover from the

consequences

full monentum. Therefore contact with and hence knowledge of their
neighbourrs practices would also have been at a very rudimentary 1eve1 '
the climate is also tenuous because papyrus specimens
of a later time when a system of writing Í/as definitely in use have
survived despite the vagaries of climate. Fina11y, it must be pointed

The argument about

out that

Kenyon

t

s

own response

is

based on

a presumption on his part

that is not supported by any evidence.
The second objection was

that if a system of writing had been

inscriptions in stone could be expected to have
survived. Kenyon citecl the Minoan example in which evidence for a system
of writing had been discovered despite the absence of inscríptio.t".15

in existence then

13.

some

F. G. Kenyon, (1951), P. 9.

R. M. Jones,ttlonia and Greece in the Eight.h and Seventh Centuries B.C.tt , loLttnc¿-(. ol He-t-!.enic sÌttd),7¿, volume LXVI, 1946. p. 77.

14.

15.

F. G. Kenyon, (1951), P.

10.

22.

The earliest knorvn artefact bearing an alphabetic inscription has been

dated to the mid-eighth century B.CJ6urd "u"., then all that is reasonably certain is the date of the artefacL; the date at which it was actual17

to a generation after manufactut" ' Of
artefacts bearing Linear B inscriptions, none has been dated beyond
the collapse of Mycenaean society. vJhile ít is possible that the absence
ly inscribed

may have occurred up

of inscriptions in stone for the inÈervening period may one day be rectified by nev/ discoveries as Kenyon "uppo""d,18 their absence cannot
simply be sidestepped by appealing to the Minoan example. The arguments
have not been refuted by Kenyon. lrlithout firm evidence to the conLrary

these arguments continue to be more compelling than Kenyonts counterarguments.

Furthermore, Kenyon rested his case on the existence of systems

of writing in other contemporary societies and his conclusion hras that
the Mycenaean Greeks must have been acquainted with a system of writing'
Yet, as was noted above, throughout his argument he talked of the Greeks
and was ímplicitly attempting to show a continuity (in terms of knowledge
of a system of writing) between the Mycenaean era and the late Archaic
era (where writing was attested as an established phenomenon)' Kenyonts
views were published prior to the decipherment of the Linear B script

but its existence was still known, Moreover, the script had been preserved on clay tablets. His conclusion with respect to the Mycenaean
Greeks $/as sound but it Sti1l left open the question of the existence
until at least the Archaic period'
Kenyon would appear to be comrnitËed to supporting a view favouring its
survival beyond the Mycenaean period given that he was arguing that
of a system of writing for later

the

16.
L7.

18.

Ma/

and the

1cLgz,seA

Greeks

\tere representative of a written tradition'

E. A. Havelock, (1982), P.
)-[-icl., p, 15.
F. G. Kenyon, (1951), P.

15

10.
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Kenyonts argument is open to further objections because of

his completely uncritical use of the term twritingr in relation to its
existence and use in diverse contemporary civilisations. No attempt
was made

to differentiate

between

the uses to which a system of writing

be put in these societies. It was assumed that the social need
for a system of v/riting was constant and identical across different
societies. Furthermore, Kenyon made no attempt to differentj-ate between

may

particular scripts, but rather contented himself with talking about
writing in the abstract as if it \¡/as an homogeneous process separate
from the particularities of geographical and historical locations '
These sorts of consideraLions would appear to be crucial for an adequate
understanding

of the issues in question.
.)+

tt

a break between the use of the LInear B script and
the eventual adoption of another system of writing? A detailed inquiry
would require a careful examination of the Mycenaean world, which is
lrlas there

the scope of this thesis, but several salient points can be reviewed. The Mycenaean world was described by Finley as having been
beyond

of rrpetty bureaucratic states".l9 Each of these
states was identified by a particular centre o. city.20 The most prominent of these included Mycenae, - Py1os, Tiryns, Thebes, Orchomenos, Gha,
Vo1os, and Atnens.2l Political and social power-emanated from and
comprised

of a

was mediated by

19.

number

the citY.

M. I. Finley, (1970), P. 56.

tcityt
care needs t-o be exercised in the use of the term
because the Mycenaean city differed in many respects from its near-Eastern
cities of later Greek periods. Eor
counterparts and from
"úb""q,ru¡t
an overview see L. Mumford, fnz Citg in lLitLong , (Pelican Books, London,
1974). Chs. I-4.
20.

Some

2L.

J. T. Hooker, (1976), pP. I4B-I49,

24.

A

typical

city

Mycenaean

was

a citadel which doubled as a fort-

ress and housed the palace complex of rulers and their functionaries.
Most of the population, however, lived in the surrounding hills and
))
val-l:eys."t The citadel was physicalty distant from the bulk of the

population. It is generally thought that the few houses which were
locatecl close to the citadel were for palace retainers or for some of the
more important artisans working

principal feature of

in the pul..".23 The citadel vlas the

society.

Mycenaean

The Mycenaean world was generally very wealthy. That is,
the rulers v/ere extremely wealthy, and lived in opulent surroundings of

gold, ivory, gems, and bronr..24 The materials found in the

graves

of the rulers indicate that the general level of accumulated wealth
world exhibited architectural
feats the scale and complexity of which were rrunparalleled in Bronze

was

substantial. In addition, the

Age

culture the world ou".".25

Mycenaean

Two

excellent examples of this, at

Mycen=

ae, are the Treasury of Atreus and the Lion Gate.26 Similar achievements can be

cited for other

Mycenaean

cíties.

The architectural feats

found at Mycenae attest to both the leve1 of wealth that existed at
Lhe ti-me and the high degree
and complete such

of social organisation

needed

to

undertake

works. 0n the basis of the architecture alone

one

would be justified in concluding that Mycenaean society r^/as tightly
organised. This conclusion is confirmed by the ínformation contained in
the extant Linear B script as deciphered by Chadwick and Ventris.
These tablets reveal that Mycenaean social

22.

23.
Manatt,

C.

Starr, (1962), p.

G.

LUd,

t p. 44.

See

also G.

Starr, (1962), p.

c.

25.

G. E. Mylonas, (1966)

26.

i-Ai{l. ,

G.

lor various

ormations

\,'¡ere

44.
E

Mylonas, (1966); C. Tsounas & J.

( 1Be7) .

24.

f

43,

p.

188.

photographs

of these works.
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very complex and highly stratified.

There was a king-ship system (rvith

a possibly religious connection), a palace bureaucracy that closely
monitored the economic transactlons and taxation records, an elaborate
system

of land ownership or tenure, and a very

The palace

complex

division of lubout?7

controlled all facets of the economy, hence Finley's descript-

of goods, personnel,
activities and services r,{ere sub ject to the administrat j-ve shedules
of the puLu.u.29 Each of the Mycenaean cities had an army. There were
ion of it as a "palace-".ono*y".28 A1l

also officials
quotas

"".u

whose

movements

task it was to ensure that the various production

*"t.30 As a result it can be assumed that the palace bureau-

cracy extended into every area of Mycenaean life.

The complexity of organisation and the diversity of tasks
involved could not have been carried out wilhout some effective means to

maintain accounLs and records. This does not
uras absolutely necessary

mean

that writing as such

as the example of the Incas

demonstraa"=.31

the discovery and subsequent decipherment of the Linear
B tablets, it has thus been proven that a system of writing was i-n existand was in fact the script used by the Mycenaean Greeks to maintain their

However, since

27.
J. Chadwj-ck & M. Venturis, (1973), pp. II9-I25- The suggestion that Lhe uana-r (i.e. king) was in fact a priest-king was canvassed by
them on p. I2O. They concluded that the uc¿nox was not a priest-king.
M. I. Finley, ttThe Mycenaean Tablets and Economic Historyrr,
€cononic HizLong i?eui-eu, Second Series, Volume 10, No. 1, 1957b. p. I34.

28.

also J. T. Hooker, (1976), p.

29.

i-[-id,¡ p. 135.

30

G. E. Mylonas, (1966), pp. 206-207.

See

190.

The Incas used a device known as a quip¿ which, was a cord about
feet long from which wbre hung other knotted cords. The application
of this deviðe v¡as the key means õf keeping an accurate record of all administrative procedures. Cited in P. Idoolley & P. Hirst, Socia!- l?z.la-t)on¿
oncl ltunctn AÍltú-\uLe.,s, (Tavistock Publicatj-ons, London, I9B2). pp. 34-35.
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sufficient evidence of this script exists to al1ow at least
a partial deternination of the extent of its use and its level of avail-

records.

ability.
The extant examples of Linear B script are clay tablets

and

sealings and some inscriptions on about fifty stirrup-ju,".32 As has
been noted, the tablets contained details of inventories, transactions'
production quotas eLc. . The main features of the script were its limited
vocabulary (to the extent that such can be inferred from the data avail-

, the rigídly uni-form nature of the language, and a formulaic style
of phrasing. The Linear B script had all the hallmarks of being a spec-

able)

ialist's language, the jargon of professional scribes and admini"t'"to'"'33
It was certainly well suited to produce inventories and lists ' However '
the problem of whether it was so restricted or was in fact more widely
used must be addressed.

chadwick and

ventris

have summarised

i""u".34 A point in favour of a widespread

the debate over this
competency

in the use of

Linear B concerns the tablets which were found in the Lhree adjoining
houses at Mycenae. \,rlace has claimed that these l^Iere the records of private citÍ zens, presurnably merchar,t=.35 There is,

however

'

some doubt

that these houses were those of private citizens. It is equally likely
that they housecl palace officials of one sort or u.roth"t.36 Consequently
the tablets may not have been ttprivatetf but a proper part of the palace
documents. llace put forward a second argurnent to support the case for
widespread

jars.

literacy that focussed on the inscriptions on the stirrup-

According to l,r/ace these inscriptions would have been useless

32

J. Chadwick&MVentris, (1973), p.

33

M. I. Finley, (1957b),

34

J.

35

36

108.

P. L32.

Chadwick & M. Ventris, ( 1973) ,

cir.ed it iÁ.ir/., p. 109.
M. I. FinleY, (1957b), P' I34 n.

4

pp. 109 ff.

27.

if only a few people could read or understand
number

total

of stirrup-jars with inscriptions

number

them

37

However, the

was few when compared

of extant stirrup-jars which

had no

with the

inscription".38

There

is no way of knowing who inscribed the jars nor is there any

hray of

why only so few were inscribed. It is a shaky inference

indeed

knowing

that such limited

numbers

of inscriptions imply a widespread use of

Linear B by the wider population.
Furthermore, a distinction needs to be made between fluency

in reading and hrriting Linear B (possessed by the scribes) and a limited
ability to distinguish letters or sígns as part of onets trade or occupation.39 The laLter situation is quite consistent with the evidence of
the stirrup-jars. The ability to identify onets produce by the label or
inscription need not imply that the

tto\nrnertt

of that produce could read

or

write (i.". use the Linear B script in the same fashion as the scribes).
the ability to recognise an inscription or certain individual
characters of the script- need not imply that fluency in the use of the

Hence

script

extended beyond

the bureaucracy.

Another argument in support of widespread f luency \^Ias put
forward on the basis
analyses revealed

of handwriting analyses of the tab1ets.40

that the tablets were the work of

These

more than one scribe.

all that this proves is thaL there was more than one scribe
in each of the various palaces. It does not prove that the population
in general was adept at reading or writing (or both). It does however

However,

37.

Cired in J. Chadwick & M. Ventris, (1973), p. 109.

S. Dow, ttMinoan l,{ritingtt , Amznlcan louzna-{. ol Azc}zzologA, Volume
58, 1954 cited in J. Chadwick & M. Ventrís, (1973), p. 110.

38.

This is a variation of Havelockrs notion of rcraft-liLeracyr
put forrr/ard in his ( 1976) pp. 7I-73.

39.

40

J.

Chadwick & M.

Ventris, (1973)' p.

109.

as
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lead to the assumption that Èhere was a distincÈ occupational grouping

for the purposes of keeping records.
Chadwick & Ventris also noted the suggestion that the shapes
of the signs and letters indicated that they were more suited for writing in ink on skíns or papyrus. The symbols were not really designed
to be used on clay tablets because the nature of the script l^¡as thought
to be more conducive to writing than to scratching on cLay. The use
of clay

was thought

to

have been confined

to special

the records from mice and other pests.4l

needs

like

protecEing

Implicit in this last point

was the view that c:-:ay was a permanent means of storing information

of a more temporary nature. The argument
followed that if papyrus and skins \¡tere the dominant materials then

whereas papyrus and skíns were

it is possible that their use was comparatively widespread and hence
more accessible. It would thus follow that t]ne ¿þi!!¿ of writing and
reading were themselves widespread.

to this view. First,
as Dow pointed out, there is no conclusive archeological evidence for
the use of pens or ink-pots.42 Dorv also included stylii in his objectHowever, several objections can be made

ion but this is perhaps too sweeping since the marks on the tablets
had to made with some sort of instrument. It is not stretching the
connotations of rstylust Loo much to allow it to be understood as meaning
ttthat which makes a markrr. Dowts point about pens and ink-pots is not
conclusive but it does cast some doubt on the above argumenL abouL the
relevance of skins and papyrus because it is not unreasonable to expect

material remains like pens and ink-pots to attest the use
of skins or papyrus. A second, more substabtial, objecUion is that
there is no evidence that the tableLs ltere permanent fixtures' Rather' the

to find

some

4I.

i-L¿d.,

42.

S. Dow, ttMinoan hlritingrf , cited in J' Chadwick & M' Ventris'

(t973)

,

pp

.

pp.110-113.

109-110.

,o

tablets were pulped and re-used after the specific information they con43 Inlhen the clay was f ormed into tablets
tained v/as no longer n""d"d.

it

was

that it

not

baked

but allowed to dry of its

was destined

for re-use

because

own

u..ord.44 This

suggests

clay whích was intended for

perm-

anent use was usually baked.

a further objection to the view that the ability to
manipulate the Linear B script was widespread. He suggested that the
script was noL used for publíc purposes such as descriptive texts, wa11
Dow made

paintings, or public inscription".45 In most other societies (contemporary with the Mycenaean world) in which scripts of various types \'¡ere

in evidence the scripts

were

visÍble to all

even

if the actual practit-

ioners of these scripts comprisecl a more or less exclusive social group.

This would seem to indícate that the Linear B script hlas limited to
palace functions and hence remained the special province of palace functionaries.
The picture of the Mycenaean world which thus emerges is

one

of a finely balanced, stratified, and highly centralised society. The
Linear B script can thus be seen to play an integral role in the success
of the palace economy. It
social relations in
was

Mycenaean

\^/as

the key to regulating the

society.

Knowledge

of

how

fundamental

to use the script

localised to the functionaries, and almost certainly did not extend

to the wider population as the above argument has sought to demonstrate.
hlhilst the Linear B script nay have been based on the spoken language,
it

was more

akin to a bureaucratic shorthand rvhich was ideally suited to

record-keeping, inventoríes, lists and accounts.

Ventris, (1973), p. lI4.

43.

J.

44.

iAid, r pp. 37-38 , also P. 114.

4s.

S. Dow, ttMinoan I'iritingrtcited in J. Chadwick & M. Ventris,

( 1973) ,

Chadwick & M.

pp.110-113.
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s¡ructllre of the script told against its use in what
46 That
would now be described as literary fi-e1ds like prose ot Oo.r.r.
is, it was unsuited as a medium for preserving the songs of the aoirLoi. l,'s
The very

Finley has argued, the sort of creations that are associated with Homer
and his successors would have been impossible using Linear B and even
continuous prose would have been difficult.47

Evidence of cultural

works such as 1yrica1, rhetorical or poetical pieces based on r'rriting

not survived (or at least have yet to be discovered). It is quite
conceivable that Linear B could have been used to document the palace

have

history and hence glorify

Llne

uxtnox. Indeed, it is highly likely that the

in forrns other than the architectural. llhether this
was in the form of written chronicles or not must remain moot. Linear B
could also have been used for simple messages or instructions but again
no examples to substantiate this possibility have survived. The import-

Darlex was honoured

ant point is that Linear B was, on the basis of the evidence ' very specific in its use. This meant that the Çontent of any written work was

nore or less limited to list-styled application" ÍB

And as suggested

above, Linear B would have been unsuitable as a medium for preserving
and transmitting knowledge and values

of its limited accessibility

in the broad cultural

sense because

and structure.

Yet it is certainly reasonable to

assume

that the cultural

mores were reproduced in some fashion. The most likely alternative

that this occurred orally through the work of aoirloi. Unfortunately the evidence to substantiaLe such a claim directly is lacking.

would be

46.

M.

I. Finley, (1957b), p.

130

n. 5 and p.

732.

pp. L32-I33. See also his note 1 on p. 133 for an interesting aside about literacY.

47.

)lid,t

The list is not as inflexible a form as might first appear.
See J. Goody, Thn Domz2Í)ca-t)on of llu. Sauage. nitrcl, (Cambridge University
Press, Londtn, Lg77) Ch.5 for a detailed discussion of the list asa form
of creative written exPression.

48.

31.

However, such
Mycenaean

a claim

be inferred from what litt1e is known about
Given that the Mycenaean world was quite well

may

civilisation.

a wide range of achievements of a cultural nature
such aS pottery, art, gem-work, metal-work, and architectrrt"49 it is
a reasonable assumption that it also had an oral tradition of bards '
developed and boastecl

The fact that it vias not written down does not, of necessity, justify

a conclusion that it did not exist. The lack of that sort of evidence
cannot be considerecl conclusive because there are traces of Mycenaean
elements

in

Homer's

Macl anð,1clg,sznA.so This

works hlere necessarily Mycenaean

does not mean Lhat Homerrs

in origin. But it

does seem

able that the Greek epic tradition (of which Homer's
examples) had

a

are the prime

p.=t.51 The oral tradition of the so-called
back until at least the efflorescence of the My-

Mycenaean

Greek Dark Ages extended

cenaean

poems

highly prob-

period. Thus when the

Mycenaean

civilisation collapsed,

the

of that era

could

find expression and hence a partial survival through a tradition

which

survival of at least
did not

depend upon

some

of the

knowledge and values

the written word.

It has a\ready been noted that Linear B was a necessary part
of the successful organisation of the Mycenaean palace economy. But the
converse also applies. The continued use of Linear B depended upon
49.
âSt

50.

for example J. T. Hooker, (1976), pp. 81-107; G' E'
(1966), pp. 187-202; R. J. Hopper, (1976), pp. 19 ff"
See

H. L. Lorimer ,

don, 1950) p. 453.

Homztz cln'cl tjrc- l\onunzn-t-lt

Mylon-

(Macmi-llan & Co., Lon-

i-Lict.; M. P. Nilsson, Honz.n anrl llgcznaz, (Methuen.& Co., London, 1933) p. ZOO; t. B. L. Idebster, Fnom (\gc-e.no-e Lo Homøq (Methuen &
Co., London, 1958) p. 93; and G. S. Kirk, Thz Song's of Hom.ettr,.(Cambridge
51.

University Þt""",'Cåmbriáge, L962) reprinted and abridged as
lhz- €pic, (Cambridge Univãrsity Press, Cambridge, 1964).

Homp-n ancl

32.

the continued existence of the palace-economy because its use was localised to the palace functionarj.es whose task was to ensure that the economy

functioned smooothly. As Dow put it,ttDestroy the palace, and the

If the manipulation of the techniques
"r".k"d".52
of the Linear B script had been widespread then it is reasonable to
expect some evidence of its survival beyond the collapse of the palace-

whole community was

economies. But the evidence suggests that the use of the script came to
an end
The

at the

same

time as the collapse of the Mycenaean civilisatlon.

social need for this system of writing Ëhus disappearud.53
lrlith the o1d society totally (or at least irrepaiably) destroy-

êd, it was to be some time before a neh/ set of social

al:rangements could

be forged in which the need for a system of writing would be felt.
\rihile this process was occurring the survivors and descendants of that
period made full use of the oral traditi-on as a medium to maintain a
sense of continuity with the past as well as to provide a mírror for
the present. In such conditions the cultural need for a system of

j-cation was fulfilled

by the techniques of the oral

mode

commun-

of discourse.

The re-generation of Greek society was a slow process. It

52.

S. Dow, ttThe Greeks in the Bronze Ag"tt, //fh

Congne.¿ InLu¿na-t--

ional-e. de¿ Súence¿ lLl¿Lott-Lque, Stockhokn, 1960. p. 24. Reprinted in G.
S. Kirk, (ed.), 7he. Language ancl BacJ<gnounct ol Homz-n: Sonz ile.c-e.nL Stud)-e-¿
ctnd Con-tttouenzie.z, (ln/. Heffer & Sons, Cambridge, L964) with original page
numbering.

A. Snodgrass, Ancho)c Çn-e.e.cz-: 7h2- Age' ol €xpe'únznL, (J'
Dent & Sons, London, 1980) p. 79 where he says,

53.

ttf

f it . i,rt,lil¡e.¡ Lúnear, BrJ i . . .was the almost
exclusive preserve of the palace bureaucracies as seems 1ikely, then their disappearance
will have removed its raison dtetre.tl

M'

JJ

not until about the beginning of the eighth century B.C. that the
various Greek city-states could be said to have emerged from the devast-

was

\^

ation precipitated by the collapse of the Mycenaean wor1d.-- By the
late ninth century B.C. the mainland population began to increase rapidly'
This was in conLrast h'ith earlier centuries in which the population had
been generally declin:-ng.55 There v/as a marked íncrease in the use of
5ó .nd iron came to be used in the
metals for dedications and farming
Greek world for the first tir".57 It was j-n the early eighth century

of the maínland (and laLer lonia) began to settle abroad
and establish new cities and trading po"t=.58 This occurred in two
broad \¡/aves. First to Sicily and Italy in the west early in the eighth
century till at least 600 8.C., and to Thrace and the Black Sea in the
that the

Greeks

8.C..59 The resultant cities were' for all
intenÈs and purposes, economi caLly and politically independent of the
cíty-state of origin. Trading posts such as Naucratis and A1 Mina, for

northeast after about

example, \rere

7OO

relatively few

and were established

specifically for trading

purposes. They did not develop into autonomous city-states but remained
essentially meeting plu.u".60
The reasons

54.
55.

for this emigration were largely

due

to the

¡ p. 19; M. I . FinleY, ( 1970) , pp. 66 ej- Åeq, .
C. G. Starr , (L962), P. B0; M. I. Finley, ( 1970) .

i-tJrl.

57.

A. Snodgrass, (1980), PP. 53-55.
M. I. Finley, (1970), P. 68; C. G. Starr, (7962), p.

58.

R. M. Jones, (1946).

59.

M.

56.

60.

I. Finley, (1970),
iUd,r pp. 97-98.

PP. 93-94.

87.

pressure

J+

of a rapidly increasing population and the increasing scarcity of land
within the mainland city-"tat"".61 The social crises which these developments engendered were

to

Some

extent defused by emigration

As R. M. Jones has argued, trade generally followed

movements

'

in the wake of

62

emi-

gration rather than caused it Í3 His view is duppJrþed- fur:ther tÙ the fact
thaE the new set¡lements l¡/ere primarily for land. Tn many cases, the
areas which would have been better suited
oses v/ere ignored

for trade

and commercial purp-

in favour of areas more suited to agrarian p,,t=t'it"'64

of emigration contact with other neighbouring societies
was at best sporadic. Tn general, such contact \^ras then of peripheral
importance for the Greek *ot1d.65 Once emigration began in earnest, conPrior to the

\^/aves

tact with other societies by way of trade increased rapidly. Consequently
the Greeks began to be exposed to different ideas, technologies,66 t.t"tials etc. which were then incorporated as

needed

into Lhe Greek world.

This brief synopsis of the Greek world at the turn of
6t

)-t-ir|,

, p.

the

99.

This situation was not completely defused by emigration as is
evidenced by Hesiod's û)onJ<z ancL DaA'sr(c. late 7th century BaC.) in which
the problems of land ownership and justice are addressed. It was al'so
nu..ã"uty for the Greeks to find some internal solutions to these problems as has been argued by M. I. Finley, (1970), pp. 104-105'

62¿

63

R

M. Jones, (1946), p. 86.

64

M

I. Finley, (1970), p.

98

The importing of various minerals (".g. copper'
),L-icl,, p.79.
65.
¡in and iron) was perhaps not ttperipheraltt but in the overall context
where the use of metals was at a 1ow ebb prj-or to the eighth century B'C'
it can be considered as such.
The term t technologyt is here used in a general way to refer
66.
to ways and means of doing things. Such technologies may not have been
innovative ín the sense uãed by-Finley in his article 'tTechnical Innovation and Economic Progress in the Ancient I'lorldr' , €conomic Hi'lLong
í?¿ú-ett, Second Series, Volume 18, No. 1, L965-
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eighth century establishes the context for the adoption of the technology
of writing. Given the extent of trading connections and contacts in the

period prior to the eighth century it would appear unlikely that the
Greeks adopted a writing system before about 800 B'C"
There is some debate in the literature concerning the precise
date67 at which the Greeks developed their system of writing by trans-

script ot the Phoenicians. This debate was reviewed
in 1963,68 rurki.rg out the main positions of dispute' The

forming the Semitic
by Havelock

chief protagonist in this debate I¡/as Rhys carpenter who argued that
on the basis of the historical evidence (1.e. possible trading contacts
with the phoenicians and other neighbouring civilisations) and the epigraphic evidence (i.e. surviving inscriptions or graffiti and the comparison of the shapes of individual letters) a date of 72O-70O B'C'
hras warra.rtud.69

Prior to carpenter's thesis the accepted date for the Greek
alphabet had been put as early as the tenth cenLury 8.C.70 and some, notably lrlace, had argued for sone sort of continuity between the Mycenaean
script and the later alphabeti. "ctipt.71 The critical responses to
Carpenter varied as to the particular date but all refused to concede
a late eighth centurY date. Rather, it vlas argued that a very early
eighth century date or one which was in the late (or even early) ninth

real isIt is undersLood that often pnec'Lze dates are not the
particular
a
in
sue but that Èhe concern is with the approximate decade
67.

century.

but much
E. A. Havelock, (1963), pp. 49-52 note 4' A similar
notes IB0'
p'
89
(1946)'
abbreviated review was also given ùit n'M' Jones'

68.

181, -and 182.

ttThe Antiquity of the Greek Alphabet" , Amznìcatt
Rhys Carpenter,
"The Greek Alphabet
Jouna!. ol AnchzolZgU, Válume 37, tggg. Also his
igaintt , inetz-Lcan lo-una!- ol Anchz-ologa, Volume 42, 1938'

69.

70.
7I.

E. A. Havelock, (1963), p. 49 note 4'
^upno,

p.

19 note 5.

36

century was more ItkeIy.12 As Havelock noted ' none of these took full
cognisance of Carpenterrs key points but dealt only with those that
bore most heavily on their own preferred date (for reasons which often
As this debate progressed, horuever,
"uid"n."73).
there emerged a tendency for that date to be moved closer to the mídd1e
of the eighth century. Page, for example, argued for a date not later

1itt1e to

had

do

with the

than 750 8.c..74 t. H. Jeffery argued for a date of about 750 B.c. a175

to lean to the late rather than earLy eighth century '
opted for a date of 72O-7OO 8.C., a position he has maintained

though she tended
Havelock

in subseq,r"tt "otk"
The view

to

.76

that

emerges

is that an acceptable date would appear

8.c.. certainly, the historical evidence di-scussed
would suggest a mid-eighth century date is a reasonable conclusion.

be about 750

ubouuTT

B. L. Ullman, ttHor./ 01d is the Greek Alphabet?tt, Anrctzican Jouzna!
72.
the e1ol AnclnologA, Volume 38, 1934 who argued for a date somewhere inwas
to
1938
in
response
eventh or twelfth centuries 8.C.. Carpenterts
than
earlier
no
of
date
a
show that on the basis of Ullmants evidence
c.825 B.C. was all that could be asserted. H. L. Lorimer, (1950), p.I29
argued for a dare of c. 780 8.C.. T. B. L. Webster, (1958), p. 272 argued for a date somewhere between B5O and 750 8.C.. I^1. F. Albright, 7h2
Azclv.ologg ol Pala.zÍ)n-e-, (Penguin Books, Harmondsworth , 1949) p - 196 suggested tné tate ninth or perhãps the very early eighth century 8.C..

E. A. Havelock, (1963), PP. 5I-52 note 4'
D. Page , Hi-,sLong anrt the Homzn-Lc ILLacl, (University of californ74.
ia Press, Berkeley & Los Angeles, 1959) p. I57.

73.

ol
L. H. Jeffery, Thn Local sc,z-LpÍ-'s ol Azcha-ic Çne-e-ce-: A SÍ-urlg
canLFi{th
rhe.
L9
€igh.th
the.
th-e. çn2.2Jr ALpho-acf onî:" .il) Deue.!.opnznL'þon
u/L¿e.; 8,C,, (Oxford University Press, Oxford, L96I) pp' 1-21'
E. A. Havelock, (1963); (1976); and (1982). The 1ast. work con76.
the
tains a number of essays published since 1963 in which the date forrrThe
essay,
introductory
Greek alphabet is taken uâ IZO-IOO B.C.. His
Oral and hlritten l,/ord: A Reappraisalrf , written' one assumes, especially
for the 1982 collection of eãsays recapitulates his views on thís issue '

75.

77

.

óup/Lo,

pp. 33-34,

37.

Given the Phoenician basis for the Greek system of writing
seem

that the

Greeks became familiar

78

it would

with the Phoenician system as

a

result of their contacts wilh the Phoenicians. The most 1ike1y point
of contact where this would have occurred was at A1 Mina in Syria' As
noted earlier, this was a trading post established by the Greeks at
some time in the eighth century. This accords with a mid to late eighth
century date for the appearance of a specifically Greek version of the
Semitic script.

earli est pxLanL epigraphical evidence has been dated to about 75O 8.C.. This a vase known as the Dipylon ',ru"",79 which bears
an alphabetic inscription. All that can be reliably inferred from this
The

is thaL the vase itself is no older than about 750 B.C" The inscription
was made at some time after the vase had been fired but whether this was
done nore

or less

conLemporaneously l^iith

its manufacture or, as Havelock

a generatíon later, cannot be known with any certainty'
By assuming a later date for the inscription, the date for the ernergence
of a Greek version of the Semitic script can be assumed to have occurred
suggested,tO uO to

closer to the end rather than the beginning of the eighth century' That
sort of assumption, though plausible, is not necessary for present purpOSCS.

Another epigraphical argument, based on a comparison

of

the

letter shapes of the Greek alphabet with the Proto-Canaanite script
about the Phoenician background of the
is little doubt
t'Recording
and writingrr, il E. J. Holmyard &
Greek script. See S. Hooke,
A. R. Hal1, (edd. ), A HitLong of Te.chnólogg Vo!.une L: Fnom €att!-g Tinp-¿
Í-o Ancienl T)ne.¿, of six volumes, (Oxford-Úniversity Press, Oxford, 1954);
D. Diringer, Thz A-!.pha-A-e.L: The. lb.g- Lo lhz l)-2.Í,ong ol rtarLlcùtrl¡ .(Hutchinson, Lor,ãon, Ig47); I. J. Gelb, A Sttdg ol ilnií)ng, rev. ed., (University
of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1963).
L. H. Jeffery, (1961), pp.16-17 and p' 68; also E' A' Havelock'
79.
( 1963) , pp. 49 ff.

78.

There

80.

E. A. Havelock, (1982), P.

15.

38

(c.

B.C.), has been used by Goody to support the view that the
developed their system as early as 1100 8.C..81 The epigraphical

1100-1000

Greeks

put forward by Na''eh82 brra it remains unconvincing despite
iÈs suggestiveness. This is because it assunes that the Greeks were
in sufficient contact with the Sernitic world at the time (c' 1100 B'C')

argument was

learnt and adapted the Proto-Canaanite script to their needs. Yet
at that time the Greek world l¡/as in a state of turrnoil. In addition '
the Greeks were not then travelling outwards from their orú/n lands '

to

have

Following the Mycenaean collapse, contact with any neighbouríng societies
v/as

virtually non-existent. The only

Mycenaean

centre left after the

col1apse, Athens, exhibited no evidence of having had contact with or
use of the Proto-Canaaníte script. Even cluring the height of the Mycen-

of very minor importance. The collapse of the
Mycenaean world left Athens to atrophy until the Greek world had rebuilt
It is also significant
itself over the course of later ."ntrri""93
aean period Athens l/as

that the use of Linear B script has only

been assumed

for Athens on the

basis that other contemporary Mycenaean centres used it.
knowledge

of the Proto-Canaanite script

Contenporary

must remain speculative.

The apparent similarity of the letters of the early

Greek

of the Proto-Canaanite script is not surprising gíven
the common basis for the latter and the Phoenician script. Although
similarity of letter shapes is a promising indicator it needs to be

alphabet with those

(or at least substantial inferences) of historical
contact and diffusion. At the time when such contact and diffusion is
supported by evidence

81.

J.

Goody, (1981),

P. 72I.

82.
J. Naveh, t'Some semitic Epi-graphical considerations on the Antiquity of the Greek Alphabet'r , A*noL.r JotL'zno-t ol ALtclvologa' Volume 77,
tglZ. A more recent restatement of Navehrs views on the Greek alphabet
can be found in his Ln-Lgin5 ol the- A-[.pha!,eL, (Casse11, London , 1977) '
83.
For details on Athens in the Mycenaean period see J. T. Hooker,
(1976) and M. I. Finley, (1970).
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historical evidence there is points to the Greek world
as one of isolation and removal from other societies in the Mediterranean
region. Furthermore, the social needs that might have prompted the

assumed, what

contact with other societies and possible adoption of their writing syst-

are not discussed. Even if it can be argued that the Greeks had
sufficient contact with those using the Proto-Canaanite script to have

ems

it, it stí1l has to be established why this occurred, and whose
or what needs were to be satisfied by such a development. These aspects
remain unexamined in both Navehrs and Goody's utgut"nt".84 Despite

adopted

the apparent sinilarity

of letter shapes this epigraphical

argument

must remain speculative at best. Given what has already been said in
preceding arguments, a daLe for the emergence of a specifically

Greel<

of writing prior to about the the middle of the eighth century
B.C. would thus appear unlikely on the basis of the available evidence.
system

tc

-q

Two quesÈions now
the Greeks had managed
what prompted

did
two

arise which must be addressed. Given that

without a system of writing for several cenLuries'

them into developing one? And secondly, in what

lJays

the Greek system differ from its Phoenician counterpart? These
question are, to Some extent, interrelated' and cannot be separated

Goody nor Naveh gives any critical appraisIn addition, neitherralphabetr.
84.
No account is given of why the
term
of
the
use
a1 of the
as being of the same typology
accepted
be
should
writing
Greek system of
be1ow, the Phoenícian
As
is
argued
scripts.
Semitið
as the various
-but
The
Semitic script (and
a
syllabary.
alphabet
script v/as not an
indeãd, iÈs Semitic cognates) operated on a consonanLal basis using
syllables as their minimal linguistic unit. Although some of the Semitic
scripts used consonant graphemes in approximate vowel-like functions,
none presupposed vowel [ruptt"r"" as the Greeks did. The Greeks did
not rely on- syllables alone but went one step further to establish their
writing system on a phonemic basis that more closely approximated actual
linguiãtiá utteranceå for the various Greek language dialects' These
points are taken up in the next section in more deLail'
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as easily as might be preferred. Nevertheless, in order to discuss
the issues as clearly as possible, the second question will be dealt
with first.

A system of writing may be defined as a series of visible
marks with which to encode (or record) ideas or thoughts. Such information may be understood as having its basis in the spoken language of

is under consideration. A variety of means have been
used to arrive at systematic representations of ideas or thoughts in
a visible, Inore or less permanen¡ form. In accordance with this, systems

whatever socíety

of writing can be described as pictographic, where the minimal constituent
mark or grapheme is a picture of a particular object that illustrates the
message

to be conveyed (e.g. Egyptian hieroglyphics,

writing) ; logographic, where the

or

(".g.

word-meanings

Chj-nese

graphemes

AzLec and Mayan

generally correspond to

writing); syllabic,

where the graphemes

generally correspond to syllables; and alphabetic, where each
corresponds

to the sound classes or

phonemes

words

grapheme

of the spoken t.nguug"?5

This does noL exhaust the possible types of writing systems because,
as Pulgram noted, modern linguists have devised other systems which
attempt to capture the fu11 spectrum of linguistic utteran.e;86 but the
former systems are those, which have been most commonly found

ca1 use and hence the latter, more artificial
considered

in histori-

systems, need noL

here. Of the four systems, pictographic, logographic,

and alphabetic,

be

sy11abic,

the two that are of immediate concern are the syllabary

and the alphabet.
The Phoenician

script

v/as

a syllabary, whereas the Greek scrípt

Ernst Pulgram, ttThe Typologies of In/riting Systemstr, in l^l . Haas,
(ed.) , ú)n-LÍ,ing h)ilhouL L¿.f-t-a.n¿, (Manchester University Press, Manchester,
1976) pp. 6-7.

85.

86

i-q"¿d

pp. 7 f.f. .

4L.

t{as more properly an alphabet. Havelock pointed out that there
a

common

was

temptation to treat both as forms of alphabetic systems where

the Phoenician system was accepted as an earlier and the Greek system
as a later, much improved lr"t=ion.87 This tendency can be traced to
the fact thau both used a very smal1 number of graphet"u88- the Phoenician
used twenty-Ëwo signs and the Greek system twenty-four. But as Havelock
suggested, this said nothing at a1l about each scriptts ability

ttto

symbolize phonemes accuratelytt.B9 Furthermore, such a tendency also
assumed that since the Greek script was capable of a high degree of correspondence between grapheme and phoneme, then

script, functioned in a similar fashion.

its precursor, the Phoenician

However,

that sort of

assumpt-

it obscures the fact that the graphemes of
each script did not necessarily represent the same class of linguistic
sounds. The Phoenician script did not function phonemically but syllabicion was unfounded,

because

on

aILy,'"

The Phoenician script used graphemes to represent the conson-

ants of the spoken language. Since the spoken language exhibited a
triconsonantal root structure, it k/as possible for the Phoenicians to
represent their words adequately using only .on"on.nt".91 The basic

linguistic unit

was the

syllable

(hence a major reason

for classifying it

as a syllabary) and this could be rendered quite successfully using
only consonants. Vowels were not a feature of the Phoenician script '
This presented some problems for the reader in that a consonantal

87.

E. A. Havelock, (1976), P.

88.

i-Q-Lcl,

25

89.

, p.
)-[-Ld. ¡ p.

90.

Ernst Pulgram, (1976), P. 23.

91.

i!*id,

t p.

25.
25.

23.

grapheme
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often had to represenE more than one sound or type of utterance ' The
reader then had to choose between several (often conflicting) sounds

to vocalise the gruphu*.=.92 To some extent the

when attempting

Phoenic-

ians attempted to off-set this ambiguity by addíng signs (described
Pulgram as

"vocalic

phonographemes

called

mcLt'n-eÀ

^Le-ciloo¿¿"93)

by

to give

clue to,the reader as to the appropriate vocalic sound. However,
this u¡as not a systemaÈic feature of the Phoenician script and it was
used only "sporadically and not regul arLy".94 For the most part' t;here
some

an inherent ambiguity between the linguistic utterance and
its symbolíc representation and vice versa. This meanL that the readers
of the script had to have sufficient expertise to be able to interpret

remained

with reasonable accuracy. As a result the use of such
scripts remained the preserve of those trained specifically ín their
use which usually meant that only the scribes and priests possessed
the

graphemes

such a ski11.

The Greek script, oD the other hand, exhibited a number of

quite distinct changes. The Greek languages v/ere generally not triconso-

nantal in their root Structure and hence the use of consonants alone
would not have provided an adequate basis for the graphemes. The first
major difference v/as the use of a nurnber of Phoenician letters, having
no counterparts in the Greek language, as the graphemes fot uot"1"'95 In

addition, the Phoenician letter Dan was used as the basis for two letters
Hooke noted that two other signs were also created
cLlgonma und ,.96

92.

E. A. Havelock, (1976), P.

93.

Ernst Pulgram, (L976), P. 23.

94.

)l-Lcl,

95.

S. H. Hooke, (1954), P. 768.

'

p.

31.

23.

J. N. Coldstream, ÇeomzlzLc Çnzece, (St. l{Artin's Press, New
York, 1977). p. 300. Note that Coldstream treated the Phoenician script
as an alphabet rather than a syllabary.
96.
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f.rom uau

1y

but these, along with the ci)ganma,

as the Greek script

became

obsolete fairly quick-

became more developed and standardi""¿

'97

The

Greeks also dístinguished between aspirated and non-aspirated vowels
and introduced extra signs

to represent the double tott"onutt-" ?B

These

were quite significant departures from the Phoenician script ' Although
the Greek script did not become completely standardised until about the

fourth century 8.C.99 the above differences were common to all the early
have
Greek scripts, despite any other linguistic differences which may
existed between the Greek ".tipt".100
The resultant Greek script can thus be regarded as having

the atom-isation of linguisti. "ou¡d.101 It went beyond
the parameters of the Phoenician syllabary to a more phonemically orientset of Ietters. A closer correspondence between linguistic utterance

been based upon

its symbolic representation was thus achieved. This was not a completely isomorphic correspondence, however, as the Greek script remained

and

phonemically rather than phonetically ba="d.102 Nevertheless,

it

remained

possible for practically every meaningful linguistic utterance to

be

syrnbollically represented with minimal ambiguity. Consequently, the
vocalisation of graphemes required far less interpretation on the part

97.

S.

98

.i-!*¿d.,

H.

Hooke, (1954), P.768.

p.

768.

(1976)., and L' H Jefalso B. A. Havelock,
tfstandardísationrr
process.
fery, ( 1961) for some discussion of thís
99.

)-0,¿d, ,

100.

J.

N.

p. 768.

See

Coldstream, (1977), P.

300

E. A. Havelock, (1976), pp. 29 & 37'
The differences between phonemic writing and phonetic writing
IO2.
(1976)'
need not be discussed here. For sãme discussion õee Erñst Pulgram,
pp.7_g.SufficeittoSaythattheGreekscriptprobably.camecloser
lñrn uny other script then in existence to achieving phonetic consistency
in its actual use.

101.
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of the reader of the Greek script. This resulted in a level of stability
in encoding and decoding the

spoken world unequalled by any

other

system

of signs then in use. It was, as Hooke noted, ttthe most perfect instrument for recording and preserving human speech that had come into exist,, 103
ence
The changes to the Phoenician script made it more applicable

to the various Greek languages. But this does not of itself explain
what social needs (if any) prompted the Greeks to adopt a writing system
in the first p1ace, given that they had managed quite successfully without one for several centuries. Two basic explanations suggest themselves
but neither, taken on its own, is entirely convincing.
The

first

may be described as being based on economic consider-

atj-ons. As a result of trading contacts with the Phoenicians, it is
suggested that the Greeks needed some means to record transactions,
contracts, and other associated dealing=.i04 Yet, as Snodgrass then
went on to point out, this does not explain the distinctive innovations
that the Greeks implement"¿J05 For Snodgrass, the innovation of signs
to represent vowel sounds was signifi.u.ttl06 because a writing system
for

commercial and record-keeping purposes

did not necessarily have to

of representing the ful1 range of possible meaningful linguistic utterances. Furthermore, contracts and transaclions in the Archaic
period were generally of an oral nature and remained so until at least
be capable

the late fift.h century 8.C.. Evidence of written contracts can only

103.

S. H. Hooke, (1954), p.

104.

A. Snodgrass, (1980), p.

105.

-i-!-icl,

106.

i-!*id,., pp. 81-82.

t p.

81

.

768
81

45.

be attested for the fourth century and hardly at all for the fifth centrrry107 when Athenian tradj-ng power hlas at its peak. The eighth centuryr

trading ventures by the Greeks were only beginning to be established,
remains obscure. On its own, the economic impetus for a writing system

when

cannot explain \nhy the emerging Greek script developed the partícu1ar

characteristics that it did.

of explanation focusses on the ao)-cl¿c tradition.
0n this account, the Greek alphabet developed in the way that ít did
to faciliLate the preservation of the social knowledge and values as
produced by trre aoi¡\o ' .108 The neecl for writing v'¡as as a mnemonic
The second sort.

aid for orally produced and preserved discourse. The aoirloi, because
of their practice of travelling widely, came into conLact with the practíces found ín other societies and adopted and adapted whatever proved
to be useful for their own purposes. In this case it was the Phoenician
syllabary that was adopted.l09 This explanation has the virtue of accounting for the innovation of vowel signs. In order for a writing systen
to be capable of preserving the oral works of rlne ao)rloi for subsequent
re-use, i-t hacl to be able to represent faithfully the sounds actually uttered by tine aoicLoi. The combination of vowels and consonants graphemically represented made that possible.

that the aoidoi learnt to write in a bi-lingua1

Robb suggested

to experiment with the Phoenician syllabary
to adapt it to the needs of their own language use. A crucial point for
Robb was that the aoirloi worked with the sound of the Greek language'

situation in which they

ro7

.

108.

began

F. D. Harvey, (1966), P.
A. Snodgrass,

(

1980)

,

608.

PP. 82-83.

K. Robb, rrPoeLic Sources of the Greek Alphabet: Rhythm and Abecedarium from Phoenician Lo Greekrr, PP. 27-28 in E. A. Havelock & J' P'
Hershbell, (edd .), Commun)ca-t)on Ayb )n thz Anc)en-L ü)on'kl, (Communication
Arts Books, New York, 1978).

109.
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to ensure that the visible representatlon of such sounds
was capable of the task. Therefore srch ao)¡loi would have experimented
with the letters and their shapes in arrj-ving at an appropriate ".tipt.110
and hence needed

Havelock has objected to this account on the grounds that this sort

of experimentati-on would not

have been undertaken by the aoirloi

in

the

first instance because they worked with the ear rather than with
"y".111

Havelock suggests t.hat trial

and error would have been

the
more

þrobably undertaken by stonecutters and other artisans who physically

worked

Yet in making his objection
"hup"".112
the alternatives too sharply.

with the letter

has perhaps posed

Havelock

Adaptation of letter shapes suitable for the Greek language
by practical artisans need not have required vowel graphemes for inscrib-

ing information of an economic or anecdotal nature. This could still
have been achíeved using a basically consonantal or syllabic script

to the Phoenician ".ti-pt113 Yet
Robb and Snodgrass would appear to be on the right track. For as Havelock
has acknowledged, the earliest inscription (on the famous Dipylon vase
c. 750 B.C.), tti" metrícal, consisting of a complete hexameter in the
as Robb himself acknowledged with respect

Homeric

run.r"t".114 This would suggest that

whoever composed

the 1ine,

as distinct from the inscription of it, would have had more than a passing
knowledge

of the techniques of oral composition.

I^/hi1e one can assume'

with Havelock, that most Greeks would have had some familiarity

' pp. 27-32.

110

i-4,icl,

111.

E. A. Havelock, (1982),

p. 13 where he

specifically

addressed

Robbts argument.

i-Atd,¡ p. 13. Also his trThe Preliteracy of the Greekstt , Neu
L,iLattctzg //)'süorcg, Volume VIII, No. 3, Spring 1977. p. 373. (Reprinted in
his (1982) pp. I85--2o7.)

lI2.

113.
II4,

K. Robb, (1978), p.32.
E. A. Havelock,

( 1978)

,

p

377

.
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of oral composition it is unlikely that the precise
formulation of hexametric lines ttin the Homeric mannertt would have been
a skill ordinarily possessed by stonecutters and artisansl.l5 S,r.h a skí11

with

Èhe techniques

was the ,tpe-c)/-ic preserve of the aoirloi. It. would thus follow that

the impetus to achieve faithful representation of an oral

composition

would have come from the aoirloi.

This does not deny the role of stonecutters or other artisans
in aiding the process of creating the Greek alphabet. Rather it is to
suggest that both aùrloi and artisans would have made contributions to
The important point,

the physical manifestation of the Greek script.

to the Phoenician script to represent accurately
orally produced and preserved compositions had to be such that the reader
could vocalise what r^/as written in the same \^/ay in which the

horvever,

is that

changes

aoicloi presented it.116
made

this possible and

composition

The inclusion of graphemes to indicate vowels
hence

reflected the influence and needs of oral

in determing the sort of writing

system

that

emerg"d'117

tt

Alphabetic writing in the ancient Greek world represented
the emergence of a neI^I technology for the recording of previously orally
preserved knowledge and values. Entering Greek culture as prímarily

a

mnemonic

aid its use quickly

opened uP new

possibiliLies of expression

115.
One possible objection to this line of argument is that the
metrical inscription refeired to above was a quotation that the stonecutter simply reproduced. Therefore such an artisan need not have any
specialised k.ro"iedge of oral techniques. However, it is clear from
the context of the inscription that it was not a quotation but a line
having relevance to the owner of the vase. For this objection to have
any fõrce it. would have to be shown that the inscribed line was from some
commonly known composition. This would appear not to be the case.
this point

Havelock and Robb are

116.

On

117.

K. Robb, (1978), PP. 27-32.

in

agreement.
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and composition. In large part, the Greek alphabet effected, or at
least made possible, the transition from an oral to a predominantly 1iL-

erate culture. As will

become

evident, other factors within the

Greek

world also played their part in shaping the contours of this transform-

aLion. In order to understand the intricacies and vicissitudes of this
Lransformation it will be necessary to explore more ful]-y the nature
of the oral mode of discourse in the Greek world prior to the introduction of an alphabetic system of writing.

A ful1 appreciation of

this transformation presupposes an understanding of the techniques of
the oral versifiers, their relationship to their audiences and hence
to their social milieu, and of the nature of the
preserved by

oral discourse.

knowledge and values

Chapter
ln/ords

with Llings:

of

2

0n the 0ra1 llode

Discourse

The ancient Greeks developed a sophisticated capacity to
articulate, preserve and transmit their socially necessary ideas and
values through the art of the winged word. This was the mainstay of the

oral

mode

of discourse.

The techniques

constitutive of this

mode

of dis-

course and the ways in which these techniques operated and helped shape
Greek thought comprise

the focus of this chapter, the aim of which ís two-

socially necessary ideas and values
were in fact retained over time and the second is to illustrate how
the oral mode was important for the subsequent development of the concept
tdialecticr.
fo1d. The first aim is to

show how

distínctions in terrninology need to be made. The first
distinction is that beLween toral traditiont and toral 'literaturet. This
\¡/as succinctly drawn by Berkley Peabody.l 'Oral tradition' ref ers to
Two

a process in which the proclucts are totally oral both in their production
Itthe recorded phenomena of
and dissemination. tOral liLeraturet refers to

an oral traditionrt and thus

Presupposes some form

of writing

system'

This distinction is necessary because it minirnises the arnount of confusion

that inevitably arises

when one attempts

to explain non-literate

phenomena

in terms of literate categoti"".2
' The second

distinction follows fron the first.

It is

nece-

1.
Berkley Peabody, 7h2 ù)ingzrl ü)onrl: A stldg in ÍA.e.7e.clwiq,'.e. of
Anci-ent- ÇnzeJc lnit Compo¿iLLon a¿ Søet¿ P4-incipa-{tg f.hnough He'siod'¿ lìon/t¿
anrl Dag,s, (State University of New York Press, Albany, 7975) p' 1'
2.

Cf. the

comments made

earlier on p.

11 note 23.
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ssary to be able to distinguish between those who produce cultural sets
.)

of words' under conditions when writing is unknown, and those who produce
when writing is known. The distinction is that between aoi-do¿ and poie-Le,5.+ 'Aoirlo¿t refers to a bard or singer of songs who composes in
perf ormance, whereas po)-eÍ-e.'sr ref ers to one who constructs sets of
t

words

with the aid of writing

and hence need

not

compose

Havelock criticised F. M. Cornfordf s translation of

in

performance.

pù-e.Le.¿

in Plators

as 'writer' as "unfortunate".5 Havelock argued that pù-eL-e-'t
had to be interpreted in an oral way to reflect its origins in a period
when writing was not known. ll/hilst this critj-cism was aimed in the

i?z.puL,üc

right direction, it clouded the importanL point that oral versifiers
\¡/ere dif f erent f rom poets in as much as their respective condi-tions
of producti-on

\^/ere dif f erent.

As such an oral versifier need not

be

identical with an oral poet. Failure to distinguish between the t\^/o
can only lead to further confusion about oral t.radition and oral literature. This confusj-on is unnecessary especially since ' ctoid.ol t is available
to

descri-be those who were

oral versifiers.6

Hence

in this study the dis-

The use of the phrase rcultural sets of wordst is a bit impre3.
cise. Although the word tsongs t is perhaps a better term to describe such
products, espãcía11y in an orã1 context (and will be hencesforth so used),
presuppose a particular
the intebtion here is to use a phrase that did nottsong
t often means a muspeople
many
For
ordering or formation of words.
tpoemt
is a literate term the
ical poãm and since the view here is that
guarded
against.
be
must
interchangeability of the t\^/o
4.
F. E. Peters, 7he Hanue¿L ol //-e.!Leni,sn: A l!)zLozg ol lhe. Ne.cn
€azL þon Alpxarulan uæ. Çne.at Lo Íhe. 7tt-itnph ol ClwL,:Llonil-g, (George A1len & Unwin, London, 1972) p.186. Note that Peters used this distinction
in a slightly different way to that above in that he regarded the distinction between poie,Le-¿ and ao)rlo¿ as being blurred even in Platof s time.
However, that does not preclude the interpretation adopted here.
5

E. A. Havelock, (1963), P. 49 n.

1

ttThe Spoken and Inlritten Wordrr, Hattuonrl Sturüz¿
hl . C. Greene,
6.
in C,La¿¿ico! Ph)LologA, Volume 60, 1951. p. 40 where he used aoi¡lo¿ to
refer to the bards of the oral tradition whom he described specifically
as oral versifiers.
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tinction between those who composed without the aid of the technology
of writing (1.". oral versifiers) and those who had the use of this
technology

(i.e. poets) will be signified by the terms aoirlo¿ and poi-e-/-e's

respectively.

The tr¡/o terminological distinctions fit
An aoi¡lo¿ belonged

to the oral tradition.

neatly together.

A poizlz-z belonged

to a tradit-

ion that had the use of writing. The works produced by a pù-e-Í'e¿ vere

no

longer simply songs (as in the oral traditj-on) but poems (even though they

sung). Underlying the terminological distinction of aùrlo¿/
poi-elz-,s is the view that each term presupposes different (but not necessarily antithetical) conditions of composition or production.
may have been

Before proceeding with the analysis of the oral mode of discourse the question of evidence needs to be addressed. Given that the

oral t.radition is, by definition, not written
that onets analysis of the oral

down, how can one be sure

mode bears any resemblance

to what actual-

ly took place? Most writers on this Eopic usually predicate their discussion on the extant text (or texts) of a particular producer (such
as a Homer or a Hesiod) and make their inferences accordingly. This is

a reasonable approach but it has the implicit drawback of raising contro-

versial questions about the producers

there a Homer?, was there more than one Homer?,
poiz-tz-':?, was Homer

so

on.

These

prior to/

contemporary

example

with/ later than Hesiod?,

and

are important questions but as noted they are, in themselves'

peripheral to the main concerns of this study.

itíon

.7 For

' \'/as
was Homer an aoido¿ or a

themselves

must be taken

Nevertheless, some Pos-

with respect to these questions, whilst maintaining

The raising of controversial questions i-s not itself a drawThe drawback lies in the fact that adequate anstrers to these questions are beyond the scope of this thesis, and often beyond the range of
available evidence.

7.
back.
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of distance from the actual analyses of the controverti"".B
For the purposes of thls study it will be assumed that the

some degree

refers to a single, historical individual; that Homer \^/as a
o
*un;' that he \^Ias responsible for both the Macl and the ()clgz'se-g; that
the I!-LaIt was prior to the 1dgz'se.g; that Hesiod may have been alive when
Homer was alive but that Hesiodfs period of activity was slightly later
name 'Homert

than

Homer

t.o be

t

s,

hence Hesiod'

later than the

a little

Th.eogong

Oclgz,te.g; and

Homer and Hesiod were
seem

s

and

ilo'tl<'s ancl Dagz

will be assumed

finally it will be assumed that

oral poets (i.e.¡a'øiizt"ù). This last

both

assumption

may

rash because Homerts poems are often taken as the paradigm

of oral di".orr"".'10 Yet as Peabody has demonstrated, the poems of Hesíod
constitute sirnilar proof. And there is 1itt1e doubt that Hesiod possessed writÍng ski11s, as both Inl""tl1 and Edward"l2 tgt"". The point is, however, that while both

Homer and Hesiod provide works

that are outstanding

It cannot be stressed enough that a study of this kind stands
indebtedly on the shoulders of the classical specialists who-se detailed
works have contributed immeasurably to our understanding of the Greek
wor1d. For some discussion of the above controversies see M. Platnaeur,
(ed.) , |i/ÍU Ueotus (ancl Tue.lDe) ol Cla¿¿ica!. Scholansh)p, (Oxford Universiry Press', Óxiord, 1968); J. A. Scott, Thn llnLtg ol Hom-e-t, (University of
California Press,-Berkeiey & Los Angeles, l92I); G. P. Edwards, Thn ¡on7uoge. of llz¿iocl in iL¿ Tnadil)onot Cón-texL, (Basil Blackwell, London,ISTI);
M."Irlesi, //-e.,siocl: 7hz-ogong, ed. with prolegomena & introduction, (Oxford
University Press, Oxfórd-, 1966); D. L. Page, (1959); G. S. Kirk, (ed'),
B.

( 1e64) .

fhe.1dgz,se.g, (4. c. Fifield, London,
1897) argued that the 0clg's,se-gts Honer may have been a l^¡oman. Butlerf s
view was based on a notion of a universal feminine psychology. It is exLremely doubtful that such a notion has rnuch validity. Moreover, given
the patriarchal nature of Greek society in this period and the relative

g.

s. Burler, \hn AuÍhone¿¿ ol

social immobility of
a man.

women

at the time, it is almost certain that Homer

hras

10.
ett,s

of

ol Homz-n-Lc Vett¿e: 7hp. ColLerl-ecl PapParry, (Oxford University Press, Oxford,

Milman Parry, Thp. nalLing
l\,i-Lnctn Potzng, êd.

by

Adam

r97L).

p.

11.

M. lrlest, (1966),

L2.

G. P. Edwards, (1971),

40.
p

193.
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of oral literature their status as examples of the oral tradition
are less certain. For reasons that will become clear as the discussion
of the oral mode of discourse unfolds, the Homer-isation of these songs
examples

was

a written process. However, to

deem

the

poems

of

Homer and Hesiod

products of poie-lai rather Lhan ao)rlo¿ does not preclude them from pro-

viding clues about the nature of the oral mode of discourse. It merely
means that their effì-cacy as evidence must be treated with caution'
g

The songs

of the aoidoi

were

primarily a preservative device subserving the cultural requirement for
something like a public Greek record
and for a frbookrr of moral and technical precedent which could then be
available to all Greeks fgr education in the widest sense.
That is, the aoiclo¿-tn-performance (and later the poet-in-perforttn..)14

manifest the social knowledge and values characteristic of the
ancient Greeks. It was through the person of the cto'irlc¡¿ that this know-

made

ledge was made available and transmitted to future generations '
and through the public perforrnance
aoirlo¿

received their authority.

tradition of

mgtho's

(i.".

of

such works the

efforts of

In

the

And this authority hlas the living

myth).

It is important to be clear about the ful1 meaning of mgthoz
for the ancient Greeks in the oral period. l\glho,s did not mean' as
it did for the Greeks of a later, more literate period, tales and stories
of a legendary past that

were

interesting and entertaining but of 1itt1e

ttGreek Oral Memory and
Thz Pen¿ona!)¿t, Number 51, I97I. P. 7.

13.

K. Robb,

The notion 'aoirlo¿-in-performancef is discussed later in thi-s
The notion was develop"ã ittitially by A. B. Lord, A Singett ol
(Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1960) pp. 13 ff '

14.
chapter.
Ta-Le.¿,

the origins of Philosophyrt,
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direct relevance for the present. 0n the contrary , mgÍho't dealt with
stori-es t.hat revealed, for the Greeks, the "truth about life in g..t"t"ltt.15
One

of its functions was
to

make

the past intelligible

and

meaningful by selection, by focussing i o$ a few bits of the past
which thereby acquired permanence,16

relevance, universal significance

.--

But it was also more pervasive than this because for mgthoz there

was

no definitive past or future, only the timeless present, the ttforever

living present of the song" as Versenyi put. ít.I7
Although nglho,s dealt

with the past, the past iÈse1f

was not

the immediate objective. Rather, the past served as a convenient backdrop
against which the present could be illuninated. flgÍho,s served t'not to
reveal a dead past but to hallow the living p."s".rttt.18 In this
each

way

generation maintained continuity with those that preceded it.

Since mglho,s was

a process of telling and retelling, each generation

inserted its

concerns and values. Differences between generations

were

or^¡n

effectively edited

and simply omitted the

because each generation

rest. In this

retained only what suited it

way mgtho's was

true for every

gener-

ation.
For tl-rey know no image, no experience,
other than their oü/n. Thís is what
gives living myth its force: the unshaken authority of a tradition that

has always been, the tremendous weighc
of a time withoutnend that passes but
does not change.

M. I. Finley, ttMyth, Memory, and Hi-storyrr, ll)'sLong ond 7/zeongt
Volume 4, No. 3, L964. p. 283.

15.

16.

)-4-icl.

17.
þom

' p.

283.

(lec¿¿une: A St-udg ol Íhe. Çnz.e./t Inage ol l\an
Lo Sophoc(.e-'t, (State University of New York Press, Albany, 19

L. Versenyí, flan't
Honz,,z

74). p.

3.

1B

il,irl, ¡

p

2

19.

i-LLd.,

p

3
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As long as oral conditions prevailed,

rrugÌho¿ remained

a living tradition

of continuously relevant truths.
tfcement
It is no exaggeration to say thaL mgÍho'S l¡/as the
of the universett for the Greeks of thís period. Every Greek was intimate-

1y familiar with the general storylines and themes performed by the

br.d".20

Hence,

with each performance an audience

ttknewtt what

to

expecE'

not only constrained by the techniques of oral composition
but also by the expectations of the audience. The response of the audience was a major contributing factor to the aoi¡lo¿"5 performance ' Far
The aoirlo¿ was

from being passive receivers, the audience \,Ias extremely active in the
executj-on of the bard t s performance. Indeed, the active participation

of the audience hlas a necessary prerequisite for a successful performance
by the ooitloo.2L As Havelock has argued, the relationship between the
the audience v/as not given but had to be established, each
and every time, at the point of performan.".22 The aoitlo¿ had to win

ao)rlo¿ and

.the audí.ence; its sup,porÉ and acclaím could noÉ be pr.esumed' The
importance of the audience cannot be stressed enough because its active
ljvÉèr,

participation ensured that t¡eaoü7o¿always gave of his best.23
Although the audience rrknev/rt what to expect the precise

20.

K. Robb, (I97L), p.

8.

J. Notopolous, ttStudies in Early Greek Oral Poetry", HcutuoncL for
ologg, Volume 68, L964. p' 48 and pp' 53 ff '
St-ucLLa.¿ )n C!.
portance and presence of an audience. See also
a discussion
E.A.Haveloc'Conce-pLLonofJu'st)ce:Fnon)l's¿hadouinHonaLo,(H,arvard Ûniversity Press, Cambridge, L97B)
ett Lo iLó SuL
pp. 13 ff. and Chapter B.
2L.

22.

E. A. Havelock, (1963), P.

146.

John Ferguson, A Conpan)on Lo Çnz.eJt Tnage.clg, (University of
Texas Press, Austinl 1973) p. 13 for a summary of audience behaviour in
the fifth century g. C. . Tiiough this cannot be taken as definitive evidence for audience behaviour in Lhe earlier oral period it nevertheless
gives some ground for thinking that iÈ reflects a tradition of active audien." partiãipation and a willingness to judge, quite vocally, the per-

23.

formerst presentations.
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nature and interpretation of the material \{as not known (itt advance)
until it was actually performed. The choices of what to present, how

to present it, and the
brought out r^rere,

emphases and

interpretations to be pursued

within the given limits of the

and

medium, the prerogative

at least in the first instance. The reactions of the
audience would then determine the course of the aoirlo¿": perf-ormance in
that the aoirlo¿ would tailor the performance to retaj-n the interest, attof the

aoirlo¿

ention, and hence acclaím of the audience. No two performances r'¡ould
the

same

be

in every d.etaiI.24
The nature of an oral performance l¡/as extremely dynamic

and

also very conservative. This

was

fluid but, equally important, it

was

because what was being presented was the traditional knowledge of
ngÍho's rather than a nery f orm

of

knowledge

in the

sense

of

new discoveries '

to preserve rvhat was known and trusted so that the sense
of continuity between generations could be maintained. In addition'
audience expectations meant that the c¿oilo¿ could not diverge too far
The aoirlo¿ had

from what had already been established by mgfho,:. As was noted above,

quite effective in enabling the knowledge of one generation
to be absorbed or modified by subsequent generations. Novelty, innovation for its own sake, was not a characteristic feature of the oral mode
of di".our"". 25 Any changes that nay have occurred to the stock of

mgÍhoz was

social knowledge
tempo

happened

slowly and gradually in accordance with the

of oral requirements.26

This is perhaps axiomatic of all oral performances. Minute
variations will alwåys oã.,rt owing to the needs and conditions oft each
performance and also to the hurnañ limitations of the performer s memory
to store every detail of every performance.

24.

25.

L. Versenyi, (1974), P.

26.

E. A. Havelock, (1963), P. I22.
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earlier, the

As was noted

songs

of the aoirloi

made

it possible

to retain a sense and feeling of common heritage despite
the fact that, as a people, they were linguistically and geographically
fragmented. The songs provided the store of ideas and values that made

for the

Greeks

it possible for the Greeks simultaneously to make sense of and engage
their existential situations, for example, as patriot-warriors ' Hence
the

perf ormance

of

Lihe

ao)rlo¿ \,úas very much a didactic occasion '

Some

authors have argued for a view in which the entertainment value of the
performances was the upper-mosL fea1r1re.2T However, the extant examples

of the oral tradition,

Homer's and Hesiod'=

po"t",28 do not support

the

the view that the didactic purpose was subordinated to that of entertainment.

29

Havelock has ably demonstraued

po"r=.30 Hesiodrs two

poems were

the didactic features of

also in the

same

Homer I s

vein, especially his

l Dogo.3l The status of these poems, Iiomer t s in particular,
amongst the Greeks themselves, as compendiums of appropriate values and
forms of behaviour, is attested by the fact that the poets in general

lìonJ<z on

H. FrankeL, €a'z-!-g ç/Le-e./< Poe-Íng at¿d PLUo':opltg, trans. by M.
Hadas & J. t¡¡illis, (Basil Blaàkwell, London, 1975) p. 9_where he also denies the ritual function. Also C. R. Beye, Thz- IL¿aIl, Thn ()dg's'teg, ond
the. €pic Tnorl)l)on, (Peter smith Books, Gloucester, 1972) p. 8.

27.

28.
Since the poems of Homer and Hesiod were the products of
oral l-iterature it is reasonable that the songs on which they were based

were also didactic.

29.
The entertainment aspect ís not being denied. In order for
the songs to be successf uf tftuy had to be entertaining. lrihat is being
denied is that these poems should be understood in those terms alone '
See G. Thomson, SLurti)¿ in Anc-Le.nL ç/Leeh Soci-elg: Th-e. PnelL¿¿Lotuic Aegzctn,
volume I of two vo_1umes, (Lawrence & I^iishart, London, 1954) especially
Chapter XV. Also È. A. Havelock, (1978), pp. 39 f-1.
-

and his (1978) provide detailed accounts
30.
E. A. Havelock, (1963)
t
of the didactic nature of Homer s poems.
31.
M. I,rlest , lle-,siocl: ù)onJ<¿ anrl Dag's, êd. with prolegomena and com-

mentary, (Oxford Uníversity Press, Oxford, I97B).
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r^rere

the targets of

much

criticisrn for their ui."".32

From

the pre-Socrat-

ic philosophers to Plato and beyond Èhe educative role of the poets
r^¡as increasingly coming into quu"tion.33 Such críticism and challenges
to the authority of the poets give some indication of the fact that the
works of the poets, and hence the products of the oral traditíon before
them, were the bearers

of

knowledge

for the ancient

Greeks.

Care must be exercised in applying the Homeric and Hesiodic
values too widely (or at least claiming too much for them) when making Ínferences ã¡out the oral period. This is partly because the values of

an oral

poem

will tencl to reflect or

embody

the values of the period
will only be sug-

in which it is first wri-tten down.

Hence such poen's

gestive of the values of

rather than definitive.

oraL 'song¿

The specífic values expressed by Homer and Hesiod conflict

in

many ways

some

. This is indicative of the f act

Ehat Hesiod t s r./ere written

time later than Homer's; under different conditions and with differ-

ent aims.

Hesiod

I

s

û)o,zJ<¿

onrl Dag,s v/as

a bitter critique of the

\{ay

For a general overview see Henrietta V. Apfe1, ttHomeric Criticism in the Fourtñ Century B.C.tt, Tna ¿ac-Í)on¿ ancl Pnoceerüng,s ol Íhz Anu¿-ican Ph)-!.o!.ogica-t A¿¿ocia.t)on, Volume 69, 1938; J. L. Myres, Honz.z atrl
lui¿ Cn-iLi-,
by Dorethea Gray, (Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1958).

32.

"â.

For some pre-Socratic comments see K. Freeman, Anc)lla Lo ÍJuePne.-Soc,nai)c P/¿L!.o¿opha,,z's: A Conpletz'7na¡t¿lal)on of Íhe- Fnagmz'nb )n

33.

Di.el),

Fzagnøt-t-e- cLe,z Von':o/øailJ<ptt,

where Xenophanes says

[Fr.10]
I

Fr.11 ]

(p.

(Basil B1ackwel1, London,

1948);

22)z

ttSince the beginning
accordance

with

all have learnt in
...tt

Homer

ttBoth,, Homer and Hesiod have attributed to the
gods all things that are shameful and a reproach
among mankind: theft adultery and mutual decep-

and Heraclitus (p. 27)z

tíon.rr;

learnÍng does not teach one to have intelligence; for it would have taught Hesiod
and Pythagoras, ...tt

lFr.40l

ttMuch

lFr.42l

ttHomer deserves

to be flung out of the contests

and given a beating; and also Archilochus.rf
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in which he felt he was cheated out of his rightful clairn to his fanily?s
1and. Hesiodts poem was a stirring plea outlining a new and fairer
approach to the question of ¡ustice.34 His poem also reflects in large
measure

a situation that was fairly

common

in his day, nanely the dispos-

of peasant-sty1e holdings by larger more powerful landholders
This situation eventually precipitated the reforms of So1o"'35 Homer's
poems on the oLher hand, dealt with a more heroic past as lived by such
sessj-on

people as Achi11es, Agamemnon, odysseus etc..

His

poems

'

have often

trthe idealized pasL of
been regarded as portraying a world that v/as
the upper c1ass, and its values are not questi-oted."36 That is, the
eric poens portrayed the values of the aristocratic families.

Hom-

The differences between the Homeric and Hesiodic poems spríng

in which they were written and the different
ai-ms of the two púz.la). This difference also gives some indication
37 More
of the flexibility of the oral tradition that subtended th"t.
importantly, however, the differences between the two sets of poems
from the different. conditions

reflected the growing division between a rising aristocracy and the ordinary people. This was a di-vision that $/as becoming more pronounced

and

universal in the Greek world in the eighth century B'C"38

L. Versenyi, (1974), p.53; E. A. Havelock, (1978), Chapter 11'
V. Ehrenberg, Tnom Solon Lo Soc-nalz,s, (Methuen & co., London,
35.
Ig73); G. E. M. de Sre: Croix, Thn c.La¿¿ sÐzuggle in t]1,8. Anci-enL Çnz-e-/t

34

ü)on-kl': Fnon the Ancchculc

Age.

Lo th¿ AzaL Conquz':/'s, (Duckworth, London,

1981 ) .

36,

, An-tlvtopo!.ogg
London, 1978) P. 2I5.

S. C.

Kegan Pau1,

Humphreys

(1ru|

Íju.

ÇnzeJ<,s,

(Routledge

&

This flexibility does not mean that it is necessary to postu37.
late the existence of two separate traditions, as does J. A' Notopolous,
ttHomer, Hesiod, and the Archean Heritage of 0ra1 Poetry", llz'spe'zia, Volume 29, 1960.
V. Ehrenberg, (1973); G. E. M. de ste. croix, (1981) for some
38.
discussion of this.
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Prior to that, the division

r4ras

minimal f or most of the so-

called "dark agestt. Just how minimal this division v/as is difficult
to assess definitively. However, several things point to this conclusion.
First, there was the total collapse of the socio-economic structures
It vlas the end of the ttpalace economyrt as
"ot1d.39
Second, this meant that the Greeks had to start
Finley described itio
from scratch to rebuild a new society. Third, until at least the late
of the

Mycenaean

ninth century B.C. there

was widespread poverty and low

uous wealth when compared

levels of conspic-

with the levels of wealth of the

Mycenaean world

at its zenith.4l Fourth, the rise of an aristocratic class ,O' ut distinct
from the Mycenaean ínstitution of king-ship,43 "u" a very gradual process
and did not make its presence felt until at least the late ninth and
early eighth centuries 8.C.. Einally, the expansion of the mainland
Greeks to establish colonies throughout the Mediterranean --did not get
fully
39.

underway

until the early eighth century44 and this would seem

Cf. the díscussion of the

Mycenaean

world in Chapter 1 above.

M. I. Finley, (1957b), p. I34; also his "Homer and Mycenae:
Property and Tenuret' ,'tl-¡utou¿o , Volume 6, L957a, for a discussion of
tanã-trot¿ing arrangements in the Mycenaean and Homeric worlds.
41.
C. G. Starr, (1962); M. I. Finley, (l'g7}); G. M. Thomson, (1954);
J. T. Hooker, (1976).
42.
0n the appropriateness of the use of the term tclasst as an
explanatory categoiy (ànd its general theoretical superiority over other
Ste.
suàh caregáries)-""å G. E. M. de Ste. Croix, (1981), pp. Bl ff..
period
this
Croixts aialysis of the political and economic conditions of
is seminal.
The change in the nature of the institution of kíngship (a"
43.
in Mycenaean soci"ety) to that centred on an aristocratic class (as in
Archáic Greece) is best seen in the demise'of the wotd uanctx (priest-king)
and its replacement with the term La¿)-Leu¿, In Mycenaean times, A"'s)'/'euó
referred to a village councillor subordinate to the uanax. By the late 9th
and early $th centulies !,a¿it-e-i¿ were autonomous rulers in their own right.
See J. Ciradwick & M. Ventris, (1973), PP. I2O-I22. See also J-P. Vernant,
\he 7n-tgin^ ol ÇnzaJt Tlrcugh.t-, (Mehtuen & Co., London, L9B2) pp. 29-37 and
pp. 39-42 for a discussioã of this transition. Also C. G.SUarr, (1962),
40.

pp.48-49.

44.
C. Roebuck, €conomg arct sociz.Lg in Íhe. Çnzdt lt)on-!c|, (Aries
lishers, chicago , L979) p. 25; R. Jones, (1946).

Pub-

6L.

to suggest that the situation on the mainland was sti1l in a process
of consolidation. All of these factors suggest, when considered together,
that the class divisions in

Greek society

of the oral tradition par excellence,
(and

in the ttdark agestt, the period

hrere

less pronounced than in later

earlier) periods.
The oral tradition was thus more

homogeneous

(despite its

than would appear to be the case once oral literature

flexibílity)

became

the norm. Moreover, it is doubtful whether palace-oriented songs would
have survived in an oral culture if the values it upheld were too far removed
EhaL

fron those of íts rudi".r." .45 lr/hilst it

pù-eLal

couird.

may have been

the

case

increasingly address themselves to aristocratic audi-

ences more exclusive1y,46

ant" cannot be said of the aùrloi of the

ttdark

agestt.

The way

in which Honer portrayed

(particularly in) the

1dg,s,sa-g

Line ao)rlo¿

in the Macl

and

has often been interpreted as conclusive

evidence for their historical siLuation. This would not be too lar

off the mark if such an interpretation were limited to claiming that
this was how the aùrloi operated ín Homerts time. However, this interpre
-tation is often stretched to claim that all aoicloi were associated with
palace retinues and nobil ity.47 Yet for the Greek aoirloi of the oral
period, such an interpretation would be mis-placed. As Havelock has
shown, the society reported by Homer was that of the eighth c"ttu.y.48
The above interpretation ignores the historical conditions that would

have been necessary for the re-establishment of a new aristocracy.

45.

E. A. Havelock,

46.

This point is taken up again in Chapter 3.

(1963)

,

paz':'itn,

47.
G. Novack, 7fu )n-igin,5 ctl l\oLe't-ía,ü¿n,
York, 1979); S. C. Humphreys, (1978), p. 215.

(Pathfinder Press,

E. A. Havelock, (1963), p. 94; and his (1978) Chapter 4.
also M. I. Finley, (1957a), P. I47 n. I.
48.

New

See
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It also fails to explain

how Lhe aoirlo-r- (and

their tradition)

managed

to

survive and prosper if they were preserving values that were antithetical

to the experiences of the ordinary people. The survival of orally preserved discourse depended upon the active participation of the whole
population. The appeal of Lheaoirloi had to be more broadly

based,

especially if it is kept in mind that they \^/ere travellers and lIere
therefore dependent upon the goodwill of the population for their sustenance

It is true that the oral tradition
images associated

with

Mycenaean

However, by casting

times.

heroic garb the aoicloi served to

drew heavily on

make

the heroic

the songs in

the focus larger than life

and

and hence more memotub7".49 More importantly, as was suggested earli-er,

the heroic past served as an important backdrop agalnst which the present

could be

emphasised, Lhereby showing

the continuities and tttimelessnesstt

of the present. Thus whilst it is possible to use the

poems

of

Homer

and Hesiod as nodels from which reliable inferences can be drawn about

the method of the oral mode of discourse, it would nevertheless be erroneous to treat the Homeric and Hesiodic poems as embodying values that
were typical for the whole of the ttdark agestt.

Each form of discourse presupposes a medium through which
it is expressed. The language of orally preserved discourse in ancient
Greece was fundamentally

artificial.50

Although it drew on the various

E. A. Havelock, (1963), p. 168.
here used in the sense of rcontrivedr
50.
The word fartificialris
The language itself was not actually spoken by the Greeks themselves but
was the exclusive domain of the aoirloi. Here again the evidence comes
primarily from Homer and Hesiod and it must be tempered by the fact that
it is not necessarily universally valid but indicative of a particular
historical period.
49

63.

dialects for most of its vocabulary it v/as not exclusive to any one ,of
them, despite the overall dominance of the Ionic dialect.5l The language
was more or less independent of the dialects though it was neither remote
nor uníntel1igi-ble.52 The language was artificial

relatively

immune

because

it had to

be

from the vagaries and vicissitudes of the various dia-

lects.

Indívidual linguistic behaviour is such that the stability
of a dialect is not guaranteed because it is open to an infinite range of
indívidual responses. In this way language changes to keep pace with
the lived experiences of its users. Language use, being essentially free
creatirr",53 is not jeopardised but enriched in situationsin which it
is open to challenge and change through everyday discourse. The Greek
dialects were for that reason unsuitable as stable media to store ' accur-

and

ately and reliably, the

mores and values

of

Greek

society.

The syntactic

structure of the vernacular, the domain of everyday discourse ' \¡/aS not
adequate as a means to compensate for or delimit the effects of such in-54
davaduat]-0n.
syntactic structure of a language may be understood as the
set of rules or oPerations that govern the particular arrangement of
55
The language used by the ctoidoi , the
words in speech or wr1t1ng.
The

Homeric Greek, for example, drew on three main dialects nic, Aeolic, and Arcado-Cyprian. S"" Milman Parry , (1971), p' 343'
51.

Io-

As H. Frankel, (1975), p. 25 noted, the language was nevertheless intelligible to any Greelc who listened carefully and attentively'

52.

tFree and creativeris here used in the sense that language
use and change is not predictable. certainly, it may be determined in
but the final outcome remains the prerogative of those
any number oi
"uy=
whó use the langíage in a virtually spontaneous manner. For some discussion on this see N] Cnomsty, i?u!.¿-,s antL ile.pne.¿e-nf-ol)on¿, (Basil B1ackwe1l'

53.

London, 1980).
54

E. A. Havelock, (1978), P.

55.

N. Chomsky, SgnLocl)c Stnuc)-tuzzls, (Mouton Publishers, The Hague,

r97B) p. 13.

22.
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preserved language

principles
und

of discourse, also

commensurate

uulu.=.56 However,

had

a syntax or set of ordering

with its dominant function of storing knowledge
the syntax of the preserved language of discourse

as the synLax of the dialects ' even though both were
syntactíc structures in that each could be described as having sets of ordering principles for the component parts of llbsirespectivé domain' tr{here

r{as

not the

same

they differed was in the fact that in ordinary speech the syntax was open
to challenge in a (usually) creative way' I^Ihereas the syntax of the language

of ttre ao)¡lo¿

was

sLore the knowledge

in

not mutable in the
such a way

same

degree. The ao)rloi hatl to

that its organisation in

performance

did not differ too,:much from what the audience expected. Hence the syntax
of the preserved language of discourse was not open to challenge by

all and sundry. Even the ctoidoi, who \¡/ere the most likely and most
able to make ongoíng changes to the syntax, had to stay within the requir
of their medium' The language of the w-ingedr'Úord"was't]ne-z)'ne':'qurt
non of. the oral mode of di".orrr"".57 It clrew its rarv materials from the
-ements

various dialects but the specific arrangements of the words and phrases
v/as consLrained

by the structural requirements of the oral

mode '

This conclusion involves an assumption about the nature of
the relationship between the structure and content of the oral mode
of discourse whích will have to be explicated in due course. The importance, and indeed contentiousness, of this assumption was pointed out

by Mary M^.kerrie.5B The necessity to defend this assumption

stems

It needs to be understood that the above references to order56.
ing principles does not refer to the determinants of the organisation of
r"ãning. ifrougn such rules will affect the organisation of meaning the
latter involveé additional considerations which are not being addressed
at present. These will be discussed once the sËructural features of the
oral mode of discourse have been delineated.
57.
E. A. Havelock, (1963), p. I42 and his (1978) p. 30'
58.

XX, No.

,)

Mary Mackenzíe , lotttznu-(. ol tlv- lü.sLong ol Phi!'o'sophg ,V o1 ume
IgSi pp. Ig7-2OO where she reviews Havelock's (1978 ).
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primarily (though not exclusively) from the implications it has for
understanding the transition from one mode of discourse to another '
I,Jhile this argument is addressed below, a brief comment here is warranted'
its corresponding semantic fields will also have
a corresponding psychologícal ¿o*uitl9 That is, the syntax will affect
the discernible manner of perceiving and thus interpreting the world'

A particular syntax and

This will affect the way in which concepts are articulated and subsequent-

Iy developed. The relationship between structure and content is not
a given but a continuously developing process. In the Greek context,
this is centrally i-mportant for the transition from an oral to a written
mode.

underlying the specialised language and the structural features

of the oral

mode

of discourse was the

human

capacity of memory. Memory

the place of storage for the songs of the oo¡tto;lo
All of the techniques of the oral mode of discourse were directed towards overcoming and extending the physical limitations of human memory'
A sharp, retentive memory on the part of the bard had to be worked at in

was both the means and

order for the songs to function as an effective encyclopedi-a. The ao)¡Loi
\4rere

highly skilled in the

mnemonic

arts and it

LIas

not

uncommon f or

them to perform feats of memory that far exceeded the capacities of

ordinary people (who were generally unskilled in such tech"l-ques)91

How-

Harre, ttRituals, Rhetoric, and Social Cognitionsfr, in J. P.
rá.gu=, (ed.), Socíú Cogn)LLon, (Academic Press, London, 1981) p. 2I5.
For some discussion along these lines see B. Sne1l, Thn lia¿eueng ol thz
rut¿- i- ç4ezh Ph)-!-o'sophg"7rul Lit-e-rcaLurc', (Dover Publications, New York'

59.

Rom

IgB2); p. Feyerabend,' nþoinzL l\elhoct, (New Left Books, London, 1975).

J. A. Notopolous, ttMnemosyne in 0ra1 Literature", Tion'5act)on¿
anrl Pnoc¿erLing^ ol il; A*";con P;iLo!.ogical A¿¿oc)ol)on, Volume 69, i938'
60.

pp. 468-469.

61.

ilàr|., p. 49I.

See

also his (1964) p' 2I'
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ever, it must be understood that the

mnemonic powers

of the ao)tloi

were

a social rather than an individualistic, biologically given, phenomenon
peculiar to the aùrloi. Individual memory formed the means by which the
t
aoirloi' ¿ manifesÈations of the soci-ety s knowledge and values were
popularly affirmed or denied, depending upon the nature and quality of the
performance.

But it was the special task of

:Lhe

aoirlo¿

to remember.

The

ín the sense of reconstituting or putting together the fragments and pieces of that which became Greek social knowledge '
The aoiclo¿ re-membered this knowledge through their performance ' Although

aoirloi

had

to

re-member

performances were never

identical in every respect, the knowledge so

a high degree of constancy, changing only very s1owly
over time. The task of the aoirloi \^/as to preserve and conserve this
knowledge ín perfor.mance. 0n1y Lhen could íL be affirned or' denied'
presenLed achieved

The social dimension, the collective or popular memory' \¡/as thus abso-

lute1y crucial.

The basis for the effective exercise of

human memory hlas

repetition, which also implies a social dimension. Repetition when performed by an "isolated" individ uut6,2 is often not sufficient to guarantee accurate recall of the stored information.63 hlhen the stored information is invested with socía1 importance, as in the Greek case ' the
act of repetition requires the presence and participation of the mernbers

of the society in questi on.64

And

this

was achieved through

the perform-

ances of the aoicloi. Memory and repetition were thus two different

That is, an individual considered as an abstraction from
62,
all other influences and considerations.
F. C. Bartlett , i?e.menlzt)ng: A SÍttclg in €xpett-inenlo!- an¡l Soc'
63.
iol P,tgcho!.ogg, (cambridge university Press, cambridge, 1977). p. 255.
64

)lJrl

p.

234.
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aspects of the totality

of the oral

mode

of discoursç, the

tvüo being

related via the actuality of the performance. Repetition made it possible

for the ao.irloi Eo utilise fu1ly the capacitíes of memory, and memory
made it possible for the oral mode of discourse to fu1fil its encyclopedíc
function.

The simplest v/ay in which the memorisation process can

set in train is to use a rhythmical

means

be

of preservation; namely verse.

This is what the aoirloid,íd,. Their songs' as far as can be determined,

of this type of verse v/as
achieved through a definite paLterning of long and short syl1ab1es.65 ttt"
two inportant units of hexameter verse were the line and Lhe mzÍnon (metwere based on the hexameter

verse.

The rhythrn

rical toot).66 It also needs to be stressed that the termstlinerand
rfoott used to describe the metrics of oral verse are somewhat anachronistic in that they are later, probably fifth century B.C. developments
as explanatory.on."pt".67 There were six met.rical feet to the line and

, p.

6s

H. Frankel,

66

E. A. Havelock, (1963), p.

( 1975)

29.
148.

B. Peabody, (1975), p. 15. Peabody also noted that the term
'hexametert was first recorded by Herodotus (c. 484-425 B.C.). Peabody
presented an interesting argument for a complete rethinking of the way in
which the problem of Greek metrics shoul.d be discussed with respect to
orally basä¿ discourse. He offered many challenging suggestions to traditional interpretations. The specialised arguments, into which his work
leads, are beyond the scope of Ltris study. For present purposes, Peabody's
analysis serves as a reminder that the terms used to describe oral songs
are products of a literate age in which the literate mode of discourse
holds sway. Care must therefore be exercised so that such terms are not
read back into an oral era and thereby become i-nvested with an unwarranted
epÍstemological and ontological status. To digress a moment longer, Peabodyts oI¡In words best sum up this problem.

67.

trThe western

scholastic tradition, dependent on
rationalized description and imítation, accepted the written schemata of classical metrics as
real and Platonically relegated form to the
a priori (the pre-empirical), where material
contingencies were not understood as pertinent.
Description, accordingly, turned into sufficient explanation.rf (p. 16).

ó8

each foot vras either a dactyl (a combination of sy1lab1es long-shortshort) or a spondee (a combination of syllables long-long). There was

generally an upper limit for the number of lines. The last metrical
foot in the line was a two sYllable foot of long-long or long-shott'68

that the Greeks heard and pronounced the long
69 A long syllable
and short syllab1es with a high degree of pt..i"iorr.
took twice,.the amount of time to enunciate that a short sy1lab1e did.70
It is important to

emphasis

The Greek díalects \^Iere well suited to the dactylic pattern
because so many of thelr words were made up of short syllables '71 This

it a tit.tle easier for an aoiclo¿ to find the right combination
of syllabfes to fit the schema. However, the fortuitous nature of the
dialects did not end the problems for Lhe aoi¡Lo¡. since the lines had

made

to be of more or less constanL time t"ngtnlz and since the numbers
of syl1ab1es per line could vary betrveen a minimum of twelve and a maxithe c¿oiclo¿ had. a quite diff icult task to ensure
""u"rrt"".r,73
that the actual combination of syllab1es resulted in the required tirne

mum

of

length.

lheaoiclo,5jÚxtaposedthelongandshortsyllablesinto
a repetitive Pattern such that
the lines are like slow regular undul-

There

ations, each of which is composed of an
of two difinternal paLtern ofrlipples
'
ferent wavelengths.
were thus tvlo levels of rhythm generated withín the

n.

68.

H. Frankel, (1975)' P.

69.

i-A)d

70.

C. R. Beye, (1972), P.

77.

iA,irl,

72.

73.

E. A. Havelock, (1963), P. 148.
J. A. Notopolous, (1964), pp. 4-5

74.

E. A. Havelock, (1963),

., p.
, p.

29

29

hexameter

12.

n Il.
10.

10.

P. 148.

See

also H. Frankel, (1975).
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verse. The constant and more general rhythm vlas immediately obvious
to the audience. The constant repetition of such lines engendered a
relaxed feeling on the part of the audience thereby enhancing the pleas-

75 The rhythrn of
urable and entertai-nment aspects of the performan...
the syllables within each 1ine, however ' was less obvious. A large
part of the ski11 of an aoirlo¿ Iay in the ease with which this rhythm
was made accessible

to the

audience.

This problem was further

compounded by what

Frankel described

as the problem of "sense articulatior,.",76 the problem of meaning. That
is, the aoirlo¿ could not just make pleasurable noises but had to make
such noises meaningful. The aoi¡lo¿ had to organise meaning. Fitting

the syl1ables together to form a rhythmic whole was one thing; arranging
them so that they made sense was quite another. This was because the

divisions between words arranged in a meaningful way \lfere
not rhythmically determinedTT and would thus not necessarily coincide
pauses and

with the dactylic rhythm of the hexameter. This problern
Ene ao)¡lc¡¿

divíding the line into four segments or.ol..78

hlas overcome by

The

first

colon r¡/as at the beginning of each line and the three succeeding cola

at places that brought sense and rhythm into complementation. The intervals between the cola vlere known as caesurae and their placement in
the line did not (necessaríly) occur at equal intervals. The following

75.
76.
77.

inùl .,

pp.150-152,

H. Frankel, (1975), p. 30.

inil ., p. 30.

t
I
Again it must be noted that terms like colon
are derived frõm the metrics of a literate age. The reserand
vations expressed in n. 67 above still app1y.

78. rsegment'
i-4)r1., p. 30.

70.

illustration, derived from Frankelrs detailed
il

-/-/-/-/t2 -FL
r2 3 4 - -/-/(...A...)

(.
il

Legend:

79

clarifies this.

It

It

ll

account,

B.)

2

(.. c.. )

indicates
indicates
indicates
indicates

the beginning of a metrical foot.
a long sYllable.
a short sy11able.
caesura.

, A2, 43, or AO for the
first; B, or B, lor the second; and C, or C, f'or the third'
the aoirlo¿ was thus able to structure the lines so that

The places aL which caesurae were Permitted were A,

As soon as several verses are delivered
in their well-articulated f1ow, according to the caesuras the hearer at once
senses the regularity and the harmony
between the rhythm of the verse and the
the overrhythm of the meaning
of long
rhythm
laying of the mechanical
rhythm
sense
and short by an audible
harmonizing with the mechanical, gave
the Greek hexameter nore than one add- g0
itional element of aesthetic satisfaction.

There ì^ras thus a degree of flexibiliLy

that transcended the

apparent

mechanical limitations of the hexameter structure. Form and content '

to use a later constructio.,Bl were thus complementary rather
oppositional in the oral

mode

than

of discourse.

)-l¿c|., pp. 30-32. See also his notes 15 and 16 (p. 30) and
notes 17 and fg (p.-31). Note 18 is particularly interesting.as it designates the mathematical-possibilities of choice open to an aoirl-oz-in-performance, namely 16 (i.e. 4,2, and 2) plus the further option of postponing _
caesurae for dramatic efiect. Frankãl gave a concrete example on p'32 t'L9'

79.

80.

i!-id. , p.

31 .

B. Peabody, (1975), p. B. Peabody suggested that the aoicloi
were probably much less self-conscious about form during performances than
latter day aialysts, and that the problem of a distinction between form
and content \,/as more appropriately one of a literate age. Indeed, such a
distinct.ion would probãUty- not have occurred to an ctoi¡lo¿.

81.

7r.

I'lhile
enhanced

men¡

structural provision of appropriately placed

Èhe

pauses

the rhythmic aspects of sense articulation, the act.ual arrange-

of individual words in meaningful ways involved other techniques.

This was mainly achieved through the use of standardised phrases knorvn
as formulae or forrnulaic phrases. Notopolous calculated that approximately 33i" of Homer's

poems

and 237" of Hesiodrs poems consisted of

Parry defined the formulaic phrase as a group of

formulaic pht""u".82
words

regularly employed under the sarne
metrical conditions tgâexPress a
given essential idea."
Parry also noted that what was the rressent.ial partrf of a particular idea

or thought was rfthat which remains after

one has counted ouË everything

in the expression which is purely for the sake of style",B4 where it
is understood that what Parry meant by I style t was the metrical requireverse. Usually the formulaic phrase consisted of
two or three words but occasionally they could extend to one or more
1in"=.85 Most formulaic phrases appeared in the last third or so of

ments

of orally

composed

the 1in.,86 usually after the last caesura although there hlas no hard
and fast rule that they should be so placed. However, the last colon
was favoured because

off"

and hence made

it

made

it possible for each line to be

ttrounded

into a self-contained ,r.rit.87

The ending

of each line with an appropriate formula certaì-nly

went beyond mere aesthetic

considerations. This

p.

82

J.

B3

M. Parry,

84

)-L.irL.

85

K. Robb, (1971), p. 17.

86

i-A,irl.,

B7

B. Peabody, (1975), p. 8.

Notopolous, (1960),

, p.
p.

(I97L), p.

was because the ao)rlo¿

180.

272.

272.

17.

See

also H. Frankel, (1975), pp'32-33'

72.

was thereby freed from worrying how
words

of

each

line could be

a line would end because the final

drawn from

the pool of traditional

phrases.

it possible for the ao)rlo¿ to avoid being stuck for words.
This was a distinct hazard f.or ao,i-do¿ since they composed in performance.
It also

made

l^lith the line endings more or less taken care of , the ao)¡lo¿ used the

rest of the line Lo expound the story

and thus

link the formulaic

phrases

together. That is,
all the poet has to do is to select
a phrase which fi1ls the length between the beginning of the line and
the caesura with whatever he wants
to say about the character, and then
complete the line smoothly and efforþp
1essly by singing the stock epithet. -And

it

was

this process of linking

and

stitching, the process of oral

com-

positíon itself, that enabled the skill and creativity of the ao)rLo¿ to
come

to the fore.
The mnemonic

benefits of formulaic phrases was considerable.

The regular and constant recurrence of such phrases meant that they
would be least likely to be forgotten. This was especially so since

the use of formulaic phrases effectively reduced the actual volume of
words that the aoicloi needed to store in their memories. Robb noted
that Parry

had shown

that, in the

I!-Lacl and the 1dg's,se-g,

the thirty-seven

dominating characters each had a corresponding fdnmulâic phrase'
Some,

like Zeus, Hera,

Odysseus, and

the context was not jeopardised the

Achilles had more than one but

same formulae tended

99

where

to be u"ud.90

K. Robb, (1971), p. 18. lrrhether Lhe aoi¡lo¿ actually completed
rtsmoothlessly
and effortlesslyrr is perhaps overstated by Robb,
Èhe line
but it was at least the case that the ao)lo¿ could concentrate less on the
ending of lines and more on the actual themes. See also J. Notopolous,

88.

(1964), p. 58.

89.

K. Robb, (1971), p.

18.

Occasionally a formulaic phrase might be used in an inappropr90.
iate context or place to achieve a hei-ghtened dramatic effect.

73.

l{orking with a finite stock of rhythmically structured forrnulae helped

to reduce the problems of memorisation so that more attention
ol

be devoted to the needs of composition-as-performance." Rarely

could
would

be found wanting for words. Tne formulaic phrases made it
possible for the ao)tlo¿ to choose Èhe appropriate ordering of words
at the appropriate time. The moment of production of oral songs v/as
Ehe

ao)rlo¿

achieved through Lhe aoirloz-in-performance, and

all efforts were directed

towards LhaE end.
;s

Parryts thesis about the manner of oral composition, especially
as applied to Homer, has been criLicised by a number of scholars

because

it appears to deny any creativity on the part of Lle c¿oirloo .92 All
that Parry claimed, however, was that the conditions for the production
of oral performances would set boundaries beyond which an ao)rlo¿ had
no means of progressing. But Parry was far from advocating
was

a

mere automaLon

of a song. The

that an aoirlo¿

mechanically stringing together the component parts

aoirlo¿

is by no means the servant of his diction: he can put his phrases together
in an endless number of ways; but still
they set the bounds and forbid him the
search of a style which would be altogether his own. For the style which he
uses is noL his at all: it is the creation of a long lineoqf poets or even
of an entire peoPle.'not have been more explicit in pointing to the structural
l

Parry could

91.

K. Robb, (1971), P. 30;

92.

J. Notopolous, (1964),

cussed

93.

in

E.

PP.

some depth.

M. Parry,

(197I), P.

270.

A. Havelock, (1963), P.

150.

6I-65 where this disPute is dis-

74.

within and hrith which an ao)rlo¿ had to work. He was not trying
to downgrade the ski11s of the aoirloi i nor hlas he trying to belittle
the creative aspect of their achievements. hlhaL he was trying to do,

means

however, \¡/as

to

make

clear precisely

how those achíevements were

realised'

Part of the problem with the criticism of Parry is that it
generally presents the notion fcreativityr in an uncritical way, simply
assuming that its meaning is straightforward. That is, a particular
literate standards and practices. The
standards (or at least the descriptive categories appropriate to it) of
one mode of discourse (i.e. the literate) are invoked to evaluate and

interpretation is

assumed based on

1nterpret a different mode of discourse (i.e. the oral).

The conditions

and practices pertai-ning to the oral mode are conveniently overloolced.
Idhen these

are taken into consideration it

becomes

evident that a differ-

ent sort of creativity is involved. In the oral mode, creativity lies
noL in producing work that nobody else has (i.e. by being different
original), but rather creativiLy arises from the ability of an aoirlo¿
to compose the best possible songs at the moment of performance ' The
best aoirloi were those who most skillfully exploited the techniques and
means at their disposal so that the old, traditional material had a

and

vitality

and presence

to hold the audience

spe11-bound.

Central to this interpretation of the oral mode, especially
as it bears on the question of creativity, is the view that t]ne ao)rLo¿

a composer-in-performance. Albert Lord has argued quite convincingly
that the aúrloi composed l¿ rather than fon perfot*urr.".94 This dis-

h¡as

tinction is crucial if the nature of the oral

mode

of discourse is to

be correctly understood. Lord's view is stated by one critic and then

94

Albert Lord, (1960), p.

13.

75.

scrutinised.
Lord asserts (Singe-n, 13): "For
the oral poet the moment of comPosition is the Performance. ...4n

oral poem is not comPosed fon buL
)n performance.tt As well might one
say that a dinner is comPosed when
it is served on the table. EverY
housewife knows differently. Medyedovitch is 1ike1Y to have been
rather in the Position of a cook
who prepares a series of dishes
and puts them in an oven, in this
instance his memory, and then brigqs
them

out as the occasion demands.-"

is flawed because he fails to realise that for an aoirlo¿
the moment (and place) of production is also one and the same moment
(and place) of dissemination. This need not be the case for a culinary

Young's analogy

production. In the case of a poiz.Lzz the analogy will hold since the
noment of dissemination or distribution can be at some later time than
its actual production. For an ooirlo¿ lLhts luxury did noE exist. The
of oral songs lived only while they were sung and subsequently stored in the individual memories of the population- In a limit-

winged words

that is far too limited to support the argurnent proposed
by yourrg,96 it might be accepted that an older and long-practised
aoicLo¿ could bring to performances component parts of songs, formulaic
ed sense, one

for example, that had been prepared outside of the performance '
Nevertheless, for an aoirlo¿ , the stitching Logether of these parts
phrases

or

fragrnents happened.

in performance.

An ao)rlo¿ couldt'nott promoter'their

Formula and PremediDouglas Young, t'Never Blotted a LIne?
Homer and Hesiod", Anion, Volume VI, No.- 3, Auturnn 1967' p' 301'
Medyedovítch is a 2oth century oral poet but this in no way alters the
thrust of what is being argued here.

95.
tation in

)-û)d., p. 2gg where Young suggested that oral composers had
time when attending to other chores (i.e.shepherding) to reflect on their
It needs to be noted, however, that in
composing strategiãs and skills.
aoirlo¿ \¡Ias as attsinger of songstt ' - It
an
of
task
the oral period Ëhe sole
became available that others, for
writng
of
was only åft"r the technology
example shepherds, could turn their attention to versification in any serious way. Hesiod is a case in point, as is shown in Chapter 3 below'

96.

76.

storage in any other way. Once it became possible to separate the comp-

osition and distribution aspects of the performance in practice, the
importance of the performance for the act of composition began to \4¡ane.
holds only if one assumes that the
Young I s criticism
aoirlo¿ had some means

to store the various bits

and pieces

of the

songs

until they could be incorporaged into a composition. The human memory
is not. an oven, nor is it really analogous to one. As has already been
suggested, the indívidual memory of an aoitlo¿ would, on its ohln' not

have been sufficient to ensure Lhe accu,t¿a,tz- and zeLlcil"-{-e. storage of
the required information. Such memorisation was a social process requir-

both the participation of others and a long and rich tradition of
stories or themes to draw on. Performance v/as a two way street. The

ing

aoi¡lo¿ inspired the audience and the audience spurred the ao)¡lo¿ on to
new

heights of composition.
J¿

Althoughrepetitionr^Iasperhapsthemajormnemonictechnique

in the oral

mode

of discourse, other techniques

vlere

also present

contributed further to the mnemoníc powers of the oo)rloi.

which

Moreover,

these other techniques !/ere often the means by which repetition could
be sustained without becoming

boring.

Such mnemonic techniques included

the use of assonance, alliteration, and onomatopoeia, at the 1eve1 of
sound

or acousti.";97

and

at the leve1 of

meaning

the use ofrrparallelism,

antithesis, and the simpler figures of speech like chia"trr"tt.98 At both
E. A. Havelock, (1978), p. 27, See also I^/. B. Stanford, Thn
Souncl ol Çnzzk, (UniversiLy of California Press, Berkeley & Lôs Angeles,
1967) for a detailed analysis of the importance of sound in the structure
of Homeric verse.

97.

9B

E. A. Havelock, (1978), P.

27.

77.

the acoustic and semantic leve1s these mnemonic technique"99 ur" best understood as examples

of

what Havelock has described as the echo-principle '

is something that the ear of the
singer and audience is trained to wait
for. Its mnemonic usefulness encourages the presence of anticipation. We
can say of the second instance that it
echoes the first or of the first that
it prophesies the second. 0ra1 mythos
is continually stretched forward in
this way as it is told in order to assist reca11 in the reciterts mind of
how the mythos is to proceed, what the

Echo

plot is to be. Echo, however, is modified. It is not a duPlicate, for a
duplicate would say nothing more than
had already been said; the tale would
degenerate into mindless repetition.
The echo must accompany a fresh statement of fresh action, but this cannot
be excessively novel or inventive; to
accomodate the needs of memory there
must be enough likeness to the prior
statement to seduce or tempt the mind
to make the leap fromone to Lhe other,
and to tempt the mouth to fo|$gw with
the appropriate enunciaEion.

The echo-principle tú/as an active means by which the audience was 1ed
into particular interpretations or perceptions and' conversely, away from

others. It
it.

r'¡/as

not a passive ref lecti-on or

Audiences were

actively

encouraged

copy

of what went before

to develop particular expectations

on various leve1s; including the expectation that expectations would
be fu1fi1led

!

Ideas, images, and themes (ranging from a few words to

whole

verSeS)i l^/ere announced, foreshadowed, repeated and expounded aS necessary'
The v,¡ay

in which echo was achieved (as eíther a repeat or herald)

I¡/as

gg.
Again, caution must be exercised with resP-ect to the terms used
to describe ihese techniques beca.use such terms are Eo some exLent imbued
with the overtones of the literate framework in rvhich they are normally
found.

E. A. Havelock, t'The Alphabetizalíot of
lock & J. P. Hershbell, (edcl.), (1978), pp. l4-I5.

100.

Homertt

in E.

A. Have-

7B

through the use
i-mages such

of a pairing

arrangement between contrary

or oppositional

as good/evi1, tolerancefanger, friend/foe, love/hate, ioy/

grief, light/dark, hot/co1d, etc.. The aoirk:¿ manipulated and counterin an acoustic way.

posed these Ímages

They were generated through the

use of sound. It was how the words sounded, both singly and in combi-

nation, that

made

it possíble for the

ac.t.irlo¿

Lo make fu11 use of the

echo-prin.ip1".101 The exact nature and timing of the echo was at the
discretion of the performer, and often the resolution of the echo would

not happen for several lines.

In addition, the contrapuntal nature

of the rhythm (i.e. the hexametric regularity of long-short-short or
long-short) served to reinforce the verbal utterances of the ooidoo.IO2
Rhythm, sound, and meaning combined

formance

to help

to

for the audience. At the

Lhe c¿oir\o.¿ re-member

produce
same

a generally engaging per-

time this combination

served

the various elements into a coherent whole.

As has already been noted, this re-membering v/as accomplished
by the aoirlo¿-in-performance, who strung together the words and formulaic

phrases. However, the particular way in which this stringing together was
achieved is extremely sígnificant. In the oral mode of discourse it
hras

the particular sLructural feature of parataxis that marked it off

literate mode. Oral discourse l/as necessarily paratactic whereas
written discourse need not be. In the oral mode there was only one
way of arranging the words whereas in the literate mode there developed
from the

several from whi-ch a writer could choose. The oral versifier had no such
choice. As Notopolous argued, parataxis vias the uni-que and peculiar

feature of oral versificaaion.lo3 Although a few

101

.

)-L¿d.,

pp

The phonological and homophonic aspects
discussed in some depth by \tl. B. Stanford, (1967),

J.

of a

non-

. I4-I5 .

LO2.

103.

elemenLs

Notopo-lous

,

( 1964)

, P.

60.

of this process
pp. 74-93'

are
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paratactic nature can be discerned in
ertheless remains the case that
lCaI.

Homer

Homer
t

t

s

poems,

for example, it

nev-

s poems are predominantly paratact-

r04

A clear definition and example of parataxis can be

found

in Beyets discussion of oral versification'
Parataxis is Ehe term used by the Greeks
to describe a system in which each idea
is contained in a separate sentence '
These are then juxtaposed with a simple
conjunction, or nothing at all. Our own

sentence structure aPpears generally as
syntaxis, wherein certain ideas are subordinate to the central idea in- clausel.t
of time or cause, or relative clauses '

It needs to be noted that

Beye has somewhat

anachronistically used the

term t sentencer . In oral versification the ideas would have been con-

tainedinthelphrase'or'line'.Asfarascanbeascertainedthe'Sen_
tence'(o, rperiodtas the Greeks ca11ed it) did not develop in a distinctive

way

until at least

Èhe works

of

Xenophanes

(c.

52o

B.c.).106 N"u"t-

plain what is important for parataxis. In a
paratactic work, ideas are more or less of equal value or importance
whereas in a non-paratactic work ideas are raised (ot lowered) at the
theless, Beye has

expense

made

of other ideas.

took from the IUarL demonstrates perfectly both the lack of subordination of ideas and the serial-like nature of
The example

that

Beye

parataxis.
Straightaway the dark blood flowed from
the wound. Just as when some \¡toman stains
l\em'
T. B. L. hlebster, ttlanguage and Thought in Early Greecett,
Soci-el|,
Ph)Lo'soplvicaL
oirz,s ancL pno"nn Ung¿ ol th-e.' nanct\i.otln t¡lnnattg ond
discussion of some non-oral
v;i;; õ+, tgsz/ss". p. 18. For some further
t'Homer
Against his Traditionrr,
features of Homeii" pã"*".seé J. Russo,
An-ion, Volume VII, No. 2, 1968.
t
C. R. Beye., (1972), p . 36. Beye s discussion of parataxis was
105.
used and quoted at length bY K. Robb, (197I), pp. 4L-42 n. 19.

104.

106

T. B. L. irrebster, (1952/53), p.

22.
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a piece of ivorY with PurPle, a
Maionian woman or Karian, in order to
make a cheekpiece for horses, and it
líes in a chamber, and manY are the
horsemen who long to carrY it, but it
lies there to be an adornment for some
king, both an ornament for the horse
and a thing of glorY Èo its rider.
Just so, Menelaos, your thighs were 1î7
stained with b1ood. (I!-Lad 4.I4I ll)-"'

It is quite clear from this passage, as
h¡as

Beye noted,

that the

language

108
structured so as to give each experience or idea its fu11 dt'" '

set one against the other without any being necessarily subordinated. \'tlhat subordination there $¡as, in terms of where in a string
of ideas a particular idea was placed, was a function of the composition-

Each was

in-performance and would vary f rorn perf ormance

to performance. I'rlithin Èhe

of oral composition the cto)rlo¿ could choose the sequence that
would best suit the mood or needs of the particular occasion. However,
Lihe aoirlol could not alter the paratactic nature of the sequence '
framework

best understood as an organising feature of
orally preserved discourse. It I^Ias the particular means with which
aoirloi imparted unity to their composiLions. This notion of unity is
Parataxis is

important because the individual elements of the compositions (i'e'

formulaic phrase, the 1ine, the verse etc.) had no intrinsic unity'

is,

Èhese elements had no preformed

the
That

pattern in relation to the composition

as a whole. It was the ctoirloi who imposed unity in the moment of performand, when the performance was finished this unity disappear"¿l'O9 The unity

of an oral composition had to be constructed

(1972), pp. 36-37.

108.

in C. R. Beye ,
i-0-1d., p. 37.

109.

Laszlo Versenyi, (1974), P.

107.

Cired

anew

6

with each

performance '

81.

The paratactic nature of this unity has been summarised aptly by Robb.
Forrnulae each with one focused and
functional meaning come togeÈher to

form whole 1ines. Lines cluster
within a traditional ePisode; each
episode is strung together with others
as part of a theme; and the themes are
strung together to compose the saga.
At every linkage, from formula to line
to episode, what binds it all together
and permits the swift motion - forward
is the paratactic genius of the singer
who preserves the magic of thçt6le11
with rtand next . . . and nexttt. "
The

to

skj-Il

and creativeness

of the aoidoi

re-member these elements

h¡ere measured

by their abílity

into a form that accorded with the general

expectations of each audience. The themes that each composition developed

in

each performance were

not determined by the nature of the constituLive

elements but by the aoirlo¿ whose performance gave such elements

a

thematic unity

It rnight be objected that the Iliacl , for example, has an
overall theme, the wrath of, Achi11es, and that the aoido¿ was therefore
This is true enough as far as it goes. Yet,
bound to adhere to it.
as a theme, the wrath of Achilles does not provide the central focus to

of the episodes
.
111
in the I!-Larl have little or nothing to do hlith Achillesr wrath-*ahd cannot
be seen as directly subserving that particular theme. The real theme of

which

all other

themes and_episodes are

directed.

Many

, of Greek social reality, that is
presented. The presentation of the morals, values, and ideals of the
t,he

Marl

is the view of

human nature

aoirloi'¿ society was the real point of their composition=ll2 The story

110.

K.

Robb

, (1977), P. 2I.

lll.
For example, Books 3 to 8 of the IL¿ad hardly mention Achilles
or his wrath at all. Other characters and episodes move to centre stage.
fn terms of Achillestwrath many of these episodes have little or no relevance. Laszlo Versenyi, (L974), p. 7.
, (1974), p. 17; E. A. 'Havelock, (1963) and
(1978); K. Robb, (Ig7L);-H. Frankel', (1975); B. Snel1, (1982) all make
similar observations though with differing degrees of emphasis.
LL2.

LaszLo Versenyi
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of the wrath of Achilles provided the occasion f or Homer's Mod

and

served
more

in the manner of a Pair of

loose

brackets thaÈ hold the diverse parts
of the poem togethelrgithout giving
them organic unity.---

But having

begun

with Achillesr wrath,

Homer almost immediately moves

further afield to deal with widet i""u""114
duced

And these issues

in a variety of settings to provide the

of themselves and of reality.
an overall unit.y, but

at the

Greeks

are intro-

with their

images

This overall theme thereby gave the

same

time it was up to

Line ao-irlo¿

to

songs

achieve

or subtracted without affecting the songs as
a whole since the ttwholenesstt of the songs h/as a purely arbitrary affair
it.

Episodes could be added

that varied from performance to

performance.
g

0ra1 versification, wj-th its paratactic and formulaic strucÈurq

reflected and reproduced a view of human nature that attempted to do
full justice Lo the complex panorama of Greek experience without destroy-

ing the uniqueness of each individual experi.t.".115

The Greeks in

the rrdark agestf inLerpreted their experiences of the world in terms of
conjunction of the many rather than as the unity of the

or,"

a

]16

A

illustration of this is the way in which the physical human being
r¡/as perceived by the Greeks in the ttdark agestt. A human entity vJas seen
good

not as a ttunique source of actiontr but rather as tran exchange station
of inf1uerr.""tt.117 Things happened /o humans. That is, the source
113.

tdszlo Versenyi, (1974), p.

II4.

Cf. n.

115.

C. R. Beye, (1972), p. 37.

116.

A. l,l. H. Adkins,

111

7.

aup/La,

Fnom

Íhe. (\ang

1970).

rt7

.

P. Feyerabend, (1975), P.

248.

to

tLz- 0nz-r(Constable, London,

B3

of

human

action

r¡/as seen

as the notion that
ü/as

human organism

human beings were autonomous,

alien (or perhaps

Homeric

as external to the

in as much

self-directed

organisms

correcLly, unknown) to Greek thought in the

more

p".iod.11B The human body was seen as an assemblage of limbs,

clearly distinguished from one another, but the assemblage itself - the
was not a feature of Greek thought. Snel1 has shown that the
body
Greek word for body, ¿oma , rÀ/as a later interpretation of what the Greeks
in

1imb".119

Homerts time understood as

Moreover,

not even have any words for
the arms and legs; he sPeaks of hands,

Homer does

lower arms, upper armsr feet, calves
and thighs. Nor is thelgna comprehensive term for the trunk.---

It

r¡ras

the specífic functions and actions of the individual limbs (ot

parts of limbs) that concerned the Greeks.

A similar situation existed with respect to the intellect=
ual aspects of a human being. The idea that there ',ùas a soul or mind
that directed hurnan actions was not present ín Homer' s Morl. The words
that

Homer used

for

p'sgc|rc., thgmo,tr'.and nooówere

,

soul

functionally ori-

They referred to particular concrete situations rather than
"nt"d.121
to abstract, universalising conceptions. That is, such words had meanings
that were situationally determined and located in particular concrete
rmindt aS an
experiences. The more universal interpretation of tSoult or

organising principle of human action I¡Ias a later conceptual develop-

*"nt.I22

The sources

118.
119.
l2O.
l2I.
IZ2.

B. Snel1,
)-Lid,

of

human

action, the reasons

why

things

happened

(1982)r;, p.tì2rtr, ånd Ghapter 3-

, p. B.

i-A)rL., p.311

n.

i-Licl., p. B.

See

7.

also Laszlo Versenyi, (1974), p. 11'

For some analysis of this, especially the .Jn.upt noo,i, see
K. von FriEz, ttNous, Noein, and their Derivatives in Prescratic Philosophyrl
in A. P. D. Mourelatos, (ed.),7h2 Pnz-Soctzat)c,t, (Doubleday-Anchor, New
York, 1974) pp. 23-85.
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as they did, were to be located in factors external to human beings.
However, this did not mean that individual human beings could
not be held legally responsible for their actions. 0n the contrary '
htlmans uetze- responsible for their actions. However, it was not a questat issue but a question of perpetration that was
important because it I¡Ias the act itself rather than the perpetrator
of the act that gave rise to opprobrium and .".,",rt".123 Indeed, the

ion of intent that

was

very separation of i-ntent and act was noL yet a feature of Greek thought

the causal relationship between any seemingly related real world
events was understood as ultimately a result of the will of the gods '
because

Personal

volition

lì/as

a concept that was absent from Homeric thoughL.l24

Responsibility devolved on individuals as a result of the actions they

that they perpetrated the act. l'lhere such actions
were cont.rary to the accepted mores and values of the soci-ety the perpetrators were publicly shamed and in some situations liable for damages.
performed

in the

sense

As Doddsl25

essentially a

t'shame

unð,

Adkirr=126 have argued, Homeric

culturert in which

a-itLo¿

(i...

public

society
shame

\4/as

or public

loss of face) v/as to be avoided at a1l costs. In a society in whích
a person I s deeds l¡/ere orally preserved, the important thing r+las what
hlas said, and hence remenbered, about the person. The judgements of
one

t

s contemporaries r¡rere what vrere

remembered

by f uture generations

since these judgements lived on via the winged word of song. Greek soci-

ety in the oral period (and perhaps even before it) was success oti"nt"å27

I23,
I24.
I25.

fornia

L26.
L27.

Laszlo Versenyi, (1974), P. 15.

B. Snel1, (1982), pp. 30-31.
7hn Çnzel<z or¿tt thz. I'zna-t)ona!., (University
Press, Berkeley & Los Angeles, 1951) especially Chapter 2.

E. R. Dodds,

A. l4r. H. Adkins, (1970), pp. 32
i-L-¿c¿.,

p.

44.

f-f .

-

of

Cal-

B5

in the

sense

that it

r¡/as necessary

to be successful in order to

achieve

public acclamation and hence be remembered by future generations. htithout public recogniËion (whether acclaim or shame) of an individualrs

acts, those acts would remai-n invisible, as Versenyi put ia,12B and hence
unknown and unsung. There could be no privat.e morality since an individThat is the mores
ual l/as only what others said of him or n"t!29
and values of Homeric society r^Jere not the privatised domain that they
became

in later eras.

Homeric morality

is not simply located in the individual but fragmented and divided
among all the members of his.society, who are its keePers.
It

rvas the aoirlo¿ who made sense

and giving them

ty

ttfragmentsrr by re-combining them

of these

a sense of unity so that the prevailing

were preserved. The publíc domain

of oral

mores and morali-

performance l¡/as therefore

the only domain. Each and every member of the society contríbuted to it
and gave

it its authority.
There was a strong parallel beLween the characteristics of

the way in which human nature and morality were perceived and the charact-

This parallel was

eristic structure of oral versificatiot.l3l
accidental. It was central t.o the oral
ficati-on h/as the
same

time, it

was presented

means

\,\ras

mode

to preserve what

also the

noL

of discourse. 0ra1 versi-

needed

to be known and, at

the

means whereby what v/as aJ-ready preserved

again for public scrutiny.

A.ty knowledge so preserved

which jarred with the lived experience of the audiences eventually faded

t28

LaszLo Versenyi, (1974),

p

16.

r29.

A. I^i. H. Adkins,

,

p

44.

130.

Laszlo Versenyi, (L974),

p

16.

( 1970)

)-{Jrl., p. L6. See also T. B. L. Webster, (1958); P. Feyerab(1975);
for uigur"nt" pointing to the congruence between Homeríc poeend,
Lry, its prevailing views on human nature, and the geometric art-forms
(pottery, sculpture etc.) of the Homeric period.

131.
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from the preservation process and was,

quite literally,

forgott",,.l32 In

the songs of the ooicloi reflected the lived experiences of
the Greeks of the ttdark agesrt and thereby maintained the sense of truth
this

rnray

characteristic of living

myth.

Versenyi made the point that living myth Ì{¡as true in the

of alelhz.ia (i.e. true disclosure or true revelation).133 The winged words made it possible for that which was hidden (i.e. memories)
sense

in the process of performance, whaL
made visible became subject to public scrutiny. It was not, however,
to

become

visible to all.

And

was

scrutiny in the sense that each song rl/as minutely analysed and examined.

scrutiny in the sense that what v/as expressed in the songs - the
was felt by the Greeks
values, ideas, sketches of human nature and so on
to be consonant with their ovln percepti-ons and experiences; that what was

It

was

expressed v/as

not so very far

removed

from their own patterns of exist-

ence.

The picture that emerges of the characteristics of

human

nature and rnorality is one of aggregated fragments. The fragments appear-

in various configurations and h/ere discrete and interchangeable.
They could be added to or subtracted from the particular aggregate being
ed

articulated. It

was an arrangement

consistent with the paratactic nature

of the preserved language of discourse. The structure of the songs
set the limits of what could be expressed in it; and in so doing shaped
the nature of the knowledge that was preserved.
J¿

J¿

132.

E. A. Havelock, (1963), P. I22.

i33.

Laszlo Versenyi , (1974), p. 2. The senses of

discussèd),ßof er:f

ully

be1ow.

ct-{-e.ÍJu-ia

are
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This returns the discussion to the assumption about a relationship between the structure and content of oral forms. Such an assumption
was

central to Havelock's analysis and was criticised by MacKen"i"L34

und'

praised by RoUU.135 Both paraphrased Havelock's assumption in terms
of ttthe medium is the messagett, that is, the medium (i.". hexameter
verse) r{/as the message ( i. e . the knowledge to be preserved) . hlhilst
136 his actual formulation
Havelock has some sympathy with such a uiu"

of the relationship
a litt1e

hIAS

han.

between

the structure of the medium and its content

more sophisticated than the above

cliche derived from McLu-

I37

Certainly, in his seminal work,

Pnz.lacz- Lo Plctt-o, Havelock's

formulations have given some justification for attributing a simplistic
and mechanistic view

to him. For example,

There are a million thi-ngs you cannot
say at all in metrical speech and it
will follow |bgt you will not think
them eather.
Havelock was suggesting

that the structures of the oral

the defining boundaries within which the content

mode provided

became preserved know-

ledge and outside of which it would have been forgotten. Furthermore'

the language of preserved discourse acted as a filter for what could
be expressed in the language of everyday speech. Not everthing that
in the latter could be preserved within the formulaic
structure of metrical speech. Havelock was not arguing that the content

was expressible

v/as

sacrificed in

r34.
135.
136.
r37

.

ledge &

138.

M.

some way

to conform to the given structure. Nor

MacKenzie, (1982),

K. Robb,

p.

198.

(1971), p. 33.

E.

A. Havelock, (1978), p.

M.

Mcluhan, LlnrlettzLorcLing Íledia:
Pau1, London , L964) .

Kegan

E.

was

336.

A. Havelock, (1963), p. I49.

7hz €xÍøt¿ion¿

of

l\an, (Rout-

88.

he suggesting
um

that the structure

was the content as implied by

the

rfmedi-

is the message" reductiorr.l39

of Havelockrs position in his 7hz- Ç'tzzk ConcepÍ)on
ol Ju,:/)cz. is best undertaken by an analysis of the criticisms levelled
against it by MacKenzie. As she put it, Havelock's assumption implied
that ttverbal echoes dominate contentrr, that ttliterariness prevails over
rrdidactic purpose over joytt. 140 The last of these
A defence

common-sense", and

is false because, when one examines Havelockts work closely, it becomes
apparent that one of his most basic assurnptions was that oral performances '
in order to be successfully didacti-c, had to be pleasurable and ¡oytut '
The first view is relatively uncontroversial as far as Havelockrs main
thesis is concerned

because Havelockrs view

only requires the

141

Presup-

relationship between the structure of a
work and its content. Indeecl, the very fact that virtually all literary
works in the period in question, whether ora11y composed or not, were intended to be heard rather than read meant that the sound of the words
position that there is

some

and hence the ttvebal echoestt would remain an important feature

in the pre

duction of such works. ttVerbal echoestt need not depend upon the oral
techniques

of composition-in-performance .
The second view thát rtliterariness prevails over common-sensett

it suggests that the content of a work was
sacrificed to arbitrary demands of composition in such a \Iay as to go
against good sense. That is, the structure of a work would arbitrarily

is

more problematical as

139.

As suggested by Robb, (1971)'

140.

M. MacKenzie, (1982), PP. 198-199.

P.

33.

This is not spelled out in his (1978) as explicitly as it might
have been and thj-s may explain why MacKenzie might have overlooked it '
Even so, it was spe11ôd o,tt i.t his (1963) in some detail. Given that
the (1978) work wàs an extension of the work begun in (1963) it is not unreasonable to assume that the position established in the latter \das operative in the former as nothing Havelock has written since (1963) has mod-

l4I.

ified or

negated

it.

89

preclude ideas that were nevertheless present in the domain of everyday

thought for the Greeks. To use a term like rfliterarinesstt to refer

to the structure of ora11y preserved discourse is to describe it in
terms quite alien to the period, and it makes no allowance for changes
to the methods and means of producLion of works ranging from before
Homer to after Pla¡o. Admittedly, the lack of adequate terminology
to describe (and explain)
mode

of discourse

unambiguously

tempers the above

the naLure of works of the oral

criticism to

some

.*t"rra.142

Neverthe-

less, care should be taken when using terminology derived from later hist-

orical conditions.

l43

Of far more j-mportance, however, is the term

tcommon-sense

t to

to be in jeopardy. This is a very contested
term and its use is never fully explicated by those who invoke it as
their authority. MacKenziets use of the term is clear neither in itself
describe what

is

supposed

nor in the conÈext of her argument. It. would appear that she

saw such

a term as bei¡rg applicable to the domain of everyday thought in which
there is supposed to exist some understanding of the world that v/as
t
accepted by all Greeks of the time. tCommon-sense u¡as therefore the
basis out of which thought, understanding, reason and so o., g."".144
ttcommon-sensett,
MacKenzie, when ttliterarinesstt prevailed over

Thus

for

some

aspects of the latter were denied thereby distorting the

I42.

As pointed out

earlier in notes 2

panorama

and 67 above.

It might be argued that since Havelock based his analysis
I43.
discourse on the works of Homer and Hesiod who were
of the oral mode of
t literarinesst is not out of place. However, it is
poi-eLa-i the term
clear that Homer t s poems \¡/ere aE the end of a tradition in which such
works were .o*po""d in and for performance and that Hesiodts u¡ere aL
least composed Ìor performance. The ability to use writíng \4ras at that
stage a mnernoni. uid rather than a normal means of composition. Hence
canõns of literacy and literacy when applied to oral works are a little
anachronisti-c.

This view of tcommon-senset in the sense of Universal Reason
I44.
is very much in the Enlightenment tradition of the 17th and 18th centuries. For
a brief but penetrating criLique of this term see G. NowellttCommon
Sense" , iìadica-t- Phi!-o'sophg, No- 7, 1974.
Smith,

90

of

Greek experi-ence.

In Havelockts account, content

somehow

or other

suffered because the strucEure of the oral mode is supposed to
excluded

have

that which otherwise would have been included.
Now

this

assumes

tcommon-senset

that the term

is applicable

as a constant frame of reference. But this inverts Havelockrs argument.

For Havelock, any notion of common-sense was defined by the boundaries

set by the oral

mode

itself.

Common-sense

\tas itself a product of the

of preserved discourse. To see this it is only necessary to
recall the distinctlon that Havelock made continually between the language
of preserved discourse and ordinary spoken language (i.e. the spoken diadomaj-n

The mnemonic requirements militated
"o.i"ty.145
against that whích could not be expressed rhythmically, thereby imposing
an economy of means on whaL could be preserved. But' more importantly,

lects) in a totally oral

what was preserved provided

the stock of images with which the

interpreted their experiences. The language in whj-ch such

Greeks

i-mages was

preserved provided the building blocks out of which common sense

ldas

constructed. The causal direction v/as from the preserved language to
the everyday languages as far as image construcLion (i.e. the arLiculation
of

meaning) was concerned. Although the words

of the

language

of

preserv

-ed speech were drawn from the stock of words of everday speech, the
images and meanings that they created when arranged and composed

uilh)tt an oral framework
ages

of everyday thought.

communicationtr \^/as
was thereby

I45.

became

Thus

the sources and validations of the

for Havelock, the

the domain of

maximum

of

ttpreserved

linguistic sophistication

and

the model for thinking in the domains of everyday diule.ts.146

E. A. Havelock, (1963), pp.

134-136 and

34.
146.

domaín

im-

E. A. Havelock, (1963), p.

135.

also his (1978) pp' 30-

91.

This view of the distinctíon between the language of Lhe ao)rloz (and

later the pú-e.f-e.,t ) has informed Havelock's two major studies of preplatonic thougtrt. l47 Common sense and content were thus not diminished
or sacrificed.

They were grounded

in the very means available for

the

preservation of socially necessary knowledge of the time.

Havelock sa\^r quite clearly that the development of Greek
thought was governed by the tools with which it could be expressed'

that the structure of the oral mode of discourse
determined its content. But as has been shown, this did not in any way
dirninish the range of Greek experience nor the ability to interpret
it in a sophisticated runn"r. 148 It simply prescribed the limits or

Hence

his

assumpti-on

range of possibilities open to the oral versifiers.

The relationship

the structure and content for the oral mode hlas thus not as
mechanical as would first appear but, gi-ven that, the means available
between

for oral composition
A

was remarkably f1exib1e.

further issue

one who re-members

that Platof s notion

needs

to be raised concerning the aoido¿

the socially necessary ideas. It might be
of. m.ine-¿i¿

as

suggested

rather than the term rre-membert

would

best describe the activities of the aoido^ -iî-performance. As Havelock
demonstraLed, it was Plato who first used the terrn n-inz¿i's to encompass

the psychology and experience inherent in the aoido'vatsdience relationHowever, the sense in which Plato used ruinz¿i's differed
"frip.149
from the accepted usage of his predecessors. For then, be they poets,
Note, however, that Havelock does not draw Lhe same distinction
between aoirlo,s and pù-e-Í-e-¿ as has been drawn above (pr 50 notes 4 and 5,
and p. 51). For Havelock, a poi-eÍ.e''t \¡/as an oral producer'
I47

.

The remarks by C. R. Beye, (1972), p.36 are apposite where he
suggested that Homerts Morl rfrras an example of the highest form of realism.

148.
I49.

E. A. Havelock, (1963), p. 57 n.

22.
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dramatists, or philosophers, tninz-¿i¿ meant to do as others did or become (or be) like oth"t=.150 But for Plato m-inz¿iz hlas the imitation

of

something

orlginal or

unique151r., Havelock's words, Plato

in

... attempts a more
ilzp, Book IO
inclusive description of the whole
poetic situation, whi-ch he now calls
n¿inzù-¿, and which is now defined and
as systematic ctpafz-, something
too frivolous and immoral to merit
seri-ous inclusion in an educational

damned

curriculum. The sense oÍ. m-inz-,si¿ as
'ethical imitation of an originaf is
built up in the cou 'se of this polem- I "s?
ic, and is wholly a Platonic creation.
Plato drew a distinction which h¡as not possible, at least with respect

to oral versification, in a totally oral society in that he distinguished
between an

original

and

its

copy.

hlhilst it is true that the

ao)rlo¿ exhorted

the audience to

adopt acceptable rather than unacceptable forms of behaviour, thereby

giving the audience social models to imitate, it
lcine

aoirlo¿ìwas copying

trivial

sense

or imitating

that there

hrere

some

was

ideal pattern

-

not the case that
except in the

certain stcnctural features

common

to

every

performance. The aoi-d-oz-in-performance I¡Ias not putting forward a copy

or imitation of the

body

of social

There was no oniginot- body

of

knowledge

knowledge

150.

i-/*bl., p. 57 n.

151.

i-AhL., pp.57-58 n. 22.

in the Platonic "ut=".153

to be reproduced by the

aoirlo¿ '

'

22.

I52.
i-Licl., p.58 n. 22. Note that Havelock was a bit harsh on
Plato here. Havelåck's interpretation misses the substance of Plato's
point. It r^ras not, that the póetic situation (as familiar to Plato) was
too frivolous or immoral but that it was wholly inappropriate as a means
to ensure the health of the sorts of values and ideas that Plato deemed
suiËable for his ideal po!)2. For P1ato, the poetic domain hlas no longer
the appropriate domain for the pursuit of knowledge.
It could, however, be argued that a poizte's did imitate or
copy attmodeltt in performance in that a wriÈer had a text to work from.
153.
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not fixed in the sense of axioms or first prínciples
of
from whÍch all else hras derived. Knowledge in an oral society was
a different order. Each and every performance of the aoirlo¿ produced
It
knowledge thaÈ r¡/as f ixed at the point of ao)rlo¿-audience contact '
tscriptt
of an frauthenÈictt or ttoriginaltt

Such knowledge was

was

not a verbatim reproduclion

or ftextf.

Each performance ÍIas an

original in its

own

right; it

was

unique. The aoirlo¿, drawing on the various (and changing) component
parts of a long tradition, stitched them together to create the actual
performance. The ao)rloz , by putting the pieces together in each performance, was

in fact

re-membering.

For an aoirlo¿, there v¡as no abstract separation of a copy
perffrom an original. trrlhat eventually emerged in the course of a given
it had to
ormance did not presuppose an idealised entity wiEh which
conform. The actual finished product of each performance varied and
of performemerged from the conditions actually prevailing at the tirne
ance. What v/as actually presented by the aoirlo¿ also depended upon
the skill with which such knowledge was re-membered. The skill was in
the tellíng of the tale that was not permanently fixed and set

down

prior

to the perfornance.
It rvlght

.6e

*houghl Í'l¡"at an aLLetnaLí¡te Lo p'latt'ot s¿oötùon óf

m.ine.¿)z could be his doctine of ananneoiu 'I54 According to this docÈrine, a person, with the help of a suitable teacher, could reca11 knowledge because such knowledge

existed in the soul. It needed only the ap-

propriate prornptings for it to be made ful1y known to the person concerned
ttknewtt but
In this \¡/ay a person brought to light that which they already
which they had forgotten

or lost sight of. At first sight, this

appears

A more detailed discussion of Plato's doctrine of anal¿nøòi-ó
I54.
and his related theory of the soul is undertaken in ChapLet 7 below'indeed
or
No attempt is made here to give an exposiEion of these theories
the' above '
purposes'
of his theory of knowledge in general. For presenL
discussion will be sufficient.

'
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to be a promising alternative. However, it is vitiated by the same
problems that beset his notion of. ¡øinz¿"i't . For Plato, knowledge was
fixed and immutablel55ra existed in the soul independently of whether
an individual acknowledged

a reproduction of
from the

ed.

sort of

it.

somethirrrg

The

that

act of anamne.¿i¿or recollection

was

was

original or auÈhentic. This differed

knowledge produced by an aoirlo¿ as has already been not-

Anctrutz¿i-¿ v/as concerned

not with the production of knowledge but

with its re-production. In a totally oral situation such re-membering
as Plato had in mind was not possíb1e. Ãn ctoirlo¿ may well have been re-

calling what he already knew.
ially
be

However, such

recollection

was always soc-

did not presuppose a fixed body of knowledge to
The knowledge that emerged at the point of product-

mediated and hence

recited at wil1.

ion, in performance'

\^Ias

given once and for all.

mutable and hence could not be regarded as being
An ao)rlo¿ was therefore

not engaging tn

anamn-e-

¿i¿ in Platots sense.
,+

?r

The condítions of production and distribution of

of discourse were thus quite distinctive. 0f central
\¡ias Ehe aoicLo¿-audience relationship, and even with the intro-

in the oral
importance

knowledge

mode

duction of writing it remained of key significance for several centuries '
Holding the performance together and making the preservation of the

socially necessary knowledge possíble hlas the role of menory' Guided
by Mnemosyne, the goddess of memory, the aoirlo¿ was able to Preserve and
transnit what needed to be known so that it could be appropriated by the
population at large . The winged \^Iord, activated in perf ormance , "Jas

155.
This oversimplifies Plato's views on knowledge. The appropriate
qualifications and distinctions are treated in more depth in Chapter 7 '

9s.

reinforced and sustained by a variety of mnemonic techniques, of which

repetition and rhythm l¡/ere of key importance. The mnemonic techniques
reinforced the sound of what was being sung and thereby placed the main
emphasis on the ears of the uudi"n."".156 Specific techniques like
assonance,

alliteration,

onomatopoeia and

so on further underlíned those

of repetition and rhythm. These techniques l'/ere astutely exploited
by the aoirloi to create the vivid images necessary for the didacLic
effectiveness of the performances.

aoirloi unfolded the knowledge of the living myths of
the oral tradition. This knowledge was regarded as true in the sense
The

of

a-{.eih¿ia which, as rnentioned earlier

'

was

usually understood as

mean-

l57 Some uneasiness
ing ,,unhiddenness" ortfrevealing thaÈ which is hiddenrt.
may be felt about interpreting aLe.Í.he.ia in this fashion because of Friedfrunhiddenness
landerrs criticisms of Heideggerrs vi-ew Lhat a-!.e-the)a was

of being" or

158
more gengrally sirnpl-y rrunhidden""""" '

the view to be defended here is qui-te consistent with
Friedlander I s critique . Friedlander concluded that the uses of o't-el/u'ia
or its cognates in early Greek works indicated that there were three imHowever,

portant and intertwined aspects of the concept. These

were

(1) the correctness of speech and belief,
(2) the reality of being, (3) the genuineness, truthfulness, and conscientigq=ness of the individual or character. -ttcorFor Friedlander , a-{-eÍhe-ia, real1y did mean' contrary to Heidegger,

156.
L57.
gin'5 ol

E. A. Havelock,

(1978)

'

Po^Áirn,

Laszlo Versenyi, (1974), p. 2. See also Drew Hyland, Thz- 0/?-¿Ph)-Lo,tophg: Il¿' iLi-¿e. in ngfh oncl Íhe- Prz-ø-SocnaLlcz, (Capricorn

Books, New York, 1913).

P. Friedlander, PlaLo, Vct,Lun¿e- I: An Inl-noclucLion, of three
volumes, trans. by Hans MeYerhoff, (Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1958)
pp. 22I-229.

158.

159.

i-A)rL.,

p.

224
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rectness of perceptionrt (i.e. seeing things as they really are).
applied to a person it meant that the person was one

lrlhen

who

not forget or neglect, who doesffi
lose something out of sight or mind.^--

does

just such people. They did not lose sight of what was
important because it was up to them to produce this knowledge for everybody else. For most of the ordinary Greeks much of the details of this

Aoirloi

became

were

blurred or distorted with the passage of time.

It

was up

to

the

aoirloi to render it visíble (i.".make it unhidden) in such a way as
to ensure continuity with previous performances. This is quite consistent with Friedlander t s analysis in so far as ttcorrectness of perception

is

concernedT.
The aairlo¿ h/as

thus the very instrument

o1.

ate-thzio.I6l

With

the aid of the winged word a-{zthp.ia was achieved. That which was hidden
or distorted or f orgot.t.en was made clear , visible ' or re-membered. It r¿as
up to the aúrloito make sense of that which was hidden and fragmented.

I,{ithin the individual mernoríes of the Greeks these fragments were given
a unity by the aùrlai who thereby provided the stock from which the
Greeks drew

their intellectual

and moral sustenance '

In their actual performances

tlne

ctoirloi were universally

regarded as being divinely inspired. The c¿oirloi wete guÍded by the
Muses. l/hat was actually sung in their performances, that is, the content

of their songs, v/as not the product of the imaginations of
aoirloi but of their guides, the MUses. As Notopolous pointed out,

160.

i-LLcl.

, p.

the

223.

p. 2 suggested that "living mythrr was
the instrument of truth but since living myth lives because the ao)¡loi
perpetuate it, nothing is lost by describing the aoitloi as the instruments
of a-{.e-uu.ia,
161.

LaszLo Versenyi, (1974),

97.

it

was

not an arbitrary occurrence that

was regarded

as the mother of the

mode of discourse memory was

built.

By

Mnemosyne,

Muses

by the

the

Greek

goddess

of

memory,

r.162 In the oral

the foundation upon which all else

astutely exploiting the various

mnemonic techniques

\¡/as

the aoi¡loi

the instruments through which relevant Greek knowledge and values
preserved and transmitted. Because the aoirloi were divinely inspir-

became

h¡ere

ed their utterances had the inpn-inaLuz of- the gods, and as such, had
an authority that was beyond dispute. It was the ao)rlo¿ to whom the
Greeks looked

for the

framework

within which their everyday

experiences

were validated.

In the oral

mode

of discourse this

framework l^/as one in which

distinctions and differences between past and present values

r¡/ere not

able to be recognised. The songs l¡/ere cast. in the timeless present.
The past was continuously being recreated in the lighL of the present.
The specific concerns of the present ensured that discontinuities were
smoothed

were

out because knowledge and values that were no longer relevant

forgotten.

The aoirlo¿re-membered only

that which

was needed.

The very nature of the oral mode of discourse l^¡as one of

stitching together in a paratactic

manner

and events.' Depending upon the needs

the various fragments, episodes

of a specific performance,

tlrre

aoi-

cLoi would include or exclude particular material. The ao)¡lo¿ could

cut and stitch as required.

It is in this sense that an ao)tlo¿ can

be regarded as creating a unity out of the material at hand. This unity

163 It
did not ari-se from the naterial itself in any organic "".r"".
J. Notopolous, (1938), pp. 465-466. Notopolous noted that
Mnemosyne was one of the earliest Greek deities and that its inclusion
with the legendary Titans, the rrfirst generation of the theogony of Earth
and Heaventt, att.ests lt,bherrprimeval irnportance of memory among pre-1iterate Greeksr'. (p. 466).
162.

163.

Laszlo Versenyi, (1974), pp. 6-7 ff.
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arose from the choices made by Ehe ao)rlo't-in-performance. These choices
h¡ere

i-n turn constrained by the particular conditions governing

Ehe

production of ora1ly preserved discourse.

Since there was no fixed record of past values, except

as

created by the aoirloz-in-performance, such values could not be brought

into confrontation with those of the present.

Once

past values

could

be given a permanent form independently of the winged words of orally
preserved discourse, the ideas and values

of the present could be chall-

enged. But for that to happen required changes to the means available

to the ooirloi for preserving
was

knowledge and

values.

The cruci-al change

the re-introduction of a system of wriLing wit.hin the Greek wor1d.

The possibilities opened up by this change in the means of production

of oraliy preserved discourse forms the focus of the next chapter.

Chapter

3

Transformations : From lrlinqed hlords
To \n/ritten Words

htith the invention of their

or^¡n

system

of writing the ancient

to transcend the boundaries of
the oral mode of discourse. After about 750 B.C. there began to emerge a
literate mode of discourse characterised by the use of writing as its
central and unifying feature. Memory, so important for orally preserved

Greeks had

at their disposal the

means

discourse, began to be supplanted b1' written words because the latter
could exist independently of memory and the traditional means Lo sustaj-n

the time of Aristotle (c. 350 B.C.) the literate mode of discourse
$¡as the normal or expected domain for the articulation of knowledge

it.

and

By

values. In the intervening four

node

hundred years

the

sway

of the oral

of discourse had gradually diminished.

The process of transformation from one mode to the other
was gradual because the development of an audience attuned to written
rather than winged words had to be created. Indeed, the creation of
an audience also presupposed the existence

such

of texts to which people could

refer whenever necessary. Literate audiences could be 'taken for;granËeíd
Fot two to
by writers only by the end of the fifth century 8.C..1
three hundred years the early Greek writers had to make use of the tradfor disseminating their works. They still had to compose
for public performances even though the process of composition was no
longer a necessary part of the performance. As shown in the last chapter

itional

means

ao)rloz composed in performance; the acts of composition and dissemination were necessarily inseparable. I/Jith the advent of writing aoidoi
Ehe

I

See

p. 6 n. Ll 'tupna for authorities on this

development'

100.

gradually became po)-eLai, thereby freeing themselves from the necessity

of

composing

in

perf ormance. Po.i-e.Lai were

able to

experiment

the structure and content of their compositions, and it
made possible the drErgence of new forms of discourse.

\¡/as

with

both

this that:

This has been described by Bowra as a 'literary revolutiontt2
and Havelock as 'llthe"literate revolution"3 because it was from that point
Ehat the development of literature in ancient Greece can be said to
have developed.
moved

Poetry, quite 1iteral1y the writing

down

of oral

quickly beyond the hexameter of the oral tradition to

metres and formulations

of words thereby marking out

songs,

encompass nel¡/

new branches

within

the poetic form of discourse. These can be described as elegy, lyric,
Íambic, and choral poetry.4 Building on the poetic form, drama (comedy
and tragedy) emerged to become a separate but intimately related form of

discourse in its o\4ln right.

As Prose writing began to

develop

'

two

other forms of discourse, history and philosophy' were eventually establ-

ished. All of these forns of discourse

2.

C. M. Bowra ,
olson,1970) p. 57.

3.

Londna/?.k

5

in

owed much

Çne-elt

to the use of writing'

u-t-øL(ÉuL-e, (\nliedenf

eld & Nic-

E. A. Havelock, (1982).

It might be objected that these new developments, particularly
elegy and lyric, l/ere eniiti"s which themselves had a history' now 1ost,
extðnaing into and perhaps beyond the oral period. This view is suggested by T. A. Sinciaii, A'HL,sLo7u ol ÇnnzJt Lil,e/LeÌ-u,n2. þctm Homztz Lo An-i'sLoLIz', (Haske1l llouse Publishers, New York, 1973) pp' 89 ff"- But he also
ùfrÀl rfr" I'Greeks themselves believed that elegaic, iambic, and lyrwhich he
";;;å
ic poerry were all invented about B0o 8.c." (p. 89 n.1); a point
I
allusions
s
Homer
of
some
to
then went on to try and refute by appealing
to (possibly) different metres. However, such an appeal is.tenuous because the Homeric epics vlere not (as far as can be determined) committed to
writing until at ieast the time of the tyrant Pisistratus (c. 560 B'C')
in
or p".h.ps even 1ater. It is thus quite likely that such allusions
is
thus
It
period.
Homårts poer" were the imprint of a later, literate
extremely doubtful that such allusions can be regarded as convincing evidence foi the types of metre used in the oral period'
4.

Such a basic change

changes

to the

means

of composition brought forth

c
f

'f

i

or transformations in the substance of Greek knowledge and values.
Apart from the transformation of. ctùrloi ínEo poie.Lai, an equa-

11y broad though

far

more gradual change took

in discourse from an emphasis

on ngtho,s

place. This

to logo's,

and

was

the change

within this trans-

forrnation were other important changes. 0f some signif icance r¡¡as the
development of what has been described as frthe emergence of personalitytt.5
The person

of the poet

emerged as

a significant feature of written works.

Authorship, the identification of a particular work with a particular
person, became important. Poets, dramatists, historians, and philosoph-

ers becane arbiters, rather than mere instruments, of whaL was accepted
as true and immutable. The very nat.ure of what was accepted as tttruthtt
cane under challenge and hence became an issue

of dispute.

A!-e-th-e)a,

no longer became a matter of making visible what was hidden frorn

memory

a matter of making visible by re-organising and discovering that
which was not comprehended by the unaided memory of orally preserved disbuÈ

course.

Closely relaLed to this change was the development of

what

of "historical consciou".t"="".6 The
"forever living present"T of oral mgÍho'l gave way to an av/areness of
the present being different from the past and, as a corollary' a recog-

Versenyi described as the development

nition that the future need not be a repetition of the present. The
problem of c}ange (and stability) became an important issue within the diverse streams of Greek thought. The development of historical conscious-

ness, the ah¡areness that the past u/as dif f erent from the present '
5

C. M. Bowra, (1970), p. 54; Bruno Snell, (1982), PP. 44

6

L. Versenyi, (1974),

7

inirl.

, p. 3.

p. 67.

ff.

q/as

L02.

made

possible for the Greeks because writing enabled the ideas and values

of one generation to be preserved for subsequent generations in a form
that could be revievled and scrutinised. In this way the ideas and values
of the present. could be contrasted to those of an earlier time ' The
validity or truth of the ideas of one generation could no longer be
Eaken for granted but had to be accounted for in some way. Each writer,
implicitly or explicitly, attempted to resolve this problem.
ü/ith the development of an historical consciousness other
distinctions such as the separation between being and seeming, reality

whether

and appearance, began to

Such considerations became central

"*"tg".8
to the development of Greek literature, especially for that form which
came to be known as philosophy. In addition, concern for the particular
to give way to an emphasis on the abstract and general. Attempts
were made to describe and account for the myriad of particular instances
began

in terms of unifying principfes which, by their nature, \^Iere abstract
rather than concrete. Parataxis gave way to a more synoptic approach in
that the writer could approach the work as a whole and hence re-arrange
it to suit his or her intenLions9 rather than stringing traditional predeternined formulae together like undifferentiated links in a chain'
Concern

with the content, the inter-relationships of the consLituent

parts and the separate parts to the works as a whole

became increasingly

important. A preoccupation with bold and splendid images began to recede
with the increasing concern for conceptual unity and the eventual definition

and defense

of the constituent .orr."na".10

I^/ith the heightened self-consciousness of the poi-e-La)
change in

the nature of the relationship

I

i-!-id

pp. 47-48.

9

i-A-itl

p.

10

E.A Havelock, (1978),

between pù-eta-i and

66.
PcLóóitn,

came'''a

their

gods,

103.

particularly

Mnemosyne,

the goddess of

memory, acknowledged by

the

Greeks

as the mother of the Muses. The place and importance of the gods in the

affairs of mortals also

under\4rent

subtle reinterpretations and redefin-

action and responsibility began to
ttunique Sources of act=
be accenÈuated. Human beings came Lo be seen as
iontt, autonomous and increasingly self-directed, who acted and reacted

itions as the importance of

human

within the parameters established by the gods rather than as

t'exchange

stationIs] of influences" determined by the gods'11
These transformations attending the introduction of writing
in the Greek world give some indication of the effects this new technolof composition had on the articulation of Greek knowledge and values '
Several Greek writers and their works will be examined for evidence
ogy

of the above transformations, but no attempt is made to provide a comprehensive account of the history of the development of Greek 1iterature.l2
Rather, the emphasis is on determining the general trend of these developments as revealed

in the works of the writers

who can be regarded as

typical exponents of the poetry under consideration. Thus Hesiod (epic
hexameter), Archilochus (elegy and lyric), Sappho (1yric) ' and Solon
(elegy and hexameter) provide the means to establish the generality
of the

above

transformations. Llriters

who came

to be regarded as philo-

P. Feyerabend, (1975), p. 248; Bruno Snell, (1982)' p' 2I'
More detailed histories can be found in c. M. Bowra, (1970);
12.
T. A. Sinclair, (1973); H. Frankel, (1975); tl. M. Chadwick & N. K. Chadwick, Thz Çnouth'ol Lit-e-na-tu/7-e.: Thp. Anci-e.nf- Ulzzofuv¿p¿ o/' €utope', Voliversity Press, Cambridge, 1932);
ume I of three vollres, (Can
rsity Press' New
M. Hadas , A lLl,slong rtl'Çze.z/t
: Fnom Íh2 €'o/L['York, 1950); F. B."J.ioi-t", ,4
& Co. , London,
en
i-e.¿L Petz-Locl Lo ÍJv. Dzalh ol
y
Wil1is & C'
J'
1889); A. Lesky, A lü'sLong of Çnzz-k L
ol çn2-ek
A
H(ntL.Lo9(.
Rose
,
de Heer, (Methlen & Co. , London , 1966); H. J.
(Methuen
&
rev.,
ed.
3rd
L¿tznofL L: Tnom Hr.¡mztt Lo tlæ Age. ol Lucian,
Co. , L'ondon, 1948).

11.

ro4.
sophers, particularly the pre-Socratic philosophers, will be discussed

in the next chapter.
tc

g

-q

Before turning to these four poets it is necessary to
two background observations.

First, the poets between them

almost t\,,,o hundred years of Greek literature.

make

encompass

Hesiod can be situated

in the mid to late eighth century B.C., Archilochus in the first half
of the seventh century 8.C., and Solon and Sappho in the early to mid
sixth century 8.C..

Moreover; each of the four poets came from geo-

graphically diverse parts of the Greek world; Hesiod from Boeotia, Archilochus from Paros, Sappho from Lesbos, and Solon from Athens. The art

of writing may well have been the prerogative of a relatively small
number of people for some time after it h/as introduced¡ it v¡as not,
however, geographically localised.

The second background observation concerns the nature of
the Greek social world itself. As Bowra pointed out, the
literary revolution r^/as accompanied by
a social revolution which had 13 less
influence on literary maÈters.
Some

mention of this has already been made in earlier chapters

14

tnd

only a brief synopsis is necessary here.

By t.he beginning of the eighth century B.C. the widespread
trdark agesrt
system of 1ocal kingships, which had arisen during the
'
was begÍnning to feel the strains of significant increases in population
together with growing shortages of land. Although emigration and colon-

isation tended to alleviate the social pressures to

13.

some degree

it did

C. M. Bowra, (1970)' P.57.

I pp. 33-34; Chapter 2 pp, 59-6I above. For an
overview of politiãal and social developments see G. E. M. de Ste. Croix,
14.

(1e81).

See Chapter
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not really redress the underlying causes of the land

was because land was becoming monopolised by nobles who formed

the kingts power

base

' This
part of

shortages

ìwiLhún buchr,kingshipB. ilhe I fesulti i¿as the growth of

an aristocratic class of landowners that began to challenge the po\^/ers
and privileges of the kings. In many cases, the newly emerging aristoc-

ratic classes managed to transform the
that the royal

Powers and

system

of kingships in such a way

privileges devolved on the aristocracy' By the

of the seventh century, rule by the aristocracy had become the norm
for many Greek mainland di-stricts and islands. At the same time, the
po!),s, as a distinctly Greek type of city, began to be establi-shed on
end

the basis of the old village ."rtr"".15

Thriving urban centres, domin-

ated by the power of an aristocratic class and supported by their rural

surrounds, provided the setting for the changing social relations for

the Greeks. Although the po!)^ did not achieve its pinnacle until
the late fifth century, it nevertheless began to take its distinctive
,,c1assica1,, form towards the end

of the eighth century 8.C..16

During the eighth century, many of the aoirloi had established

for

Lhemselves

a more or less permanent presence as

members

of the

palace

retinue of individual kings. The function of such aoi¡lo¿ was more concerned with the glorification or aggrandisement of particular kings than
wiLh the general preservation and transmission

of

knowledge and values '

to be understood that a po!)'s initially denoted nothing more than a naturally occurring stronghold_or humanly constructed citadãl wi-thin a rural villâge-type society. As Greek society began to expand in the early eighth ãentury so the nature of the po!)z began to be
15.

It

needs

transformed.
Thonson, sLucl)2's )n Anciznl
in two volumes, (Lawrence
Aegean,
Thz
Pzeh)¿l-orz-Lc
çnpek Soc)et-g Volane. Î:'
see
specialiggd^accounts
For
more
pp.
35L-352.
& lrlishart, London, 1954)
(St.
Mar8,C.,
700-5()()
sLaLe.¿
c,
ci
ThZ.
L. H. Jefiery, AzchaLc Çnez.cz.:
C)Lg-SLa-t-e-z
ol
A
Hittong
Çnz.zJ<
tinf s Press,-Ñ"*
'0,C, York, 1976); R. Sealey,
c, 70()-338
, (University of California Press, Los Angeles, L976).

16.

L.

Mumford,

(Ig74), pp. I42 f,f..; G.
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Palace-based aoi¡lo¿ had begun

to feature in

Homer's 0clg,s'seg and one can

that account that the function of the aúrloi was becoming
lT As the system of kingship
more localised to specific kingships.
assume from

gave kray to the newly emerging arisLocracy, the arístocrats, flushed

with success in their newly acquired po\{er and status, looked to

such

ooirloi to provide the chronicle of their exploits. This provided further impetus for iuhe aoirloi Eo depart from the traditional content of
their songs to ones which dealt specifically withi-the concerns and exploits of individual aristocrats.

Such a change in content, holÍever,

could not be achieved, or at least could only be achieved haltingly,

to depart from the traditional

until the

means

deeds and

exploits

was

available.

The

oral

ed formulae could not be easily adapted

mode

mode

to the

of expressing heroic

of paratactically arrang-

new conditions.

h/ith the advent of writing in the Greek world and the transformation of. ao.irloi into pù-eLai it became possible for such story-tell-

ers to take Lheir time in composing their works. It became possible

to create new expressions to fit the hexameter form and, eventually, to
create different metres more suited to what needed to be expressed. That

is, as Bowra put it,
hlith this aristocratic pride came a new
undersLanding of human worth, not perhaps
so splendid as the Homeric cult of honour,
but interested in many matters of which
Homer was indeed conscious, but thought
inappropriate to his heroes. trrlhat he had
kept for his similes, poets now made matters of central interest as they wrote
about the contemporary world with a keen
sense of its significance. All this meant

17.
E. A. Havelock, (1978), pp. 56-57, has argued convincingly that
the society reported by Homer was of his own time. This was particularly
evident in the 1clg't'seg.

.ro7

.

that poetry was free to advance in new
directions and to reflect the actual
scene directly without havilg to shape
it into images ot the Past.
The freedom ttto advance

in

new

directionsrt, to dispense wiLh the distant

heroic past as a necessary backdrop, could only be achieved once a

change

in the actual means of composition could be effected.
g

J¿

doubt that Hesiodts poems marked a dist-

There can be little

ttadvance
inctive turning pointlg since it lras with his works that the
in new directionstt v/as first clearly articulated. Hesiod has been credited with two major works: the Thzogong, which dealt with the genealogy

of the

gods and the nature

of order in the world;

and 7hz' ltonk's ancl Dagz,

which dealt, ifi broad terms, with strífe and injustice in the world
and how to overcome

them.

The

latter

poem was

both personal and general'

it articulated the particular plight of Hesiod
himself who felt thaE he had been unjustly denied his rightful claim
to his land by his brother Perses. But it \¡/as general in the sense
It

hras personal because

that it

echoed

the plight of

many smal1 landholders who were being denied

just treatment by the rapaciousness of the rising aristocracy in land
dealings.
Compared

more removed from

18.

with

Th.e. üJonJ<¿

orul Dagt, the Thzogong appears

to

be

the concerns of everday affairs because of its pre-

C. M. Bowra, (1970), PP. 57-58.

be thought that this honour belongs to Homer since
It might
"at
the end of the oral tradition and at the start of
poems stand
Greek literature generally. Many histories of Greek literature begin
with Homer (e.g. H. Frankel, (1975)). In a sense this is correct.
But si-nce Homertä works, as far as can be determined, more closely approxmate oral songs, it is perhaps more fitting to regard Hesi'od a-s represent
made for Homer (e.g.
-ative of new directiôns. llhile a case can be
J. A. Russo, (1968)) ttre break with tradltion is sporadic at best whereas
Hesiod's is more or less definitive.

19.
his

108.

occupation rüith the af f airs of the gods. Yet Ehe Th-e.ogong sb,ared with
Th-e,

û)onk¿ and Dag,s

the

common theme

of order in the world. In detailing

what he sal{ as the correct genealogy of the gods, Hesiod was also pro-

viding an account of the ttdevelopment of the divine essence from
and

conflict to intellectual order

and harmony'r.20 A plea

chaos

for a recog-

nition of the inherent order in the world would have lost sone of its
force if the world of the gods was accepted as being disorderly and arbi'-

By showing, in the

trary.

The-ogong, how

the gods

came

to be

rfwise,

peaceful, orderly, and jusl deities under the unified leadership of
,,1
Zevs",tt Hesiod tIaS able to seL the Scene for his central message in
Thz h)on/<¿ onrl Dag,s EhaL

the gods and that

there was ttdue order in naturerr guaranLeed

humans ignored

it at their peril .22

And

by

as both Versenyi

and Havelock have argued, Hesi-odts approach to the problem of justice
marked

a change in direction in the way in which such a problem was und-

erstood and treated. 23

Thzogong

remains

lrlhile it. may be the case, as Sinclair =ugg""t"d,24 that the
was not as radically innovative as Thz- ÚJo,zk¿ anrl Dctgz, the fact

that

many

of the transformations

20

L. Versenyi, (1974), p.

2r.

i-QJrl.

22.

)ni"çl

, p.

mentioned above hlere present

in

44.

52.

p. 52 and p.

54.

p. 47. E. A. Havelock, (1978), Chapter 11. In her rereview of Havelockts (1978), McKenzie (1982) made the claim that Havelock's chapter on Hesiod r¡/as a bad case of plagiarism but she failed
to mention Havelockts unacknowledged source. Given the strong similarities between Versenyits and Havelockts respective analyses and that Versenyirs work hras published before Havelock's it may have been that she
had Versenyirs work in mind when she made the c1aim. But her claim
is weakened Èo some extent because (1) it is quite possible for two authors working on the same material at the same time to reach similar conclusions independently of each other; and (2) Havelock had foreshadowed
I'Thought
some of his views in iwo earlier works: (1963), Chapter VI, and
-fu1 Hesiod", !a-tz. C!,a¿¿ica! SÍudLe.¿, Volume XX, 1966, pp. 6l-72. (Reprinted in his (1982) pp. 2OB-2I9.).
23.

i-!-icL.,

24

T. A. Sinclair, (1973), p.

72.
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Lhe Thzogong¡

especially in its opening

proem'

Let us begin our singing
from the Helikonian Muses

it was they who once taught
his splendid singing
As he was shepherding his lambs

And

on holy Helikon,
and these were the

Hesiod

first words of all

the goddesses sPoke to me '
the Muses of Olympia, daughters

of

Zeus

of the aegis:

ttYou shepherds

of the wilderness, poor
but be11ies,
nothing
foo1s,
many false things
to
say
how
know
we
seem like true saYings,
to speak
but we know also how
fr
to.
v/ish
we
when

that

the truth

So they spoke, these mistresses of words,
daughters of great Zets,
and ihey broke off and handed me a staff
of strong-growing

olive shoot, a wonderful thing;
they breathed a voice into me,
and the power to sing the story of things
of the future, and thi-ngs Past.
They told me to sing the race
of the blessed gods everlasting,
but always to Put themselves
25
at the beginning and end of my singing.
Like Homer, Hesiod continued the tradiLion of invoking the Muses as
his source of inspiration and ultimate authority for his words. And like
also retained the hexameter verse form (for both poems) as his
26
his audience knew only that song form'
medium of expression
"in.u
Moreover, the specific content of the 7he-ogong was well suited to the
Homer, he

epic narrative

"tyL";27

although it

needs to be understood that

Èhe

content of Th¿ ù)onl<¿ anrl Dag's was much less suited to the epic style '

25.

aú, !-{-, 22-32. All citations from Hesiodrs
n l,)o¿- anrl Dog,:: Thz.ogong: Thp- Súp,kl ol Hetza/c{-e's'
Lattimore, (Uníversity of Michigan Press, 'Anìrr Arbor,

Thzogong,

l.l

poetry are from
irun". by Richmond
1959) unless otherwise noted.
-it

As L. Versenyi, (1974), p.65 noted, citing T. A. Sinclair,
26.
'Hesiod frdid not use verse because he was writing poetry, but because
verse was the only known mediumr'. see also c. M. Bowra, (1970)' p. 160.
27

C. R. Beye, (L972), pp.89-90.
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Unlike Homer, Hesiod made it clear that he was the author
of his songs. This became more pronounced in 7he- lt)onJ<z ancl Dag4, 'where
he became the subject of, and his personal experiences were the occasion

for, the poem. While dutifully acknowledging the Muses as his mentors,
Hesiod left his audíence in no doubt as to who had created his poems '
This marked a clear break with the oral tradition because Lhe aoj¡loz were,
for all intents and purposes, merely the bearers of the songs, and as such,

the idea of authorship was established, the individual poet achieved a new imporLance because his or her work was avail-

remained anonymous. Qnce

able not just for their own lifetime but for subsequent generations
as we1l. The poetrs potential audience l¡/as thus expanded quite radical1y,28 urrd

with thaL shift

came

the impetus to proclaim 'rnot just

the

particular but even more the universal and the etern uL" .29 This brought
with it a new responsibility for poets,30 putticularly Hesiod, in as much
as the new poets laj-d claim to an authority extending beyond that which

could

be made by

the aù-cloi. Hesiod invoked

a dístant past when poets v{ere prophets,
and spoke with the tongues of gods, but
such a clai-m was aPt enough in his own
time when the old art of epic was losing
its supremacy' and yet poetry still had
a part to play in social life and.need- 31
ed a1l the authority that it could summon '
The need for authority became imperative once Hesiod made explicit his
view

that the

gods

did not always speak truly'

trriithin the oral tradition there l{as no question of the

gods

This does not presume the existence of a ready-made reading
public, only that a poetts work could now outlive him or her '
28.

30.

L. Versenyi, (1974), P. 67.
i-!JrL. , p. 67 .

31.

C. M. Bowra, (1970), P. 61.

29.

111.

speaking truly or falsely; they simply spoke. But by attributing to

the Helikonian Muses these words,
know how to say many false things
seem like true saYings
but we also know !2w Uo speak' the truth
when we wish to,--

I^Je

that

Hesiod introduced a dichotomy that h¡ent beyond the issue of the truth

falsity of what could be revealed by the gods. He introduced doubts
as to what is. If the gods could make false appear true then it talas
no longer sufficienL to take things at their face value since appearance
and reality need not necessarily coincide. It was necessary for people

and

to probe and question what appeared to be the case if they v/ere ever
to arrive at reality and truth. Hesiod established the writer as an
arbiter of truth,33 but as snell pointed out' it hlas truth as defined
by the writer rather than tradi-tion.34 Hesiod challenged the ngthoz of
the oral tradition with the (private) !.ogo's of his

The theme of speaking truly
7he. ltJo'zl<'s

or

poems.

ru1135 was

also cenÈral to

cnrl Dctg's, Thus,

I would describe 36
of existence

To you, Perses,

the true

way

0r if you wi1l, I will outline it
for you in a different sto5Y'
Jt
well änd knowledgeably
I

well,
will
tell
I
and
mean you

32.

Thzogongt L(.,27-28.

33.

L. Versenyi,

34.

Bruno

Snell,

Perses, Utu great
you.

(1974),

pp.

(1982)

p.

'

idiot'

43-44.

139.

Hesiod appears to regard speaking truly and speaking well
as meaning the same thing.

35.

36.
37

.

38.

Thz Aonl<¿ anrl Dagzt

!.,

Thz û)on/<¿ attrl

L{.,

Dag,s,

7h¿ llotzk¿ ctnd Dag't,

!..

10.

106-107.

286.
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That rnan, too, is admirable who follows
one who speaks well.
He who cannot see the

truth for himself, nor,

hearing iÈ from others,

store it away in his min{, that

is utterly

man

useless

Do not 1et appear a0r"
confound perception.

...
From

the above it is evident that Hesiod v/as concerned to

his belief that the truth
the efforL to seek it.

emphasise

to all who ulere capable of making
the poem Hesiod emphasised his inten-

l¡/as open

Throughout

tion to speak truly and, if people

heeded

his words, would thenselves

find the truth.
Closely related to Hesiod's concern for what he regarded
as being true r^ras his elaboration of an historical awareness. In both
explicit the fact that the present differed from past
ages. In the The-ogong hís account of the transitj-on of the world of
the gods from an existence of strife to one of orderliness and justness
poems, Hesiod made

demonstrated the existence

he was even more explicit.

of historical change. In

The- h)o'zJ<¿

anrl Dag's'

There he recounted the sequence of the Five

Ages. Beginning with the Golden

Age when people

lived a life of plenti-

tude and bliss, Hesiod told of the degeneration of humanity down through

the Silver, Bronze, and Heroic Ages eventually reaching his ol4/n Iron
Age which he regarded with 1o"thirrg.41 This at¡/areness or sense of
history set Hesiod apart from his aoirüc forerunners.
Hesiod gave

further evidence of his

offered alternative accounts of the

of history in that he

same phenomenon; namely

lence of injustice in the world. The first

39.

7/u. ilo,zl<z and Dag,:,

!-L,

40.

7hz lt)on/<¿ ottrl

4r.

Thz lionl<¿ anrL Dctgz'

!.. 714.
!L. 109-180.

Dctg't,

sense

295-297

.

the

preva-

account was of the tale
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of the two Strifes42 i-n which one v/as hateful and thrived on war and
slaughter*' whereas the other Strife \4ras kinder and friendlier towards
-44 In so doing, Hesiod denied the truth conveyed by tradition
mortals.-¿1"

that rrthere v/as only one kind of strifett i5

The other explanation that

that of the Five Ages. In both accounts Hesiod made
it clear that the mortalsr refusal or inability to live as the gods
had ordained caused their misfortunes. As Versenyi pointed out' by

Hesiod offered was

alternative explanations Hesiod had changed the role of the audj-ence. They now had to choose between two, often conflicting, accourrt".46
This hras a novel approach because it went against the oral tradition
posing

of

mgÍ'ho,s

in which u.!ef}ú.ia

hIaS

simply a matter of surface revelation

by an ooirlo¿. Hesiodts accounts v/ere

of an entirely different order in

that whatever truth they contained v¡as "a hidden, underlying truthtt.4T
The audiences, when confronted

with

Hesiod

t

s

poems, had

to in-

sayíng. For implicit in Hesiodrs accounts hlas the
novel view that moral reform, the realisation of Olympian justice in
the world of mortals, v/as possible. It was that possibility that gave his
pret what he

poems

\4ras

their unity and direction, particulatLy

7hz. lt)onk¿ ornL

Dogo,4B But

a different sort of unity to that which obtained in the songs
of the oral tradition. Gone \^¡as the strictly paratactic structure.
In its place was a unity in which each constituenL part had to subserve
it

\4/as

the whole. hlhile this was not strictly
Aonlct anrl

DcLg,s, L(.,

11-105.

42.

7hp.

43.

7hz. û)onk¿ and Dag't' LL. 13-15.

44.

Thz. lt)onJct ancl

45.

7/v.

46.

L. Versenyi, (1974),

47.

iLirl. , p.
)Airl., p.

48.

ltJotú<¿

Dagz, !-L. 16-24.

ond Dagzt !-¿,

45.
47.

II-L?.

p. 45.

true of the TLte.ogong it

hlas

LT4.

nevertheless true of

7h2- h)onJ<¿

anrl Dagz

,

where the diverse elements

treated by Hesiod combined to create depths of meaning that had not
been possible before. That sort of unity underlined the need for audiences to interpret the poetts ideas and seek out the truths contained

within the

poems.

Furthermore, as Havelock pointed

out, Hesiod addressed himself

to particular Èopi."49 1u.r. justice, the gods, correct living' and soon),
thereby diminishing the centrality of the narrative flow so essential
to oral songs. tr{hat r¡ias important for Hesiod was the inLerconnections
and

inter-relationships

between the' various subjects

of his

poems, part-

clagz, Versenyi noted that, on the surface, 7hn
ú)on/ct ancl Dagz appeared to be more Paratactic than, for example, the
I!-iod-,so However, he also noted that this was in reality a superficial
icularly

The. û)onlc¿

anrl

with a search for underly This distinguished Hesiod from his
ing and unifying principl"".51
ao)rlic predecessors because notions of justice, order, morality had, for
parataxis, because Hesiod was real1y concerned

thern, remained

"a method, not a princip1.".52

Such notions

in oral

songs

with vividness and splendour by concrete and particular instances whereas for Hesiod such instances became occasions for genwere clzmoøtnoLec¿

erality

and

universality.

of traditional and formulaic materia1s, he attempted to extend theír accepted meanings beyond particular
referents. For example, in his elaboration of the Five Ages, he was conAlthough Hesiod made use

cerned with general characterisations that could illuminate each

49.

E. A. Havelock, (1978), P. I93.

50.

51.

L. Versenyi, (1974), P. 55.
i-A)rL., p. 47 ff ..

52.

E. A. Havelock, (1978), P.2I7.
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their transition from one to the other. Names and places were intreduced to make explicit the race and age rather lhan for their ol^/n in-

and

trinsic urluu.53 In both the Thzogong

and

Th-e. ù)onJ<'s

anrl Dag,s (though per

explicitly in the latter) Hesiod began a process of depersonalising the gods and deities. llhile still retaining their basic anthro-haps more

pomorphic images, Hesiod attempted

to make such images

rfembodiments

Although the same might be said of the

of abstract principle"".54

t

Homeric images, the difference between Homerts and Hesiod

s

approach

was

that for Hesiod these images were ttexpressive of the sameness in all
diverse concrete thingstt .55 That is , f or Hesiod, there l¡/as a sense
of unity in diversity and change. Although there were visible changes
in the wor1d, such changes were but evidence for postulating a deeper,
more

unifying set of relationships or principles.

a tradition followed by many subsequent poets'
historians, and philosophers in the Greek world of attempting to reduce
the t'many,, to t.he "on"".56 llesiod \¡/as one of the first Greek writers to
Thus Hesiod began

articulate the sense of unity in diversity, of continuity in

change '

He did this by focussing on the differences between appearance and

reality,
The

between what was

true and what was claimed to be true by others'

shift to a more abstract

approach exemplified Hesiod

I

s

method

' This

shÍft
not on single words treated as
per se, but on their being
placed in a given relaLi-onship to one
h/hat is in question is the
another
depends

phenomena

53.
54.
55.
56.

L. Versenyi,
i-l-icl., p.
)-A)r1.,

(1974)

' P. 47.

60.

p.63.

of this process see A' h/' H. Adkins,
1ne- ond nang in Pnz.-Soctza-t)c Ph)Lo'sophg' (Centre for

For a general discussion

(1970); M. C. SroËes,
Hellenic Studies, Washington D.C., L97I).
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ability of the human mind to create
and manipulate theoretic statements
as opposed to particular ones ' to replace a PerfqSmative syntax with a
logical one.-'
Although Hesiod cannot be said to have created a totally logical syntax
in the sense that his thoughts depended only upon the relationships of
abslraÒt

1ogic, he

r^ras, nevertheless,

the first

of the Greek writers

to have attempted to focus on a unity that transcended the particular '
It was the connections between particulars and the generality of such -:
connections,that began to be made expliCit in Hesiod's poems'
TosomeextentHesiod\¡Iassuccessful.Hewas,however,hanper
and lang-ered by the medium of the hexameter. cornpared with the style
uage of Homer, that of Hesiod has been deemed much t"t=tt,58 or at

least far more pboured.59 Yet despite the limitations, Hesiod succeeded in conveying his shift in emphasis and direction. In particular,
Hesiod succeeded in drawing attention to the meaning of what he was try-

ing to say. He thereby established a

ner^I

form of literary unity in

addressing Greek knowledge and values.

In the epic, the meaning of a word or phrase
had to be as transparent as possible all at
oncer and the same formula was used in much
the same sense in much the same situation
again and again. But Hesiod not only loosens
fõrnulaic uãe by punctutating his poem with
pregnant t ey toraå QüJce, z-ngon, m'eÍtzon, etc ' )
iutñ"t than formulas, with words chosen for
their meaning rather than their metrical fitness '
he also breaÈs the strict rigidity of formulaic
use by developing and augmenting the me-aning
of hiÁ words ttrrãugh repetition ín dille-nen't'
contexts with dLl/zttenL antitheses' ''' I^/ith

57.

E. A. Havelock, (1978), P.

5B

C. M. Bowra, (1970), P. 65.

59

L. Versenyi, (1974), P. 58.

224.
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the emphasis on underlying, conceptual
sameness, revelation in Hesiod becomes a
process rather than a llghtning flash,
and growth in meaning takes the place of
instant disclosure and sub66Cuent repe-

tition wit.hout enrichment.

s achievement was thus in his ability to use the traditional
medium to convey his particular non-Homeric vision of the world' In
Hesiod

I

so doing, Hesiod's poems marked a definitive break with the oral tradit-

ion and the establishment of a new, literary based tradition.
'L

g

ìs

It was with those poets

who came after Hesiod

hexameter verse form, so strained but nevertheless
underwent

its transformation into a myriad of

tr{ithin the broad class of what

became known

that the epic

left intact by Hesiod,

new metres and verse forms '

as lyric poetry6l tv/o verse

forms were particularly important: elegy and iambic. Elegy was closest

in that an elegaic couplet consisted of ttan ordinary hexameLer line followed by a line of 2I + 2! feet, each beirirg,lthe
beginning of a hexameter line with a strong caesura in the third foot" '62
to the epic

hexameter

Iambic was, perhaps, the most removed from the hexameter in that it

has come to be regarded as the metre nost closely approximating the
everyday speech of the Gt"uk=.63 Archilochus used both the elegy and

the iambic in his poems.

60

Sappho

wrote in what may be regarded as

a

)-l-icl., p. 59. (Emphasis in original).

lyric poetry was poetry accompanied by
61.
Strictly speaking,
I
the lyre. To uss the Lerm lyrict to encompass non-lyre based poetry
may constitute something of a liberty but poems of this period, whether
lyre or not, shared many common characteristics ' As
written for thetlyrict
remains the best shorthand term for describing
such the term
such poetry in a general collective fashion. See the prefatory comments
in Riãhmond Lattimóre, Çnz.eJ< Lgnic,s¡ (University of Chicago Press, Chicago,
1960) pp. iii-iv.
62.

T. A. Sinclair, (1973), p.

92.

, p. 103. Sinclair also noted that Archilochus should
rrfather
of Iambictt (p. 105).
regarded as the
63.

i-LLcl.

be

118

purist form of Lyti.,64 and

hlas regarded

.

by the Greeks as the greatest

of all the'lyric po"t".65
Lyric poetry

hras characterised

by an increasing use of

the

vernacular which brought into the domain of poetry ordinary language

Ín contrast to the herolc tenor of the Homeric epic. This was perhaps
aided by the fact that lyric poetry was characteristically brief, exhibit
-ing an economy of style and "*p."""ion.66 In addition, lyric poeÈry,
following the precedent set by Hesiod, consolidated the emergence of
the individual personality of the poet. The lyric poets unashamedly paraded

their

commitment

to

rnaking themselves

the subjects of their

poems '

in articulating their passionate laments. As Sne1l pointed out ' this
t
\¡/as ttperhaps the most striking dif f erence between the two genresf of
ep]-c and lyr]-c.

67

Subjectivity, in the sense that the poet became his or her
68 The personal f eelings
own hero, r,üas the hallmark of lyric po"tty.
of the poets, their lived experiences, provided the fulcrum around which
' But even
though lyric poetry was intensely ínner directed, the very nature of
the subject matter \,i¡as bound to strike familiar chords with those who

lyric poetry

became focussed, inwards

rather than

outwards

lyric poet thereby articulated views that transcended the particular occasion for writing them, and opened up the
private domain of feelings and emotions to the public rea1m. The follow-

heard

ing

or read them.

The

examples selected from what has survived

64.

R. Lattimore, (1960),

65.

M. Hadas, (1950),

66.

L. Versenyi, (L974),

67.

B. Snell ,

68.

L. Versenyi, (1974),

( 1982)

P.

, p.

P. v

44.
P. 7L.

44.
P. 74.

of Archilochus'

and Sappho's

119

poems

will give some indication of this

development'

.

69

is wavi-ng my shield, since I was obliged to
leave that perfectly good p,ièce of equipment behind
under a bush. But I gõt ""ty, so what does it matter?
Let the shield go; f can buy another one equally good'

some barbarian

(Archilochus t3l

)

Heart, my heart, so battered with misfortune far
beYond Your strength,
Bare your chest
us.
hate
up and face the men who
to the assault
fast arnong
Stand
off.
of the enemy, and fight them

the beamlike sPears.
them, do not brag
you
beat
Give no ground; and if
in open show,
lie
down on
home
and
you'
run
nor, if they beat
your bed and crY.
Keep some measure in the joy you take in 1uck, and
he degree
up-and-down
is
life
our
you give way to sorrov/. All

like this.

(Archilochus [9] )

will surprise me any more ' nor be too wonderful
for beiief, now Lh.t ttt" lord upon O1ympus, father Zets,
dimmed the daylight and made the darkness come upon us
in the noon
on
descended
has
and the sunshine. So limp terror

Nothing

After this, men can believe in anything.
anything. Be not astonished anymore' ...

mankind.
They can expect

(Archilochus [10])

better by crying, I will make nothing
worSe by giving myself what entertainment I can'

I will

make noÈhing

(Archilochus [11 ] )
slammed by the surf on the beach
naked at Salymydessos, where the screw-haired

men

of Thrace, taking him in
will entertain hi-m (he will have much to undergo,
chewing on slavery's bread)
stiffened with cold, and loops of seaweed from the slime
tangling his body about,
teeth chattering as he lies in abject helplessness
flat on his face like a dog
beside the beach-break where the waves come shattering in.
And 1et me be there to watch;
All citations f or Archilochus are taken ftom Çrcez-k Lgn-Lc's,
69.
trans. by R. Lattimore). The numbers in square brackets refer to the
numbering uéed byitattímore for Ehe fragments. Citations and translations
for Sappho are as indicated.

L20.

for he did

me r¡/rong and
he who had once been mY

set his heel
friend.

upon

our good f aith,

(Archilochus [23]

)

I 1ie mournful with desire,
feeble in bitterness of the pain gods have inflicted upon
stuck through the bones with love.

Here

(Archilochus [24]
Such

is the passion for love that has twisted its

beneath my
and closed deep mist across mY eyes
stealing the soft heart inside my body

me

'

)

way

heartstrings

(Archilochus [26])

is respected, no nan spoken of, when he is dead
by his tor{nsmen. All of us, when sti1l alive, will cult.ivate
the live man, and thus the dead will always have the
worst of it.

No man

(Archilochus [32])

to

come back

One main thing I understand,
with deadly evil at the man who does me Í¡rong.

(Archilochus [33])

of the patterned throne, daughter of
Zets, teauãt of wiles, I beseech thee, subdue not with
pangs or sorro\^/s, lady, my heart, but come hither , if
Ëefõre at other tímes thou didst here my voice from afar
and hearken to it, and leaving ÈÞy father's golden house
didsLcome yoking thy chariot. Fair swift sparro\^ts brought
thee over the black earth, fluttering their multitudinous
wings, from the sky through the air between, and swiftly
thef came. And thou, Blessed One, smiling with immortal
counLenance didst ask what again is the matter with me,
and why again I cal1, and what now most of all in my
frenziäd heart I wish to happen: 'lnihom now dost thou wish
Persuasion to lead into thy af f ecLion? hlho , Sappho, \^rrongs
thee? Even if now she flees, soon shall she pursue: if she
receives not gifts, Yet she shall give, and if she loves
not, soon shail she 1ove, even though she would not.t
Come to me nor^r also, and deliver me from harsh cares, and
all that my heart longs to accomplish, do thou accomplish,
and do thou thyself be mY allY
-.7O
(Sappho Ill)'"
Imrnortal Aphrodite

70.
The

Citedin B. Snell, (1982), pp. 56-57 (trans. by C. M.
numbers in square brackets indicates the fragment numbering

most scholars.,,

Bowra) .
use dbv

I2I.
That man appears to me to equal the gods who sits before you,
and by yo,ri'side hears your skreet speech and your charming
laughter which has put wings on the hearÈ in my breast.
Wneã f look at you but once ' my speech ceases to obey me '
My tongue is brãken, a subtle fire creeps under my skin'
ty
see nothing ' my ears begin to ring ' Sweat pours
"y"ã
dá"rr- over my limbs, a trembling seizes me from head to toe,
I am palet thttt grass' and I appear close to death' But one
can endure

all

(Sappho [2] ) 7t
horsemen is the fairest thing on the
black eârth, others an army of footsoldiers, and others a
but I say the fairest thing is one I love '
navy of ships

Some

say an army

of

-

(Sappho l27l)

72

Truly I wish I were dead- She cried much when she left me'
and åaid: 'Alas, how terrible is our fate' Sappho' very
much against my r¿ill I am leaving you ' .
I answãred her: tGo with good cheer, and remember me;
you know how much we loved You. -. (Sappho

... Eros has shaken
like a mountain-wind falling upon oaks.

t9O1 ¡

73

mY soul

(Sappho

ls0l)

74

Eros, looser of limbs, drives me about,
a bitter-sweet creature which puts me at a loss '

Once more

(Sappho [137])

75

It is quite clear from these passages that both poets were
offering a personalised view of their experiences. Their own emotions
rather than some traditionally held archetypical vision formed the focal
point for their interpretation of their respective existential situations'

(trans. by Snell). Note that
Citêd in B. Sne1l, (1982), P. 52
I
rendering
, Çnz.e.k Lgnic's¡ pp.39Èhe poem is not complete and in Lattimore s
40, the last five words are omitted.
7I.

72.

Cited in B. Snell, (1982), P.

47

(trans. by Snell).

73.

Cited in B. Sne1l, (1982), P.

67

(trans. by Sne1l).

74.

Cited in L. Versenyi , (1974),

P-

79 (trans. by VersenYi).

75.

Cited in B. Snell, (1982), P.

53

(trans. by Snell).
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ttEouchstonestt to guide their
The poets looked to themselves for the

thoughts and shape their values. In particular, the influence of traditional values, âs perhaps expressed by Homer' was diminishing. For

warrior and poet'76 rnFt. [3] offered
a view of the relationship between a soldier and his armour that was
totally un-Homeric, or at least at odds wiËh the commonly accepted view
exhibited in the heroic outlook. There' a v¡arrior vtas his armour; the

example Archilochus, who was both

the warrior t s splendour and symbolised his valour ' To
onets armour was unthinkable, especially according to the Spartan
ttcarrying his shield
reÈurned from battle

armour enhanced
abandon

code where

a warrior either

or stretched out upon ¡,L".77 Archilochus was more concerned with the
preservation of self (which for hirn v/as irreplaceable) rather than a
piece of armour (which 'r{as replaceable) . Bowra described this as a
ftrealistictt appraisal of soldiering, tfneither exaggerating nor concealing
anythingt'.78 Contrary to the Homeric outlook, Archilochus regarded
being as more important than appearance. The surface manifestations of
being (i.e. armour, clothes, etc.) \¡/ere transitory and of little value

with the gamut of emotions which arise from onets inner
being. Similarly for Sappho the important values centred on the emoLions '
The values of the wider world paled beside those which reigned (ot at

when compared

least

\4/ere

perceived to reign) within
The emphasis

76.

one

t

s

being '

hras on

for both poets

is revealed in his famous epigram:
I am two things: a fighter who follows the Master of Battles'
and one who understanãs the gift of the Muses' love '
B,:,'Snel1, (1982),

P.

C. M. Bowra, (1970),
(1982),
pp. 49-51.
B. Snel1,
78.

emotions

As

(Çnzzk
77

the universality of

Lgnic^, Archilochus t1])

49.
P.

67.

See

also L. Versenyi, (L974),p'75i

't23.

like love, hate, fear, pleasure' etc" The separation of being and
poetry ' But
appearance \¡/as taken to radical extremes in such personal
this was in contrast to Hesiod, who sought for unifying principles in
the external world by questioning appearances. If anything can be said
to have been a unifying principle for the lyric poets it was a common

arbitrary and contingent,
to savour the moment because only that was ,"*!9

feeling that the world

was

hence one was obliged

Versenyi puts this

point into perspective.

lyric self is nothing like the often
flat, paratactically gathered, and largely

The

unchangíng surface image encountered in
Lhe Mod; not is it the sober, -prosaic,
pragmatic-rational self of Lhe €nga' It is
ä tñotonghly mutable, sensuous and sensual '
affectivã "ã1f, abysmally deep yet ephemeral and ungraspable. Its revelation, playful or soiro"iul, brings no useful, usable

insight. Its discovery solves no problems
and f,rovides no cures. Its experience is
self-contained: iE canrgnlY be enjoyed
or endured imrnediatelY.
truth
The focus on self by the lyric poets revealed a concern for a
or reality that r,rras mediated, even defined , by a personts experiences'
Itneedstobestressed,however,thatalthoughtheemotions
The gods'
were experienced from within, their source remained external'
particularly Eros ' t{ere the source of these emotions ' but the emotions
then gave rise to a turmoil that was personal '
Only the emotional discord released by
unhâppy love is truly personal. In spite
of tñã- wilfulness of Archilochus, or the
profundity of Sappho, they do not lose
themselves in the 'abyss of their own sens.. They always address themselves
ations

L. VersenYi, (1974), PP.77-78'
i-!.icl., p. 83. Similar views have been' offered by B' Snell'
80.
(1982), p. 65 f.f.. ã"¿ C. M. Bowra, (1970) , p'-64 and p' 93t although ít
different
needs to be noted that both Snell-and Bowra offered slightly
versenyi '
from
and
other
each
emphases and lines of argument., both from
79.

L24.

The gods

especially
to a partner, either a deity
or an individual or an entire
in prayer
group of men. Though the individual who detaches himself from his environment severs
many old bonds, his discovery of the dimension of the soul once more joíns him in the
sane company with those who have fought their
way to the same insight. The isolation of the
individual is*.,by the same token, the forging
of new bonds."remained the prime movers of the affairs of the world. In this

respect lyric poetry shared some continuity with the earlier

Homeric

to endure what the gods had ordained. Much of what
Archilochus and Sappho had to say revealed a strong sense of resignation
outlook.

One had

(".g.Archilochus [3], l9l; [11], l32l;Sappho [1], l2l, t96l) and powerlessness (..g. Archilochus [9], [10], 124), [26]; Sappho [2], [50]' Ii37])

in the face of the inevitable.

82

Yet the very act of putting such feelings in writing suggests
an attempt to come to terms with them. In so doing, lyric poetry portrayed an image or view of the human body that was quite alien to that

s epics where the body itself was regarded as the
83 The lyric poets redefined the
passive site of external influence".
body as a unique entity which, through the mediation of the se1f, could

to be found in

Homer

I

take some responsibility for the emotional turmoÍl it experienced. Indeed,

it

was

the'self'which

of the body.

Such

to

emerge as

a result of this redefinition

a redefinition,,,hor¡e.Vetr, 't{as not immediately apparent

in all lyric poetry but
81.

began

emerged

gradually in the unfolding of personal

B. Snell, (1982), p. 65. It is unfortunate that sne1l

used

the word tment in the phrase trentire group of mentt when delineating possiblettaddresseesttfor a lyric poet. I'Jhile it may have been true that there
were few r4romen lyric poets orttaddresseestt it nevertheless remains the case
that there u¡ere v/omen lyric poets as the exmple of Sappho demonstrates.
And she most definitely addressed herself primarily to women. C1ear1y,
the intended generic sense of tment in the above quote is erroneous and
gives a distorted, even man-sided, view of the nature of lyric poetry.

L. Versenyi, (1974), PP. 84-85.
especially FeyRecall the discussion in Chapter 2, pp. 82-86,
83.
ttan
exchange statas
understood
was
body
erabendts viiew that the Homeric
ion of influencesrf.
82.

r25.

reflections in the wider lyric tradition.

significant feature of this redefinition was the lyric
poetsr treatment of the soul as an active site of contradictory feelings
In a very real sense, the soul became idenrified with the understanding
The

'

t
I
of the tself t . The soul, and by implication the self , became a more
abstract conception as compared with the Homeric outlook in which the

soul was analagous to other bodily otgurr".84 In the Homeric concepLion,
85 Such changes
changes to the soul v/ere always separate in ti*".
occurred singularly and

discretely,

one change following

another' This

reflect.ed the paratactic or serial nature-of oral versification. But
for the lyric poets there gre\,/ an awareness that the soul could contain

feelings, as revealed in Sapphots characterisation of Eros as ttbitter-sweettt (Sappho [137]). As Snell pointed
ouL, this was a "bold neologismrf that "bore a clear and fresh d""igtt"86
and it enabled Sappho to articulate a vjew of the soul as uniquely distinct
sj-multaneously contradictory

from other aspects

of the body. But this

was

logismstr. It was directly related to the

not due just to |tbold

neo-

of composition

used

new medium

by the lyric poets, namely the written word. The paratactic bonds of

orally preserved discourse could be transcended. It became possible
to express multi-dimensionality and simultaneity as compared with the
more uni-dimensionalST uppto".h characteristic of Homerts epics'

lyric poets like

sappho and Archilochus,

of f1ux. This paralleled, to

some

84.

B. Snel1, (1982), p. 59.

85.

)-L-irl., p.60.

For

the soul was in a continual state

extent at least, the lyric poets'com-

)-tirl., p.60. The analysis given by K. von Fritz in A. P. D.
Mourelatos, (ed.), (1974), underlines much of the above with respect to
the transition of Homeric torrms'tnto the more familiar terms of philoso86.

phical discourse.

87.

Cf. the remarks of Versenyi quoted earlier p.

L23

n 80,

'supno,

L26.

of realit,y, a comprehension that could be articulated with
poetry, it
some success once writing became available. trrlithin lyric

prehension

became

possible to articulate a range of knowledge and values that

were

with the lived experiences of those doing the articulating.
Although lyric poetry tended to move in a direction different

more consonant

that established by Hesiod, it nevertheless contributed significantly
to the transformations, spelled out earlier in this chapter' that occurred
when a literary-based mode of discourse began to be established. The
from

transformation from orai- ngÍho's to the !.ogo's of the written word

sti1l far from complete. However, the
provided a substantial move

developments

was

within lyric poetry

in that direction.SB

f¿

Solon too was a lyric poet of some repute, but he pursued

a direction

more

in keeping with Ehat of Hesiod. In

many

of his

poems,

Solon concentrated on worldly events using both elegies and hexameters

to articulate a vision of

how people should order

their affairs.

Like

Hesiod, Solon was concerned with justice and order, but unlike Hesiod,
Solon was

in the unique position of being able to

The following excerpts from

his writings give

some

implement.

his vision.

indicatlon of hisl,i.""?9

Shining daughters of Memory and Zeus on Olympus,
Muses, Pierides, 1ísten to me in my prayers.
Grant me, at the hands of the blessed immortals, prosperity,
ãnd always a high degree in the opinion of men.

L. Versenyi, (1974), p. 85 put it too strongly when he suggestflyric
poetry represents a step from (Homeric) mgÍhoz not to
ted that
(Hesiodic) !.ogo's- but to pal/to's". Such a view implies iuhaL pa.tho¿ was absent from Homór's songs, a clearly untenable implication. llhile it is
true (as Versenyi acknowledged) that lyric moved in a different direcLion
to Hesiod, its emphasis on pai.ho'twas hardly ne!/. RaÈher, the focus of
such polho¿ \¡ras n." in so far as it emphasised the personal sense of pafho's
rather than the social sense that pervaded Homerts treatment of pa'tho,s.

88.

All cirations of Solon's writings are f.rom Çnezk Lg/Liu, (1960).
The numbers in square brackets refer to Lattimore's numbering of Solonts
89.

poems.
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So shall I bring pleasure to friends and pain to my enemres '
and my friends look on me in admiration, the others in fear.
My desire is to have riches; but win them unjustly
I wiÏLnot, for reLribution must then come my way'
hlhen it is the gods who are gi-ving it, wealth befalls a man as
some solid plañt, firm set from base of stock to the crest;
but cultivated with violence ' it comes against nature '
dragged and obedient under direction of crimes,

alf uñwilling it fo1lows, and ruin is there in a moment '
The beginniñg of disaster is not much, as when a lire
burns small in its first stages and ends in catastrophe. As
'
fire's oourse is, such is the course taken by human misdeeds
sudden,
a
of
strikes
and
end,
the
watching
ís
But Zeus forever
as when a storm in spring ãbruptly scatters the clouds
and dredges up from the depth the open and heaving water
where I¡/aves ro1l, and sweãping on across the generous land '
leaves in wreckage fair rotk *"n have done, ti11 it hits the
headlong sky, tñe gods' home, and the air is shining on
every side
you 1ook, and the blaze of the sun breaks out onr'the fertile
acres in all its splendor, and there are no more clouds
to be seen.
mortal '
like
not
does
he
gives,
Zeus
Such is the punishment
' yet a
and
thing,
particular
fa1l in a tãg" over each
it never escapes him all the way when a man has a sinful
spirit; and ãltuy", in the end, his judgement is plain'
0nà man has to pay at'once' one 1ater, while others
overtaking by the gods' doom;
altogethe.
"".àpã
but tñen it always cones in aftertime, and the innocent
pay, the sons of the sinners or those born long afterward'
(Solon [1])
This city of ours will never be destroyed by the planning
gods;
of Zeus, nor according to the wish of the immortalprotects
us'
fathered'
mightily
hearted,
such is she who, great
pallas Athene, rño"" hands are st;etched out over our heads.
But the citizens themselves in their wildness are bent on destruction of their great city, and money is the compulsive
cause.

evil-minded' The next stage
The leaders of
for their violent acts '
recompense
will be great suffãring '
their greed and apportrestrain
to
for they ão not know enóugh
feast '
decorous
a
aÈ
if
as
ion orâerly shares for all
the people are

they are tempted into unrighteous acts and

gro¡ú/

r ich

sparing the property neither of the public nor of the gods,
thåy go on ståaling, by force or deception, each from t he other,
not ão the solemn commitments of Justice keep them in check;
has
but she knows r,re11 , though silent, what happens and wha t fu11
extract
to
returns
been happening, and in her time she
revenge;

for it comes upon Èhe entire city as a wound beyond healing
and quickfy it happens that foul slavery is the result '

128.

and slavery \^rakens internal str j-f e, and sleeping warf are,
and this ägain destroys many in the pride of their youth,
for,:from enemies I devising our much-adored city is afflicted
before long by conspiracies so dear to wicked men'
So my spirit dictates to me: I must tell the Athenians
how many evils a city suffers from Bad Government,
and how ôood Govetntn"lt displays all neatness and order,
and many times she must put shackles on the breakers of laws.
She leveis up rough places, stops Glur and Greed, takes the

force from Viol"ã..i she dries up the growing flowers of
DesPair as theY grohr;
gentles the swolgiven,
judgements
she straightens out crooked
strife;
divisional
of
to
acts
end
len ambiiions, and puts an
influence
her
under
and
Hate,
she stills the gall of wearisome
all life among mankind is harmonious and does well'
(Solon [2]

)

gave the people as much privilege as they have a right to:
I neither ãegiaded them from rank nor gave them free hand;
and for those who already held po\^/er and were envied for money;
I worked it out that they also should have no cause for
complaint.
parties;
the
both
over
shield
I stood there holding my sturdy
wrong.
was
that
victory
win
a
I would not let either side

I

the people be best off, with the leaders t hey follow: neither given excessive freedom nor put to res traint;
for Glut gives birth to Greed, when great prosperity suddenly
befalls ihose people who do not have an orderly mind

Thus would

Acting where issues are great it is hard to please a 11.
(Solon [3] )

three excerpts it is clear that Solon shared Hesiodts view
of order and justice in due measure. More importantly, Solon shared
Hesiod's view of justice as a universal principle'
As can be seen from the first poem' Solon continued the oral

From these

to introduce his poem' This
established Solon's !,ona /)rLe. status as a poet in the eyes of his
Lraditionrs practice of invoking the

Müses

audience;thegodshlerehissourceofpoeticinspirationorrevelation

r29.

his guides in speaking only what was true. Elsewhere,gO So1on had made it plain that other poets did not always speak truly but
that he, with the help of the gods, could be trusted. Thus Solon asked

as hrell as

the gods to grant him'ralways a high degree in the opinion of mentt (So1=
on [ 1 ] ) , that is, that his authority as a poet should be accepted.
Solon saw it as

his task to "tel1 the Athenians

how many

evi-ls a ciLy

suffers from bad Government, and how Good Governmen! displays all neatness and orderrr (Solon

t1]).

of Solonts sEyle remained oral in as much as his verses
Despite the
lent themselves to memorisation in the oral t.rrrr"t.91
new directions established by almost a cenLury of lyric poetry, Solon
Much

u/rote in the epic fashion employing hexameters and elegies to convey

not so much because Solon had an aversion to lyric
forms but because his intentíon was undoubtedly Lo reach as wide an
audience as possible. The emphasis had to be not just on conveying

his ideas. This

was

his thought but on effecUívely preserving it in the minds and memories
of his audi-ence. Hence a form of poeLry which was most easily remembered was a necessiry.92 Although lyric forms were by then commonplace,

they remained a predominantly personal form of poetry whereas Solon
needed a form of verse which enabled the integration of personal and
social views to be expressed with

maximum

clarity.

Since Solon had

the use of the technology of writing he was able to bend the
structure to his particular
As

hexameter

needs.

with Hesiod, the theme of moral reform pervades Solon's

The relevant passages of Solon's verse are cited by B. Snell,
(1982), p. 90, and L. versenyi, (L974), p. 90 who quotes the actual ftag-

90.

ment.
91.

E. A. Havelock, (1978), P.

262.

gZ.
This was a slightly different rrnecessiLyrt fromlthat which restricted Hesiod since for Hesiod there was no alternative to the hexameter form.
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lrritings.

But Solon hras perhaps more explicit than Hesiod in pointing

to the necessity of justice as an overriding principle in ordering the
affairs of mortals. hlith Solon, the fo11y of predicating an understanding of justice on the particular experiences of individuals was made
explicit (Solon t1]). It became axiomatic for Solon that justice transcended individual concerns and remedies. Justice had to apply equally
to all parties. Thus t'I stood there holding my sturdy shield over both
the.parties; I would not 1eL either side win a victory that

was wrongtt

(Solon t3]); and in defending his stand,ttl have made 1aws, for the good
man and the bad alike, and shaped a rule to suít ..." (Solon [4]).93

l,lith So1on, the understanding of justice hlas pushed f urther in the direc-

tion of universality, towards abstract principle.
In Solonfs works, justice v/as conceived as cyclíc in the
sense

that injustice would inevitably bring forth its

either immediately or at

some time

in the future.

own

retribution,

For example, Solonts

his view that such wealth had
to be acquired justly, otherwise ftretribution must then come my waytt (So1on [1]).
Generalising even further, Solon poinLed to the universality

expressed desire

for wealth

of. Zeusts punishment.

was tempered by

Zeus does notttfall into a rage over each particu-

1ar thingrras mortals are accustomed to do. Rather, Zets takes a wider,
more encompassing overview such thaL ttQne man has

later, while others altogether

to pay at

escape overtaking by

once

the gods'

'

one

doomtt tr-eáv-

ing the consequences of their actions to be borne by their descendants

heirs (Solon t1]). Injustice was not the result of the whims of the
immortals but a direct result of the actions of humans themselves. The

and

Solon [4] in Çnz.ek Lgn-Lc't, p. 22. The number in square brackets refers to Lattj-morèts nurnbering and corresponds to the more commonly
accepted numbering of Solon [24] used by Versenyi, (1974); B. Snell, (19-

93.

82).
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,,citizens themselves in their wildness are bent on Èhe destruction of
their great cityrr (So1on t2]). To blame the gods for oners misfortunes

to disclaim responsibility for onets actions and, most importantly
for Solon, to feign ignorance concerning onets relationships with other
human beings and hence with society. Retribution l¡/as a consequence
of the act itself because it triggered a chain of events in which the in-

was

herent balance or harmony re-established itself
wrong-doer (So1on

at the expense of the

[1], l2l).
in solonrs mind that the universe exhibited
established and maintained by the gods ' This

There hras no doubt

a basic

harmony

that

was

or inherent order could and should be understood by mortals '
To be sure, solonts understanding of the orderliness of the universe
Nevertheless '
was not expressed in explicitly formulated laws of nature '
tfcertain inevitable causal sequences
tightas Versenyi has suggested,
and unbroken regularning-thunder, wind-waves, fire-destruction e.g., the order of the seasons - were well enough k"ot'''"94 "o
ities
that such order could be used as a model for events in the domain of
mortals. This orderliness was simultaneously natural and divine ' It
hlay
provided a framework f or the af f airs ijú hutnan b.ing" .95 rn the same

harmony

that transgression and retribution manifested itself in the world of
r'/as not
nature , so too did it manif est itself in human af f airs ' solon
ttthe world of nature and human
postulating a causal connection between
fate"96 but rather pointing to a discernible and defensible correspondence. solon \^/as attempting to demonstrate that the apparent abitrariness

94.

L. Versenyi, (1974), P- 259 n' I

95.

iürl. ,

96.

B. Snell, (1982), P. 2I2.

pp

.

90-91

.
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of events, their seemingly unrelatedness ' could be undèrstood as being
ttlinkedtt in some way. It was up to humans to apply their poh¡ers of
intelligence to the problem of perceiving the patterns and correspondences
and hence to gain the knowledge to set their own affairs in order '

Líke Hesiod, solon thought t.hat the world of the gods h/as
ordered and hence provided the model for humans to emulate' Solonts
of the world of the immortals was important inmderpinning
his world-view. In his poems, the process of depersonalisation of the
gods proceeded even further than in Hesiodts works. Their names becane

understanding

for the operation of forces in the world. l^lhile this symbolic'
anthropomorphic conception of the gods could be said to be present in
Homer,s poems, Lhe symbolisrn in solon's poems was of a differe,,t otdtt'97
symbols

For Hesiod, and even more so for So1on, the symbolism was of a universal
rather than particular, individuated kind. That is, the gods are no
longer the sources of

of

human

human

actions but the guarantors of the limitations

.orrdrrct.98 As such, they

became

abstract universal

symbols

of the boundaries within which, and according to which, humans must
1ive. As noted above, it was with humans that Solon saw that the responsibility lay for living a just life '
The key to achieving a just life was know1"dg".99 For So1on,
ignorance of the true nature of justice and its manifestation in the
world preveuted people from freeing themselves from strife and turmoil '
Inlhile he was av/are

of the limitations of the

human powers

of intelligence'

he was nevertheless confident that knowledge was not beyond the Greeks
of his day. His poems v/ere written to convey his ovJn knowledge, and

97

),!-id

especially ChaPter

98

i-4Jrl

p.

99

c.M Bowra, (1970), P.

2

30.

73.
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by writing down his ideas on justice in a form that was familiar, at

least on the surface, to his fellow Greeks Solon demonstrated his faith
in the written

word.

Since Solon was also a legislator and hence was in the unique

position of being able to enact his views, his poems served the dual
purpose of explaining his actions as well as providing a justification
of his beliefs. (This in itself illustrates the potential social roles
of the written word.) Implicit in the act of making public his vier¿s was
the belief that the force of his argument was evident to al1 who heard
and read his poems. In Solonls poems' even more so than with Hesiod,
Èhe connecLions between

particular ideas demonstrated the worldly relat-

ionships that he was trying to describe and explain'

of abstraction used in describing how the
world is and should be, the increased moves ahlay from oral mgl)to's' the
continued emphasis on the differences between what h¡as true and what
The greater degrees

was claimed

to be true,

between what v/as

real and what was thought to

tton the threshold
be real, between being and appearance, place Solon
of philosophytt. 100 This threshold must now be crossed so that the
the transformations outlined aÈ Lhe beginning of this chapter can be

in relation to those who have come to be regarded as philosophers rather than poets. That is the task of the next chapter.
discussed

B. Snell, (1982), p. 2I2. See also the view expressed by L.
Versenyi, (1974), p. 105 that "Solon sti1l managed to make his thought'
1ife, ånd work, u rnot. harmonious whole than many a philosopher in later

1OO.

timestr.

Chapter

4

The Philoso phica 1 Form

of Discourse:

Enter the Pre-Socratics
The poetic form

of discourse established by the poiz'La)

emerg-

ed as the main means for the articulation of knowledge and values in
the two centuries following the inLroduction of alphabetic writing in
the Greek world. Although not all the products of this form of discourse could be so described, those which were primarily concerned with
the general problems of knowledge and values have come to be regarded

as constituting a tradition known as

ttwisdom literaturert

'

This

was

defined by Kahn to encompass rfthe popular tradition of wisdom represented
by the poets and by the sages of the early sixth century, including

Solontt.l The roots of this traditi-on extended into the oral tradition
of the aoirloi as has already been díscussed. During this two hundred
year period the poetic form of discourse held pride of place as the
means

to articulate

and preserve

this tradition

'

Bytheearlysixthcentury,however,otherformsofdiscourse
began to emerge. These newer forms were drama, history, and philosophy'
During the sixth and fifth centuries, a diverse group of thinkers ' commonly referred

to as the pre-Socratics,2

produced numerous works which

provided the foundaLions for the philosophical form of discourse '

These

C. H. Kahn, 7h2. A4l anrl ThougltL of llettac-ü-t-u's¡ (cambridge uni1.
versity Press, Cambridge, Ig79) p. 9. _A discussion of wisdom literature
ís a1sã given by M. W.ãr, €atz!.g |'zzzk Pl>iLo,sophg and Íh2- 1n-i-ent-, (oxford
University Press, Oxford , I97L) .
They have been deemedrpre-Socratic' by scholars because of the
2.
been
fact rhar they predated Socrates òf Athens (c. 42O B.C.) who haspoúnt
turning
traditionally rãgarded as having provided a distinctive
within the history of PhilosoPhY.
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thinkers included Thales of Miletus (c. 585 B.C.), Anaximander of Mi1erus (c. 560 B.C.), Anaximenes of Miletus (c. 545 B.C.), Pythagoras

of colophon (c. 520 B.C.), Heraclitus
of Ephesus (c. 500 B.c.), Parmenides of Elea (c. 49O B.C.), Zeno of
Elea (c. 450 B.C.), Empedocles of Acragas (c. 450 B.C.), Melissus ofsamos,
of

samos

(c. 530 B.C.),

(c,440 B.C.),

Xenophanes

Anaxagoras

of

clazomenae

erus (or even possibly Elea)(c.
430

44O

(c.

B.C.),

450

B.C.), Leucippus of Mil-

and Democritus

of Abdera (c.

a

B.C.).-

In this chapter, the works of

some

of these thinkers will

be

with a view to establishing lhat a distinctively new form of
discourse r¡/as in the process of being created. (The specific issue
íssue of the relationship between philosophy and alphabetic writing,

examined

and whether the former presupposed the latter, will be addressed in the
A second point, i-ntimately related to the f irst ' cofice;Üls
giving a descriptive definition of philosophy as a'form of discourse.

next chapter . )

Yet another point which deserves attention here is the v/ay in which
these thinkers articulated their thoughts and made them accessible to

of the philosophical form of discourse has become
associated with a shift to a prose style of writing to the extent that;: lsithin thei.literature,. J-t isr;almost universally assumed that prose was the
others.

The development

preferred style of writing used by philosophers. However, such an assum-

ption is not self-evident, as Havelock has suggested,4 "nd requires

exam-

The above list is not meant to be exclusive of all those
3.
in that period who might be regarded as pre-socratic philosophers '
However, th"y may be régarded as the most ímporÈant in te_rms of the
development ôf tñe philoèophical form of discourse. See K. Freeman,
(1949) lor a more complete collection. Note also that the above dates
àn¿ p1"."" of origin of these thinkers j-s in some cases a matter of
some arbitrariness. For some discussion of these issues see G. S. Kirk &
J. E. Raven, \hz Pnz.-Soctzoilc Ph)-Lo¿ophetzz: A Cn-LÍ)cct! HLzLong u)lh a
sp,{zcf)on ol Te-x[,s, (cambridge university Press, cambridge, 1966) .

E. A. Havelock, 'fPreliÈeracy and the Pre-Socraticsrr, InziLutzC-{.a,s,sico-(. SttcLi¿¿, Bulletin No. 13, 1966(b) . Havelock's objections to
the above assumption are considered later in this chapter.

4.
ol

136.
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final preliminary observation needs to be made concerning
the nature of the evidence for the actual writings of these thinkers.
One

A brief survey of their extant works is instructive.

Thales was reputed

to have written a book but none of his work has survived. His fellow
Milesians, Anaximander and Anaximenes, have each had little more Èhan
Pythagoras, who \^ras quite influential ' left no
written works because he reputedly eschewed the written word completely.

a sentence survive '

Xenophanes has had many fragments, amounting

ed. Heraclitus has had about
About 179

lines of

a defence of

Parmenidesr

Parmenides

t

vj-ews

ed. A similar defence of

135

lines,5 p."""tu-

lines of various fragments preserved.
work have survived. His pupil Zeno wrote

167

of which about 26 lines have been preserv-

Parmenides by Melissus has had about 100

preserved. Empedocles wrote two

lines of the first

to about

poems

in hexaneter verse. About 426

poem, 0n Nofu¡rz-, and 131

lines of the second, lfulhan-

noi (Pu'z-L/-icoi)on¿), have survived. Anaxagoras wrote a book of
119

lines

which

lines sti1l exist.
The point at issue is whether the surviving lines of these

thínkers can be reliably accepted as their ipù-,tzina uett|,a, that is, their
precise words. lrihen considering a particular thinker's relationship to

the development of the philosophical forn of discourse one must therefore

distinguish between what can be accepted as what a thinker actually
wrote (and hence the manner in which it was written and arranged)
what a

thinker has

been reported as having

written.

and

Such consideratíons

The use of the word 'line' to designate the quantity of sur5.
viving pre-Socratic writings is a purely arbitrary way of arriving at some common descriptive measure to enable some degree of comparison
to be made. The t lines t in questj-on are Lhose in Lhe collection made
by K. Freeman, (949). IL needs to be noted, however, that the length
of a line in translation is not necessarily of the same length as that
of the original Greek. Nevertheless, for comparative purposes, such
a discrepancy is of little import for the above survey.

L37

are especially relevant for the assumption about prose writing

.

mentioned

above.

As rar as the gist of what these thinkers were trying Lo
say, however, the problem is not so acuLe. Kirk and Raven have suggested that confidence in what a pre-Socratic thinker actually thought can
only be regarded as reliable

when reconstructions

of it are based

on

the twin foundations of the doxographical tradition (1.e. the tradition
of the later biographers and commentators) and the ip'siz'ilna up'nQ'c¿ of
6 There is a potenlial danger of some
the philosophers themselves.
degree of circularity here because the ipziz¿ìna- uetz!'a oL many of the
pre-socratics is,

in

respects, derived from reports v/ithin the
Nevertheless, where certain phrases and lines

many

doxographical tradition.

have been reconstructed from

then some reliability

a

number

may be assumed

of diverse or

independenL sources

as to the veracity of Lhe ip'üz:'üna

uen-Lo. The surviving fragments of Xenophanes, Heraclitus, Parmenides,
Melissus, Empedocles, and Anaxagoras may be regarded as representative
of how they expressed themselves in writing. zeno is something of a
special case since at least one of his fragmenLs, written in question
and answer form, cannoL be regarded as being in the form that he wrote it'7
By the above

test, the Milesians musL remain obscure,S.rrd for

Pythagoras

the issue is moot.

For the three Milesians and Pythagoras, the evidence for
their views has to be appropriated or reconstructed from the works of
G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966), p. 7. It needs to be noted
6.
that Kirk & Raven were primarily concerned with the doxographical tradition focussing on Aristolle and his pupil Theophratus when they rnade theír

suggestion. See also note 9 below.

7.
8

R. Robinson, (1953) ' P. 96.
But see below PP. 179 ff..
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Although
' and doxographers.
the opinions of later writers about what the earliest philosophers actualIy thought varies from reliable to practically useles",9 it is nevertheless

later philosophers, commentators,

ruustorians

fair to say that
the doxography is not utterly despicable.
Acute philological scholarship has established the complicatedintlörelationships
of our surviving sources.
Hence such eminent scholars as Kirk and Raven,11 t<"nn12 Guthri"]3 Cotnford,14 u.rd Burrr"t15 to name iust a few have produced careful, if varied,
For example, Aristotle and Theophrastus both tended to rephrase earlier philosophical thought into Aristotelian terms ttrereby
ieading back into the eãrlier thought, concepts and problems that often

g.

belonged to a later time. In the modern era' many commentators seem
to have debated this issue, especially with respect to the doxography
and Aristotle. Èor tt overview of this debate see J' B'
of Theophrastus
ttTheophrastus
Sfud)e-¿ in
on the Pre-socratic Cause", HorzDctzd
McDiamiid,
ItAristotle
as a
CLct¿¿ical'Ph)-¿ologg, Volume 61, 1953; W. K. C. Guthrie,
StzdÍlellzn)c
Historian of Philóåãpfry: Some Preliminariesr', Jou'znuL ol
ttArisi¿¿, Volume LXXVII , igsl; critical of Guthrie was J. G. Stevenson,
totle as Historian of of Philosophylt , ]outznol ol ltzL!.en-Lc SLudLe-¿, Volume XCIV, 1914.

J. Barnes , Thz Pn-e.-soutat)c Plvi-Lo¿ophz-n's: Vo!.unz I Fnom Thale¿
Lo Zeno, of two volumes, (Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, L974) p. 14.
10.

11.

G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966).

C. H. Kahn, (Lg7g); also his Anaxinattrlz-,t and tll¿ 1ruLùnÁ ol
çneplr Cozmo!.ogg, (Columbia University Press, New York, 1960).

L2.

I4/. K. C. Guthrie, A lü,sLozg of 94e.e./r Ph)-/.ozophq: Vo!-u¡n¿ I
7hz. €a'zü-e-n Prt-e.-Soutaf)c¿ ancL PgÍhagoza,s, of six volumes, (Cambridge Universiry'Voltnp.
Press, Cambridge, 1962/67); and also his 'l!'iÁúang ol Çne-e.k PhiLo¿II Thp. P"ne.-Soc-za-Llc Tnarl)l)on þom Pa'znenldz¿ Lo Democ'/Liltu¿,
ophg:

13.

of áix volumes,
14.

(Cambridge

University Press, Cambridge, 1965/69).

PltL!.o,sophica(. 7ltoughL, (Cambridge

15.

Thz ()n-Lgin': ol Çnzek
Press, Cambridge, 1952) .

F. M. Cornford, Pn-incipùn sapi-e.nt)az.:
University

John Burnet, tatz-tg 7nz.ah Ph)Lo,tophg,
Charles Black, London, 1930).

4th edition,

(Adam &
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of the works of the early philosophers. Despite the paucity
of the evidence f or ip,si'tzina ue-n-La of some of the pre-Socratics, it
is nevertheless the case that modern scholarship has placed confidence

assessments

in the reconstruction of their thought.
*

l¿

'F

to claim a precise date for the emergence
of the philosophical form of discourse. Traditionally, the beginnings
of this nev/ form of discourse have been associated with Thales who was
also regarded by many in antiquity as one of the Seven Sug"".16 Thús
Thales was at least a practitioner of wisdom literature ' For the ancient
It is difficult

Greeks, âtry distinction bewtween the various types of wisdom literature
ànd the first few hints of a nel^/er tradition of discourse was barely

discernibl".17 However, by the time of Parmenides such a disÈinction
could not be ignored. The ideas of Parmenides represented a distincti-ve
form of discourse, despite the fact that he presented his views in hexameters; and in
approach was

some

respects, because of that LaclL, the difference in

a1l the more

accentuated.

Separating Thales and Parmenides, however' v/as a century

in which a number of distinctive thinkers also contributed to this development. Although it is convenient to mark this development with Lhe
of a few thinkers, the evolution of this nel^/ form of
discourse cannot be regarded as something that happened all of a sudden'
The continuities, in terms of form and content' r¡/ere as important aS

names and views

the emerging discontinuities.

16.

solon,

too,

\./as regarded

by the ancient Greeks as having

been

Sages. Altñough the composition of this group remains
somewhat obscure due to conflicting testimonies, there is no doubt that
both Solon and Thales were revered as such by the Greeks since their names
are almost always prominent in any such testimony'
one

17.

of the

Seven'

C. H. Kahn, (1979), P. 9.
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Thalest fame rested on many achievements but two aspects
of his thought are useful in discussing his discourse. The first concerns
his view that since water was the basís for all life it followed that
Thales' claim can be likened to
itself rested on ".t"t.18
principle
an hypothesis in the sense that such a view acted as a unifying
Èhe Earth

with which to explain other ph"not""u'19

Thesecondaspectofhisthoughtconcernedhisviewsonthe
I
perceived properties of the lodestone. According to Aristotle s accounL

'

Thales, too ' seems, from what they relate '
to have supposed that the soul was kinetic, if he ããi¿ ttt.t the (Magnesian) srgne
possesses soul because it noves iron'

By

, time the Greeks had come to regard the soul ( i . e . p¿ach'e')
The' ' movement of.
, ?1
cause of rnôvemenE f on i alrl, animated-

Thales

as the

".rrtitiu"
iron when brought near a Magnesian stone rnlas explained by the fact that
the latter had, ptgchz.. Thales hlas thus making an inference from one
proposition to another of the 'if P then Qr sort'
Interest in this form of reasoning lies
not only in its increased explanatory
,pôwers,- but albo in the assumption bettittd it. The derivation of one state-

18

G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966), pp' 89-93'

STannard, ttThe Pre-Socratic origin of Explanatory-Methodrr'
But
p.
\hz PLL!.o,soph)cal uuatzløztg, Volume 15, No. 60, Jury 1965.
.2O2'
G
of
remarks
' S'
on the issue of 'funifying þrinciplett nóte the cautionary
Kirk & J. E. Raven, (f966), PP. 89 ff'

19.

J.

20.

G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966), p' 93'

This was a develoPment th
2L.
poetry
as \^ras mentioned in the
lyric

Homeric outlook, the Greeks understo
gods. That is, the gods trbreathed 1
\'/as not undermated the beings or entities concerned. Then, the p,sgcltz
just
one constituent
stood as a unifier of other parts of the body but as
see B'
others'
the
to
relation
necessary
no
feat.ure of the body bearing
Snel1, (IgB2), especially Chapters I and 2'
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ment from another rests on the assumption that the grammatical connection
between causal- statments represents a
causal connecti22 between events in the
physical world.

point to be noted here is that Thales was making one idea dependent
upon the prior acceptance of other ideas. An argument , rather than

The

a conjoined, paratactic string of ideas' hlas being advanced'
Similar remarks can also be made about Thalesr fellow Milesians,
Anaximander and Anaximenes. Both postulated

the existence of a ttprimarytt

material as the basis of all else; for Anaximander it was the enigmatic
opn)nor,23 for Anaximenes it was air. The claims of each of the above

thinkers could not be proven empirically but their respective clairns
rested on a chain of reasoning which \^Ias more or less independent of
what \,i¡as actually being claimed. The particulars of their

argumenLs

are werr attested in the literature and need not be rehearsed here '24 Tn"

importànt point is that the conclusions v/ere seen to be entailed by
prior suppositions. challenges to or variations in these suppositions
predicated each particular thinker I s particular view of the world '
Thus Anaximander substituted his notion of ape)non for Thales' views

on r^¡ater in order to generate his theory of opposites; and

rejected

apei-non

Anaximenes

in favour of air in order to elaboraÈe his principle

the
J. Stannard, (1965), p. Ig7. Stannard may have overstated
feature
distinctive
case to some extent but he nevertheless pinpointed a
of pre-Socratic thought that beca*e " *"ittstay of philosophical thought
in general; namely tñe connection between language and reality. For some
remãrks on the latter see T. B. L. lrrebster, (L952/53)'
There is no precise definition of ape)tton. For some it is the
23.
Unbounded, for others tire Unlimited, or the Infinite (though the last is
not as common). See G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966); C.H. Kahn, (1960);
F. M. Cornford, (1952) ; and J. Burnet, (1930); for various interpretations
and discussion of what Anaximander meant bY such a term.

22.

Nevertheless some mention of their respective views will be
in
made in the above discussion. For details see the authorities cited
n. 23 above, and J. Barnes ' (1979), Chapters 2 and 3'

24.
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of condensation and rarefaction. The concern for establishing coherent
unifying principles gave their thought its distinctive features, but
in constructing their particular accounts of the world it is important
to recognise that these features arose in large part as revisions or
critiques of the views of their predecessors and contemportti""'25
Like Thales, Anaximander and Anaximenes \4¡ere concerned with

wide-rangingaspectsofthephysicalworld.Theyconstructedtheories
its mainteabout the order of the world: its genesis, its sustenance and
nance. For Anaximander, Lhe aBøitzon

was

the original material of existing things;
further, the source from which existing
things derive their existence is also
that to which they return at their destruction, according to necesslty, for
they give justice and make reparation to
one aãoth"i fot their injustice r'according to the arrangement of Tíme '
frexisting thingsrf
Anaximander thus established a cyclical rnodel in which
interacted in a determinate and measured fashion. According to his
theory of opposites, the 'rexisting things" were individuated oppositr.t2T
interacted, each with its other in a mutual fashion, such that

that

over a given time span each opposite exercised its due prerogatives
not,
To describe the three Milesians as crit'ical thinkers is nature
to enter the debate between Popper and Kirk over the
'
however,
'and/or

25.

*""q,r"r,."" of

;;;;";-

such .':;iï'"""ä"df;:,,

."tï:rt""tqï ,53iii3;

raticsrr , Pioce-ecLingò ol Íhe'

An-L¿-

objections to Popper's thesis-appeare
Soãraticst' , n)nrlt N. S. 69 , 1960.

Fr. 1, cited in K. Freernan, (1949), p. 19. Unless
will
otherwise noted all citations for the fragrnents of the pre-Socratics
be taken from Freeman's collection'
26.

Anaximander

G. S. Kirk & J. E.I Raven,
with the term opposite
is doubtful that his use of such term
straction as later thinkers. l^lith th
less be acknowledged that it is well attested that he couched his theories
in terms of opposing forces or entities '

27,

must be taken

r43.
\^¡iÈhin

the domain of the apøinon All activity governed by the opeitton

was reciprocal.
Anaximander

t

s

model accounted

for change and Yet it PortraYed

.28
This orderlY arrangement
a stable and continuous world over tl-me.
ttaccording to necessitYrr ) '
vras in the nature of things2g (i.e. it was
ttin the nature of things"
Although it could be argued that the gods were
'
the significant feature of Anaximanderrs theory was that the capriciousof the gods, so characteristic of the Homeric outlook' was excluded'
refer
Anaximander's phrase, ttaccording to necessiLyrt, did not simply
to evenLs dictated by the gods but to a world which was the result of
ness

a regular configuration of forces. The conLinuity with Hesiod and Solon
is esident. At the same time, however, the articulation of such an
outlook had become much more absLractly presented '

In the

one extant sentence

attributed to

Anaximenes,

a similar

outlook can be adduced.
As our sou1, being air, holds our bodY
together, so do bre35h and air surround
the whole universe.A

slightly different

h¡ording

is given by Kirk

and Raven'

As our soul, he saYs, being air holds
us together and controls us, so does
wind (or breqÇh) and air enclose the
whole world."
The sense

of

Anaximenes, view was probably

best captured by Kirk and

Rav-

en's version, but their ensuing discussion was not quite as apposite'
has
They suggested that thet!-dea of the soul holding the body together
28.

C. H. Kahn, (1960), PP' L62-163'

i-A)d., p. I84 ff. where Kahn suggested Lhat Anaximander was
a
probably the first Greek thinker to postulate something approaching
rrnatural law". Recall the remarks màde earlier in Chapter 3, p' 131'

29.

Fr.

30.

Anaximenes

31.

G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966), p' 158'

2.

r44.
ta

parallel ín a pre-Socratic sourcett." They also noted that the
extant Sentence of Anaximenes was not, strictly interpreted, ip'Si'S'ùna
uett-f,ct. They concluded that the inference, implicit in the sentence

no other

attributed to

Anaximenes, ttfrom

the

known microcosm' man,

to the unknown

the wor.1d as a wholeft, is not legitimate because an inference
of that type vlas, in all probability, a late fifth century development
and lrould therefore have been most unlikely to have occurred as early

macrocosm,

as the work of Anu*iturru".33

it is not at al1 certain that such an inference
was invali-d. Hesiod and Solon had made simi-lar inferences in the other
direction from the world of nature (broadly interpreted) to the world
However,

of mortals; and this was paralleled to some extent by the lyric poets
who treated human beings as sites of inner turmoil, thereby reflecting
the turmoil and conflict they saw around thern in the wider world' A number of points tend to confirm this.

First, the view that the soul was the

motive force of the body, or at least the location of such motivation

within the body, had been gaining ground for some time. Second, the
soul was thought to possess the body, particularly by the lyric poets'
in the sense that no part of the

body remained unaffected by

its

presence '

alL

This point is conceded by Kirk and Raven.-'

Third, since air or breath meant life for the

32.
33.
34.
35.

boay35

it

was

p. 160.
i-A)c|., p. 161.
ihd., p. 160.

i-l*üd.,

C. H. Kahn, (1979), p.311 n. 113 where he pointed out that
Èhe view of air as the life of the soul was
ttas old as Anaximenes and, in a sense as
'
old as Homer, for whom the psyche is the
breath of life which a man 'texpiresttt.

r45

not unreasonable for Anaximenes Èo suggest that it performed an analo-gous

function for the physical world, especially when this is considered
in conjunction with his principle of condensation and rarefaction'
This principle postulated a continuum of density (from less dense to more
to be applied Lo a single substance: air. Meteorological phenomena, for example, could thus be classified according
to criteria of rare and dense and hence explained in terms of their

dense and uicz ue-n,sa)

rarity and density. The conjunction of the basic assumption about air
as the material substrate with the principle of rarefaction and condensation was described by Theophrastus in the following way.
Anaximenes ... also says that the underlying nature is one and infinite " ', but
nät undefined as Anaximander said but definite, for he identifies it as air; and it
differs.in its substantial nature by rarity

density. Being made finer it becomes
fire, being made thicker it becomes wind,
then cloud, (when thickened sti1l more)
water, then earth, then stones; and the
rest come into beíng from these. He too
makes mot.ion eternal, and says that 36
change, also' comes about through it'
and

Anaximenes

I

achievement hient beyond merely

i'

classifying things according

to their relative density since his very process of classification constituted an expranation of their genesis ..rd ,rttrrr..37 The condensation
rarefaction principle served as a unifying hypothesis with which seemingly
disparate entities could be linked up or grouped together and at the
same

ttmicrotime explained.3SfhO analogy that Anaximenes made between the

cosm and macrocosmtt was

thus not so unlikely'

This brief survey of the three Mllesian thinkers, spanning
the first fifty years of so of the sixth century 8.C., should be suffic-

in G. S. Kirk

36

Cired

37

J.

38

i-A)rL.,

&

J. E. Raven, (1966), p.

Stannard, (1965), P. 2Ol.

p.

201".

144'

'146.

ient Eo establish that a

nel^¡ approach

to knowledge r^Ias beginning to

gain ground. The postulation of unifying principles from which inferences
or deductions v/ere made signalled a neI^I method in the Greek world with

respect to understanding and explaining complex phenomena. Yet the
Mílesians remained primarily concerned with natural phenomena and cosmo-

logical speculation. By the end of the sixth century, the domain of
cosmological speculation"39 of the Milesians began to expand. More
importantly, the very foundations of knowledge, that is, the nature
to be questioned. h/ith increasing perspicacity,
a ner^¡ generation of thinkers began to question not just what existed'and
how it existed, but more signifícantly, they began to question the way*
of

knowledge

that

i-tse1f,

knowledge

began

(of whatever sort)

came

to be expressed, the reliability

Of such accounts, and Lhe appropriate means to acquire certain knowledge '
The problem

of the certainty of onets

knowledge began

to

loom especially

large on the horizon of Greek knowledge and values. By the time of
Parmenides, this þad crystallised into the question of logoo,4O and
the transformation from oral

mgÍho,s
.¡+

xenophanes v/as

to v¡rittenlogoz
&

was almost complete'

l?

a poet who composed elegies and hexameters.

He

C. H. Kahn, (1979), p.17 noted that Heracliuus had very little
39.
interest in cosmologicai speculãtion. But see G. S. Kirk, fLenacl)Lu^: 7h'e'

Co¿¡ttic Tnagmznl-,s, (õambridle

University Press, Cambridge, 1954).

subject to a variety of interpret-"li9*
The term !.ogo,s has been
ttThe Lãgos of Heraclitust', Cla's'sico-!' P/L¿Jr.,
Mlnar
L.
and meanings. E.
lo!.ogg, Voîume 34, Ja.,--Oct. ¡93g p. ZIO offered six meanings of !ogo's,
l,J. K. C. Guthrie, (L962/67), pp. 420-424 listed eleven meani-ngs' DespiÈe
the wide number of meaníngs they are all united by one cornmon thread '
ftãt is, ttut Logáo ^áàrr"'itotd-'. As far as the early pre-Socratic thinkers were concerned there were three meanings of note: (1) discourse (i.e'
anything spoken, debated,or thought), (2) reason (i'e' cause, account' or

40.

' See
árá"*""81,'and (3) ratio (i.e. rãu"rrt., relaLionship, or proportion)Ph)-!-oF)tz¿L
Th,e.
II
Vo-htnz
Soú-et-g:
G."Thomsá", Sty¿lo i Uì;nnt çnz.e/r
London, 1955) p' 275' Clearly' the roots
'sophz'z's, (ia"t"tce & Wishart,
of meanings can be seen in the basic correlation beof these three sets
twordt
.
tween !-ogo': and

r47.

a sage in the tradition of
Iùhile some have suggested that

vlas

wisdom

literaÈure

Xenophanes \"/as

a

who sang

his

own songs '

Homeric rhapsodeÍ1

fttt

L?

content
and Raven have argued convíncingly that this was unlikely.'- The
of his extant fragments suggests that his thought was a radical re-

of that of his con¡emporaries and predecessors ' I'{ith Xenophanes '
the target of criticism became identified with specific poets rather
than with the general poetic Èradition. He 'das not content simply to

working

distinguish himself from that tradition by asserting his readiness to
named
speak truly as Hesiod and Solon had done' On the contrary' he
those

whom

he felt were mistaken and then he went on to offer corrections

of their errors.

Tn so doing, xenophanes

set the precedent for

examining

what, in later times, became known as epistemological questions by enpreconcouraging his listeners Èo question the naLure and basis of their
ceptions.
One

was

of

his reformulation of

non-anthropomorphi-c
rrnoL

radical contributions to Greek thought
polytheistic view of divinity into a single'

XenoPhanest most

the

deity.

at all like mortals in

Xenophanes claimed
body

or

that there

\^/as

one

god

mindr' ' (Fr' 23) '

He sees as a whole,
whole, and hears as

thinks as a
a whole. (Fr. 24)'

But without toil he sets everything
in motion, by the thought of Íris mind'" (Fr ' 25)'
And he always remains in the same p1ace,
not moving at all ' nor is it fitting for
him to chãnge his position at different
times. (Fr . 26) .
Cqmpared

with the Homeric pantheon of the gods in which each divinity

4r.

B. Snel1, (1982), P.

42

G. S. Kirk &

140.

J. E. Raven, (1966) ,

p'L64'

148.

in splendid bodily images, the unitary conception postulated by Xenophanes $/as a significant departure. Yet in many ways it was

was described

the completion of a

ín thought that had been begun by Hesiod
created a view of the divine that was almost

movement

and Sofon.43 Xenophanes

totally abstract in that he had removed the last vesitges of anthropo44
morphism -- and bodily attributes.
His conception of the

ttOne-godtt

did noÈ rest on mere assert-

ion. It $/as the result of a critique of the prevailing views about
the gods. Both Homer and Hesiod and recounted tales of the gods in
45 Such behaviour,
which all manner of impious behaviour \^tas accepa"d.
for Xenophanes, was not consistent with a view of the gods being retthave respect for
sponsible for order in the world; one must always

the godsr'(Fr. L-23). If the gods

behaved as humans did,

with all

the

attendant faults, vices, and virtues, intermingled indiscriminately,
then one could not really respect the gods because their moralit'y would
be as arbitrary as that of humans. At the very least one should only

. (Fr. 1. 13) .
was not content with just advocating

praise the gods with rdecent stories and pure
f

However, Xenophanes

that only

good

'$/ordsrt

things should be saíd about the gods

because any account

of the gods was bound to be fatally flawed if it remained dependent
on anthropomorphic considerations. He demonstrated this by pointing
out thaL different races represent their gods in accordance with their
oh¡n particular characteri-stics. Thus he recorded that Ethiopians por-

43

L. Versenyi, (1974), P.

133.

E. ZeILer , 1ulün¿¿ ol thz. lt)'sLozg ol Çnze)< Ph)-tomphg, 13th
44.
edition, rev. by Dr. . Nestle, trans. by L. R. Palmer, (Dover Books, New
York, 1980) p. 44.
This does not negate the view of Hesiod Presented earlier
45.
(in which Hesiod $/as credited with articulating a more abstract view
of the gods) because in his The-ogong he gave an account of how the gods
came to be just.
I^l

L49.

Thracians
trayed their gods with suub noses and black hair ' whereas Èhe
portrayed their gods with grey eyes and red hair (Fr ' 16)' But he went

gods in this
one step further to show the absurdity of conceiving the
fashion.

But if oxen (and horses) and lions had
hands or could draw with hands and create works of art likes those made bY
men, horses would draw pictures of gods
like.horses,and oxen gods like oxen,
and they would make the bodies (of their
gods) in accordance with the form that
ãach. species itself Possesses ' (Fr ' 15)'

Kirk and Raven have suggested, this critique amounted to a n'e''lucl)o atl
that the anthropoo-A,5ur1rL)n argument which led to only one conclusion;

As

morphic conception

of the

gods had

to be aba"do"ed'46

Underlyinghiscritiquewastheviewthattheworldofnature,
in which people lived, and the world of the divine \^/ere an inseparable
unity. As such, all partook of the Same basic order. Yet there was
here because the temporal world \ÀIas one of change '
but the ttOne-godtt was unchanging, motionless, eternal' Xenophanes
attempted to get around this by treating temporal change ^s cycLirca14T
itself' This
and hence having a stable framework in which Lo manifest

some discrepancy

framework was provided

by the

ttOne-godrt

but not in the

embodied form

ín the Homeric sense. This rai-ses the question of the nature of its
presence. Did it have a body, and was it co-extensive with the temporal
world? Guthrie concluded that the ttone-godt' had a body on the grounds
46.

G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966), p' 169'

This was strongly imPlied I
For some discussion see H. Frankel,
ique of Knowledgerr, in A. P. D. Mour

47.

són, 4a Int-noclttct)on Lo

AnciznÌ- Tezf)mong¡
Boston, 1974).

u)}h

€atz-(-g Çnzelt

Corne-cLing

C

150.

of an incorporeal being was not of Xenophanes' tit..48
Kirk and Raven also concluded that it tthad a body of sorts because totally
Èhat the notion

incorporeal existence was inconceiv.b1.".49 Yet their conclusion

v/as

a bit more ambivalent than Guthrie's since they advanced the view that
rra divine
Xenophanes v/as to some extent echoing the Milesian view of
substancetf which ttwas regarded as somehow permeating

Versenyi, on the other

and giving them lif e and *olr"rent" .50
argued against it

objects in the world

having a body because Xenophanes only had negative

things to say about the gods and their bodies.5l
such comments by Xenophanes were
However, Xenophanes was

like mortals in

hand,

body

It could be that

directed only at the Homeric conception.

quite explicit that his

or mindtr(Fr. 23).

ttOne-godtt was ffnoL

HistrOne-god"worked

at all

byttintelle-

ction alone" and hence was a more trmetaphysical than physical enÈi Eyn.52
ttpure inteFor Versenyi, Xenophanes t ttOne-godtt constituted a

l1ect presiding over or identical with the intellii¡ib1e order of the
worldtt.53 This accords with the Milesian influence with respect to
tta divine substance

permeating objects in the worldtt as suggested

by Kirk and Raven. Despite their ambivalence over the f'One-god-lstt body

they too emphasised the importance of its ttperceptual-intel1ectual act-

ivity".54
gence and

Xenophanes regarded

order as the manifestation of intelli-

his conception of the "One-god'r symbolised this intelligence,l
K. C. Gurhrie, (L962/67), p.

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

hr.

53.

)-Licl.

G. S. Kirk &
i-LicL.,

p.

,J.

376,

E. Raven, (1966),

P.

t72.

I72.

L. Versenyi, (1974),
i-A)rL., p. 263 n. 2.

PP. 262-263 n.

, p. 134. The phrase 'presiding

the sense of governing or regulating raLher than

2

t is understood in
implying externalitY of
over

such an order.

54.

G. S. Kirk &

J. E. Raven, (1966),

P.

t72.

151.

as Robinson

""gg""t"d '55

rt h¡as xenophanes I

I^Iay

of postulating the

divine as a universal which could encompass change in the temporal world
and yet transcend it so that the eternal-ness of its influence could
rridentity
could be asserted. The ttone-godtt was thus able to retain
in change, unity in diversity, and endurance in time"56 th"t"by enabling
the world of the divine and the temporal world to be understood as a
whole.57Wian Xenophanes, the power of the intellect emerged in its own

right as a central feature of the unfolding panorama of Greek thought '
This development was brought into sharp relief by Xenophanes'
to the problem of knowledge in general. He suggested that
no mortal could ever have certain knowledge in any absolute sense because

approach

only the ttone-godtt had that sort of knowledge (Fr.

34)

.

Such knowledge

could rea11y only be approximated by mortals. Human knowledge should
be f'stated as conjectural on1y, similar to realityrf (Fr. 35) because
"Opinion (seeming) is fixed by fate uPon all thingsrf (Fr. 34). Even
though direct sense perception r^¡as the appropriate way to gain knowl
1"dg.58 it was not certain because iL remained relative to the particular
perspective of the ob"".u"r.59

That is, ItIf

God had

not created yellow

honey, they would say that figs r,¡/ere lar sweetertt (Fr. 38). I^lith the
aid of one's intellect to mediate the careful collation and collection of

one's empirical observations,

Xenophanes thought

a better understanding of reality.60

On

this

s6.

J. M. Robinson, (1974), PP. 54-55.
L. Versenyi, (1974), P.134.

57.

Bur see H. Frankel, (1974), p.130

55.

that one could gain

Xenophanes \4ras most

explic-

for a slightly different

interpretation.

58.

i-t-\d., p.

59.

H. A. T. Rieche, (1971), P.

60.

i-\,i"cl

rrEmpirical

Aspects
118; H. A. T. Rieche,
€'s'tag¿
(edd
.),
Kustas,
nesr Theologytt, in J. P. Anton & G. L.
I97l)
Piless'[t'A1bany,
Çnzdt Ph)-{.o,sophø, (State U ni. of New Yôrk

., pp. 9I-92.

88.

of Xenophain Anci-enL
pp' 88-89'

r52.

ir.
Truly the gods have not revealed to
mortals all things from the beginning;
but mortals by long seeking discover
what is better. (Fr. 18) .
per-,
The state of knowledge for mortals could thus be improved but not

fected. Therefore it had Èo remain at the leve1 of conjecture because
it was always open to re-examination and critical reflection (i'e'ttlong
seekingtt). Human knowledge could thus be brought closer to realiry
but it could never become identical wiuh it '

AlthoughXenophaneschallengedthepropensityf.orhumans
to have knowledge in an . absolute sense, he did not deny the possibility
of knowledge it.self. Had he done so the very foundation for his would
rnade
have collapsed because it was the operation of the intellect that
possible the realisation of order in the world. Knowledge was the object

for the exercise of the intellect as far as xenophanes hlas concerned, and
without iÈ humans would not have the means to arrive at an ordered view
of the world, Iet alone
r¡/as

make

that order manifest'

Xenophanest scepticism

of a limited fotrn6lto counteract the dogmatic and unsubstantiated

claims of his contemporaries and predecessors '
I^JiLh

the work of

Xenophanes

the appeal to logo's was ex'plicit

in all but name. His treatment of the gods as an abstract universal '
together with his advocacy of critical reflecLion as an appropriate
of arriving at knowledge of existing phenomena, provided the
form
spring-board for the rapid expansion of the emerging philosophical

method

of discourse. Although his articulation of the limits of human knowledge
possibility
v/as in line with traditional ui"r",62 his emphasis on the

61.
62

, (1979), p. 143.
G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966), P.

J.

Barnes

181.

1s3.

could improve the:.state of their knowledge through their
need no lonown effort",63 was innovative since it implied that tradition

that

humans

ger be regarded as immutable. The sages and poets could be challenged and
their views subjected to critical scrutiny. xenophanes had shown the
way and

others were quick to move in similar directions.
g

*

J+

tt

One such thinker was Heraclitus of Ephesus. He wrote ín an
oracular styre that cannot be classified as purely prose or poetry but
In
rather took the form of gnomic utterances pregnant with

'o"ut'ing'64

rrthe ob"tut"" '65 The very
later times this earned him the epithet of
style of his language $/as as imporLant as its content. The tv/o were

inextricably

bound

together. as each informed the othet.66

!,lith Heraclitust writings, the notion logo't emerged as an
explicit feature for the first time. It was not so much that the word
' achieved a status
was unknown before Heraclitus, but that in his work it
that remained more or less constant in subsequent developments within
the philosophical form of discourse. The three key clusters of meanings
(
for !.ogo,t that !/ere mentioned .utLi"r67 - concerning discourse i 't '
anything spoken, debated, or thought) ' reason ( i'e ' cause ' account '

H. Frankel, (L974), p. 121 regarded this aspect of Zenophanes'
doctrine as constitutín! the iiist instañce of the notion oftprogresst in

63.

Greek philosophy.

a
is some doubÈ as to whether Heraclitus actually& v/rote
E
J'
'
book in the traditional sense. see the comments by G. S. Kirk
slíghtlv
a
gives
pp'3-9
(1979),
Kahn,
H.
c.
il;"", (1966), pp.-ie¿-185.
different explanation.
G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966), p' 184'
65.

64.

There

Hðlscher ,ttParaL. Versenyi, (1974), pp. 146 ff' See a1 SOA Uvo
D. Mourelatos,
P.
in
dox, Simile, and Gnomic Utterancã in Heraclitus'r
(ed.) , (1974), P. 238.

66.

67.

See

p.

146 n'.

40

above.

L54.

or argument)

and

ratio (i.e.

measure, relationship,

all manifest in Heraclitust use of the
Heraclitus t use of !.ogo's demonstrated
were

term.

or proportion)

-

As Kahn pointed out,

the fundamental ambiguity of the term:
on the one hand, a specific utterance '
on the other hand an orderly relationship between things which is reflected

in discourse, including the quantitative relationship U6eflected in a calculation or ratio.

I

The following three fragments give some indication of both the nature
and scope

of HeracliÈus' treatment of

logo's.

69

I describe it men
both
uncomprehending,
prove
be
to
always
once
when
it
and
heard
have
they
before
they have heard it. For although all
things happen according to this Logo's mert
are like people of no experience, even
when they experíence such words and deeds
as I explain, when I distinguish each
thing according to its constitution and
declare how it is; buÈ the resL of men
fail to notice v/hat they do after they
wake up just as they forget what they do
when asleep. (Fr. 1).

0f the

Logo,s which as

Therefore it is necessary to follow the
but although Èhe Logoz is common
the many live as though they had a private understanding. (Fr . 2).

,ÇoÍnmbn¡i

me but to the Logoz it -is
wise to agree that all things are one. (Fr' 50)'

Listening not to

Quite clearly, Heraclitus ful1y exploited the inherent ambiguities in
!-ogo,s

to

frame

his ideas.

C. H. Kahn, ttA New Look at Heraclitus", Anenican PhUo'toph.Lca-(lou¿na-!., Volume 1 , No. 3, July 7964 , p. L92.
Heraclitus' fragments are cited accord-Lng to the numbering in
69.
K. Freeman, (lg4g). Howevãr, the above translations are taken from G. S.
the specific
(1966), pp. 187-188 because they retain
Kirk & J. E. Raven,
tlawt.
tLogo,st
Freeman
it
as
rendered
Freeman
wheróãs
use of the word
t'Logo's,
tlawt
intellithe
denoted
appended a noÈe to make it clear that
Heraclitustt(p.
by
statement
reasoned
giËf" Law of the universe, and its
24 n.1).
In addition, the Kirk & Raven translation appears to capture
better the oracular style of Heraclitus whereas the Freeman translation
has a more prose feel to it. For that reason, the Kirk & Raven translation has been used whenever Heraclitust has beên 'quoted (unless noted oEh-

68.

erwise)

.

155.

significantly, however, Heraclitusr treatment of logo's
went beyond mere word-play and deliberate ambiguity. For Heraclitus,
!.ogo,s signified the fundamental feature of the universe and all it conttlawtained. That 1-:s, logo,t l.{as the unitary and unifying principle or
More

likerf paradigm thaL enabled the processes of the sensible world to become
intelligible to humans;70 and once intelligible, provided the appropr-

in the wor1d. Heraclitus' vision of the
world emphasised its basic unity but at the same time his concept of
unity was predicated on the manifold individuation within it.71
iate guide for

human conduct

For Heraclitus, everything in the world, including humans,
$ias constituted by its ohln particulat logo's ' (Frr' 1, 2, 30' 45' 72'
89, 115.) At the same Lime each particular logo's was but a microcosm of
LtIe !.ogo,s which gave

the world of particulars its unity or wholeness.

(Frr. l, 2,8, 10, 30, 32, 41, 50,

LO2,

114.) Heraclitus

vlas attempting

to articulate that everything in the universe had its own seL of relationships which defined its presence in the world as a particular ' These
relationships were specific and measured. Simultaneously, the particulars
received their particularity precisely because they stood in relation

to other particulars.

These relationships were

also specific and measured

but they v/ere not necessarily visible on the surface. Relationships
within or between particulars remain hidden (Fr. 123) and musL be sought
out. The simultaneous universality and particularity of logo's v/as'
for Heraclitus, what gave rise to hatztnon-L¿, not in the Pythagoreun """=",72
C. J. Emelyn-Jones, ttHeraclitus and the Identity of Oppositestt,
Ph'zonz¿i¿¡ Volume 21, No. 6, 1976. p. 96.
C. H. Kahn, (1979) for
L. Versenyi, (Ig74), pa¿^i)n. See also
7I.
I
uiews '
some very perceptive commentary on Heraclitus

70.

72.
l,J. K. C. Guthrie, (1962/67), pp. 435 ff gives a useful
of the differences between Heraclitust arúrd Pythagorasr respective
on hatzmorula, The issue is addressed a bit later in this chapter '

summary

views
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but in the sense of a unity of opposites in which the constituents

in constant tension with each other.
Heraclitus I emphasis on the unity of opposites

and

were

the tensions

10, 36,51) led him to regard the
world as being in constant motion, and yet through this motion it achieved its permanence or stability. The important thing for Heraclitus
inherent in such unities (Frr.8,

in a state of flux or that permanence predominated.T3 Both hrere equally important because his conception of
!.ogo,s required an understanding of both. st.ability (ot permanence)
was

not that either all

was

could not be understood without change (or motion) ot uicz

D2-'4/5a

since

without the other was absurd; knowledge of the one presupposed know
to
-ledge of the other (Frr. 23, 111) . What \¡/as important, according
one

Heraclitus, !/as that each (opposite) existed in relationship with
other according to their

the

Logo's.

Thisisborneoutbyhisemphasisonmeasureasthehallmark
of

such relationshiPs.

This world-order [the same of all] did
none of gods or men make, but it"'always
was and is and shall be: an everlivigg
fire, kindling in measures and going out

in measures. (Fr. 30)-

Firers turnings: first sea, and of sea
the half is earth, the half'burnert [i'e'
lightning of fire]...(earth) is dispersed
regarded by - his successors
Traditionally, Heraclitus \¡/as
.
ttall
was in fluxtt and hence many
that
as the exponent of the doctrine
came to rãgard that as being what ',{as of importance for him. In the
past century a number of commentators have argued .f-or _the .pre-eminence
down the
of his views on permanence. J. Burnet, (1930), P..L46 pl.ayedcited
in A'
[\eLap/zg'tic''t,
Lo
An
Intnocluct)on
flux doctrine; Ul-H"i¿"gger,
frunhisLorical'r;
p. D. Mourelaror: ¡;ã:i;\tgi+) pp. 1O-11 dismissed it as
and G. Slj iKfrlt, t(tòS+);uu"r"ra"d^ tft" priority of permanenc-e over flux' G'
Vlasros, ,'0, Hárà.iiuíå,,, A*nnican Jounnat ol_Pú-Lo!.ogg¡ \g:_19, 1955, defended the more traditional approac-h. hl. K. C. Guthrie, (1962/67) ' Chapa balanced
ter VII, though leaning a bit to the traditional view, offeredsuggests
I47-I53
(1979),
Kahn,
PP'
appraisal of itre issueã. But Cr;' H.
his emtÈãt, because of Heraclitusruse of paradoxes and antitheses, and(or
uicp'
permanence
over
flux
phasis on measure or ratio, the prioiity of
probis
view
Kahn's
this,
On
ue-nza) is not in keeping with his approách.
73

ably the most accurate.
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.

as sea, and is measured so as to form
Ehe same proportion as existed before

it

became

earth. (Fr. 31).

All things are an equal exchange for fire
and fire for all things, as goods are for
gold and gold for goods. (Fr. 90) .
The intnoduction of the notion 'firer complicated the issue to some
extent, because it 1ed some to treat it as an elemental substraÈe of
as predominated in the views of
the Milesian thinkers. l,/hether this v/as Heraclitusr intention is not
.".t"in.74 It is, however, more than---1ike1y, as Versenyi argued ,75 that

the physical world in the

same sense

the operation of logo's in Lerms
rfiref functwhich were more farniliar for his contemporaries. The term
ioned more as a metaphor than as a literal description of what existed '

tfiret

v/as

Heraclitusr

I^Iay

of

expressj-ng

an appropriate choice because fire was both beneficial and destructive, and therefore symbolised what he meant by his conception of !o-

It

\¡/as

a
9o^,76 Moreover, fire symbolised energy and motion and had long been
symbol in Greek thought for the
"oul.77
The soul was difficult for humans to know in all its detail,

it havett (Fr. 45), but it was that verytlneasurdt
(i.e. !.ogoz ) ttrat made it possible for humans to reach some understanding of it (and consequently of their basic human-ness) and hence to

"so deep a

measure does

create order in their lives (Fr. 114) . The !-ogo'S lot humans v/as the
fundament aL uogo,: that obtained for everything else in the sense that
measure

relationships were

common

to all .

The !-ogo't

of the

coómo¿

L99-202 for some discusG. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966), pp.tfiret
74.
Ín a more literal
of
view
sion. Kirk & Raven treated Heraclitusr
constituent of
lluhe''very
was
it
way and hence give the impression that
K. C. Guthrie'
I^1.
Ín
discussion
tití"g"i (p. 2Oö). See aiso Èhe useful

Gg6r/67), and also C. H. Kahn, (1979), pp. 132-153'

75.
76.
77.

L. Versenyi, (L97t+), PP. 138-139.
C. H. Kahn, (1979), PP. L32-I53.
hr.

K. C. Guthrie, (1962/67), p. 46.
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not separate and different in kind from that of humans but was the
universal form of which the !-ogoz for humans ì^¡as a particular ' It was
78 and as such made possible a genuine
the t'ultimate ground for u11tt,

was

reality and cosmúc :ea1íLy.79 This corwas not self-evident to all because many do not acknowledge

correspondence between human
respondence

"private understandingrt (Fr ' 2)
and hence cut themselves off from what is common to all (Frr. 1, 2, 72) '
trthe commontt with
As Guthrie suggested, Heraclitus equated
right-thinkirrg , B0 that is , being in touch with one' s !'ogo's (Frr ' 113 ,
their logo,s but rather prefer their

own

114). Heraclitus thought that individuals hlere capable of recognising
their !.ogoz if they so chose. Particularly pertinent here is Fr' [119]
in which, in a few pregnant words, Heraclitus expressed one of his most
rfManrs character
basic postulates concerning the nature of human beings:

is his ,lai*on".8I 'Daimon' is the determinant of Heraclitust meaning
here, and Kahn discusses its three related ="rr="=.82 First, there
78.

L. Versenyi, (L974), P.

141.

i-AJrl., p. I4L. See also C' H' Kahn, (1979)' pP' 132-134'
!,1. K. C. Guthrie, (1962/67), p. 426. See also Guthriers notes
80.
of G. S. Kirkrs
I and 2 oh the same page where Guthrie-discussed some
(1955)
gave some of
Vlastos,
(1954) objections to such a view. Also G.
issue of
t"
which-the
in
r"ãairrgs and appraisals a detailed scrutiny
iitt
ttthe common" ias also àiscussed. See also L. Versenyi, (1974),- pp' 140141, whose general interpretation was in agreement with that of Guthriers'

79.

As has already been noted, the translations for Heraclitus'
have been taken from G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966)' Others
have gãndered Fr. t119] slightly differently an¿ these are wofth noting

81.
writings

in passing. C. ù.'K;#, (tölg) , p.81, "ú?t's character is ishis]nisfate'r;
claiI4l. K. C. Guthri",'<ig6ti6ù, p. +AZ¿ "A man's individuality
ttCharacter
and
is
destinyrr;
man
for
mon,i K. Freeman, Ìfg+g) , p'. 32:
ttthe essential
somewhat more 1iúeìal1y, L. Versenyi, (1974), p. L4Lz
the logoz, the Commontt. Clearly what stands
nature of man is the Divine,
I
out here is Heraclitus intention tó convey what he thought was the definitive feature of being human.
82

C. H. Kahn, (1979), P. 260.
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ttonets destiny, onets
the ,,simp1est" sense in which tclc¿imon' signified
prosperity or misfortunert; second, there \{aS the more literal sense

h¡as

third, it could be understood as "a
tclo)mon I signified a ttguardian
special case of the other tworf in which
83 Heraspiri¡" that was itidentified with the best and wisest =otl"" '
clitus atÈributed to human beings lat more responsibility for their

signifying a god or divinity;

ancl

s fate or lot in lif e l¡/as a
result of the kinds of choices one made and the consequences of those
ctioices. Fate r¡/as no longer conceived to be in the hands of the gods
as had been and, in Heraclitust time' was still believed to be the case'

actions than his

predecessors

. A

person

t

In this Heraclitus clearly departed from the traditional
view, the history of which L¡ent back at least as far." Ho*"t'84 At
the same time, he considered that human beings were int|mately connected
with the all-embracing !.ogoz of. the co^moy. To be in tune with one's
!.ogoz meant

that

one would thereby partake

of the wider

cosmic hotzmon)a'

Thus people must look to themselves (as Heraclitus did (Fr'101)) and
search their own souls. Heraclitus did not regard this as an easy task

(Fr. 45), but if people

searched

with

open eyes

rather than ttas if

asleeptt

(Fr. 1) they could not help but arrive at the all-embracítg !-ogo's,
Logo,s was thus the basis of ethical and just behaviour because
it laid bare the nature of

hotzmon)a,

Listening to the logo,s not only lifts nan
above thé privacy and relativity of opinions
I'Hesiod's
p. 261 This Ehird sense h¡as an allusion to
use of cla)mone¿ ioi tft" spirits of the golden racett who "become watchmen
of jusrice after ããatn" ç'ilia., p.26L)-. The same point was also made by
I4r. K. C. Guthrie, (1962/67), p. 482.
Heraclitust view of the do) on as the source of onets character
84.
reached its apotheosis wiLh Socrates almost a century laÈer ' Socrates attributed his pursuit of knowledge to the guidance of hisfrinner da)mon" '
Note also, however, that the meaning of'clainon'had undergone a further
humshift to refer to intermediate bein[s, neither fully divine nor fully
of
view
basic
anised, but which neverthe1""" .ottãsponded-to-Heraclitusr
details'
for
p.
318
inner direcrion. see I^/. K. C. Guthrià, (L962/67),

83.

)!*LcL.,

16r).

and makes him harmonious with nature.
It also lifts him above the isolat'ion
of a merely private existence, which
divides him from his fe1low men, and

brings him, politically as well as intellectually, into harmony with others.
his !-ogg't
By using what is com{non
man enters into the communitY.--

Logoz also

led to hannon)a in the co^moó,

H¡,uunon)a v/as

not a l--Le-nding of

opposites but a unity in which each elemenL remained separate and disLinct

in a relatlonship of cons¡ant tension, in ratio, determined by logo':'
This theme hras brought out most vividly in two particularly paradoxical

statements.
War is the father of all and kíng of all,
and some he shows as gods, others as men;
some he makes slaves, others free. (Fr. 53)'

These

It is necessary to know that war is common
and right is strife and that all things
happen by strife and necessity. (Fr. B0).
fragments are actually indicative of, rather than exceptions to'

of the wor1d. His general principle is stated in
Fr. [80], where tv/ar' served as a metaphot86 to signify the cosmic !'ogoo'87
Here also he rejected the rrfamiliar thought that the fortunes of wartt,

his particular

view

victory and destruction, would eventually befall both sides and instead
ttshífting but reciprocal balance
he sees r/ar as a structure embodying the
in the natural "o.ld".88 Moreover,
Heraclitus further rebuked the traditional lament that called for strife
to be banished from the world with his equation of strife with right
between opposiLes

in

human

life

and

L. VersenYi, (1974), P. I4I.
G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (L966), p.195. See also L. Versenyi,
(1974), p.144 ot rhe general principle, and p. I49 and p.263 n.11 for
t
some comments on HeiacÏitrrs uåe of metaphors. See also U. H8lscher,
(1g74), for an illuminating discussion of Heraclitus' use of similes'
I4r. K. C. Gurhrie, (1962/67), p. 447.
87.

85.
86.

88.

C. H. Kahn, (1979), P.

2O5.
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or ¡ustice.89 As opposed to the view of justice that had been developing since Hesiod, Heraclitus hlas pointing to the universal, to the common'
in making such an equation. trIithout sLrife justice would not be known
(Fr. 23). For Heraclitus, both justice and strife l¡Iere necessary aspects
of the cosmic order and both needed to be present if the balance of the
coómo'5 was

to be retained.
Fragment

[53]

was

avividrestatement of Fr' [80]' The first

part, ttl,lar is the father of all and the king of a1lf', established the
universal aspect of opposition. The rest of the fragnent conveyed his
views on the human condition generally

'

is defined by a double
the internal antithesis
oppositions:
set of
status (the most
servile
ilee
and
between
in ancient socconceivable
contrast
radical
between men
contrast
external
the
and
iet.y);
conception
traditional
the
in
gods,
as
andof himan beings as mortal earthlings' The
parallel may "uggest that just as freedom
ãnd slavery are alternative, sometimes successive, condit.ions for the same beings ' so
humanity and divinity are alternative, even
alternating states which - like day and
night, war and peace, life and death - define bf'-their opposition and successionn'
the ful1 dimensions of human existence'

The human condition

In both fragments, Heraclitus drew out the underlying ha'zmonic¿ to il1uminate the apparent surface meaning. opposition was universal but it
I^/as measured and reciprocal, animating the universe according to
!.ogo,s

rather than the particular proclivities of any single aspect
Heraclitus I linking of justice and stiife as necessarily co-

entities, although contradicting the Hesiodic and Solonic conception of justice, in fact radically redefined their positions ' Both

terminous

\^1. K. C. Guthrie, (1962/67), PP' 446-447 '
89.
90.C.H.Kahn,(1979),p.2Og'L'Versenyi's(1974)'analysis

oflHeraclitus also gives a similar interpretation'

'

L62.

injustice as resulting from the excesses
of the more powerful and quarrelsome. Justice resulted from redressing
the first
such excesses. A just order would prevent excesses arising in

Hesiod and Solon had understood

that there v/as a just order in the natural
their
world in which conflicting opposites would pay or be punished for
when
encroachments on each other. For Anaximander, injustice occurred
place.

Anaximander had argued

of the opposites overstepped its measure. Justice was the necessary
correction of such a situation, because there had to be a balance of
Heraclitus
opposing elements for the colmo^ to continue undistutb"d'91
pattern but
accepted Anaximanderts basic view that there was a cosmic

one

the nature of this pattern
justice existed

\^tas

differently conceived. For Heraclitus

because there was

osite could not overstep its

strife

'

between opposites; but each opp-

due measure as

this

would mean the destruct-

ion of !-ogoz in the coilmo^. Logo't signified the nature of the relationt
ships betr¿een opposites. Heraclitus view of a just order \À/as as a
tttotal pattern that includes both punishment and crime itself, as necessary ingredients of the world o.d"tt'.92 Thus Heraclitus went beyond
)3 by affirming an equation of justAnaximander's conception of ¡u"ti."

ice with strife.

in Heraclitus' theory emphasised the dua1ity94 of all
relationships but it v/as a duality of inseparable unities' Justice
was inconceivable without strife, light without dark, night without
Ha.,zmon)a

duy, life without death, and so on. Thus hatunon-ia signified the paradigmatic relationship of measure ancl proportion f-or logo't ' I'lithout

gL.

See also C'
oi- Anaximander's theory of

See above

prehensive analysi"

pp. 142-143.

92.

C. H. Kahn, (1979)' P.

93.

)-l*Lcl,

, p.

2O7

.

See

H. Kahn, (1960) for a
justice.

com-

2O7'

also G' Vlastos, (1955) '

emphasised
Indeed, one might even say thaL Heraclitus' approachmultidimen94.
the
notjþtthe dualiiy Uut, Ïo. want of a better expression,
sionality of of al1 relationships '
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some form

of regulation Lo contain

opposing aspects

the tension

between

would be eliminated and the eventual
' one aspect
But since the coÁmo^ was
result would be the end of th. "o¿*o¿ ?5
96 it could not cease to be, hence
self-made and self-organised (Fr. ¡O)
Heraclitus' insistence on the inseparability and concurrence of related

them would collapse

opposites.

ThestyleofHeraclj.tuslwritingwasasimportantasits
content. The deliberate ambiguities, the puns, the all-pervading antitheses of his sayings h/ere important means of making his words carry
for the eye and the ear. His style v/as an attempt '
the
and in rnost respects a successful attempt ' to create in his words
structure of the reality that he was attempting to *"k. k"o""'97 In

more impact both

Heraclitust words nothing is quite what it seems to be on the surface'
just as nothing in the sensible world is quite as it appears to be '
Line !-ogo's is not only
in all its conparticular
to reveal the
all particulars
gather
to
creteness but ã1so
immediate disbeyond
us
together and carry
to an
fragmentation
paratactic
tinction and
with
stop
cannot
one
all embracing vision'
immediate presentation but has to go beyond:
one has to speak and think metaphysically going beyond the particular to its universal

Since the function of

[to,tna

and metaphorically

diffusing

particulars into- a deeper unity
Ih" di"purate
without, hoggver, robbing them of their particularity. '"
(Fr'
lrlhat was hidden v/as stronger or better than what \^Ias visible
because nature, reality, liked to remain hidden (Fr' I23)'
K. c. Gurhrie, (1962/67), p.

95.

I,rI.

96.

C. H. Kahn, (1979), P. I34-

97.
(1974) pp

i,l-Lcl.,

98.

L. Versenyi, (1974), P. I49.

487.

p. 2Og. See also U. HUlscher,

146-150.

54)

(1974) and

L'

Versenyi'

i64.

Although the surface paradoxes generated by his words

were

obvious, they were a foil to provôke a search for deeper meanings

and

interconnections. Heraclitus required of his audience the perspicacity

l,sic-l binding them together"99 so that the very
bonds of reality could thereby be grasped. The fact that his successors
found his writing so difficult would suggest that his manner of presentto "grasp

Lhe

hnnmoni,e.

ation prevented rather than facilitated his thought. Nevertheless,
Heraclitus' views could not be ignored by subsequent thinkers because
of the challenge it posed to traditional \¡Iays of looking at the
Moreover, despite the manner of his presentation (or perhaps
"orld.100
because of it, as Versenyi suggested)101 H"t..litus marked out ne\^I directions. He widened the distinction between appearance and reality,
emphasised

the centrality of !.ogo¿ as both the

means

to

comprehend

reality

and the means to mediate between

reãlity and appearances, and highlighLed

in a novel way the irnportance of

words and

their

meanings.

Heraclitus' thought exhibited a unity which hitherto

had

only partially realised in previous thinkersf works. Despite the
style and the apparently self-contained isolation of his sayings, they
been

were united by

the common thread of his conceptiort

emphasised, Heraclit-éan thought had

of.

logoz.

As Hðlscher

a distinctly revelatory chara.a"t.102

Yet its style vras such that everything and nothing v/as revealed; its

insights had to be searched for within and beneath the surface utterances.

Heraclitus' thought exhibited an "organic unityttl03 thu, signified the
C. H. Kahn, (1979), p. 2O9.
99.
Although this aspect of his work has received 1itt1e attention
100.
in the above exposition of Heraclitust work, l,Ieraclitus was scathingly _.critical of crbntemporary and previous thinkers( e.g. Frr. 40, 42,57,104).
L. Versenyi, (1974), p. I49.
101.
LOz.
U. Hðlscher, (1974), p. 238.
L. Versenyi, (1974), p. 155.
103.

165.

directions in which Greek Ehought was developing. Yet such 'rorganic
uniEyrf in Heraclitus t writings, though further removed from the paratactic

new

unity of ora1ly produced discourse than anything which had preceded
it, was only implicit since the style of presenÈation gave the appearance
of disunity. In this regard, versenyi has perhaps overstated the case
for the rrorganic unityrr of Heraclitusr writings because it depended
to a large extenE on the ability of the audiences to perceive iL ' It remained

for

subsequent thinkers

to

make

this unity explicit

'

g

It hras with Parmenides of Elea that this development came
into its or¡rn. Parmenidest extant work is written in hexameter verse
form and consists of a poem which can be divided into three basic sections: an introductory proem or prologue, the I'lay of Truth, and the
lrtay of Opinion (ot seeming). The latter two parts l^Iere foreshadowed
in the opening proem. Although Parmenides used hexameter verse, hi-s
subject-matter and diction hlere anything but poetical in the epic "tn="104
The poem as a whole, but particularly the second section, exhibited

a form of reasoning that can be legitimately understoocl as an exemplary
form of logical deduction. It marked a radical break with his predecessors in the sense that the merit of his argument is identified with
its basis of strict logical unity. [-ogo,s, in the sense of reason, alone
_ 105
was to provide the means for explicating his words'"- because Parmenides
G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966), p' 265' A' P' D' Mourelatos, 1he i?.ou.t-e. ol Patznz-n-icte.,s: A Stuctg ol ü)ortd, Image, anrl Anglunen-t- '¿n Íh2
Fnâgmenl,5, (Yalã University Press, New Haven, 1970) pp' 14 ff'' has a
appraisal of Parmenides' style as a poet'
*otá

104.

"y*pathetic

105

J. M. Robinson, (1968), P. II2.
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a proof rather than a series of dogmatic claims ' He
made this explicit in Fr. t7] with his uncompromising distinction between sense-data (i.e. knowledge gained by the senses) and logo's as

vras presenting

arbiters of what was real:
but judge by reason (!-ogo'5) the mulb6
contested refutation spoken by me."

Intheproem,Parmenidesrecountedhowhecametoarrive
at his knowledge. He had been blessed by an unnamed goddess to undertake a journey tron the far-famed road of the god [i.e. the sun], which
tfthe gates
bears the man of knowledge over all citiestt to pass beyond

of which avenging JusLice holds the
of the paths of Night and Day
alternate keystt and reach the house of the goddess. He was then assured
but Right and Justicerr thaL had set him
that it r¡/as ttNo evil loL
ttlearn
on the road ttfar from the footsteps of mentt on which he would
all things, both the unshaken heart of well-rounded truth and also what

107 Parmenides had
to mortals, Ín which is no true convictiontt.
journeyed from darkness into light (a familiar theme for early Greek
thinkers, and indeed later ones as well) to be given knowledge of all

seems

things, of what was true and what seemed to be true. hlhere all \¡/as
light tfthe goddess welcomed me graciously, took my right hand in hers,
and addressed me

ides'

poem

(

i

.

e

with these words,...tt'108

From

. the rest of the proem, the

that point on'

I¡Jay

of

Truth

Parmen-

, and the I'/ay

of Opinion) consisted of the words of the goddess '
These introductory remarks by Parmenides are significant
Cited in trtl. K. C. Guthrie, (1965/69), p ' 2I' Unless otherwise
indicated, all quotations from Parmenidesf fragments are taken from the
translations made by Guthrie in his exposition in (1965/69)

106.

107.
108.

Quoted excerpts from

Fr. tl] cited in i-[-Ld', pp'

Fr. [1] cited in i-0)r1., P. 9.

7-9'
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of
for two reasons. First, parmenides was keeping within the tradition
hence establishing
invoking the Muses as the source of his knowledge and
first
his authority.109 hthile doing so, he employed the distinction
that the gods did noE necessarily speak truly' but could
made

by Hesiod

speakofbothtruthandfalsit'yaStheySaI,\¡fit.UnlikeHesiodand
ttthat no judgement
others, however, Parmenides was to learn everything so
to knowof mortals may outrun theett (Fr.t1]). His status with respect
ledge was

to be all

encomPassing'

Secondly, in quoting the goddess directly' Parmenides

became

period he
a representer of knowledge. unlike Lne aoirloi of the oral
The aoirlo¿ continu\¡/as not re-presenting in theír special *unrr"t J10
gods j-n vtays which
ously reworked oral knowlege by re-presenting the
t expectations ' Parmenides was
vrere in keeping with their audiences

notdoingthat.Hewasrepresentinghiswords,tohisaudience,as
words with
the words of the goddess. That is, he ì¡/as identif ying his
which tL.e aoicLoi
her words and hers \^/ith his, thereby claiming a f idelity
presuppose an
could not conceive because they did not and could not

in which
original text but rather gave voice to an amorphous tradition
itoriginaltr. While others (e'g' Hesiod'
every performance was itself the
Solon,Xenophanes,Heraclitus)hadgonesome\n¡aytowardsarticulating
aviewoftrueknowledgeasfixedandunchanging,Parmenideshadtaken

agiantstepbyrepresenting,inhiswords,thattrueknowledgel^fas
fixedandeternal,whilealsorepresentingwiththemeaningofhiswords
that true

knowledge was an absolute '

Theproem,simportanceh¡asfurtherenhancedbythefactthat'
Robinson' (1968) '
I{. K. c. Guthrie, (1965/69), p' 10; J' L'M'Taran
109.
Po'znznicl¿¿: A
pp. 109-110; ¡. s"åri,-(rgaá1, p' I48" 3ee also€*tctg's' (Princeton
'
univerTexl- uiih Tnan¡lo-t)ont Comnør-tntzg, and c4-if)cal
comments
some
sity Press, New ;;;;;, igos) p'"-31, but also pp ' 22-29 for
concerning Parmenides and his predecessors '
110.

Cf. Chapter 2 above.

168.

he first came to be on the road of truth (as revealed
by the goddess) , Parmenides f e1t Ehat he r'^/as sti1l on it. Although
his work was being presented to mere mortals, Parmenides himself ' or

in recounting

how

at least his views11l as preserved by hís words,112 guu" the impression
that he had not departed from the road of truth. This is suggested
by his opening words, ttThe mares that carry me as far as my heart ever
aspires me sped me ontt (Fr. t I ] ) . Parmenides began in the present tense
(i.e. "carry") with an allusion to an ongoing state of being (i'e'ttas

far as my heart ever aspires

mett) before moving

into the (correct)

past

"sped") to recount his initial journey' The phrase "the
tthatt (or twhicht in some
mares that carry mett coupled by the word
translatiorr"¡113 serves to link 'maresrwith the subject of the sentence
tense (i.e.

(i.e. Parmenides) in such a vlay as to imply (strongly) trrat Parmenides
remained borne, by them (i.e. the mares) long after he had left the
goddess and returned Lo convey what he nàd t"utrrt to othet *o'tul"'114
Parmenidest maniPulation of grammatical tenses was intentional

115

to

116
repetition of his journey.-'" Parmenides
remained
r¡/as thus acknowledging thaL, even in recounting his storY, he

indicate the generaliLY
on the one

and

true road.
Also in the proem Parmenides esLablished his most basic princ-

An ongoing reference to a distinction between Parmenidesf
abunviews and the goà'a."J""' views need not be continued with as it ishimse-lf
he
dantly clear that once he had set the stage in the proem,
goddess
drew no distinction between them. Parmenide" "a= at one with the
as he was using his words as a representation of hers.
111.

Even a distinction between Parmenides and his thoughts ("s
II2.
wri¡ten) is a bit superfluous since he regarded being and thought as
inseparable. (Cf. Fr. t3l and Fr. [8.38-40]'
E.g. B. Sne1l, (1982), p.148; L' Taran, (1965)' p'9'
113.

II4.

L. Taran, (1965), P.

115.

Recall that the hexameter verse of epic poetry \'/as cast in the

116.

L. Taran, (1965), PP. 12-13.

9.

rftj-meless presentrr.

t69.

ip1e, namely the dichotomy

between Being and Not-Being (and

the impossib-

ility of the latter).
now, and I \di1l te11 You (and You,
when you have heard my speech shal1 bear
it away with you) the ways of inquiry
which ãlott. exist for thought. The one
is the waY of how it is, and how it is

Come

not possible for it not to be; this is
the way of persuasion, for it attends
Truth. The other is Èhe waY of how it
is not, and how it is necessarY for it
not to be; this I tell You, is a waYr
who11y unknowable.
know what is noL

For you could not
that is impossible

't.t t
(Fr' l2l)'-"'
ttfor it is the same thing that
appended with Fr. t3];
usually
This is
can be thought and can b.tt.118 Together these formed the core of Parmenides' thought. Being, that which is and that which can be thought of'

nor could you -express it'

constituted what was true. Not-Being, that which is not and which thus
cannot be thought of, was necessarily false and as such constituted
the wrong way. As MourelaLos showed, the two v/ere mutually excl"=iu"'119
However, the second tt"uytt r"/as not necessarily the hlay of

opinion (or Seeming), the way followed by ordinary tottul"'120

II7.

The

Cited in J. M. Robinson, (1968)' p' 110'

transCited in !J. K. C. Guthríe, (1965/69), p. 14. Guthriers
118.
t'For
thouwas
lation of Fr. t3] is preferred to Robinsonts version whích and other
ght and being urå tt"'samet'(p. 110). Compared with Guthrie's
versions, Robinsonts can be misleading'

A. P. D. Mourelatos' (1970)' P. 7l'
in the literature as to whether Parmenides
There is some debate
I20.
¡ryaYP
The issue. is canvassed by lti' K' C'
was postularing t;; ;; ihr""
Cttrtiiã,-<lgOi7Og>, pp. 22-23. This issue is blurred bv talk of "ways"
and Guthriets discussion does not nec
be resolved since the mutual exclusív
(the lrlay of Truth) and lsacl (the l'Jay
and hence, for Parmenides, true) and
false). ún" irlay of Opinion referred to a fusion of Being and Not-Being
(as noted by Guthrie) and hence l^¡as not true since it postulated the being
' The Way
of Not-Being which, f or Parmenides ' r'vas e-r hgpothz'zz' impossible false
in
necessarily
not
was
of opinion rôras the wrong way, and while it
TarL'
I'z
tr'¡th'
never
could
that it might resemble the hlay of Truth, it
Truth
of
wuv
between
2, discusses the relationship
âû, (1965), Chapter
ll:
'Doro,
Since cloxa can never be truth it is illusory and
I^tâi
o¡
il;
;å
amounts to the way of Not-Being (i!-LcL, ' p. 23O),
119.

170.

trlay

of Opinion involved both Being

and

Not-Being. 0n such a path

mortals, knowing nothing, wander two-

for helplessness in their own
breasts guides their erring mind. They

headed;

are bornã along, both deaf and b1ind,
mazed, hordes with no judgement, who believe that to be and not to be are'the
same and not the same ' and the path of
everything ís one çb?t turns back upon

itself. (Fr. t6l).--'

Immediately following this passage, Parmenides warned his audience not

to follow this course of experience
logo,s

(Fr. t7]).

drawn from

The implication was

the senses but to follow

that if experience

and logo's should

clash then such a clash should always be resolved in favour of logo's becthey truly existarsse !ogo,5 (i.e. reason) was thought and being, and only

t.I22 No other Greek thinker prior to Parmenides had
Even xenophanes,
posed such a radical denial of sense experienc .!23
who had posed something like a ilpure intellecttt as supreme, did not

ed

for

Parmenide

deny sense experience but suggested that the latter had Uo be mediated
by the intellect. Parmenidest appeal to pure reason' to the logo's of
Being, k¡as absolute.

The nature of Parmenides' logic can be seen from Fr. tB]

of Truth. His aim was to demonsÈrate tjnaiu De'ing b.: and that it was therefore eternal (i.e. involving neither birth
nor decay) , that it was whole, indivisible, motionless and without limit '
where he

outlined the

tr^lay

There is also some debate over the object of Parmeni-des' attack
I2I.
C. Guthin Fr. t6]. Again, this debate has been well canvassed by \^J.iK.
Heralthough
that
clear
it
made
;i",- (tgO's/øg), pp. 23-25. There Guthrie
by
example
for
(as
advocaLed,
aclitus might fr"ïä Ueen Parmenidesr target
dirwas
that..Parmenides
likely
E. Zeller,"(1980), p. 49) it was more than
tt
prothe
ge'nz'siz,
in
belief
ecting his critique^ at any who maintalned a
cess of comíng iirÀ t"ingí' (I^i. K. C. Guthrie, (L965/69), p. 25), and hence
was aiming at mortals in"general since such beliefs had informed Greek
how human
thought fór generations. For example, Anaximanderrs views on
(1960)
Kahn,
H.
C.
by
' See
life came to be ha¡¡ei¡been ably reoänstructed
also G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966), pa't's)n'
r22.

L. Versenyi, (1974), P. 158.

L23.

hr.

K. C. Guthrie, (L965/69), P.

20-
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The argument began:

(6) For what birLh of it wilt thou seek? How
I sha1l not allow
àtt¿ tto* what did it grow?
ifrom
what is nott, for
thee to say or think
I
it is not to be said of thought that it is
noÈr. (9) And what need would have prompted
it to lrow later or sooner, beginning from
nothinã? Thus it must either fully be or
else nãt be. (12) Nor will the force of evidence suffer anything besides itself to arise
from what is not. Therefore Justice does not
into
relax her fetters and allow it to come
(16)
The
Uàitg or perish, but holds it fast'
not'
is
it
verdict ott thi" lies here: It is or
it
as
given,
But this verdict has already been
left
be
had to be, that the one path should
alone as unthinkable, unnanmed, for ít is no
true path, and that the other exists and is
real.' (19) How could what is afterwards perish? And how could it come into being? (20)
For if it came into being, iE iz noiu, nor yet if
beii :.s going to be at somã future time' Thus
be
to
not
coming is õxtinguished, and perishing
heard of.

(8. 22-5) Nor is it divisible, sínce it all
Èqr.rally i-s. It does not exist more f ully in one
directíon, which would prevent it from holding is
together, nor more weakly in another, but all
full of what is. Therefore it is a1l continuous '
for what is is close to what is'
(8. 26-33) But unmoved, in the grip of mighty
ùonds , ít i) without beginning or ceasing, since
cornin! into being and perishing"have been driven
afar óff and truã conviction has rejected them'
(29) Remaining the same in the same place it rests
ùy ítseft and so remains firmly where it is; for
páwerfuf Necessity holds it in -the bonds of a
ähuin that hems iL tn all round, (32) because it
is not allowed that what is should be incomplete;
for it is not lacking, but by not being it would
lack everYthing'

A detailed analYsis of Fr. t8l is beyond the scope of uhis study especwhose
ia1"ly in the light of those made by Mourel uto"l24 and GuLhr i"I,25
provide
respective analYses differ in some respects but nevertheless
a good basis for a summary of the overall proof '
r24.

r25.

A. P. D. Mourelatos, (1970)' Chapters 4 and 5.
!,1. K. C. GuLhrie, (1965/69), pp. 26-57.

r72.

In Fr. [8.6-21], Parmenides presented his proof that Being
(i.e. what is) $ras eEernal and not subject to change. Parmenidesr basic
(it is not) '
assumption was that either Being (it is) or Non-Being
The latter disjunct, for Parmenides, meant nothing; Not-Being denoted
nothing, a void. out of nothing could come nothing because there was

I'out of
no basis for growth. As Guthrie pointed out' the view that
nothing nothing comestt r.{ras an axiom of thought for all Greek thinkers;
creation of anythi ig u r>ih)-Lo v/as regarded as impossibl e.L26 whatever
involved change had to come from or go to something else '
Parmenides

his opening. If

something

(x)

This

was becoming something

gave

else (ø)

x
then it was in the process of change ftom x Eo g , and could be neither
It must be something else or nothing. But it cannot be the latter
fror

a.

mothing. It must be the former (say z). But
The prob¡'r. z¡-.s to become g the same problem arises as for x becoming 9.
lem keeps arising because each stepr requires that somethíng is' Parmenides was thus positing what later logicians would call an infinite re-

because nothing comes from

or uicz 'nnoo'127
argument in this section was thus a proof in the forn n'edtcL-

gress which arose from assuming that what-is,
Parmenides'

io

acL o¿,or

rfu*:28

The only way

is

noÈ

of undermining Parmenides'

argument was to

refute his hypothesis of the muLual exclusivity of Being and Not-Being'
But since Not-Being meant positing nothing as an exisEenLial category'
that strategy, at least for Parmenides, was an absurdity, and as such
was pointless.

in Fr. tB.6-2Il established the basis for the proof
that Being is indivisible and hence continuous' Again'

The proof

in Fr.

18':22-25]

, P. 29.

126.

i-L¿d

r27

A. P D. Mourelatos, (1970), PP. 99-100'

.

L28.

iXitl , p.

99.

I73.

initial hypothesis admitted no intermediate position. There
could be no degrees of Being, since Being either is or it is not. In

Parmenides'

order to demonstrate that, Parmenides assumed the oposite of what he wanted

to prove.

He assumed

that there

r¡rere degrees

of Being and treated

them as

of rilensi.tyrl29 If there were differing degrees of density there
h¡as no guarantee that realiUy (i.e. what-is) woul-d remain as it is'
degrees

This would invoke

change and hence Not-Being as

a meaningful category'

But since this was impossible there could be no degrees of Being and hence
no

divisibility or discontinuities for

Being.

This conclusion, together with his earlier proofs, became
the basis for the argument in Fr. [8.26-33] that what-is lacked motion;
it r^/as immovable . Because whaL-is l¡tas a single and indivisible whole,
ttthere is nowhere for it to move as a whole nor has it any parts which
'
could change places internally".130 Moreover, Being was complete because

to be incomplete would involve claiming that Being lacked something.
For Parmenides, such an absence would be equivalent to Not-Being (i.e. is,rot).131 But this would re-introduce Not-Being which"was; e-x hgpoÍJ¿e'¿i,
impossible. In additión, since Being was complete it could not be limitthings were excluded from within its

ed because

that would mean that

bounds and

it would thus be incomplete. Since it

unlimited.

was complete

it

was also

132

Undoubtedly, then, Parmenides had produced a work of

immense

of logic. As Guthrie pointed out,

Parmen-

poller based on a rigorous type

t29.

some

hr.

K.

C

Guthrie, (L965/69), p.

33.

i.!-Ld., p. 36. Note also his discussion in note 1. See also
A.P D. "Mourelatos, (1970), Chapter 5 especially p. 116 n. 6
130.

131.

I^j.

K.

C

Gurhrie, (L965/69), p. 38.

inirl., pp. 45-46. See also A. P. D.
I32.
ter 5 for a detailed discussion of this.

Mourelatos, (1970), ChaP-

L74.

ides' arguments left the views based on human experiences in tatters
with cosmological speculations relegated to impossibilities since they
contradicted the strictures of t"."orr.133

This vlas a considerable

revolution within the history of Greek thought and its influence was
significant for all subsequent Greek Lhinkers. After Parmenides, no
Greek thinker could ignore the problems and dilemmas thaL he raised'

To be sure, the weight of Parmenidestthesis rested upon his treatment

of Being and his use of the word 'is t . As numerous people have pointed
out, the distinction between fist denoting a copulative function between
subject and predicate and risr denoting existence was not made during
parmenides,

tir"134lt

after such a distinction

was only

had become

common

t
-place that Parmenides successors could counter some of his arguments
and hence overcome some of the boundaries set by his logic.
Much more

his

could be said about Parmenidest views, for example,

cosmology as presented

in the last part of the

poem, and what remains

as a central problem of Parmenidean thought, the relationship between the
htày

of Truth

and the

trrlay

of Opinion in terms of both his fundanental prin-

ciple and the structure of his

of his views is sufficient to

poem

show

as a whole. However, the above sketch

the nature of his thought and the rad-

ical challenge it presented. Parmenides' poem exhibited a structure
in which:-a11 the constituent parts fused together to form a coherent
deductive argument. As Versenyi noted, it hlas lla carefully elaborated

heirarchical p1an" which exhibited a strongly hypotactical "t,"tt'""
133.

I^1.

K. C. Guthrie, (L965/69), p.

135

'

38.

M. Furth, ttElements of Eleatic Ontologyrt in A. P. _?: MourelatI34.
os, (ed.), (Ig74), ón. 242-243. See also hr. K. C. Guthrie, (L965/69); A.
P. D. Mourelaro",'(iöZO); C. H. Kahn, "The Greek Verb 'To Be'and the Conê.*pt.of Beingrl , Fotuzc|at)ons,of Languctgz, Volume 2, No' 3, L966'

135.

L. Versenyi, (1974), P. L57.

r75.

ttcausal, syllogistic,
further evidenced by the fact that the
f or, since, âstt r¡/as used by Parmenides in the h/ay
argumenta Eíve gon
of Truth approximately twenty-one times and "epzi, a similar argumentative
136 As Guthrie cautioned, however,
conjunctionil appeared six titu=.

This

u¡as

Parmenidest use

of

garz was someLimes

rather than always constituting a

a

means

means

of

of repeating a

statement

making clauses sequentially de-

oth"r.137 Nevertheless, it remains the case that Parmenides had, more than anyone before him, made explicit a form of reasoning that became the paradigm for the philosophical form of discourse '

pendent on each

His choice of the hexameter form to present his views v/as
partly because hexameÈer verse remained a universally recognised means
for articulating onets views for public presentation, and partly because
he $/as able to make use of some epic echoes and motifs to accentuate
his views. Particularly in the proem and the hiay of Opinion, such a
strategy gave his words added grandeur. But even in the lrtay of Truth
some epic motifs and echoes \¡/ere to be fou.rd.138 The significant thing

his use of hexaneter verse was that he was not bound to use it but
could choose from a variety of poetic metres; or even have used a more
prose-lik" *"dirr.139 That he chose deliberately to use hexameter

about

verse indicated iLs imporLance as an appropriate medium for reaching
a wide uudi"r,.".140 However, by adopting the hexameter form he had
i,t-Lcl., p. 264 n. 14. Note also Versenyi's contrast of Parmen136.
ides'use of gon'uilepa-iwíLh Homerts use of them in the first sevenÈy-six
lines of the IUod (róugh1y the same number of lines as Parmenides' l'/ay of
Truth) where gatt appeared four times and e'pei once '
Id. K. C. Guthrie, (1965169), p' 44'
I37.
i-Licl., p. 10 and pp. 35-37; A. P. D. Mourelatos, (1970), chap138.
ter I and also Chapters 4 and 5; L. Taran, (1965)'
139.
A. P. D. t"lou#elátos, (1970), Pp' 45-46'
i!*Lcl., p, 46 where Mourelatos suggested chat prose would have
140.
of-'journey')
been unsuitable for the sorts of imagerv (".á. the theme
tjourneyt
was, however'
thaÈ Parmenides wanted to achieve. itte-imug"ry of

well established within ¡þs eBic medium and provided a

ready-made source '

t76.

to sÈretch its structure beyond its normally paratactic style - It

was

a visibly recognisable she11 wiLhin which Parmenides created and presented a different (from normal epic) way of comprehending the "otld'141
Parmenides' poem marked the point at which the philosophical
poeLic
form of discourse had differentiated itself from the more general
form. Ironically, this was achieved within the very paradigm of the

poetic form, the epic hexameter. versenyi described Parmenidesf achievements

in the following

terms.

His Ì'lay of Truth is at once an admirable
exerciåe in logical deduction and a philosophical monstrosity; its creation marks
both the invention of a purely philosophí- tO,

cal

In

making

his

argument and

its most incredible

abuse '

comments aboutr Parmenides, Versenyi had

in

mind

the rfrich-

of Heraclitusf rrreflective yet imaginative thoughtr'
in
and thus may have been unduly over-critical of Parmenidest views

ness and manifoldness"

.

comparr-son.

r43

Nevertheless,thethrustofVersenyi'scriticismiswell
taken. Parmenides relegated all knowledge based on sense experience
to the domain of illusion and opinion. At best such a domain could
only approximate truth; iL could never be truth' Parmenides radical
from
separation of knowledge based solely on ':4ogøz - from thaL derived
the senses, his radical rejection of what human beings usually understood
one' conas reality, and his substitution of a view of realíty which hlas
tinuous, indivisible, immobile, unlimited whole ' set traditional Greek

l4l.L.Versenyi,(1974),p.l5gsuggestedthatthedistancebetween

was so great
Homeric language and conte*potuty (i:... Pãirnenidean) language his audias to enable Parmenides to produá"'"tkind of shock effectrrwith
;;.;. (By 'parmenidean language' is meant the language of.every-day discourse normally used by Parñe,,Ides and his contemporaries ' )

I42.

i0JrL,, iP.

158

which
But note Versenyi's subsequent comments in ).0Jr1,, p. 158
thought '
leave no doubt as to his very negative attitude to ParmenidesrParmerr
against
case
the
It is equally clear that Vers"nyî hu" exaggerated
perspective '
ides when the latter's views are treated iiom a cosmological

143.

L77

thought on its head. If it is fair to say that his predecessors
succeeded

.

had

only in prising open the door, behind which 1ay the possibili-

ties of the philosophical form of discourse, then Parmenides had succeed=
choice
ed in blasting the door off its hinges. His successors had 1itt1e
but to pass through where he had entered and come to terms with what
he had begun.
ìË

J¿

JÊ

Recounting the views

of Thales,

Anaximander, Anaximenes, xen-

Heraclitus, and Parnenides has provided the basis for establishing the claim that their writings constituted a form of discourse which
could no longer be treated as part of the poetic form' Rather it had

ophanes,

a distinctj-ve and legitimate form for the articulation
of knowledge and values. That recognition r¡/as not always forthcoming
nor hras it necessarily shared by all writers ' as can be seen from Ariscalled
tophanes, satirical treatment,in his pLay C{-oud-,s, o1 those who
neI4I form
themselves philosophers. Nevertheless, the presence of this

to

be recognì-sed as

of discourse could not be ignored as it
ledge and values

that

embraced

was no longer compatible

The philosophical form

a

h¡ay

of framing

know-

with the poetic form'

of discourse

now eschewed

the charact-

erisation of appropriate behaviour by the concrete actions of divine
andfor legendary figures. In its place emerged attenpts to explain
the world in terms which, though evocative of divine forces, began to
positde-personalise the power and influence of the gods. such attempts
ed accounts of universal forces which could be explained in terms of
a few unifying concepts. The concrete singularities characteristic
of orally preserved discourse began to be replaced by terms that provided
a

common

ion

denominator

became

the norm

for them. Greater and greater degrees of abstractand embodied concepts of increasing generality or uni-

178.

Moreover, accounts by different writers began to focus
on the relations between various postulated universals and less on the
particular ins¡ances that may have been denoted by such universal concepts '

versality.

Increasingly, such accounts began to show how each postulated concept
could be placed in orderly relationships so that particular dependency
relations could be exhibited thereby enabling the derivation of some concepts from other, perhaps more basic, concepts to be articulated with in-

As a result, pa¡terns of inference began to gain
in importance aS the content of a writer t s work came to be seen as less
dependent on the whim of the writer and more a function of the ordering

creasing clarity.

arrangements

!-ogo,s

within the form of

discourse '

These ordering arrangements came to be regarded as
form
and. constituted the mainstay of the burgeoning philosophical

of discourse. Each writer subjected his or her predecessorst views
to scrutiny (either directly or indirectly) by showing how and why his
or her

own account 1,/as

superior. By demonstrating

how each conclusion

articulating the assumptions supporting them an element
of critical reflection also became a feature of the new form of discourse'
l,lhile it is admitted that such critical reflection was often rudimentary

was derived and by

(e.g.

Xenophanes)

it is nevertheless the case that it

became an increas-

ingly integral part of the works of the pre-Socratic writers

'

Onefinalproblemremainingtobeconsideredisthemanner
in which the pre-SocraLics actually articulated their views ' Xenophanes '
Heraclitus, and Parmenides (and after them Empedocles) presented their
views as poems of, in the case af Heraclitus, as oracular statements
which must be regarded as predominantly

poeti".l44

None

of them could

confor Heraclitust writings as poetic in style is HölU.
also
See
ff
..
56(1966b),"p_._
vincingly made by E. A. Havelock,
scher,"(igl+), for a detailed discussion of Heraclitusr style.

144.

The case

L79.

be said to have used prose as a formal medium of expression' Yet, as
Havelock pointed out, it has generally been assumed by many historians

of early Greek thought that prose lô¡as the appropriate or normal mediurn
for the writing of philosoph y .I45 Havelock cited Snel1's view that
Xenophanes, Parmenides, and Empedocles used hexameter verse to express
their views ffdespite the fact Lhat the time had long gone by when it
would have been necessary to render an idea of literary significance
in verse fotrn".146 Havelock questioned this view and asked rhetorically where the evidence $¡as for such a body of prose which could be
regarded as hâving preceded their works. He claimed that such prose was
non-existent but had been merely presumed to exist on the basis of the
nature (again presumed) of the works of the Milesian philosoph retlí'7
Havelock noted that evidence for the nature of the Milesiansf
works r^¡as who1ly dependent on the later doxographical tradiLions and
148

H"
secondly, that their work rras not available as ip,si's's)nct ue-n-!,a.
concluded that the tfMilesians must be discardedtt as constituting evidence

for the way in which early philosophers actually expressed theit ui"""149
Yet can this conclusion be justified? certainly, Lhe thlo points coo'
cerning the evidence for the Milesianst works are undoubtedly correct'
The reliance on the doxographical tradition has been well established

in the lit"raturel5o

and

the point about the ip'ti's¿)no

uez7.¿

is therefore

E. A. Havelock, (1966b), P. 44.
I45.
B. Sne11, "Die Ausdrllcke fllr den Begrif f des h/issens in der
L46.
vor-Platonischen Pt,ifosopfri et' , Ph),Lol, tt¡tte-n¿uh, , 29, Berlin , 1924 cited
in i-A.irL,, pp. 4-4-45 and n . '2 p. 63.
E. A. Havelock, (1966b), P. 44.
L47.
i-l*id., p. 51.
148.
)-!Jrl. , p. 51
I49.
.

150.

Recall rhe earlier discussion pp. 136-139 above.

180.

a necessary corollary. Aristotle and his pupil Theophrastus began the
doxographical tradition and they were often the main source of information
for later commentators and historians. The view that the Milesians
produced written material (i.e. books) can be dated from their time
butwhethersuchworkst¡/erewritteninproseremainsPureconjecture.
t
Yet this has not prevented the presumption of the Milesians use of
prose writing from attaining the status of established fact.

ing Havelock's

summary

By examin-

conclusion it may be possible to shed some light

on this problem and hence reach a more reliable basis for claims about
the nature of the h¡riting used in the actual presentation of philosophical
ideas by the early practitioners of this form of discourse.

This is not an idle problem because it bears upon the central
question of the relationship between the conditions governing the production or composition of philosophical works and the conditions for their
dissemination. As has been noted in preceding chapters, the conditions
underlying public dissemination remained predominantly non-literate

in so far as literacy

$/as

not

common

until the late fifth century 8.C..

the question of how the early philosophers expressed themselves
in a basically oral culture is a vital one. Admittedly, the discussion
below focusses on the conjectures and supporting arguments of modern

Hence

historians and hence appears to be merely speculating on speculations.
To some extent this cannot be avoided. Given the absence of the necessary evidence (i.e. the Ìp,siA'sinauen!.a of the Milesian philosophers),
one must turn to a less clirect route to arrive at the most plausible
account

of

how these

thinkers actually presented Èheir ideas.

For Thales, there hrere conflicting accounts of whether he
actually wrote anything. Guthriel5l and Kirk & Ruu"n152 briefly surK. C. Guthrie, (1962/67), p.

54

n. I

151.

!'1.

t52.

G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966), pp. 84-86.

181 .

veyed these accounts. of these, only two made any reference to the

style of writing of Thales; P1utarchl53 suggested it *as veï:se- and154
that it was epic verse. Yet while these two accounts
Hesychius
"uid
are suggestive they cannot be regarded as conclusive because of the
existence of numerous other reports which either deny that Thales pro-

written works or, if they accept that Thales did write books,
Anaximander remake no mention of the nature of the style of writing.
putedly v/rote at least one work, perhaps more'155 but no direct evidence
duced

of its style has been attested. Guthrie cited TheophrasLus' view that
Anaximanderts language li¡as trsomewhat poeticalrt in comparison with the
language

of

Anaximene".156

Krtk &

Raven noted

that

Anaximanderrs style

nut.rr"".157 That is, it may have
If so, that would have
been in the form of terse or pithy
".yitg".158
consistent with an oral form of díssemination. No firm conclusion can'
may have been

of an

t'apophthegmatic

I
however, be drawn concerning Anaximander s style of writing '

As for

in "a simple and economical Ionian "tyt"'159
but whether this meant he h/rote in prose is indeterminate. Certainly,
he has been described as having had a "prosaic styleft160 U,-,a then-.Hes=
161
and he \'i¡as indisputablp
iod's style has been similarly du".tib.d

Anaximenes, he reputedly wrote

r54.

K. C. Guthrie, (1962/67), p. 54 n. 1.
Cired in G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966)'

155.

I4r.

153.

!'1.

p. 85

K. C. Guthrie, (1962/67), pp.72-73.

115. Also G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966), p' L44'
C. H. Kahn, (1 960 ) pp. 168 ff. has a slightly different interpretation'
G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966), p. 101. Kirk & Raven also
I57.
note (p. 86) that the nature of the wisdom of the Seven Sages was also
156.

)li"cl.

p

apophthegmatic

This would suggest some continuity between Heraclitust style
158.
and that of the Séven Sages. (cf. n. 157 above).
hr. K. c. Gurhrie, (1962/67), p. 115.
ß9.
inid. p. 115.
160.
161

.

L.

VersenYi

,

(L97 4)

'

P

.

65

.

I82.

a poet. The nature of the style of writing in Anaximenest works remains
in doubt although, given the comments made by Theophrastus when comparing
in a proseAnaximenes with Anaximander, the possibility that he wrote
like style gains some credibility.
possibility which merits consideration is that the writings of the Milesian philosophers r^Iere not necessarily intended for
publication (in the sense of being presented before a public audience or
one

a readership) but rather served as notes for the individual philosophers '
r'¡/ere not publishThat is, that the 'writingsf of the Milesian philosophers

notes. This supposition is consistent with the generally accepted view Lhat the v/ritten word was primarily an aid, at least in
its early use, within the still dominant oral mode of discourse.
The wriLten book was a record of the
spoken or sung word and subordinate to
it. It was primarily valuable to the
author himself' as an aide-memoire, a
way of fixing his' liquid thoughts ' or
juit as a lleasi6g visible Loken of
his creatÍvity.
hlest was referring specifically to a younger contemporary of Anaximander '

ed works but work

of syros (c. 560/550 B.C.), but his observati-on has some
163 The written word
general relevance to the other ronian thinket".
$ras not then the primary medium for disseminating onets views because

Pherecydes

of the lack of a reading Public.
The point here turns on the interpretation of'writingsr
ttaide-memoirestt conor fwritten works'. That is, whether such notes or
stituted books in the sense in which Aristotle (writing in the mid to
late fourth century B.C.) and later doxographers understood the notion
,books, is open to question. Cert.ainly, the words !-L4,!-o¿ or l)-!'-(-oi (book

162

M. !'lest, (1971),

163

See

for

example

p.

5.

H. Frankel, (1975), p' 257 ¡'

9

183.

or books respectively) were probably current in the mid-sixth century B'C'
However, they may well have denoted someÈhing different ftom Li'!-toz or
as understood in the late fourth century when written works were
books that hrere published.164 Given that the Greek languages did not
remain constant, with many words undergoing substantial changes in mean-

4,i-0!.oi

irg, it is reasonable to suppose that the meaning of !-iL-Lo¿ did not
remain f:-*"d.165 Indeed, its meaning would only have gained currency after the i-ntroduction of writing into Greek culture and hence it would
have taken some considerable time for its meaning to have become more or
less stabilised. Only with the advent of a reading public, the rise
of publishing concerns in which the conventions of publication for a
readership became standardised, and the existence of libraries (particu1arly in the

homes

of the wealthier citizens) as a social

phenomenon

together with the libraries of the various Acadamies can one take the
meaning of the word 'books' for granted. By Aristotlers time, all of

the above

\¡/ere normal f eatures

of Greek 1if e . Hence, in the case of

the Milesian philosophers, what Aristotle and others regarded as "bookstt
or ttwritingstt may well have been merely col lections of notes which served

to buttress rather than supplant their oral presentations.
This suggestion gains more weight if one considers the
of Pherecydes. For

some Pherecydes was

others Lhat honour belonged to

the first writer of

Anaximander

167
'

"hil"

prose

works

,166 fo'

for others he was

The evidence for this can be seen from the growth of libraries
Greek cities from about the close of the fifth century 8.C.. See
the references given in n. 11 p. 6 above.

164.
in the

This follows from the point raised by E. A. Havelock, (1966b),
pp. 45 -46 where he noted that modern scholars have tended to assume that
tire Greek language provided a more or less constant semantic field from
Homer to Aristotle.' See also, B. Sne11,(1982); K. von Fritz, (1974).

165.

166.

H. Frankel, (1975), P. 245.

167.

C. H. Kahn, (1960),

PaBe

not numbered, following p' 239'

184.

168 It is uncertain whether
69 but some comments
his extant f ragments constitut e ip,siz,Sino ,nn-!.o,
can still be made. According Èo l,lest's interpretation, Pherecydes
told his tale easily and artisLically¡'. in''
an unaffected style that was content with
ranked more

or less equal with

Anaximand"r.

the simplest syntax and connectives, the
informal present tense (strictly avoided
in epic narrative), and such carefree repetition ... characteristic of sleechtþgt
soon eliminated from liËerary prose. -

Pherecydes' language was thus very close

to the language of

everyday

paralleled the trend towards use of the vernacular by the
lyric poets. Frankel also pointed out that it was similar to the language used for inscriptions and treaties of the p.riod.171 The latter
frpublic consumptionrf in
r{ere not intended for memorisation (and hence
speech and

the oral sense) but as records of the nature of the transaction and
f'public consumptionrt
consequent obliga tion".L72 i,lorks intended f or
\¡rere, as l,/est himself poínted

ers)- which

out,

framed

in verse (particularly

hexamet-

was

the standard mediurn f or any f ormal compo- .t 7a
sition, anything intended to be preserved,*'"
ttrecognised means for
pertaj-ning to knowledge and values. Verse was the
tran established form, and it was
cosmologiestt because it was

displaying

natural to turn it to formulate matters of intellectual "nquity".174

168.
169.
170
I7l.
I72.
I73.

G. S. Kirk & J. E. Raven, (1966)'

174.

C. M. Bowra, (1970), P.

It

was so assumed by

M. hrest, (1971),

p.

p.

50.

H. Frankel, (1975) and M. l{est (1971).

6.

H. Frankel, (1975), P. 245.
i-!-¿d., PP. 245-246

for

some examples'

M. tJest, (1971), p. 4. l,lest made this statement in response
of why Pherecydes vrrote in prose. He also noted that
to the question
I'subject-matter
was not unsuited for hexameterstt (p. 4).
Pherecyáes'
160.

185.

poetry preceded prose, 175 and the development of the latter
may well have made it easier for the early lonian thinkers to overcome
some of the restraints of the poetic form. However, these thinkers,

in disseminating their views on a wider basis cannot be assumed to have
treated prose as the chosen medium. If it can be granted that these thinkers did attempt to disseminate their views to a larger public than
their immediate circle of friends, then the use of prose must be understood as an adjunct to their oral presentation. The use of prose hlas
more restricted than has been assumed by those against whom Havelock

Nevertheless, Havelockrs conclusion that
the Milesiansr works must be dismissed was only' justified to the extent
that it argued against the presumption that they v/rote in prose as a

was

aiming his criticisms.

matter of course. However, Havelock \t¡as not justified in dismissing

their work so cavalierly because, in so doing, he left unexamined the
very assumption he v/as questioning, and replaced it implicitly with
the opposite assumption that they must therefore have used u"t="

176
'

s general point, that prose \^Ias not suf f iciently
developed for the Ionian thinkers to have relied on it as a means of
expression suitable for widespread dissemination because of the limited
Havelock

t

of readers, retains its force. 0n that basis he went on to demonstrate how the absence of a readership influenced the choices of literary
composition made by Xenophabes, Heraclitus, and Parmenides, and that
their use of verse, contrary to the view expressed by Snell, must be re-

amount

garded as

significant.

From

the styles of these three thinkers, discussed

That poetry precededprose can be taken as axiomatic for literary developments in the Greek wor1d.

I75.

176.
Havelock does not state this directly but leaves. the question
more or less open. Yet the tenor of his analysis in (1966b) was strongly
suggestive that verse should be regarded as the: presumed medium for the
writings of the Milesians.

186.

and
above, it can be seen that the choice of hexameter by xenophanes
of their
Parmenides was governed by considerations of the memorability

words by

t
their audiences. Heraclitus style

was less obviously mnemonic '

at least on the surface. His words h/ere arranged in short, pithy sayings'
HaveAphorístic or apophthegmatic utterances viere well established' as
lock noÈed.l77 The Seven Sages,

among whom Solon and Thales were counted'

I78 The use of aphorisms and oracular
for their uphori"*".
t
The
pronouncements were therefore familiar to Heraclitus audiences '
a longmemorability of these utterances rested in their brevity, ensuri-ng

were renowned

evity

beyond

their

moment

of pronouncement.lT9 At the

same

time

the

content often militated against immediate undersLanding by his audiences

'

andthispossiblyenhancedtheirimpact.ButasVersenyipointedout,
this also may have contributed to the fact that his audiences may have
less receptive to his work compared with that of xenophanes and Par*"nid.=.180 Nevertheless, his style mirrored his content in so lar
been

as the audiences had to go beyond the surface of his words to unravel
his ideas. Heraclitus t style vrras as much orally based as Xenophanes
or Parmenides, or Hesiod for that matter '
For all three thinkers, however, the attempt to go beyond
the bounds of oral presentation v/as evident. Their particular ideas

with the
and views were aE odds with the traditional views associated
the oral mode of discourse. Moreover, their ideas exhibited a hypotactic
approach

that stretched the limits of oral

means

of presentation'

l77.E.A.Havelock,(1966b),p'57'SeealsoK'Robb'(1978)'
inàa "the'Hãraclitean !'ogoi were framed to
p. 30 where it "as-nolãã
t
äarried in the hearer s memorYtt.

Not

be

178.G.S.Kirk&J.E.Raven,(1966),p.74n.1.Recalla1sothat
aphoristíc means of ex-

Anaximander lras reputed by some to have favouied
pression. Cf. n. 157 P. 182 above'

I7g.
180.

E. A. Havelock, (1966b), P' 58'
L. Versenyi, (L974), pp' 149-150'

r87.

content vlith merely stringing their thoughLs together in a paratactic
fashion, they adapted the traditional verse form to emphaSise the unity

interrelationships of differing ideas, as well as articulaLing criticisms of the mistakes of their predecessors. The effect of these efforts

and

to help establish the authority of these thinkers as both persons
of knowledge and as purveyors of knowledge. The early Greek thinkers
r¡rere able to do this because, with the technique of writing, they were

was

not bound by oral constraints when formulating their ideas. lrlhen it
came to disseminating these ideas, these thinkers had to ensure that
the technology of writing conformed to the requirements of an oral culture even as that technology simultaneously undermined its foundation'

Chapter
The Technolo

of hlriti

Philosophical

5

and
Form

of

Emer

e of the

Discourse

intell.ectual endeavours of thinkers from Thales to Parmenides constituted the beginnings of a neI^I and distinctive form of disdeveloped
course for the ancient Greeks. Although many of the themes
The

of discourse, such as justice, morality, human
nature, the relationships between morLals and the gods, and so forth'
and
remained of central importance, a different v/ay of formulating

within the oral

mode

resulted in
and handling these themes had emerged. This ne!/ approach
the
a range of understandings which challenged the received wisdom of

oral tradition.
Thegeneralcharacteristicsofthisnev/formofdiscourse
anthrohave already been discussed. In it the gods began to lose Lheir
and
pomorphic character as causal agents in the world. The arbitrary
by
capricious activities of the traditional gods began to be replaced
The
terms which h¡ere more impersonal, such as necessity and reason'

semi-mundane

deities of the oral

mode of discourse

yielded to greater

abstraction. Explanatory terms became more conceptual in approach, in
that they served to unify, in an explicit fashion, the myriad of seeming
ly unrelated experiences. The development of higher degrees of abstract-

-:

ion in turn 1ed to an

emphasis

on relationships between the abstract

(as
concepts. Such discourse began to exhibit a hypotactic approach
in which
compared with the parataxis of orally preserved discourse)
Conconceptual statements hlere arranged more or less hierarchically'

clusions were articulated as being dependent on, and derived from'earlier
statements. Patterns of inference gained in importance as these thinkers
began

to

make

distinctions between the structure and content of their

189.

vie$¡s. An element of critical reflection thus emerged in the criticisn
of received authorities as well as in justifications of oners accounts'
l,Ihile it was the case that ideas were sometimes dogmatically presented
1
(as compared with later pracÈitioners of this form of discourse) it
to justify his or
hras nevertheless true that each thinker was concerned
her own account by appealing to its inner logic. That is, they appealed
to the fact that their conclusions \^¡ere derived by a method that $/as

felt to be independent of the conten¡. Their views were guided by logo't
(i.". reason) and hence r^rere not mere whims or assertions but arguments'
This was most evident in the works of HeracliLus and Parmenides'
and a

bit less so for xenophanes. It

was

less apparent in the case of the

argumenfs
lulilesian thinkers mainly because evidence of the nature of their

rests mainly on reconstruction from other sources ' Nevertheless ' their
novel hypotheses
vj-ews have been well attesLed as taking the form of
which they proceeded to demonstrate at the conceptual level by showing
the necessary links between explanatory concepts. Their views exhibited
a hypotactic rather than a paratactic approach. It \^Ias an ?pproach
was
predicated on argument rather than naked assertion' The emphasis
them'
on explaining the ttfactstr at issue rather than simply asserting
tttruthsrt or ttfactstr
By the time of Thales and Anaximander, the
of the oral period were steadily losing their coherency and unity'

Itfactstt had to
ConsequenLly, any thinker who ventured to state the
state why the "facÈs'r hrere as claimed, and aL the same time, explain
These
why his or her particular account should be accepted as correct '
discourse
two requirements became fused within the philosophical form of
Thi-s
such that the one could not be undertaken without the other '2

of the
0f course, this does not mean that later practitioners
dogmatmaking
to
prone
philosophical form of discourse were any the less
ic claims and assertions.
1.

2.G.E.R.Lloyd,(Ig7g),p.234whereasimilarcharacterisation
of Greek philosoPhY is given.

190.

to distinguish this form of discourse from others such as poetry
appear to
and history. The Greek phenomenon of philosophy would thus
be closely connected with the broader liÈerate revolution which had

served

it needs to be asked what the
the
precise nature of this connection was, and what bearing it had on
number of arguemergence of philosophical discourse. By examining a

begun over

a century earlier.

However,

ments that purport to explain (either individually or in combination)
possthe emergence of philosophy in the ancient Greek world, it will be

ible to

make Lhe

nature of this connection more explicit '
J+

0ne

the

emergence

Greek mind.

the

Greeks

line of reasoning which has been advanced to explain
of philosophy concerns the alleged superiority of the

Bydintofsuperiorpsychologicalandintellectualqualities
ttGreek
were able to invent philosophy; they performed the

phrase used by Lloyd.3 The nineteenth century
historian, Eduard zelLer, has provided what must be the definitive state-

miracletr,

ment

to borrow

a

of this Position.
Thus we find an explanation for the rise of
Greek philosophy primarily in the peculiar
gifts ãf tft" Greek people, in which underãtanding and imagination, rational and intu-

itive forces were united in a frutiful combination. The enthusiastic element, which

with the climate of their sunny land, which
however was not so rich that work was unnecessary: for poverty is the mother of virtue'
G. E. R. Lloyd , €a'zlg çn22k Sú'enc-e': ThaLe'¿ Lo A'z'i-¿LoÍ-!z''
(Charro & I^Iindus, ion¿ãi, 1970) p. L2. It must be emphasised uhat Lloyd
view thàt the rise of philosophy could be exdid not subscribe to the
tmiracler
or those of ZeLlerts above.
plained in terms like

3.

r91

At the

same

.

time their land pointed to the

Èraffic with foreign peoples ' From
there they received various stimulations;
but whaÈ they borrowed they made their own
and develop"â in their ov'n lIay ' Their philosophy is their own peculiar creation which
was'bóund to well up from the depths of their
nature, as soon as th" progress of mental devetoprná.rt had brought them beyond the childhood'stage of myth and the Logos boldly "P:"Ad
its piniõns in quest of knowledge and truth'
noLion of the (alleged)
Quite clearly , zeLLer, s explanation turned on a
and classiinnateness of the Greek genius. The Greeks of the Archaic
sea and

and
cal periods certainly established some remarkable achievements '
eta,
for many of their Successors, particularly in the post_Renaissance
wrought '
it may well have seemed as if some sort of miracle had been
reasons ' either
However, Èhis explanation is extremely suspect for t\^Io

of which would be sufficient to refute it'
First, the appeal to the ''peculiar gifts of the Greek people'|,
(qualities
that is, to some innate qualities enjoyed only by the Greeks
or
that vrere not to be found in the Egyptians, Phoenicians, Persians
racial foundany other ancienL peoples) predicates the explanation on
and
ations. This implies that the Greeks t^Iere superior human beings '
exit follows that their intellectual pohrers were also superior, thus
plaining why they alone were able to conceive philosophy' This view

not only reflects the ancient Greeks' self-appraisal, with its explicit
the
distinction between Greek and Barbarian,5 but accorded well with
4.

E. ZeLLer, (1980), P.

19'

5.ItmustbeunderstoodthatthisdistinctionbetweenGreekand
finely developed d
the fifth century 8.C.. Nevertheless
earlier centuries as is evidenced by

Barbarian $Ias more

line his

barbarism.

r92.

Euro-centric values of

some

nineteenth cent.ury (and later) historians.

6

if the racial hypothesis could be sustained,T it fails to explain
why philosophy emerged when it did. If the Greeks were capable of con-

Even

ceiving philosophy simply by virtue of being Greek, then why did philosophy not

originate sooner.

hlhy

the sixth cenLury for its

debut?

for objecting to Zeller I s approach is the
ttmiraclett itself that
circular nature of its reasoning. It is the very
needs explaining. Quite c1ear1y, by any criteria for an adequate explanation, the question (i.e. hrhy did the miracle occur?) cannot be its
The second reason

a miracle). Moreover, how was it possible
for the Greeks to go beyond the rfchildhood stage of mythttS and what
made it possible for ttlogos [to] bold1y spread its pinionsrr? If the
ohrn ansh¡er

(i.e.

because

it

was

itmythtt
superior, why and for what purpose did they need
'
ttprogress
and, more significantly, h,hy did they need to wait for the
of Itheir] mental developmentil and what constituted such a development?

Greeks were so

These questions

are begged it ZeLIer's explanation'
g

g

9-

g

-q

tÊ

AmoreplausibleapproachmightbeLocharacteriseGreek
philosophy as emerging from a search for order. That is, that þhilosophy
occurred when the conviction began to
take shape in menrs minds that the apparent chaos of events must conceal an
underlying order, and that this order

The issue of Euro-centric values is addressed brieffy by !:
ItMarxism
and Ancient Greece't, /l).tlong ü)onkzhop Jou'zna'(', Issue 11'
lrlood,

6.

Spring 1981. pp. 4-6.

E. A. Havelock, (1976), p. 36 where he noted that such an hypothesis lacks any credible foundation whatsoever '
Recall the discussion in Chapter 2 above about oral mgÍhot and
B.
its place in the Greek world in the oral period.

7.

r93.
9

is the product of impersonal forces '
In a general sense, this may well have been the case as the wor-ks of
Hesiod, solon, and other Greek thinkers would seem to bear out' Their
(uniworks all exhibited a belief in the underlying order of the coómol5
verse). Yet there is a deeper sense in which Guthrie has begged the
question at issue. That is, why did this conviction take place at that
particular time (indeed, what particular time?), and most important
of all,

how r^/as such

a realisation

view, which had long preceded the

made

possible? The Homeric world-

emergence

of the pre-Socratics'

sar^t

events in the world as arbi-trary, Èhe result of the capricious whims
of the gods. \tlhat made it possible for post-Homeric Greeks to realise

alternative accounts to those that

Homer and

his predecessors had, for

so 1ong, provided?

Anumberofhistorianshaveattemptedtogetaroundthese
questions by suggesting that such a search for order hlas prompted in
Some\n¡aybytheorderednatureofthepo!-iz.ThusBurnetclaj-medthat
the ordered nature of Greek society provided the model for understanding
nurur".10 V. G. Childe suggested that the order of society provided
William McNeill described early
the Greeks with a nodel of reality.ll
Greek philosophy as a naive aLtempt to project the ordered existence
p' 26' See also C' J' Schneer'
fht 1tctign Iclea¿ )n Í'h2' Phg',ica't'
b"rUol*"r,t'oZ
î-nn S¿.rn"l, lon Tnrt}:- Thz.
(English universities
Pzz¿ent-,
Íhe.
to
T)nz.¿
s.¿nn"n¿ þon Íhz. €an u-e.¿L
stated:
he
Press, London, 1960) p. 13 where
ttScience begins with the concepts of order-and reg-:
ularity uttã th" belief that the universe is not
arbitrâry but governed.tt
t
t
Note that f or the Greeks , there r/as no distiir'rcCi-on between science and
rphilosophyr. That was a much later separation by thinkers of anoÈher age'
g.

hr. K. C. Guthrie, (1962/67),

10.

J. Burnet, (1930), P.

11.

V. G. Childe, uhaL Happe.nzrt )n Hi'sLong, (Penguin Books, Harm-

ondsworth, 1978) PP. 223-224'

9.

r94.

the world .at Lurg".Iz A similar view was also held
by Corrrfotd.l3 Such views imply a direction of analogy from po!)'s to
co,5mo,5. Moreover, such views assume a conception of :.jne po¿)'s as an

of the po!),s

on1o

ordered, well-regulated entity which may well be misplaced when considered from an

historical perspective.

As Kahn noted, the po!)'tfco¿mo¿ analogy may have been made
14 (e.g. Anaximene"),15 but he
consciously by various Greek thinkers,

also noted that such an analogy

r¡/as

explícit from Plato onwards and

that its use by the pre-Socratics

was

pur.hr.16

Kahn made no

explicit

on the presuned direction of this analogy, leaving open the
possibilit.y that it may have been from nature to society. Indeed, his
comment

analysis of Anaximanderts views strongly suggests that this l¡/as the
more likely possibiliLy given Anaximander's ernphasis on cosmic justice.
The use of the word co^mo¿ caÍL be traced back to at least
Homer where it referred to tt"tty arrangement or disposition of parts

is appropriate, well disposed, and effectivett and enbraced
the general- meanings of 'neat arrangementrr and'Einery, rich udotnrn"ntttlT
For the pre-socratics it came to be more specifically applied to mean

where it

a unified arrangement in which everything had its

assigned pfut#

It. did not lose its pre-philosophical overtones but rather had -them
enhanced to give the word a more technical sense within philosophical
12.

hlilliam McNeill , Thn íüze. ol lhe. Ae¿L (University of Chicago

Press, Chicago, 1963) p. 116.

F. M. Cornford ,
London, l9I2).
13.

14.

Fnom í?z-Ligion

Lo P/¿Lto¿opltg, (Edward Arnold,

C. H. Kahn, (1960), PP. 223-224.

. L44-I45 for a discussion on this aspect of
above discussion does not contradict what was said
Anaximenesf work.
about Anaximenes since it is accepted that he h¡as one, of the few to do so.
15.

See Chapter
-The

16.

C. H. Kahn, (1960), p. 223 and n.

17,

. 22O-22I.
in¿d,, p.222.

18.

i-0¿"c1.,

pp

4

pp

1.
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di".o,rr"..19 In so doing, the pre-socratics began to make explicit
a relationship between nature and society'
To say that the pol)'s served as a model for an understanding
of nature implies a na1ute/society disEinction which was only coming to be

explicit from the works of

Anaximander

onwards. As Kahn has demonstrated'

first Greek thinker to make such a radical
distinctiorr.20 Lloyd point.ed to the prevalence of 1egal and political
Èhe
images or terms in the works of various thinkers to substantiate

Anaximander $/as probably Èhe

21

for postulating an orderly uti1¡"t"" '
The use of such terminology is certainly evident, yet they merely denote
the order which r^ras supposed Lo apply within society or the po!)z ,
view

that society

was the model

not that which actuälly obtained. Hesiod's ú)on/<z ancl Dog's described
a situation in which lawful and ordered behaviour lì/as anything but the
norm, and justice stil1 remained a rather capricious element' Solonrs
reformulation of Greek laws (itself an attempt to bring order to Athenian
socieLy) was based not on the fact that

iLhe

po!)'s

was

inherently well

ordered, but on the assunption that the universe as a whole (including
the domain of humans) r4ras subject to regularly interacting forces'

Justice for mortals would become a reality by bringing the world of
mortals into line wíth that of the wider world because, for solon' injustice and conflict between mortals arose from an imbalance between
the two ,'worldstr. Both Solon and Hesiod used the notion of an ordered
and hence just coómo,3 to substantiate their views on justice for the
society of mortals.

This does not

mean

that either Hesiod or Solon saw the world

19.

in¿rl

pp.

223-224.

20

i-ud

pp.

188-192.

2t.

G.E R. Lloyd, (L979), PP.247-248.

19.6.

of nature

and the \4rorld

of mortals as separate entities.

For both Hesiod

not
and solon, it was the powers of the gods which confronted humans,

the po!/er of n^Eur".Z2 Hesiod brought order to the power'of the gods
which applied to all things, human and non-human alike. Solon extended
Hesiod,s treatment to further de-personalise the po\¡¡er of the gods'
As these powers became more impersonal they nevertheless applied to

the workings of all things in the universe. It was with
that the beginnings of a separation

Anaximander

between human and non-human po\^ters

to be articulated. However, this did not really become ful1y
explicit unLil the late fifth century controversies of the sophists con-

began

cerning p/tg,5i-ó (i.".

nature)

also the time when

Ehe

afrd nomo^

(i.e.' conventiorr).23 (This

was

po!),s reached its classical form, of which more

below. )

the sophists, however, this dichotomy
was only a gradual development. It presupposed a notion of co'smo^ which
remàined, for at least a hundred years after Anaximander' a term embracing human and non-human entities and forces. The point is that for
Between Anaximander and

Hesiod, So1on, Anaximander, and other early pre-socratics the articulat-

ion of the inherenE order in

ing changes to

human

Lhe co)'tmoóprovided

social relations.

the paradigm for justify-

That is, cosmic justice

ü/as

in a way in which capriciousness and arbitrariness Î/ere no longer present but replaced by impersonal, regularised powers that acted åe a

conceived

C. H. Kahn, (1960), p. lg2. As Kahn demonsLrated,rnaturaltand
22.
'social' order remained undistinguished in ancient thought for the earliest civilisations, including that of the Greeks '
i-U.ct., pp. Ig2-Lg3. G. E' R' Llovd , (1979) ' pp' 247-248 n' I
23.
in respect
makes the same påii-tt but says that Solon had emphasised nomo¿
framing their
to the responsiLility of humans rather than the gods in
laws' But
laws. True, Solon did emphasise human responíbility for their
enit was to illustrate that the responsibility l,ay primarily in humans
jussuring that their laws v/ere consiàtent. with the principle" 9f- cosmic
tice. REcaII the discussion in Chapter 3 above concerning Solon and the
context of his views.
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basis for justifying how social relationships should be ordered '
direction of the po!)-,s f co¿no¿ analogy would thus appear to be
co)mo^

to po!)z rather than the

The

from

reverse '

Thisviewisreinforcedwhenoneconsidersthehistorical
form (late fifth
development of the po!)-a. The po!)'s in its classical
early foutth century B.C.) coincided with the intense controversies
2l+
In earlier
over phg,S)¿ and. nomo,5. But the po!),5, Loo, had a history.-times, from at least the Mycenaean period to the ninth century, a
po!),s was usually a nat.ural or built-up fortification for a basically
rural village. As the Greek world began to re-establish itself in the
late ninth c:entury 8.c., the nature of Lhe po!)-z began to change' It
urban environbegan to be transformed from a rural to a pre-dominantly
ment. By the early fourth century B.C. the typicaL po!)-,s v/as a thriving
citizen
urban centre supported by its rural surrounds. For the Greek
of the late fifth and early fourth centuries 8.C., the centre of activ-

ity

was

the urban environment,

Ehe agona

(market-place), and the Assembly'

provided the marketing and trading outlets for the rural produce'
primarily Èhe result of the labour of the slaves and metics, but also
The po!)-,s

25 and
of the poorer citizens including wage-labourers and u'ti"t"" '
This
as a result a sharper distinction between town and country arose '
on
was all the more noticable as the wealthier people tended to live
their estates whereas the rest of the citizenry lived in the urban area
itself.
24.

These developments both

See

paralleled and typified the controversy

see also J' L'
the references cited in n. 16 p. 105 above.(Bdward
Arnold,
eJ<¿, ed. bY D. GraY,
Po!)l)ccú
Anc¿erLL
antl
Iclz.ologg
ø¿À
Le 'in Po!)i)col Con'tp-uL, (Oxf ord UniG. E. M. de Ste. Croix, (1981)'

25.G.E.M.deSte.Croix,(1981),Ch.IVprovidesgseminaldisperiod. Note also
of the economic and social conditions of the Greece
which contrasts
in,ancient
his analysis of the extent of wage-latour
I' Finley'
M.
also
See
wirh rhar otfe.eã ty E. I,lood, (fgAf ), pp. 8-12.
cussion
( 1e73) .
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.

were
surrounding Èhe phg,si,s/ nono,s debate. In fact, such controversies
poLl't ' It was
engendered by the developments leading to the classical

the view of this particular form of po!)-'s which appears to provide or
ínform the use of the term 'poLi,s t in the arguments of those who have
suggested

that it provided a model for the

emergence

of philosophical

discourse. But the above analysis suggests that the alleged order of
The working
Ehe po!),s $/as not innate but one which gradually evolved'
out of this order presupposed an understanding of the notion of co^mo¿
which Ì¡/as only just starting to emerge in the works of Anaximander and

his contemporaries. Clearly, an ahistorical conception of the ordered
nature of the po!),3 cannot provide an adequate explanation for the emergof the philosophical form of

discourse '
tt

.¡E

J¿

.tå

'F

course

Inattemptingtoexplainwhythephilosophicalformofdis26
hypotheses
of
number
a
examined
Lloyd
did,
it
when
emerged

(1) the leve1 of technological development (and consequent technological expertise) in the ancient world and its effects on traditional
or magical beriefs;27 (z) an exclusively economic interpretation resting
on a view of abundant surplus and the existence of a leisured t1u"";28
(3) knowledge and contact with other "o.i"ti"=;29 (4) the development
of litera.y;3O and (5) the rise of the pct!'i-,s and the concomitant growth of
to be noted that Lloyd, in presenting his analysis,
often treated thã terms 'philosophy' and 'critiãal inquiryt- as interchangeab1e. This may be acceptä¡f" U,tt it needs to be argued rather than assum26.

It

needs

ed.

20

c. E. R. Lloyd, (L979),
,i-Lid., p. 236.
iniîL., pp . 236-239 .

30

i-Lid., pp.

27.
28

239-240.

PP. 235-236'
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of the Greek tradition of political debate and disputatio,t.3l The
first three hypotheses will be considered in this section and the other
two will be dealt with in more detail separately. In considering Lloyd's
argunents, it needs to be noted that he compared the conditions which
obtained in ancient Greece with those of the Greekts Near Eastern neigh-

(i.e. Persia, Phoenicia, Egypt etc.) in the same historical period'
The neighbouring societies became a sort of control for his analysis '
bours

the assumption that philosophy vras a distinctively Greek
ph"nor"non32 and hras therefore not a feature of the other socieÉies,
Lloyd suggested that conditions which lIere present in the Greek world

Proceeding on

but not elsewhere must be responsible for its emergence. He thus established a basis for ruling out those hy¡rotheses (outlined above) which
could be said to be applicable to the Greeks as well as their neighbours '
The first

of the hypotheses

examined by Lloyd was

that

ttthe

criticism of magical beliefstt can be associated with íncreases in technological expertise which presuppose explanations that strip away tradof explaining phenomena. This hypothesis gathers some
weight fron the fact that early philosophical discourse made use of
many technological analogies and irn"g.".33 However , the issue \4las
itional

means

decided for Lloyd by the fact that the Mediterranean and Near Eastern

pp. 240-264. This last hypothesis bears some resemblance to the prevíouåfy discussed view that it was the order inherent in
Lloyd
Ehe poLi,t which proviáed a model for philosophical thought. Bt!
For
is arguing sometåing slightly different and more substantive.po!)zLloyd,
(rathir was the growth of the political traditions embodied by the
uniquely
er than some imprecise nolion of'ordert) which gave rise to.the
t
as
known
to
be
came
'philosophy
that
'
Greek form of discourse
Such an assumption on Lloydts part is not an unreasonable one'
32,
A simitar assumption has been made in tniã study as has already been dis31.

.¿-0,i,c1.,

cussed. See óup/La, PP.3-5.

G. E. R. Lloyd, (L979), p.235. Note the parallel between explanations invoking tecirnological oi political imagery as justifications
and evidence for their respective claims.

33.
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regions\^/eregenerallycharacterisedbyamoreorlessconstantlevel
of technological developme.rt..34 on this basis Lloyd concluded that '
in the period under consideration,
there is no important technological
advance in Çnez-ce- that can be held
responsible for ' or even be connected
witir, its dislinctive intellectual
deveíopments. "
OnthegeneralleveloftechnologicaldevelopmenLsLloyd's
interpretation is undoubtedly correct. However' one needs Lo ask whether
the particular case of the Greek alphabet should not be regarded as
constituted
as technological development. In so far as alphabetic writing
values
a nelr means wiEh which to articulate and disseminate knowledge and
it must surely be counted as a nehl t"chnologyl6 The fact that Greece

not alone j-n its possession of a technology of writing meant, for
Lloyd, that this t{as not what demarcated the Greeks from their neighbours in terms of the development of philosophy in the ancient Greek

was

world. Yet surely the key issue is not the technology of a writing
took within
system as such, but the particular form which this technology
for thaL
each society and whether such a technology was a nel¡/ departure
society. This point will be taken up below in relation to the hypoLhesis about literacy. htithin Ëhe criteria used by Lloyd, however, the
explanation from technology is found wanting

'

Thesecondhypothesisfocussedonthelevelofeconomicdev-

34.

M. I. FinleY, (1965), PP' 29-45'

G. E. R. Lloyd, (1979), p' 236' (Emphasis in original')
In hisilInrroductiod'to J. Goody, (ed.), L)Løt-acg )n Tnodlt)on36.
Press, cambridge, I975).,. Goody desoL soc)z.t)2.,s, (cambridge university
ite.hqolosy
of the intellectrr (p' 1)' A1;
cribed the Greek;í;;;;;t-;
respect to the Greek
though Goody has subsequently refined hiã views with
rfrevolutionarytt
impact
its
'
origins of the alphabet and, to some extent,
See J'
rejected'
been
not
has
the view that it constituted a technology
na¡ure
Goody, (1981) for his revised opiniott" ãôn."tning the origin and (1983)'
Lloyd'
R'
E'
G.
of the alphaber. See also the brief discussion in of llteracy.
p. ris ãn'Goodyrs views concerning the implications

35.

20L

and the extent to which a society was capable of producing
wealth in excess of its immediate needs. The existence of an economic

elopmenÈ

surplus thereby makes it possible for a class of people to emerge
have the necessary leisure to indulge in speculative thought '

who

This

hypothesis derives from Aristotle who suggested that it was only after
the immediate necessities of life have been meL can the search for inte-

llectua1 satisfaction be undertaken.3T However, the economic hypothesis
ecobreaks down because several of the Near Eastern societies produced

far surpassed the Greeks until at least the end
of the sixth century 8.C..38 In addition, Lhis hypothesis takes no actphilosophyt. Aristotle was refering
count of what is to be regarded as

nornic surpluses which

specifically to mathematics in making his generalisation about speculative thougnt. 39 This begs the question as to whether speculative
thought, as such, can be regarded as identical with the philosophical
form of discourse. hlere they both cut from the same cloth, or did.they
distínctive characteristics such that they were merely analogotts
activities?40 Moreover, Lhe hypothesis in question remains silent

each have

G. E. R. Lloyd, (L979), p' 236' See,also hr' K' C' Guthrie'
(Lg62/67), pp. 30-31; Aristot:]e.,,fle-Lapha4icò.,.981 b 17-24, in Th.e. Bazic
ù;"k^' o4'niuLot-Le, ed. and introduced'bt R. McKeon, (Rabdom House, New
York, I94l).

37.

-""¿
-ri"iáy,
38.G.E.R.Lloyd,(L979),p.236..On-thelevelofeconomicdev_
E' M' de Ste ' Croix '
( I97.?)^i
see M. r .
irgOS)
-9'
(1946);
C' Roebuck' (1979)'
"råp*".r.
(1981); G. rr,otson, (Igsli;'R. M' Jones,
39.

Aristotle ,

(\e-Lophg¿ic¿, 981

b

20-24 '

While it may be possible to regard philosophy and mathematics
40,
follow that
as speculative forms of thought, it doei _not necessarily
the first
among
Pythagoreans,
The
they were the same form of discourse.
disseminate
or
arficulate
to
Greek mathematicians, did not use writing
expressed
their views on mathematics. Even if their ethical sayings were
the
disavowed
Pythagoras
in writing (but not by purist Pythagoreans since proverbs characteristand
,r"" oi "rÏtìng), thesä took the form of maxims
Pythagorean views
ic of oral wisdom literature. To a large extent, thesomewhere
between phiwas
took the form of religious doctrine and as such
discussion
some
For
and religion.
much
Also,
rv.
ch.
rie, (rg6t/67),
their
of
some
bY
on advances made
nd Persia).
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astothemeansrequiredtoexpresseach.Itissimplyassumedthat
the requisite conditions of economic surplus and leisure will

enable

That such a form of discourse failed to
do so in the Near Eastern societies would suggest that the economic
hypothesis requires some additional supporting assumptions before iL

phílosophy to spring forth.

philocan be considered as an adequate explanation for Èhe emergence of
sophy.

Thethirdhypothesisconcernsknowledgeofandcontactwith
extensive
oLher societies. There can be no doubt that many Greeks had
contact with other societies and hence access to different ideas ' But
the same can also be said of the societies with whom the Greeks were
in contact. Lloyd reviewed the evidence of cultural interaction and
cannot
concluded that this was not an exclusively Greek experience, and
disbe held responsible for the emergence of the philosophical form of
This does not deny that the content of Greek thought drew
t
on some of the ideas and themes present in their nelghbours respective
to frame such
cosmologi .t.42 ft only denies that the Greeks learned how

.o,rr"".41

ideas from their neighbours.

Moreover,thishypothesisisflawedbecauseitassumeswhat
it. claims to prove, namely that nehr, different, and challenging htays
of doing things (and interpreting them) will cause those coming into
contact wilh them to be more -9pen-minded. Against this one could note
the Greeks' generally chauvinistic attitude to foreign languages' Horton'

4L.

G. E. R. Lloyd, (1979), PP' 238-239'

cosmoThat the Greeks did in fact borrolv various themes and
42.
F' M'
by
established
well
been
has
logical ideas from their neighbours
of mathdevelopment
the
about
made
õãi.iãr¿, (Ig52). A1so, the comments
ematics in ancient Greece (øupna, n.
coffnents on this see also E. T. 8e11,
ter, New York, 1937) P. 20- See als
Volunz I: The €me'ngence ol Sc)-e.nc-e,
p. 159, p. 162, pp. 171-181. Note, h

ìphilosophy' and'philosophers'

somevt
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whom

Lloyd ciÈed as an auEhority on this sort of interchange,

43

went

on to suggest that contact with different and challenging v¡aYS of doing
and understanding things may well have the opposite effect, reinforcing

traditional habits
tt

and custo
.tg

^t.OO

*

tt

åf

x

45
that the sPecificallY
Lloyd accepted Lhe fifth hypothesis
Greek form of political association, luhe po!)''s provided the aPProPriate

'

conditions for the emergence of philosophy.
Ancient Greece is marked not just by exceptional intellectual developments, but
also by what is in certain respects an exceptional political situation: and the two
.pp"ut to be connected. In four fundamental
\4tays aspects of Greek political experíence
*.y U" thought. eôther to have directly influented, or tó bè closely mirrored in, key feaÈures of the intellectual developments we are

with. First there is the possibility of radical innovation, second the openness of access to the forum of debate, third
the habit of scrutiny, and fourth the expecof giving an actation of justification
- set on rational
and the pre4åum
count
- of doing so. 'methods
This is a clear statement of the hypothesis as well as the cardinal
concerned

n 32. There- is ænbi.guity in his
G. 8., R..L1õyd-; (1979), .V:.236
'U" said
to have provided supPort for.
account as to wheLher Horton .án
this third hypothesis. Lloyd states the hypothesis and then cites Horton's
to the point Lloyd is making. Lloyd also comments on
work as appliãable
^
Horton's ä1leged indebteãness to the theoretical framework outlined
in K. popper, Thn 7pen Soút¿-g ar¿d ij.s €nznLe.¿, Volanz¿ I and II, (Routledge A ftägan Paul, 1969), wiih respe( t to the dichotomy between open and
closed societies. If anything, it is Lloyd's analysis-of Greek conditions
(cf . n. 46 inþø,) that ápp"ui" to be followj-ng Popperrs lead; especially
vrith respect to tÍre sorts- ót titings Popper intended to convey with the term
The theoretical adequacy of that term is another matter
'open
"oði"tyt.
and need not be debated here.
R. Horton, ttAfrican Traditional Thought and hlestern Sciencett in
44.
B. tlilson, (ed.), í?af)ona-üLg, (Basil B1ackwell, Oxford, 1974) pp' 153- his
155 ff. Note also his redefinition of Popper's terminology rather than
alleged co-opting of them (esp. n. I p. 155) as Lloyd appears to suggest'
43,

fourth hypothesis has not been forgotten but will be examined after Lloyd's ov/n position has been examined'
G. E. R. LloYd, (1979), P. 258.
46.

45.

The
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features of the Greek political experience which Lloyd thought

were

' The purported correspondence between the political and the intellectual can be
examined from the historical dimension of this correspondence and a
inextricably

bound up

with Greek intellectual

achievemenEs

theoretical dimension in which Lloyd identifies his four
aspects.

noteworLhy

47

BythelatefifthcenturyB.c.thepo!)'shadachievedits
classical form in which the four features listed by Lloyd l¡Iere well
to the fore. hrhere the late fifEh century po!)'s differed from its earlin the status of its indigenous, non-slave male inhabitunt".48 For the first time in the Greek world, the notion of a free,
49 No
autonomous citizen became a central feature of Greek "oti"ty'
longer did lega1 codes dwe11 solely on matters of property relations,
sanctions for transgressions, and hierarchical definitions of "tutu"'50
A new dimension was added to Greek life with the innovative legal codes
of solon (c. 5oo B.c.) and cleisthenes (c.513 B.C.) in that constitutier versions

I^Ias

ional questions became increasingly prorninent. In particular, political
rights such as the right to speak (as opposed to the right to be heard
rrpowers that bett), the right to
or to be granÈed an audience with the
vote and participate in assemblies, the right to serve on juries,

and

For the moment the theoretical dimension of these four aspects
47.
is examwill be treated as unproblematic while the historical dimension
self-evident
are
features
ined. That is, it "itt ¡" assumed that such
characteristics oÌ the po!)'s until such time as they must be called

to account.

48.

For an overvier,r

of the status of

women

in ancient

Greece see

sarah B. Pomeroy, Çorftln,t,sn,s, llhote,s, û)iue¿ antl slaue¿: ûJom.en )n c'!-a¿¿iêconomca-[. AnLictui-tg, isctroct<en Books, New York, lg75); David M. Schaps,

7c i?igh-t) ol [,lo*Ã ¿n nn.¡nnt Çnnn"n, (Edinburgh University Press, Edinburghl ]rgTg); G. B. M. de Ste. Croix, (1981).

49.
50.

E. & N. hrood, ( 1978) , PP. 27 ff' ' '
G. E. R. Lloyd, (1979), PP. 243-244

f.f'"
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the right to criticise authority and tradition became enshrined in the
legal codes as applying to aLL citízens of Ehe po!)'s?l m" proliferation
of different and wideranging constitutional forms throughout the Greek
worls in the late Archaic and Classical periods gave evidence of a new
understanding of the ways in which political power could be constituted

exerci""d.52 lJhat occurred in the fifth century was a codification
of practices that had long been embedded in the fabric of Greek society
as Lhe privilege of the wel-l to do and powerful. In principle, at least '

and

rights of every Greekcitizen'
The broad transformation of pol-itical practices into rights (effectively
a transformation from the empirical to the absuract) signalled the emergsuch practices became the lega1ly enforceátÍle

of the classíca! po!.i,s ,in the late fifth century.
But the central question remains. Did this set of political
rights (i.e. the right to speak out, the right to vote, the right to

ence

serve in assemblies and on juries, etc.) provide the basis for the emergence of philosophy? The shorL answer to this question is no because

they were a mid to late fifth

century development leading up to

and

forming a proper part of the political l-ife of the classical po!-i's' Near-

ly all of Lloydrs evidence concerning these political rights is drawn from
examples taken from the late fifth and early fourth centuries B'C" Taking Thales as a convenient reference for the first inklings of a new form
of discourse (i.e. philosophy) it is clear that such rights postdate the
for
emergence of philosophical díscourse. The most that can be claimed
such righEs

is that they !¡ere concomitant with the subsequent

development

This does not mean that the legal codes of Solon or Cleisthenes,
51.
for example, established these rights all ãt on9e. Rather, it meansofthat
the
such rigñts could begin to be claimed and established on the basis
motion'
into
set
substantial innovatiõns that the aforementioned codes had
The codes of Solon and Cleisthenes opened up the possibilities which nevertheless had to be pursued and brougtrt to ã more democratic fruition by
the -Greeks of a later time.
G. E. R. Lloyd, (1979), p. 242 n. 60'
52.
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had
of the philosophical form of discourse once thaÈ form of discourse
jeopardy is the
already begun to make its presence felt. i'Jhat is thus in
causal status53 that Lloyd attributed to such political developments
status of
h¡ith respect to the intellectual developmenEs. The causal
when it
general political developments is undermined even further

the

is considered that the specific characteristics of the intellectual
ttopenness of access to the forum
domain (i.e. rrradical innovationfr,
rrexpectation of giving
of debateft, the tthabit of scrutinyrr, and the
an account") put forward by Lloyd' may well have been present in
Greek world much earlier than even the sixth century B'C"

the

SomeSupportfortheviewthattheseallegedlyuniqueintellectual characteristics pre-dated the sixth century can be found in
emphasis was placed upon
Homer , s Moîl and fucLg,t,seg. In both poems, much
(and
the role of open discussion and the deliberation of alternative
often conflicting) courses of action. Such discussions v/ere described
refer
by Homer as agona. This term had a dual meaning in that it could
later
either to the location of a meeting or Lo the meeting itself. In
often meant market-place, but
since this was often the traditional scene of meetings or assemblies
the later meaning can be seen as an extension of the earlier one '

times (i.e.

post-Homeric) times,

clgoncl

TheimportantroleofíneclgonowithinHomericsociety(and
its role within the epics themselves) has been discussed convincingly
by Hauetoct14 The habits of public discussion, public scrutiny and
justifying oners actions before onets peers \ÂIere inLegral features of
the world described by Homer. This world was, as Havelock argued, the
There is no doubt that Lloyd attributed causal status to these
53.
and sufficient
conditions. His ãnalysis was framed in terms of necessary
was both necconditions
conditions in which the hypothesis about political
the other
whereas
essary and sufficient for the emergence oi philosophy
conditions'
sufficient
hypotheses vrere perhaps necessary Ëut certalnly not

54.

B. A. Havelock, (1978), PP' I39-L49'
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of the late ninth and early eighth centuries B'C"
,,a vehicle for the resolution of ... [a] ...disput.".55
ctgo/L(t was
should be noted thaE the participants in these public discussions

The

Greek society

rt
were

usually the nobles and leaders. However, such discussions were nevertheless prrblic56 and the emphasis l¡ras on demonstrating the correctness

or jusEice (and hence viability) of one's position'
the agonadescribed by Homer exhibited a candour and flexibility
characteristic of the intellectual qualities suggested by Lloyd' It
(and
involved an evaluation of the pros and cons of a given problem
its possible solutions) in which contending or disputing parties vied

to justify claims and count"t-t1ui*"?7
Even the aspect of radical innovation can be discerned to some extent
in the Iclg,tzeg where 0dysseus, for example, is portrayed as a wi1ely
for support in which

each atLempted

and resourceful person. Such resourcefulness is an indication of a
propensity to innovate and not shy away from the nevl and different'

Quite clearly, such activities are in keeping with the requirernents
that Lloyd attributes to Lhe sixth and later centuries '
In an essay tracing the roots of Plato's dialogues in ritual
performances, Desmonde has suggested, from a slightly different perspective from that being argued here, that the practice of challenging the
views of one's peers through verbal contests vlas common in Greek society
55.i-!*ict.,p.L47.Notealso:hatthepassageofHavelock|stext
from which this quåt.tio., is drawn is in this instance demonstraEing
ogonct' ¿ failure to resolve the dispute '

the

56.Forexample,thedebateinBook2ofthe1dg's,szginwhichTel_
of his father gives
emachus argues for the necessity to go abroad in search
discussions ' see
such
a good indication of both the nature and purpose of
E. A. Havelock, pctá'sitn, for more details'
ttThe Homeric Origins of Ancient Rhetoric" , AzAndrew J. Karp,
57.
eÍhu¿o, Volume 10, No . 2-, Ig77. pp. 237-258. It should be noted Lhat Karp
tends towards some anachronistic'äluit= in that some of his defintions and
'
categories of rhetoric in Homer reflect later intellectual developments
rheHomeric
0n
2
above.
ch.
(1975),
in
cf. the discussion of B. Peabody,
toric see also E. A. Havelock, (1978)'
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the
society well before the sixth .unruty.58 In Desmonders view,
to settle disputes in a more satisfactory vlay than by force of

need
arms

least
led to verbal contests. In his view, the strugEle for power' at
locale, became inbeEween inhabitants of the same tribal or village
Although
creasingly a struggle of words rather than one of ut*"'59
in
it is necessary to dissent from some of the assumptions implicit
useful because it
Desmonders analysis,60 hr" account is nevertheless

highlights a tradition of verbal disputation'61
These verbal conÈests took the form of public

that

performances

judge the
required the presence of an audience to mediate or

denial of
outcome. Such contests required the public affirmation or
their course and outcome because in an oral society62 this constituted
Ritual Origins of Plato's Dialogues:
Atnz/zicctn
a Study of Argumentation and Conversation among Intellectualstt '
i*ogo,'Volu*""17, No. 4, 1960. pp' 389-406'

58.

lrlilliam H.

59.

'¿-L¿d., PP. 390-391'

Desmonde,

ttThe

assumptIL is too much of a digression to discuss Desmonders
60.
their
indicate
to
ions in detail but they can at ieast be highlighted
primstag.e
some
lrlere at
contentiousness. He assumes that Lhe Greekslife
rrnasLy'
was
them
for
itive barbarians in the Hobbesian sense that
view of the process
Euro-centric
a
betrays
and shortrf. This
brutish
frbeingcivilisedil is to be
of ,,civilisationtf in that h" u""un"" that
But this is
equated with a preference for the manipulaLion of words.
tiil"l:?,""rT"T:u
,,ót u self-evid"r,t proposition. Moreovîi;råi':"ff::i:i

entical with philosophy in so far as h
in the development and
terms of reference. This may be true at some point holds
as a general
ful whethãr it
he makes no attemPt to
ce. FinallY,
I
ntellectual but simply assumes that
llY aPPlicable to the Period in
question.
o-l ÍJæ

T^he-zctpg
0n this verbal tradit.ion see P. L. Entralgo, 7hz- &
J' M' Sharp'
Rather
J.
L.
by
trans.
poncl in C7a¿¿icù An-t)qút-g, êd. and
(Ya1e University Press, New Haven, 1970) '
he is situatIt is quite clear from Desmondets analysis that
62.
the discusing it. within the period of the oral mode of discourse8thsince
century and before '
sion presented there is concerned with events in the

61.

209.

events
the record of proceedings. The audience bore witness to the
took place'63
and could, if necessary, aEtest at a later Èime to what
of Èhe
The rhetorical (or more appropriately argumentative) abilities

verbal Persuascontestants became more sophisticated as the emphasis on

ion

paramount. This does not mean that these contests caused

became

(inLloyd,ssense)theemergenceofphilosophy,butitdoesmeanthatas
more
they increased in complexity,64 the participants had to become
particiflexible, adapUable and novel in their approach. In short, the
aspecÈs
pants had to exhibit some of the qualities with the intellectual
suggested by

Lloyd.

Hence these developments were present

in

some degree

that
well before the sixth century. Consequently, it can be concluded
of the
the developments in the political domain could not be the cause
suggested by Lloyd'
emergence of philosophical discourse in the sense
as it rlíght
On the historÍcal dimension, Lloydts case is not as strogg

at first

have aPPeared.

The theoretical dimension is even weaker. That is, Ll0ydrs
to
formulation of Lhe uniquely intellectual qualíties leaves something
what sense
desired. gne must ask, what was innovative (and indeed, in
being
of radical), what was being scruLinised and debated, and what was
justified? Such practices need to be specified with much more precision'
Pol-itical debates in an oral society were constructed fat differently

in an oral society than they were in the Greek societies of the sixËh
be seen
and later centurÍes. The debates in the oral- period, as can
on the
from Homer, s epics, were characterised by a propensity to focus
and laEer
myriad of concrete, singular instances. Debates ín the sixth

63.

E. A. Havelock, (1978), P' 76'

took
Note also that by the mid-eighth century Ehese contests
poet
a
as
prowess
his
about
toast
many forms as is evidenced 6y Hesiod's
in relat,ion to such contests.

64.

2ro.

centuries were characterised by attempts to articulate argumenÈs in
rather
Eerms of universal or unifying principles which were abstract
concrete. This development remains unexplained by the uncritical empha-

sis on political

developments alone because

it provides no explanation

for how the shift occurred. Ïrlhat made this shift possible? Moreover'
how does one explain the simultaneous occurence of this development
in both the political and intellectual domains during the sixth and
later centuries?
Lloyd also claimed that in giving a justification of onets acBut
count there vJas a "premium set on rational rnethods of doing
what constitutes rrrational methodsrr?

"o"'65
What are the criteria of rationality

to be specified? If. this meant that one had to give some
proof of onets views in a manner that hras not determined by Ehe content
parathen how were such proofs constructed? How was it possible for Èhe
tactic statements of orally preserved discourse to be transformed into

and how are they

hypotactic statements of philosophical discourse. one could perhaps
point to Pythagoras' a non_writer, who is generally regarded as having
problems'
established the method of proof for geometrical and mathematical
example of
and thereby laid the foundations for Greek mathemati."6,6 u" an

hypotactic thinking.

Yet such an appeal is not really open to Lloyd be-

cause Pythagoras r^ras

a sixth century thinker and hence pre-dates the very

political

conditions required by Lloydrs hypothesis'

the questions suggested above are raised the explanatory
polipower of Lloyd's fifth hypothesis must be rejected. The habits of
tics cannot be accePted as the necessary and sufficient conditions (Lloyd's
Once

65

66.

c. E. R. LloYd, (1979), P. 258.
(1937)' pp'
See J. D. Be rna1, (1969), pp. I77 ff.¡ E. T' Bel1,
(Oxford University Press'

2O-2I; tl. & M. Kneale, 7nn bò"Lopr-it' of Logic,
Oxford, 1966) pp. 3-6.

zrl.
terms) for the emergence of philosophy.67 This is not to deny that
inter-related ' and perhaps inter-dependent. But it cannot be accepted that the political was the sole determ-

the two processes may have

been

inant of the inte11ectual.
J+

l¿

JI

J*

fourth hypothesis concerning ttthe development of literacyrf
ttdevelopwhich had earlier been deferred must nov, be considered' By
ment of literacyrr Lloyd meant that a system of writing had been re-introThe

duced

into the Greek world.

He acknowledged

that

ttchanges

in the techni-

ca1 means by which ideas can be communicated and recordedtt would have
significant effects on the nature of what is recorded, and thaE the

rrcritical
creation of written texËs would make it possible for a more
attituderf to the body of soc.Lal knowledge to be d.u"1oped'68 He went
It should be stressed that
thought would be possible objections
were: (1) his thesis might imPlY t
67.

democracies instead of being : wid
varying politicat character i Q) t
devólopment of the institutions of
too much in that it leaves unexPlic
liefs and practices in an alleged age
that
pl.iøO-ZOi ff.). On the first he f,oints (quite rightly) to the factdoes
this
But
democracies
of
'
deliberation was not the sole prerogatiue
not meet the fu1l import of the objection that his analysis rests on a 0n
classical .o.r..piiã.r'åt tit" poLi's (whether democratic or otherwise)'
the second point-hã.iau" Soionts poems as evidence of open-ness etc' but
this does not explain how Solon came to achieve such openness especially
with respect to ihe specific form of his views. On the third point he
suggests that the po"år of rational argunent is limited and provoked
counter-reactj-ons ànd ttrat such debateã remained the preserve of male
uneven
Greeks. Hence the inroads on irrational ideas would have remainedwas
that
claiming
was
he
though significant. As he acknowledged, all .that
But
emphasis).
his
264
gained "¡csmz.-ptrchase"(p.
such rarion.f .tliiqr;;
I
his
in
unexamined
remains
what about the notion of rationalr? This term
and
hypothesis
whole
(3)
his
tempers
accounts. Indeed, his discussion of
it
to
attribute
Eo
'
limits the full cáusal generality that he wished

68.

G. E. R. LloYd, (1979), P- 239.
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on

to

argue:

and long after
fourth centuries
ideas was still of
the communication
mediated principally throughr the spoken,
ra'Ëher thán the written, word' even though
written texts were there Èo be consulted'
Neither the degree nor the relevances of
literacy in classical Greece should be
nor' correspondingly, should
"*ugg"tät"dt
the ðontrast between Greece and other ancient civilisations. Like coinage, the
alphabet is not a Greek invention' nor vt69
itã use by any means confined to Greece'--

Since, according to Lloyd, the Greek alphabet was not an exclusively
Greek phenomenon, in that it was present in some Near Eastern countries
like Phoenicia, it violated his comparative criteria mentioned earlier'
thus concluded that changes to the means of communication of ideas
rrrise of
could do no more than provide a partial explanation for the

He

the particular kind of radical and critical
by the Greeks" (i.e. philosophy).70

investigaLions

underLaken

Thefirstpointtonoteisthattheissuedoesnotturnon
with
changes to the means of communication as such. It can be agreed
Lloyd that the trcommunication of ideas I^Ias sti1l mediated principally
written, wordtt, as Shown in Chapter 4'
Indeed, oral mediation constituted a powerful-constraint upon the specific
ways in which works within the emerging philosophical form of discourse
is not so much
were articulated and expressed. The point to be stressed

through the spoken, rather than the

the

changes

in the

means

of

communicaLion

but the

changes

in the

means

of composition and storage of what !ì/as expressed. The introduction
69.

i-A)r\., p.240 (Emphasis in original)'

)-Lirl., p. 24O. Lloyd has reiterated his negative view on the
significance of this development in his (1983), Pp' f15-116'
70.
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of a system of writing enabled the Greeks to employ a nevl technology
for the purpose of encoding and storing their range of knowledge and
values.

A key issue with respect to this hypothesis concerns Lloydfs
|tnot a Greek inventionrr ' However
view that the Greek alphabet was
'
as was argued in detail in chapter 1 of this sÈudy, such a view ís not
tenable. The system of writing developed by the Greeks, though derived
from that of the phoenicians, vras nevertheless a specifically Greek
innovation because it was adapted to suit the Greek language. The syllabary base of Ehe Phoenician script, was transformed to provide for the

full signification of both syllables and vowels of the Greek language '
The

script

developed by the Greeks made possible

a complete coverage of a1l possible phonemes
while keeping the required letter signs under
a total oi tñlrty. A combination of two to
five of these, forming diphthongs and double
consonants' could identify with precision
any li4guistic noise that the mouth chose to
make. "
The Greek script v/as both simpler and more abstracL than its ancestors
or counterparts in the Mediterranean world because it went beyond syllabary symbols by breaking complex sounds (i.e. morphemes) into their
constituent parts (i.e. phonemes). This \./as its major advance over
previously existing scripts, and constituted the key difference between
it and scripts in the Near Eastern societies. This difference is marked
by describing the Greek script as an 'a]-phabett and as such is eminently
the term
¡ustified.72 By failing Eo be more discerning in his use of

talphabett in describing systems of linguistic signs, Lloyd obscured
the fact that the script that emerged in the Greek world was very much

7L.

E.A Havelock, (1976), P.

72.

inin. , pp.

22-32 where

43.

this issue is discussed at

some

length'

2r4.

their

ohrn construction.

Lloydrs view concerning the Greek alphabet is

thus mistaken. His analysis of the significance of literacy (as an hypottr

of philosophy), predicated as it is on
such a view, is thus also mistaken. It can' however, be agreed wiÈh
Lloyd that such an hypothesis still only constitutes a partial explanation
esis to explain the

emergence

of the phenomenon in question.

T3

It is now necessary to distinguish beLween two points which
on first glance appear to amount to the same thing, but have divergent
and opposed implications. The first is that the development of alphabetic writing in the ancient Greek world (and its eventual concomitant
of literacy) cou¿erl the emergence of ptrilosophy.T4 The second is
that $¡ithout the prior condition of writing (and at least some people
of manipularing it) philosophy as developed by the Greeks would
not have been possible. It is the second point that is to be advanced
capable

here.

point implies that writing (i.e. the specifically
Greek system of writing) alone brought the philosophical form of discourse
into existence. But this ignores the nature of the technology, the
The first

con¡ext in which it was used, the limitations of its application, and
it fails to ident.ify Èhe specific connection between the philosophical
form of discourse and the written word. A system of writing requires
people to use and develop it and this presupposes specific forms of
But in agreeing with Lloyd on this point. one is not thereby
committed to his aliernative explanation. This is because Lloyd cast his
argument in terms of a frame"ort of necessary and/or sufficient conditions
which 1ed to his analysis becoming unduly reductive. Thus for Lloyd, the
hypothesis concerning political cónditions becomes the only one with the
nää"""uty explanatot| po""t. The exclusion of the conditions articulated
explanatíon
by the oth"t-hypotheses is thereby sanctioned. Yet surely any
*'he phenometo
conditions
possible
contributory
must account for all the
non in question without imposing choices of a mutually exclusive nature '

73.

This was the view that Lloyd was particularly concerned to re74.
further
fute. But in refuting it he thereby ruled it out from playing any
pointas
philosophy
of
part in his evenLual ãxplanation foi ttre emergence
ed out in the previous footnote.

2r5.

As Goody suggested, the changes to the means of comttan outcome that will always depend for its remunication will result in
arisation on a set of socio-cultural factot""'76 There is no ct p'zion-L
social ti-fe.75

by virtue of its existence'
to the emergence of the philosophical form of discourse. All that can
really be said is that such a system of writi¡g promoted the creaLion of a
writÈen mode of discourse. But such a statement is little beLter than

reason why

writing should have led,

merel-y

a taut,ology and hence lacking any real explanatory por'Ier '
The second proposition, however, implies something quite diff-

erenL.

Even

if all the

oÈher conditions

(i.e. a surplus-producing

econo-

with the necessary leisure to engage in speculative thought,
appropríate political developments, and so on) had been present ' the
would have
absence of a system of writing suited to the Greek language
precluded the development of the philosophical form of discourse in
omy, people

ancient Greece. Iùhi1e it can be said that this view parallels the Èautology mentioned above, it goes beyond mere tautology in that iL does

not treat the Greek system of writing in isolation but posits it as
the focal poinÈ for a number of other contributory conditions ' It does
not suggest a linear sequence of cause and effect but suggests a degree
of complexity which the first point obscures'
In order for the above to have any Purchase, however,
nature of the relationshiP between the Greek system of writing and

the

philosophical form of discourse must be examined' That is'

did

how

the

That is, some of the conditions outlined in the above hypoEhesqua tecfr
es would also have been required because a particular technology
preuse
nology is inert. IE neithér rises of its own accord nor is its
activity
determined by its existence. Such things are the result of human
and it is humans who give technology attã its consequences Èheir utility
and hence significancã. The condilion" outlined by Ëhe above hypotheses
should therefore be treated as complementary rather than mutually exclusive or alternative exPlanations.

75.

76.

J.

GoodY, (1977),

P.

L47.

216.

the g:ol4/th of a philosophical form of
discourse? It has already been established that the Greek alphabet
production
made possible a number of transformations with respect to the
the Greek alphabet facilÍtate

values. I'Iith the aid of the alphabet
the aoiclct¿ began to be transformed into a poe)Le-'s who was freed from
the need to disseminate the composition immediately. It became possible
for such composers to examine the content and structure of what was being
produced because the product hlas stored and available for immedíate or

and storage

of

Greek knowledge and

in e-xacl-{-g the form in which it had been
written down. The mnemonic constrainLs of the oral mode of discourse
were broken by the capacity to record and store what was said independsubsequenL re-examination

ently of the human memory. The

ctoirlo,s/poeiLe-¿ could

thus be more discrim-

inating in the choice of words because reliance on formulaic phrases
tras no longer a necessity imposed directly by composition-in-performance '
But as noted, the necessities of performance sti1l acted as a constraint
on composition. The vtay or ways in which \"¡ords could be strung together
could take different directions in terms of metre, phrasing, and so on'
However,

that only touches upon an

enhanced

of poetic forms; but what of the philosophical

faculty for a proliferation
form?

OneofLhecentralfeaturesofphilosophicaldiscourseis
that the account itself, not just its content or the overall claims of
its author, becomes an object of contemplation. This is what Lloyd described as the positing of second-order qu."tion".77 A writer had the
opportunity to reflect on what was said by reviewing what had already

been

77.G.E.R.Lloyd,(1979),p.234.Lloydalsopointedoutthat reflection it
while this undoubtedly increaseá- the level of critical philosopher was
that each newly emerging
was
itthe
claim to be critical can' be upheld
acti
onlyedlimits'l(p.234).Nevertheless,Lloyd
Greek philosãphy ' when conside.red in its
$/as
embod:-ãd a radical and critical argumenttota
ative approach.
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written down. This

it possible for a writer to see the derivations
words and phrases, and thereby bring them into

made

and connection beÈween

different relationships. Utterances, and by extension, the ideas they
The paratactic
expressed, could be composed and decomposed at will.
style of sentences of oral composition coul-d be reformulated to yield
more complex strucÈures. Indeed, the very structure of the work itself
could be analysed and altered to suit the particular aims of the author '
to be developed was a linguistic syntax which ltas
freed from the parataxis of orally produced works. As Sne1l noted,
this lIas a slow process involving the creation of abstract nouns from
78 This presupposed the use of the definite article
concrete norrn".
I'Ihat had

in its generic sense which, as is argued by Snell, both Homer and Hesiod
lacked.79 For both those poets, the definite arÈicl-e lIas specific
in that it did not denote abstract concepts but denoLed singular or
plural instances. Snell traced briefly its slow emergence within the
development of written discourse and suggested that its emergence made
possible the conversion of adjectives and verbs into "oun" '80 Such
nouns became abstract nouns in tha¡ they referred to universals and
generalities which became the central objects of philosophical discourse '
This process Snel-l termed rrsubstantivationrr in which the definite arLicle
performed

a three-fold function.

First it delimits and defines the nonconcrete. Second, it promotes it to Lhe
status of a universal. And third, it redefines and individualises this universaþt
so that \,re may make statements about it.

78

B. Snell, pp. 232-233.

79.

il,ir¿., pp. 228-229.

See

also T. B. L. l'lebster , (1952/53),

pp. 23-24.
80
pp

81.

23-25.

B. Snell , (1982), PP. 28 ff.; T. B. L. hrebster, (1952/53)'
B. Snell, (1982), p. 23I.

zLB.

In this wây, previously rrmythictt powers (i.e. those attributed to the
gods) could be de-personalised and treated as impersonal forces.

In addition to the above developments, the new form of discourse had to create its own language of expression which had ro
be able to express abstract ideas easily
and clearly as substantives which can
stand in any possible relation to the
rest of the sentence. Secondly, the sentences musE be so constructed and joined
together that they can express the progressive stages of a complicated argumenÈ'

82

of frsubstantivationtt or creatíon of abstractions has already
been mentioned. The second aspect (i.e. sentence consÈruction etc')
by the use of the t period t or sentence which consisted

The process

l,ras achieved

of two or more "clauses or participial phrases in addition to one (or
more) main sent"n.""".83 A períodic sentence usually exhibited a number
of individual propositions and qualifications standing in a composite
(and often quite complex) relationship with each other depending upon
itmain sentencerr, oo the other
the propositional connectives used. A
hand, usually exhibited one proposition; and composite main sentences
r'rere usually strings of shorter main sentences conjoined with connectives

like 'and' and tbut,t. Such sentences lüere paratactic and constituted
the paradigm sentence form within the oral mode of discourse.
Bywayofclarification,considerthisexample'Thesentence
t[It i-s raining] and [I am cold]r ís a composite main sentence consisting
of two smaller main sentences (designaEed for expository purposes by
tandt. Each of the tvro
square brackets) conjoined by the connective

82

83

T. B. L. l.lebsrer, (L952/53), p. 17. hlebster also noted that
ItThe philosopher must be able to make new abstractions at \.Ii11, and he must be able to express the
relations of abstract ideas to each other in an argument which shows those relations clearlytt' (p' 17)'
i-Url , p. 19.
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in an equal relationship in that neither is subparatactic statement '
ordinate to the other. Ir thus can be considered a
cold]'84 i= a sentence
The sentence '[It is raining] therefore tI am
by the
exhibiting a periodic form. The two main sentences are related

maÍn sentences stands

connective 'therefore'.

The result is a hypotactic statement in which
seen to be dependent on or subordinate to the

one main sentence can be

form whereas
other. The hypotactic sentence conveys an overt argument
with no hint
the paratactic sentence merely conjoins tvto propositions

ofanycausalorlogicalrelationshipthatmightpossibleexistbetween
if
the*.85 The paratactic sentence form therefore makes it difficulu'
not impossible, to express overt arguments as part of its =t'uttu'"'86

Thisdoesnotmeanthatparatacticcompositionscouldnotprepresented many argusent an argument or a number of arguments. Homer

Mad and the 1clg's'seg' However' the method was not
or formuhypotactic. Rather it consisted of the repetition of key words

ments

in both

the

laicphrases(usuallythosewhichdesignatedthemainideastoberelated)suchthattheprogressionfromonestateofaffairstoanother
the progression
could be made explicit.9T Ia *u" repetition that enabled
the logical
of thought to be made clear, rather than the articulation of
between
relationships between them. Moreover, these: logical relations
expressions
words could only be achieved once the move to more abstract
is achieved. lÙithin the oral

mode

of discourse, where composition

v¡as

hypotactic form
alternative rendering of this sentence in
possibilities are
ttr is raining]'. Thefortwo
would be ,[I am ;;iãj-il.u""
present purposes
not necessarily logiåally equivalent, however, but

84.

An

Èhey may be regarded

as interchangeable '

proposg5.
Any such relat.ionship between paratactically arranged
from the wider context in
irions must be ¿erive¿ (by the ãuãiun." iiself)
(1982), pp'236which rhe paratactic sen¡änce i"-"tU"¿¿"¿. Cf. B. Snell,
237.

86.
87 .

T. B. L. ltrebster, (1952/53), p'
L&¿d

.,

PP.
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220

achieved

in performance, it

was necessary

for main sentences to

express

actions or pto.udur"".88 As such, the emphasis v/as on both concrete
and proper nouns (1... names) usually achieved through the repetítive
use of formulaic phrases. The shift to abstract expressions or abstract

(the process of substantivation as described by Snel1) I¡Ias thus
precluded by the need to render what was being articulated into concrete'

nouns

action terms.
gne further aspect of senÈence structure requiring attention

is the use of the verb tto bet. The issue has been well canvassed by
Havelock, Kahn, Sne1l, and MourelatosS9 and will be dealt with only
briefly here. The verb 'to bet has three basic functions. It functions
as a copula to link subject and predicate, âs an identity relation,
or as an existential signifier.go
Homer

to

hlithin early Greek literature,

from

Parmenides, demarcation between these functions r/as never clearly

defined. Its signification of existence, in an absolute sense'

\das

not achieved until the work of Parmenides, although' as Mourelatos has
even that is open to some interpretation. For Homer and many
"rgu"d,gl
who came after him, the verb combined all three functions and served
to locate acËivities, procedures, or status levels with respect to the
subjects of sentences or utterances. Predication for oral
was always

in terms of process or actívíty.gz
The linking of subject and predicate in terms of logical

relations only began to

88.
89.

composers

emerge once predicates

E. A. Havelock, (1978), PP.

iU¿., pp.

233-248¡

could be lifted out of

137-138.

B. Snell , (L982): pp'

236-23^7-;

(1966), pp. 245-i6tt A. P. D. Mourelatos' (1970), pp' 269-276'

C

H.

Kahn,

E. A. Havelock, (1978), p. 234. Note also Havelockrs suggest90.
ion that the verb also carried an acoustic value for oral composers.
9r.

A. P. D. Mourelatos, (1970), P. 49.

92.

E. À. Havelock, (1978), P.

247.
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their concrete and procedural habitat. The linking of subject and predicate in the oral mode of discourse v¡as a linking of particulars. The
of is' , as an identity relation between equivalents hlas, as Havelock
demonstrated, unnecessary for Homer (and only slightly less so for Hesiod)
|tmain sentencesrf that
since iL was used to link particulars expressed in

use

stood

in an equal relation to

each

oth"..93

Once

particulars could

be

turned int.o universals by the process of substantivation, the identity
relation became important because Ehe relationship between universals

not one of equals and hence the nature of the relattis' enabled
íonship became problematical. The identity relationship of
the statements of relations between universals and particulars to be
more fully explicated.94 In addition, the speculative sense of 'to

and

particulars

hras

ful1y articulated. Again, the work of Parmenides gives the clearest formulation of this, but traces of this develo¡
ment can be found in the works of Xenophanes and Heratlitus'95 The
ber gradually

becarne more

point here is that the unfolding and articulation of the various senses
and possible uses of the verb llas a gradual process. From a f'tzzy

and almost indistinguishable interpenetration of the various senses
to be found within the oral mode of discourse, these senses gradually
became more and more distinct in the works of Parmenides and oth"t"'96
.

93.

il,ii..,

94.

B. Snell, (1982), P.

PP

246-247

-

236.

, pp' 60-61 '
I
used in
It should be understood that theI sense of distinctr
96.
t
be t $¡as
to
in the above does not mean that Parmenides use of the verb
several
clearly defined. Rather, it means that it is possible to discernsense
(or
separate senses in which he was using the verb. The particular
of
matter
had to be determined fróm the text and was thus a
"uàn
""rr"es)
applying or,Á'" !.ogo,s to gain the full import of his views. Although this
is neverthe*ày ,ufl have beeå beyonã the ken of many in his audiences it (and
helping
with
working
in
skilled
becoming
l-ess fair to say that those
of
cognisant
vtere
discourse
of
ãor*
n""
to creaÈe) the iurgu"g" of the

95

.

A. P. D.

the implications.

Mourel-atos

'

(

1970)
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The development of the generic definite arÈic1e and the con-

comitant process of subsÈantivation, the periodic sentence, and the

unfolding of Èhe senses of the verb'to bet r'/ere all inter-related'
Together Èhey provided Èhe means for a suitable linguistic frame for

the philosophical form of discourse to emerge. The common denominator
for this was the development of the Greek alphabet. This enabled the
orally composed words to be seized and made available for scrutiny at
a later date. once freed from the necessity of composing-in-performance,
a writer could begin to experiment vJiÈh the vJay in which words \¡Jere
arranged to convey particular ideas. The writer was able to employ
his or her eyes as well as the ears in composing written works, whereas
97 This meant that
Ehe oo)rLoa vas restricted to tbe use of the
"ut"'
a writer could experiment with different ways of formulating words by
literally I seeing t how to f it them together in \¡Iays other than Ëhat
which prevailed

in an oral

mode

of composition.

to rework traditional material and

themes and

The

writer could

arrive at

new

attempt

or different

-the
interpretations. No longer were knowledge and values confined to
epic language of ora11-y preserved discourse. I^lith the growth of dif f erent poetic me¡res the vernacular came to be more commonly used' Moreover'

the gradual development of prose meant that epic diction v/as pushed
even further from the central role of articulating knowledge and values.
The gradual development of a linguistic frame for the philosophical
form

of discourse $tas part. of this.98
All of these

97.

developmenEs can be

attributed to the innovatory

E. A. Havelock, (1978), PP. 224 ff'

This does not mean, however, that writers developed such a
98.
linguistic frame with the phiíosophical form of discourse already in mind
as ã goal to be reached. Rather, the philosophical form of discourse r¡tas
the ongoing result of a continuous process of arríving at a language
that was capable of expressing ideas and values in ways that exhibited
a high degrãe of rigoui and critical self-appraisal that had hitherto
been virtually impossible.
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potential of the Greek alphabet. Thus the alphabet can be understood
as the condition without which the philosophical form of discourse would
noÉ have been

possible.

BuÈ

this does not

mean

that philosophical dis-

of the alphabet. IE opened
up the potential for new possibilities of expression but these possibilties could not be realised without other condit.ions being present.

course r,{as 'caused' by the availability

fixed pâth of causation according to which the development
of a suitable language entailed the manifestation of the philosophical
from of discourse. But the exisÈence of the alphabet meant that some

There lras no

ín the Greek languages would be inevitable, and that some of
these changes would have an influence on the I¡Jay or ways in which ideas

changes

came

to be expressed.

Not just Èhe content but the form and structure of cultural
expressions became items of intellectual contemplation in the post-Homeric literate tradition. The ideasof fLruth' and 'validityt became import-

ant because, with so many different accounLs of Greek experience and
of nature proliferating, often radically aE odds with received wisdom
from the oral heritage (and hence challenging what constituted 'commonsenset for the Greeks), it soon became apparent that not every account
could be correct. Thus the language of the philosophical form of discourse

had to be developed beyond that used in poetry, hislory, and drama,
as a technique thaL could separate mere opinion from that which was
now coming

to be understood in a

ne\¡¡ vlay

required the conscious applícation of

as the I truth t . Such a task

human

effort,

and could

not simply

be taken for granted as a necessary consequence of the Greek alphabet'

Chapter

6

The Sophist -ication of Greek
Knowledse and Values

the end of the fifth century B.C. the philosophical form
of discourse was a highly visible and controversial forum for Èhe redefinition of social knowledge. This effort involved open debates concerning the nature of the relaÈionships between individuals and their respectBy

last half of this century has come to
t'Age of Enlightenmenttrl b"ttbe regarded by many historians as the Greek
use of the general ferment of intellectual activity. But it was also
ive

possession

of knowledge.

The

a time of politícal ferment as the polit.ical and military dominance
of Athens in the Greek world was beginning to dec1ine.2 The intellectual and political ferments were inextricably inLerwoven.

Occupyingacentralplaceinthesedebatesweretheworks
and teachings of the diverse group of thinkers known collectively
the Sophists. In so far as they

represenÈed

a coherent social

as

phenom-

the SophisLs can be loosely regarded as a distinct group. However,
their views and teachings were extremely diverse. Their status as a

enon

distincL social group arises from the fact that they were concerned
with issues raised by the relationship of knowledge and povler, the
practice of rhetoric, and the argumentative method of onf)Logo's' Moreover'
all of the Sophists discussed below spent at least part of their lives
!rr. K. C. Gurhrie, A lLi-sLong of çrleek Phito'tophg: Vo!-u¡ne- III
Thz. 7¿#.h CeLLug €n-Lightøun2n-t-, of six volumes' (cambridge university,
This was also the period in which
Press,'Cambridgel 1969\ pp. xii-xiii.
questíons of human nature becat" prominent. . See, for example, B. Snell,
(rggz), Ch. 1l; L. Versenyí, SoctzaÍ)c llumanL'sm, (Yale University Press,
New Haven, 1963).

1.

V. Ehrenburg, (1973), Chapters VI and VII; G. E. M, de ste.
Croix, (1981), Ch. 5; A. Lintott, Viò!.encp., C)uil St/?-¿þ ctnrl ílzuo&tt)on in
uv. Cln)¿ica.!- C)t-g, (Croom Helm, London, 1982).

2.
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in Athens. This placed them within a common social matrix which, despite
the very real differences that separated them as thinkers, served to
provide them with a common frame of reference. These thinkers cannot
therefore be understood in isolation from the intense struggles over
democracy within the Athenían po!)-,s of the late fifth cenÈury'

TheaimofthischapteristogiveasketchofSomeofthe
importanL innovations undertaken by the sophists. This will illustrate
that, already by Plato's time, nothing could be taken for granted with
respect to knowledge and values. The proliferation of diverse and often
particucontradictory ideas that appeared to lack any solid foundation'
larly with respect to what could be taken as real and certain knowledge '
irked
provided the focus for much of Plato's or¡/n theories. Plato was
particularly by the Sophistst methods, primarily those of rhetoric and
ant)Logo,s. This chapter will

provide an examination of the sophistic

nethod, and Platots response will be examined in the next'
t+

åÉ

*

J+

l&

Althoughtthenamesofmorethantwenty-sixsophistshave
.]
so will
been established by classical scholarship,' only a dozen or
be mentioned here. 0f these the most imþortant was probably Protagoras

certainly the first to demand
a fee for what he taught.4 Ptotagoras advocated a fairly radical form
of relativism and his thro most famous pronouncements were (1) that he

of

Abdera (c.490-421

B.C.).

He was almost

(2).ttrat
could teach people to defend both sides of any argument, and
university
G. B. Kerferd, 1hn Soplt-i'tLLc (\ouenøuL, (Cambridge
pp' l8I-22^5;
(1969)r
Guthrie,
K.
C.
l.l.
press, Cambridg", iéei) pp. +Z tt.;
1983)
London,
(Croom
Helm,
Cgnic,s,
H. D. Rankin, Sop/t-i,sÍ.:¡ Socrza-t)tò;'"*t
provides a more abbreviated overview'

3.

4.

hr. K. C. GuÈhrie, (1969),

p.

269

n.

4.
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man

Íras the measure of all Èhings. Protagoras täs both well known

and

well respected and was part of the circle of intellectuals closely associated with Pericles.5 Protagoras h'as reputedly condemned for impiety,
expelled from Athens, and his books vlere publicly burnt in the
ogoncl,6 Despite this rather unfortunate end to his career, his importance
cannot be underestimated because in many respects his works and teachings
can be regarded as representative

ic

thoughÈ.

of the general developments of sophist-

7'

Almost as ímportant as Protagoras

in Sicily (c. 490-385 B.C.).8
skills in rhetoric

won him

¡fJas

Gorgias of Leontini

Gorgias Ï/as a master orator and his

a wide reputation. Unlike Protagoras, Gorgias

9 Rather ,
did not claim to teach a -e-t e. ( virtue or moral excellence ) .
he claimed to teach rhetoric. Gorgias believed that this skill was
the surest means of achieving political poru"t.10 He also believed
that certain knowledge was' not attainable and that all knowledge thereRhetoric made it possfore amounted to no more Lhan doxct (opinion).
5.

G. B. Kerferd, (1981), P. 43.

p. 43. Some doubt exists about these events. h/. K. C'
categorical
Guthrie, (1969), p. 263 n 2 and n. 3 leant towards the more(MacMillan
&
PlaLo,
Lo
Thak¿
assertion of J. Bi.rrnet, ç/Le.ek PluLto'sophg:
However,
rejected.
be
should
Co., London, 1943) pp.'fif ff. that the story
given Èhe way i" íniln political leaders r,Iere attacked, particularly Perthe
icles, through the condãmnation of their circle of advisers/friends,
been
has
it
since
especially
story of Protagorast demise is plausible;
well attested that at least one other of Periclest close associates, the
philosopher Anaxagoras, was tried and banished as a means of diminishing
Þeri.c1eårpublic ãtanaing. On this sort of procedure see Id. R. Connor,
Th¿ /{et¿ Po!-il)cions ol FTrtttt-Centuzg Ath,erl'5, (PrinceLon University Press,
Princeton, I97l).
The case has been well argued by L. Versenyi, (1963), pp. 8-38
7.
that Protagoras can be regarded as the paradigmatic sophist in so far as
he marked out the major dfrect.ions that were pursued by nearly all those
6.

¿&;c1.,

who can be regarded as SoPhists.

K. C. Guthrie, (1969), p. 269 n.

8.

hr.

9

i0¿"cl

10

i,u^d.

p. 27I.
p. 27I.

2.
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confused
ible for people to articulate their opinions (right or vlrong or
Hence
possible
though those opinions might be) in the strongest
"ty'11
persuasive art by ambitious
Èhe premium Èhat was placed on rheuoric as a
young men

470-399

of

Athens.

(c'
Another highlY regarded sophist was Prodicus of Ceos
interest and Socrates
B.C. ) . Language was his main philosophical

highly of h:-*.12 prodicus emphasised the importance of
for the articulation of ideas through his discussion of the

spoke

1-anguage

semantic

He also

distinctionstobedrawnfromandbetweenphilosophicalterms.
correspondences
had a theory of religion that drew attention to the close
of religious practbetween agricultural practices and the development
13 Prodicus was said Eo have been accused of impiety
ices and deities.
and executed although
sources menrion

ir.14

not have been the case as no contemporary
Hippias of Elis (c- 470-390 B'c') was a1-so highly

this

may

regarded,especiallyforhisdepthandbreadthofscholarlyresearch.
historiographer of
Indeed, he has been credited with being the first
matter
philosophy.ls He was noted for believing that positive law was a
of conduct
of nomo¿ and as such it did not provide universal standards
in the
or a reliable guide to human nature. 0n the contrary, he believed
,,fundamental uníty of the hurnan ,u.""16 which was for him a matter of
the unphg,si,s, Laws produced by humans were arÈificial and undermined

written laws of nature that were the basis for

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

in)rL., P.

17.

L. VersenYi, (1963)' P'

human

"*i"t"tt"'17

273.

i-Aid., PP.275-276'
)-!Jrl.

, P. 279 .

G. B. Kerferd, (1981),

i.Uí.,

P'

46'

PP. 46-47.

to whether
t't. K. C. Guthrie, (1969) ' p' 285' It is unclear as
Hippias meant the human race in general or j ust the Greeks.
55'
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Antiphon of Rhamnus (c. 47O-4lL B.c.) was another sophist
18 Like most Greek citizens of
renowned for his skills as an orutor.
his times he was politically active. He was a member of the Four Hund-

red which v¡as an oligarchic group that seized power for four months
in Athens in 411 8.C.19 0n its demise he was u*".ut"d.2O In essence
his philosophy can be described as hedonistíc. He advocated that peopl-e
should always seek pleasure and avoid pain. This could only be made
possible in an ordered, as opposed to an anarchic,soôiety'21 For Antipton'
an anarchic society I.Ias undesirable and there is every reason to belíeve

that, given his oligarchic background, ;: he regarded the
of Athenian democracy as verging closely on anarchy'

development

to Antiphon, phg,úz lJas superior to nomo¿. lrlhere the
(unwr:i-tten) laws of nature conflicÈed with human laws (i.e. statutes etc')
the former were to be preferred. In particular, he advocated that one
should really only obey the laws of the state if noÈ to obey would result
According

in

more pain

(or lack of pleasure) than obeyrng.22

The one area where

There is some doubt about who Antiphon actually was' That is'
were
was Antiphon of Rhamnus the same person as Antiphon the sophist or
GuthC'
K'
lÙ.
in
summarised
they two different persons? This debate is
It
is al(1981),
Pp' !?-T'
rie, (1969), pp. Zes ff. and G. B. Kerferd,
to
assumed
be
r+il1
they
purposes
most impossible to te11 but for present
be one and the same.

18.

For some background on the Four Hundred see v. Ehrenberg, (19
73), pp. 318-320; G. E. t't. ¿" Ste. Croix, (1981)' pp'283 ff '
for the
It is probable that Antiphon was executed as a reprisalits
20.
sustain
gain
and
campaign of terroi that the Four Hundred used to
short lived reign. As a leading spokesperson for aspects of its rule he
few
!¡as,a certain candidate for t"ptí"ui" of which Ëhere vrere surprisingly
given the ruthlessness of the Four Hundred'

19.

K. C. Guthrie,

21.

VJ.

22.

)-A)rl.

, P.

29L .

(1969)

' p.

29O'
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he made a singularly original contribution was in relation to dreams'
He argued that dreams needed to be interpreted rather than taken liter-

a1ly because dreams may well represent the opposite of what they appear
to portray.23 In this respect, Antiphon was probably at the forefront

of the intellectuat

movement

of supersÈitious beliefs
Thrasymachus
because

of his role in

and

that was aEtempting to pierce the veil

practi."".24

of Chalcedon was an important sophisÈ partly
PlaLo'

s

íle-puL't-ic where

he was portrayed as advo-

cating the view thaE justice consisted in the right of the stronger
prevailing. His importance there- \¡/as accentuated by the fact that,
the world-view of an aristocratic
class that was no longer adequate in so far as the pursuit of a/12j2' was
no longer a primary concern for that c1ass. Platots definitive demolition
for Plato,

Thrasymachus represented

on justice was predicated on the idea that Ehe
aristocracy had lost touch with its traditional concerns and, as understood by Plato, this meant Ehat they had forsaken the pursuit of onplz"

of

Thrasymachus' views

The theory

of Ehepo!)5,

and peoplets respective places

25
ed to be reconstructed along more adequate lirr"".

within it,

need-

Thrasymachus pro-

vided the foil for Plato's argument.26
However, the historical Thrasymachus lÙas also important in

his o\{n right because of his contribution to the art of rhetoric'
23.

He

G. B. Kerferd, (1981), P. 51.

(L979),
i-a)rl., p. 51. Recall also the view of G. E. R. Lloyd, ttnon24.
importance,of
p. 269 concernini lhe cont.inued presence and social
iarional" upprouãh"s ro knowledgä. See also E. R. Dodds, (1951).
The poinr is developed in detail by E. & N. t'lood, (1978) pp.
25.
140 ff.
At the same time, however, it nust be remembered that Thrasy26.
consonmachus was articulating a view in the Qe.pu-!'-Uc that was entirely
justice
beLween
far
as
hs
Athenians
ant with the lived expãriences of many
Athenian
of
period
long
the
of
city-states \.ras conceined. The "*p"tí"n.e
view that
hegemony in the fifth century B. c. gave some basis for the
56-59'
(1963),pp'
versenyi,
L.
right followed, even depended on, mifht. See
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wíth the E,echnical details of rhetoric as well as with
Èhe development of suitable prose-rhythms to improve the impact of its
deLiu"ry.z7 He was also j-nterested in ethics and justice. His views

vras concerned

on justice were pragmatic and were a bit more complex than the portraiÈ
given by Plato. As Guthrie has suggested, Platots account was one-sided,

presenting only the side of Thrasymachus' vier+s that fitted with what
was needed in the i?npu4,-l-L".28 Thrasymachus, along with Hippias, Prodicus'
Antiphon, Gorgias, and Protagoras, can perhaps be regarded as the nucleus

of the sophistic

novement

in late fifth

century Athens. others

who

deserve a mention were Euthydemus and Dionysodorous (twin brothers)

of chios, Alcidamus of

Pergamon, and Lycophron

(birthplace unknowù'29

one furLher person needs to be added to the above list of
sophists, namely Socrates. At first glance, this might seem paradoxical, even absurd, given Platots portrayal of Socrates as one who was
diametrically opposed to the sophists. But Socrates !/as part of the
intellectual cross-currents stirred up by the sophistsractiviti""'30 Socan imporgant contributor to these activities, especially when
these are seen against the background of the struggle for Athenian democracy. The on-going struggle hrithin the aristocratic class, the struggle

rates

\¡ras

between
cle¡no¿,

27.

that class

and

its

opponents

'

particularly those from the ordinary

provided the backdrop against which the intellectual developments of

l,l. K. C. Guthrie, (1969), p. 295.

i.L¿c:., pp. 2g5-2g8 for a fu1l discussion of Thrasymachusr
views on justice, incf,raing Platots portraÉlof them' See also L. Verserp
yi, (1963), pp. 56-59.
( 1981) ,
1,,1. K. c. Guthrie , ( 1969) , pp. 311- 319; G. B. Kerf er:d ,
29 .
the
tex¡s,
annonymous
to
two
pp.
53-54. Some reference should be má¿e
'AÀÀong*ou¿
into
insight
give
some
these
Logoi
as
IanLüc]¿L and the Di's¿oi
by
written
not
if
'
Logoi,
Di¿¿oi
the techniques used by the sophists. the
resemblance
a
strong
bears
strongly influenced by him and
Protagora",
"u"
schema of argumentátion. See L. Versenyi, (1963), p'9
to the Protagorean
and p. 18 n. 19.
28.

30.

G. B. Kerferd, (1981)' P. 55.

23L.

the times took place. This

l¡ras

precisely how Plato portrayed him;

a

of engaging (even exasperating) intê1lect locked in debate with
other citizens, iû particular his fellow aristocrat",3l in his unÍque

man

and obsessive

effort to

make sense

of

and

affect what was going on around

them.

Furthermore, it is also fairly well established that socrates

by his contemporaries as a part of the sophistic movement
despite his prof essed lack of enthusiasm and ",-rppott.32 Ref erring

was regarded

to Socratesr contemporaries, Kerferd concluded that
Socrahes ua¿ quite widely regarded as
part of the sophistic movement. Through
iris well-known friendship with Aspasia it
is likely that he was in fairly close contact witñ the circle of Pericles, and his
intellectual and educational impact on the
aspiring young men at Athens was such that
in'/un.Llãz hã l{as correctly so regarded'
The fact that he took no payment d33s
not alter his function in any hray.
Kerferd went on to point, out that, in so fat as the sophists $/ere concerned with rrthe search for the stronger !-ogo's or the correct !'ogo'l in relation to the conflicting cl,aims of apparenLly opposed logoitt,

Socrates

That Socrates I^Ias himself of aristocratic leaning and dispos31.
argued by ition, despite his fatherrs humble background, has been well
quite capable
was
Socrates
that
nõte
E:-¿ ñ. Woå¿, (1978), pp. 81 ff. But
when
practices
and
ideals
ãi oppo"i"g (¡òtft in.woid and deed) aristocratic
(1969),
Guthrie,
C.
ïJ.
K.
see
these ran counter to his own princíples.
pp. 409-416.

The most obvious evidence for this can be seen in Aristophanesr
piåy tn" C-!.ourLt,-rutr"i" Socratest name is used to caricature the typicalC.
See G. B. Kerferd, (1981), pp. 56-57; ¡r K.
philosopher or
"offri"t.
Guthrie, (1969), pp. 359-377.

32.

33.G.B.Kerferd,(1981),p.57(emphasisinoriginal).Seealso sense of
that the
i.-V"t""nyi,(1963),
l. 69. It aísã needs tò be noted
as meaning
nioot ;;" i;ñ"rr" in'rhe
be
undersÈood
Kerferd quotation must
mean' hownot
does
This
that he did not charge a fee for hi-s teachings.
retrun
in
admirers
ever, that he refuseã the hospitality of friends and
for giving advice and discoursing on various topics' Furthermore' hisasreputation for not accey'ting money ior his teaching can be interpreted ína
means whereby he could distance himself from the practices of others
the sophistic circle.
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a sophi"t.34 This is not to deny the very substantial
differences between Socrates and his contemporaries concerning the method
and content of their respective views. All that is denied is that socvery

was

much

rates was the complete antithesis of the archetypical sophist as the
Platonic legacy would have it.35
It is quite clear, especially from some of Plators dialogues,
that Socrates was opposed to the use of rhetoric for its own sake as
it could very often lead to poor philosophi"ing.36 Socrates I^Ias not
opposed to rhetoric as such nor was he opposed to the sophisEs tackling
philosophical questions. Indeed, Socrates l¡las himself concerned with
rhetoric, or at least concerned enough to become adept in its use and

it as the need arose, as can be seen from the defence speech
attributed to him by Plato in ¡he Apo!.oga .37 Kennedy brings this
to

employ

point out we1l.

... Even if Socrates in delivering his defense
tried to abandon the framework of organizaLi-on
taught by the rhetoricians, and this is not
ceriain, Plato in writing the Apo!'ogg did not'
He portrays a Socrates thoroughl-y faniliar
G. B. Kerferd, (1981), p. 57. Of course, not all the sophists
vrere concerned wiLh such things bul certainly Protagoras,-Gorgias, Hippias'
prodicus, and n"lipnãn $/ere. These sophists, especially Protagoras and
Gorgias, vrere Socrätesf contemporaries and comprise the nucleus around
which the fifth century Greek Ènlightenment developed, and againsL whom
Socrates (and after him, Plato) directed much of his thinking.

34.

see especially the introducEory remarks
(1969), pp. 3-13.

35.

See especially
and Phazd'zu,t 12691.

36.

Plato's

€uthgclznu's t3O7l

of
,

I^1.

K. C. Guthrie'

Çozgia's [500-517]

It is here assumed that, in the Apo!.ogg, Plato
accurately the words of Socrates.
37

.

,

was portraying
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with the commonplaces of judicial oratory'
Traditional rheÈoric was already so deeply
implanted in the Greek consciousness that
there vlas no question of any successful
deviat,ion from it. In the history of rhetoric thalois the great significance of the
Apo!.ogg,rö

This clearly supports the view Lhat Socrates must be situated within
the context of the sophistic movement even if it cannot be established
with certainty that Socrates

vtas

a typical sophist

'

i,lhere socraEes clearly differed from the sophists was over
the uses to which the art of rheÈoric could and should be put ' socrates
emphasised the question of means and ends and the concomÍtant issue

of the nature of the relationship (if any) between the two. The sophists
concentrated on the means (rhetoric) and generally eschewed close considerations of the ends to which such an art might be put. It was this
particular aspect of the practices of the sophists that irked socrates
(and Plato) most, although it must be saíd that Socratesf hosCility towards the sophists cannot be reduced to a single issue in isolation
from the pressing political

undercurrents of the time.

There

\'rere

of issues which separated Socrates from the sophists and which
often left him arguing from a lone persp"ttiu"'39
Such issues concerned the naLure of knowledge, the teaching

a

number

of anpl-z and its relationshiP with knowledge, the search for the good
with respect to being a true citizen, jusui ce and equalitY' and the
nature of eno^ (love). 0n occasion Socrates could find support from
within the sophistic cirê1e but

more

of his views. This abbreviated

often than not he }/as a lone

summary

defender

of the issues of concern for

G. Kennedy, Thz. A'ú- of Petz,tuct¿ion )n Çnz.zce, (Routledge &
Pau1, London, 1963) PP. 150-152.

3g.

39.

As indeed

note 31 óu/2/zcl,

it did on occasion with his

fe110w

Kegan

aristocrats' cf'
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justice to the scope of his intellectual inquiries
but it does chart the key issues. Perhaps the issue that separated
him most sharply fron his conÈenporaries was his claim to know noÈhing

Socrates does not do

except the extent of his own ignorur,.".40 This belief gave the impetus

for his seemingly never-ending search for true and certain knowledge '
In contrast to the sophists, Socrates believed that knowledge was both
But one had to search for it'

possible and certain.al

In that respect'

rhetoric l{as a poor means for dlscovering the sort of knowledge that
Socrates believed existed because rhetoric could as easily make the
false seem true as the true seem false. Hence his opposition to rhetoric
as the appropriate tool for the seeker of wisdorn'
t+

The general

of several

tt

tl

.F

It

picture of a sophist that

wel-l-known sophists

lation and disseminatíon of

is of a person

knowl-edge

emerges from

concerned

this review

with the articu-

and, using Ehe latter to improve

onets fortune through the gaining of influence and pohler by being adept
at rhetoric and hence being able to win over whatever audience one ad-

dressed. On the articulation and dissemination of knowledge, a sophist
was in keeping with the tradition of sages and poets. This tradition
included Homer, Hesiod, Solon¡ Thales and other pre-Socratic philosophers'

fsophistt gives some indicatÍon
and seers. The etymology of the word
of this lineage. The word tsophistt h¡as related to the words for wise
(i.e.

,sophoÀ)or wisdom

and as Gurthrie noted, the noun

tI. K. C. Guthrie, (1969), PP. 442 ff.

40

4I
42.

(1983),

(i.e. ooplrio¡4z:

p

iHd.., p.449.
i-A)d. , p. 27 ; G. B. Kerferd, ( 1981) , p' 24; H' D '
13; L. Versenyi, (1963)' P. 6.

Rankin

'
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f

sophist' (i.e.

neant,

to practi

discourse h¡as

,top/vi,tLe.,s) was

derived from the verb 'soph)zz¿tha'L which

onp/tio.43 The first known use of the noun in written

""
in an ode composed by Pindar (c.

520-443

B'C')44 u"d't"

Kerferd pointed out, its use in that fashion was probably gaining currency
by the mid to late fifth century 8.C..45

Kerferdsuggestedthatthegenerallyreceívedaccountof
rrartificial and
the evolution of the meanings of 'sopho,s and 'soplvict ís
rassociated with the poet
unhistoricalrf in that 'soph-ict had always been
'
f

the seer and the "ug"tt.46 Proceeding from the singular instance to
Èhe universal, its meanings developed, according to the received account,
from (1) skill in a particular craft,
especially handicraft, through (2) prudence or wisdom in general matters '
especially practical and political wisdom, t.o (3) scientif,ic, theoretic or
philosophic wisdom. "
Although ,sopúio was often used

to describe

knowledge

of particular skills

it referred not so much to the ski11s or techniques themselves (and hence to that particular knowl edge) but to the sort of know-

or .t"ft",48

rfthe

gods,
ledge which transcended individual instanc es and referred to
twise man' claimed privileged accesstt. 49^IO
man and society, to which the

exhibit such ,soplvLa ' one could not be Èaught but had to be divinelY
blessed or inspired. It was the sort of knowledge that was denied to

43.l.\I.K.C.Guthrie,(1969),p.28;H.D.Rankin,(1983)'p.13.

Note also the substantivation pto.åå"(as described'in the previous chapter)
at work in providing a generic or more abstract noun ('soplui-'stz¿) from an
action-word or dernonstrative verb ('sopfuizz'slha¿)'

44.I^l.K.C.Guthrie,(1969),P.30iH.D.Rankin,(1983),PP'I3-I4'
G. B. Kerferd, (1981), P. 24.
45.
d the basic argument in a much
i-û)rL., p. 24. He had develo pe
46.
il
rrThe
First Greek Sophists Clct¿¿ica-L i?zuizu, Volume 64 ,
earlier work,
1950

pp. 8-10.

48.

G. B. Kerferd, (1981), P. 24.
(1950)' P'8'
I^1. K. C. Guthrie, (1969), pp. 27-32; G' B' Kerferd'

49.

G. B. Kerferd, (1981), P. 24.

47.
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ordinary mortals,

r^¡ho

could only receive it indirectly via the mediation

of the aoirloi (and later the poets), the seers and the sages.
There is an important sense, however, in which the

above

of development can be understood as having some connection
Ëoanactual historical situation. It v/as not so much that the meaning
sequence

of

,soph-La

changed

but that

Èhe word and

its cognates

began

to be applied

to a narror,{er set of practitioners of ooplrlo.so As the writers of
zoph)o, that is the poeLs and so or¡ began to achieve prominence at the expense of the traditional, orally based purveyors of 'sopluia (like the
ctùrloi) the need emerged to be able to describe such practitioners in
a definitive fashion. This became more pronounced as conflicts began

to develop over the correctness or otherwise of the various accounts of
how things were or were supposed to be. Such a term was 'sop/vlzÍ-e's wl:,ích,
as already noted, could be applied legitimately to-poets and others
It was the term used
within the emerging written mode of di".out"".5l
to describe the practitioners that

underwenL development

rather

than

what (i.e. ,soph)a) was practised. The need to invoke divine inspiration

until by the laÈe 'fifth centur:y it had ceased to be
a necessary feature of doph)a . Logo't had come to replace divine revelation or inspiration as the basis for onets 'soplLia, although it needs

began .uo subside

to be understood that

many

late fifUh-century thinkers

remained vlithin

the general ambit of Greek religious habits despite ttreir challenges
Lo

particular aspects of such thought.

I^lhere Homer and Hesiod had appeal-

ed to the authority of the gods for their views, later thinkers appealed

to logo,t. The Eerm 'sopLi¿Le¿ developed in
such that by Èhe late fifth

tandem

with this transition

century it referred more specifically to

50

L. Versenyi, (1963), p.

51.

G. B. Kerferd, (1981),

6

P. 24
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the thinkers of that century, namely Ehe sophisLs. The latter !'ere
thus parÈ of a tradition of those who practised ,sopluio and to whom the
Greeks looked

for their instruction or education in

such matters '

The difference between the Sophists and those whom they claimed

as their antecedents is that they began to charge for their services '
Thid; constituted a radical change from earlier practices.52 A sophist
thus became more than a practitioner of ,Soph)a, more than just a wise
or sage; he v/as a professional educator who vlas paid for his services. Much of the content of the sophists I teachings, however, derived

man

this earlier tradition. A knowledge of Homer and other poets could
be taken for granted by the sophísts to have been imparted to their
students at an early age in a ttprimarytt period of tuition and religious
from

.53
pracEaces.
, as it came to refer almost exclusively
to the late fifth century thinkers, also attracted a degree of odium,
much of it stemming from, and perhaps reflected by, Plators often hostile accounts of the "ophi"t".54 It is difficult to know just how much
this hostiliUy was felt at large in Athens and how much was contrived
for dramatic and political prrtpo""".55 Nevertheless, as far as Plato
The term

52.
53.

,sop|izLe-,s

H. Marrou, (1977), PP. 46-50.

LL-U., pp. 36-45.

Plato was not the only writer to offer hostile or disparaging
54.
them
portraits of the sophists. Aristophanes, for- example,_poked fun at K'
J'
See
Platofs.
as
insightful
ttot
u"
but
in r *uy that was similar to
(1962).
Dover, (1968); V. Ehrenberg,
I^t. K. C. Guthrie, (1969), p. 38 where he described the Athenian
55.
public as ambivalent buL generally reàeptive to- the sophists. According
for
to L. Versenyi, (1963), p;. 7-8 tire fact that Èhe sophists charged
poorer
the
since
hostility
this
of
some
their services may account tot
Athenians may not have been able to afford to pay for this sort of educatit, and conversely some arlstocrats
ion and hence resented those who sold
ttforeigners
and disdain them for not being
may have reserited them for being
(p. 8). It would thus
servicert
théir
gentlemen, since they were paiã tor
would not have been as
sophists
be fair to say that the odium attibuted to
to specific minisolated
perhaps
general as P1átots accounts suggest but
population.
ority groups within the Athenian
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(and perhaps Aristophanes) \.¡as concerned, iÈ is at least clear

ÈhaÈ

he r,ras articulating the views of an aristocratic class whose grip on
political power, and hence on social values in general, was under threat

if not in actual declin..56
this period and thus

hras

Aristophanes rrrrote at the beginning of

content to satirise it.

Plato, on the other

hand, üras born into this decline and hence grevJ up as a member of a
class whose time was rapidly fading. He did not satirise but set about
reconstructing the particular ideas and values that he thought were
necessary for a po!)t ín whích the aristocracy could be returned to

its former position of leadership. Though lamenting its decline he
worked hard to arres¡ and reverse it, at least as far as intellectual
social values \{ere conc"t.,ud.57
lÙhilst it is true that Plato r'{as not completely hostile to
al1 the sophists, tt r, is still the case that, as a group, he had a

and

low opinion of them as educators and think"t".59

they

accepÈed money

According

to Plato,

Again, Lhe fact that

for their services counted heavily against

knowledge should be

them'

freely shared amongst like-minded

sold. In selling knowledge, the sophists were obliged
to teach all who had the means to pay. Hence they were limited in their

people rather than

56.

V. Ehrenberg, (1962), P.

57.

E. & N. I^lood, (1978), PP. I2I ff '

58.

ht. K. C. Guthrie,(1969),

111'

p. 39 n'

3;

This is borne out by the statements he has his fellow aristo59.
Plators
crats utter. Guthrie cited these as well as other characters fromwho
were
dialogues to demonstrate that it was not Plato but his associates
in
Plato,
;;;i-;;;hisr ((1969), p. 37). However, the fact remains thatan.d as such
so far as he wrote it"-Aiulogues, controlled what they said,
he was able to articulate an anti-sophist sentimenÈ current in his class
level of
without bringing himself or Socrates down to his charactersr
part(political)
(often acri-mõniõus) discussion. Once Plato is seen as a
isan in the ideololicat struggles of his day, his real relationship&toN'
the sophists becomãs much clãarer, as ís convincingly argued by E'
V'rood, ( 1978) , pp. 1-3.
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freedom

Èo choose (and reject) PoEential students.

60

But as Kerferd

is noE conclusive on this interpretation of
sophistic teaching since even Plato has Hippocrates (in the PzoLago/La'5)
express doubt about being able to convince Protagoras to accept him

pointed

out,

the evidence

dramatic ton e of that dial-ogue is set
' the
by Hippocrates' plea for Socrates to intercede on his behalf92 Ct"utIy,
the sophists had some discretion over whom they would or would not teach'

as a

st,rdent.

.61

Indeed

for the odium that began to be attached to
the sophists has been suggested by Kerferd. It was not that the sophists
trall
were obliged to take on ttall kinds of peoplert, but rather that
AnoÈher reason

kinds of peoplett could gain access to the sorÈs of teachings thaE the
This was spelt out by Protagoras (or rather
sophists had to off"r.63
by Plato through the character 'Protagorast in the dialogue of the same
nu*"¡64 when it was discussed what Hippocrates would learn under Protag-

oras' tutelage. His pupils would learn how to order their affairs (Uottr
private and public) and how tottspeak and act for the best in the affairs
of stat.ett.65 They would learn to be good citizens who would have the
skills to be neffective and successful politicians".66 The sophists
were thus making

it possible for non-aristocrats to

compete successfully

K. C. Guthrie, (1969), pp. 39-40.

60.

hr.

61.

G. B. Kerferd, (1981), P. 25.

That is, Hippocrates wanted socrates to persuade Protagoras to
take him on as a súu¿"nt since he made it clear that it vlas not simply a
mat,ter of paying Protagoras the appropriate fee but also öf effecting an
introduction with the master sopniät ão that., despite Hi.ppocratest youth,
Protagoras would receive him favourably. (PnoLagonclÁ 1310d-el).

62.

G. B. Kerferd, (1981), p. 26. The phrase'al1 kinds of people'
63.
is Kerferdrs.
It is reasonably certain that Plato gave an accurate portrait
64.
of Protagoras in that dialogue.
65

PnoÍngonct¿ [ 318e-319a)

66

G. B. Kerferd, (1981),

.

p.

263 Pzotngona) [319a]'
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in the political

arena.

Butmoresignificantly'thesophistswereusurpingthetraditional means of teaching the art of good citizenship. Prior to the rise
of Èhe sophisEs, the teaching of this art had been the privilege of
this art not so much by formal
insEruction as by a process of osmosis within the aristocratic tlt"t'67
It was un-gentlemanly of the sophists to claim Èo be able to teach excel-

Lhe rramateur and gentlemanrt who imparted

ttsuch claims
lence and hence to be able to make peopl-e better because
attack the very foundation of aristocracy, the idea of hereditary excell-

with their emphasis on rhetoric (and its poh'er
"rr.",'.68
to persuade), were a clear threat to the aristocratsr traditional ways
of training future leaders and politicians from amongst their sons ' Paternal and family ties and influence effectively enabled the arisLocrats
The sophists,

to exclude those from a non-aristocratic background thereby enabling
The
them to retain the upper hand in the exercise of political power '
sophists thus offered a way to break the aristocratic inonopoly on the
training of future leaders, and most importanLly, the values Lhat the

latter might espouse. The stigma that

came

to surround the sophists

(especially for subsequent generations) derived from this.69
placed within the social context of the emergence of

in Athens, the sophistic

movement

as a social

democracy

phenomenon can be regarded

as a part of the gror,rth of democracy, particularly in the latter half

p. 39. 0n the aristocratic notion
pp.157
ãf-'genrlemen, <t Uo7-lognfirob ""å'n. &N. trrood, (1978), p.2and
rrwas
term
Lhe
that
-160, and p. 205 n. 52 wÉere Èhe point is emphasised
ttnever
67.

ht. K. C. Guthrie, (1969),

simply a characteralways coniined Lo the upper clasãestt and was
irrespective of classtt ' See also the
ization of certain moral'qualities
-Marrou, (L977),
pp' 43'45'

brief discussion in H. I.

L. VersenYi, (1963)' P. 8.
This does not mean that other factors such as their foreign
69.
of
otigirr", advocacy of innovation and change, and possible remoteness
not
were
access to their teachings for the poorer Athenians and so forth
for
means
the
imporÈant but that the threat to aiistocratic power provided
sophists'
the
the aristocrats to exploit these other factors in denigrating

68.

24r.

of the fifth

century, which

depended upon

a nel'l generation obtaining

This
just the sort of educat,ion Èhat the sophÍsts had Èo of t.t.70
view has been contested by Marrou, who argued that it would be a mistake

to draw too close a paral1e1
development

beLween what

of Athenian d"to..".y.71

the sophisÈs offered and the

He argued thau although there

was undoubtedly some connection, Ehe fact that aristocratic families

trent on supplying mosL of the leaders and politicians even when Athens
had its most radical and far-reaching democratic practices meant Èhat

72 He argued
the influence of the aristocrats vras still itpottunt.
ttu"y definite political
further that it was not possible to pick out
biasrr in the teachings of the fifth century sophists because they taught

the rising newly rich as well as having an eager and willing
clientele from the older, longer established aristocratic families'73
people from

Marrou thus concluded that

the revolution in educati-on that has come
to be known as Sophistry seems to have had
a technical rather than a political origin:
on the basis of a mature culture, these enterprising educaLors developed a nel/ technique,
a form of teaching that was wider in its scope'
more ambitious a7f, more
previous system.

effective than any

Marrou t¡ras undoubtedly right to urge caution in this area.

quite right to point to the continued presence of the aristocratic families in polítical affairs despite the Èendency towards democratic participation.T5 However, the undisputed right to rule by the

And he was

70.

G. B. Kerferd, (1981), P. 15.

7t.

H. I. Marrou, (L977), P. 47.

72.

i-A)rl.

7t+

, p. 47 .
)-!Jrl. , p. 47 .
i-0)r1., p. 48.

75.

Indeed, one could argue

73.

tendency

the fore.

that kept, "u"n

that iÈ was precisely because .of this
,en"*"ã, the aristocraÈst political activity to
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aristocratic families was no longer accepted. The conduct of public
affairs and public business was no longer the province of a few but
the domain of most citizens. This $tas one of the fundamental principles
of Athenian democracy: power and its exercise rested l{ith all citizens

(at least in theory)

and

not just the

selec

t fer,76

An equally important

principl-e of Athenian democracy I'/as that public duties that required
specialised expertise (e.g. military commands) should be carried out
by rhose best qualified and equipped to do "o.77 Both of these principles
were well understood by a1l- Athenian citizens. This created a need

for a form of training or educa¡ion that was not fully served by existing
means. Hence the demand for a form of teaching that was more accessible
to

and held more relevance

that

was met by Èhe

for the wider population of citizens, a demand

sophistsl teachings and methods'

point, the issue is not trpolitical biasrl
but the political consequences of the sort of education offered by the
sophists. The aristocracy vlas neither unanimous nor undivided over
the value of sophist teachings. Many of the younger generation of AthenOn Marrouts second

ian aristocrats were eager to learn from the sophì-sts. Many of the
older generation $¡ere more hostile Èo what the sophists represented'
No doubt some of this hostitity would have derived from the fact that
their children v/ere being taught by influences beyond their control '
It - is no accident that many of the virulenÈ outbursts against the sophists
(especially ín PlaÈots dialogues) came from those devoted to traditional
aristocratic views and values. This

r¡/as Plato

I

s

vtay

of ref lecting

a

view commonly held by older, established aristocrats that the sophists
and their sLudents were contributing to the undermining of the old ways '

76

G. B. Kerferd, (1981), P. 16-

77

i-A)r[., p.

16.
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Plato was shrewd enough, however, to realise Èhat some of these
waysrr were no longer appropriate. This lnsight was perhaps due to his

having come to maturity when the arisÈocrats of the old guard, so well
personified by Thrasymachus in Ehe ilepu!,!)c, had shown Èheir incapacity

for the Athens-to-be of the fourth century. In the dialogues it rdas
Socrates and then Plato who spoke the most civilly with the sophists
because,
what

after all

I¡Ias

said and done, and despite their opposition to

the sophists represented, Plato had to

demonstrate the inLellectual

superiority, logical necessity, and cogency of his

arguments when seen

against those of the leadíng sophists. Although commitÈed to the preeminence of an aristocratic class, P1aÈo set about reconstructing their
values and ideas in a

vJay

that

v¡as more

appropriate for the Athen íun po!)'s

in tune with what he saw aS

-78

The issues at stake r{ere as much political as educational,
perhaps more so. But it would be a mistake to infer from the fact that

the sophists as a group offered a radically and politically
threatening f,orm of education that they were in accord as Lo their political views. 0n the contrary, the sophists vrere of diverse political
because

leanings. Protagoras, whose works exhibited a strong feeling for
ratic practices exemplified

one

pole,

whereas Thrasymachus, as

democ-

a support-

er of the rights of the stronger, exemplified the other. The vaLues
espoused by Thrasymachus tended to be the arj-stocratic values of a fast
disappearing fifth-century Athens. The rest of the sophists fell between
these poles in varying degrees. In Platofs sharply simplified view,
the sophists, despíLe their diversity of thought and political preferences,
were either advocaEes of more democracy or else they v/ere attempÈing

to hang on to, or rather

superimpose

aristocratic
' antiquated

values

Plato therefore reconstructed an image of the c?? after his
78.
argued by E. & N. itlood, (1978),- -in the appoown preconceptions as is well
--pfãtãt
Aráhitect of the lntí-Po!).stt '
siteiy ritteä Cnäptã. iir
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on an increasingly unstable society. In either case they $/ere to be
hegedenounced; the one for encouraging the replacement of aristocr:atic
the tlotk'79
mony altogether, and the other for attempting to turn back
Contrary

to Marrou, politics

vlas thus

at the very centre of the conflicts

and debates that embroiled the sopfri"tsl0

Their teachings were not

of politics but, on the contrary' \¡Iere inextricably tied
to the political undercurrents and upheavals of their time '

independent

.¡T

*

l$

lÊ

+s

.)+

SometimehasbeenSpentinsketchingthesocialcontext
of the sophists so that their contributions to the production and dissemination

of

knowledge can be properly assessed. The two contributions

of importance to this study vrere the debate ovet nomo'5 and phg'siz and
their professional use of rheÈoric. Since rhetoric derived from the
much older art of persuasion, rhetoric was not a sophistic inventio"'81
Tg.TheattempttoreturnAthenstoanearlierstyleof,government
(4LI/410 B'C')
is best seen in the short-lived rules of the Four Hundredattempt
was made
and rhe Thi-rry Tt;;";" GO4/403 B.C.). In boLh cases an
Tyrants repealto dismantle the democatic gains. For example, the Thirtyand
used a systcourts,
popular
the
ed the laws of 4628.C., emãsculated
both groups
i"ri.-t"im of rerior to pacify/ossify the d.e.mo¿. The fact that
maintained their rule with the systematic use of terror and murder indicates the strong cornmitment to dåmocracy that existed on the part oftothe
ordinary Athenians, and,conversely, of ttre kinds of measures needed
uncsubdue them. Akey figure in the ittitty Tyrants was Critias, Plato's
reswas
hence
and
terror
of
reign
the
le, trho was the piirn.-*ouer behind
Thirty
the
of
rule
short
ihe
during
pon"iUi" for much of the bloodshed
of his unctyrants. Plato hras more than generous in his characterisation
EhrenSee-V'
appg?I99:
latter
the
which
le in the various dialogues in
Lintott'
(1981);
A'
Croix,
Ste'
de
M.
E.
lu.g, (1973), pp. 352-3\4; G.
( 1e82) .

could also criticise Marrouts argument because of his asstherefore devoid of polumption that Sophistry was simply technical, and
t
involves a 'po1technique'
of
notion
íery
itical considerations. But the
its exercise'
of
range
the
and
composition
itical dimension both as Eo its

80.

One

Rhetroic was clearly a feature of Homerts works as has been in
argued by Andrew-J. Karp, (Ig7i), but noEe the reservations exPressed
xenophn. 57 p. 2O8 ,supza. A1ão, the work of pre-socratic thinkers like
attemptboth
were
they
that
anes, Heraclitus, and Parmenides gave evidence
of
listen
would
who
any
persuade
ing to articulate their views as well as
the correctness of their views.

81.

245.

However,

the sophists did

make speci.al use

of it and, by refining

and

of their distinctive achievemetrts' The nomo¿/
phg,ù,t debate will not be discussed in detail as many of the issues
it raises fa11 beyond the scoPe of this "trrdy.82 Nevertheless, some
discussion of the debate must be undertaken because it híghlight's the
reshaping

it,

made

it

one

in late fifth-century Greek thought, especially
in relation to the question of truth and opinion, and hence to the nature
important role of

of

Lctgo's

knowledge.
Nomo¿

and,

phg'si's became sharply separated by the sophists'83

it,rrwhat existed tby nomo'st was not 'by phg'i'St and
vice u.t".". 84 The th¡o llere mutually exclusive terms. Rendered as
f
nature' , ¡7hg'lid'meant the reality of whaL existed, and hence to enquíre

As Guthrie explained

into

:ùhe

phg,siz of an object or condition was to seek its real or true

nature (i.e. its !.ogo's). Nomo¿ came to mean law or convention although

it initially

meant what vlas traditionally thought to be true'

This

older meanÍng remained. current in the fifth century bUt became increasing
ly subordinate to the newer meaning of law or formal convention'8s In

affairs, phg'ü's came to be synonymous with necessiEy (and hence
independent of human actions or will) whereas nomo'5 was always dependent

human

upon human

actions or wi1l.

g2.
An extended discussion of this debate is given by-t{.- K. C. Guttrrie, (1969), pp. 55-L34. More abbreviated accounts are in G. B. Kerferd,
(1981), pp.111-130; L. Versenyi, (1963), PP'53-59; H'D'Rankin' (1983)'
pp. 79-9L.

E. & N. lrrood, (1978), p. 85 credit the late pre-Socratic, Arctr
elaus of Athens, (reputádiy one oi Socratestmentors) with being one of a
the first Lo make'this sort of distinction. But it is also clear that
this directnumber of the earliesL pre-Socratic'thinkers vlere pushing in
ttlawstt of the
fixed
articulatä
to
ion in so far as they were atÈempting
Itnaturalrf worl-d to bã used as ¡ust-ifications of guides for human actions'
l'ü. K. C. Guthrie, (1969)' p. 55'
84.

g3.

anîl tÁ2. De$nningz ol Çnzzk Denoc-,zacg, (0xford university Press, Oxror¿, 1969) for some discussion on the background of nomo¿,.and its development.

85.

M. Ostwal-d,

Nomo,t
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The debates

in tl:.e late fifth

century about

phg'5¿.5 and nomo¿

therefore presupposed Èhe fur¡her issue of logo's.86

lished by

nomo^ rreed

many sophists,

not be the

same

The hogo's estab-

logo's established by phgdi'5. For

logoi established by phg'sis were the yardstick and

source

This view was adopted by Callicles, Antiphon'
Plato, and even Aristophanes.ST For these writers , phg'li's had priority
over nomo'5. Others, like Thrasymachus, held a position closely related
for all other !.ogoi.

Antiphon. Regardless of

to that of callicles

and

ed, those with the

power and

the

means

how 2ogo,s was

to enforce their

view would do so and then 1abel it what they liked.

own

establistr

particular

Guthrie called

this llan attitude of hard-headed realism or fact-facingrr.$6 In many
respects, this view resorted to arguments ftom phgz)¿to establish the
arbitrary

nomoá

of the stronger

A third position
nomoó

oveî phg,5i,3, He

and

\^/as

more powerful'

exemplified by ProEagoras who favoured

suggesËed

that no matter how one approached

the problem of phg,ti,s, its elaboration always remained a contingent
matter. It lras a matter of establishing it by nomo'3. As a result,
Guthrie described Protagorasf views on this

as

extreme subjectívism according to which there
v/as no reality behind and independent of appearances, no difference between appearance and
being, and we are each the judge of our own impt""ãion". \^Ihat seems Eo me i.s f or me, and no
man is in a positíon to call another mistaken'
... No natural philosopher went as far as thie
for it is a denial of the very meaning of pnü'¿o?g

The above reference to logo,s may seem to be a misrepresentatiqt
86.
of the discussion in I,l. K. C. Guthrie, (1969), p. 60 where he discussed
phg,si.s/nono's in terms of law and ethical val-ueã. But the issue of logo's
sophists
is still appropriate because one of the chief concerns of manygermane
to
is
hence
and
!.ogoi
was how to- ãifierent,iate between competing

the

¡zhg^¿'5/ nomo¿ debaEe.

K.

87.

I,\I.

88.

i-a).d..,

89

)A)r1,

Guthrie, (1969), PP. 110 ff..

C

p

, p.

60.
186.

247 .

referring specifically to Protagorasr t'man-measure
principlerf it is clear that Protagoras used this principle to guide
him in the phg'siz/nomo¿ controver"y.go Kerferd took the other tack,

1,Jhile Guthrie was

and described Protagorasr views as objectivist because, although

each

person could perceive the same phenomena differently or in opposing

terms, the perceptions h¡ere due to qualities inherent in Èhe phenomena
themse1ves.91 Such qualities t'coexist in the same physical objectrf
and

this constituted what Kerferd called the objectivist uit"'92
robjecLivistr is unfortuThe terminology of tsubjectivistt and

nate (and possibly flawed) and raises issues of a meta-theoretic nature

that are beyond the scope of this st.udy. The use of such terminology
here has been unavoidable because of the way in which Guthrie and Kerferd
have framed the issues with respect to the views of Protagoras' Some
justification for feeling
jectivist/objectivist

uneasy about

the metaphysical bog of the sub-

framework emerges from the following discussion

of Kerferdrs analysis where he appears to be having it both ways.

He

claims that the subjectivist position
embrace the view that perception is
causally based on features actually present
in the objective world. These causal factors may we1-l , on a commonly held view, be

will

the soúrce of the contents of an individualrs
perceptions. But what he perceives are the
iesulls of these causes ' noL the causal factors themselves and, as these results are determined by the impact of causal factors on
hÍmself as a subject, it will be convenient
and not I hope too misleading to continue to
the heading of
include this theorV un$3r
-subjectivist theories.

L. Versenyi, (1963), pp. 30-32, and n' 25 p'31'
ttPlatots
G. B. Kerferd, (1981), pp. 86-87. In an earlier paper,
Account of the Relativism of Protagòrastt , Du,,tlwtn lL>iuet'si-t-g JoumaL, YoIume XLII, New Series, Volume XI, I949/5O, p...2L Kerferd expressed it thus:
ttopposite qualities inhere in the same thingrr.

90.
91.

92.
93.

G. B. Kerferd, (1981), PP. 86-87.

i-tirl., p.

87.

248.

Butitismisleading,oraÈleastquestionbegging.0nthe
ttqualities which can co-exist ín the
one hand, Kerferd suggests thaE
physical objecEtf can give rise to different perceptions. 0n the
other hand, causal frfeatures actually present in the objective worldrl
same

give rise to differing perceptions. These perceptions are based not
on the causes but on their results or effects which are themselves differentially perceived because Eheir impact on índividual persons will
"vary from person to person according to differences in the subjectrf '
Thus for an objectivist, real-ity is differentially constituted and is
so perceived, whereas for a subjectivist, reality is constituted differenEly because individuals are differently constituted' Qne míght
itcausal factorsrt for a subjectivist
ask h,hy Perceptions are effects of

but not for an objectivist? ltlhy does the fact that individuals dÍffer
as to their constitutlons and powers (as is acknowledged by Kerferd)
not affect an object.ivist' perceptions of these causes?

Such questions

render the subjectivist/objectivist Eerminology extremely problemmatical'
The point is that there can be no perception without the
means

to perceive

and hence there can be no reports without reporters'

94

This was the core of Protagorast;l-t-man-measure principlerr.

is the measure of all states of affairs,
of what is the case' that it is the caserrof
what is not the case' that it is not so'--

Man

D. K. Glidden, trProtagorean Relativism and Phg'siz", Phnonz'i"s,
Volume XX, No. 3, 1975 P. 2L5 n- 29.
i-L-irl., p. 2og. n. 1. There is some variety in the^translations
95.
åi-erot"goru"i "orã". For example, R. K. sprague , 7hz 1hl"Q/L Sop/t-i'st's,
r'Of
(Universiry of Sourh Carolina pieså, South ð.tõtin., 1972) p. 18 has
all things the measure is man, of thi
that are not that theY are nottt. L.

94.

Fragmentrf

,

Aræ.z¿can ]ouzna-(-

ol

Ph.L{-o!-

and Adolph Levi, ttThe Man-Measure Pri
ionstr , PúLho'sophg, t'lo]-ume XV, 1940 p.

Levirs interpretation
of all thingsrl. ffactsr.
This was the interpretation adopÈed by Glidden
ferred to wãre
for his anarysis. Versenyirs interpretation in- (1962) and (1963), though
not identicai, closely parallels Gliddenrs and Levi's.

249.

Although it may be granted that Glidden l¡/as a little less l-iteral in
his translation than some, the sense that he drew from it was consistent

with Protagorasr known views. Indeed, the apparent disjunction between
Protagoras' ethical views and his views on truth96 disappears when it
is acknowledged Èhat Protagoras was concerned, in any given situation'
with the facts at issue rather than with the nature of the objects of
those facts.

That is, for Protagoras, the rfacts at issuet were those
that were of direct concern or relevance for humans. This was well
brought out by Versenyi, who argued that Protagoras
holds that the thing a pig, a firefLy, a
dog-faced baboon' or some still stranger
crãature may be concerned with is relative
to each of these creatures. The point, however, is (and this is what the fragment is
designed to emphasize) that v¡e are neither
pigs nor dog-fãced baboons nor some still
stranger creature but human beings, and thus,
as fai as u)z are concerned, man, whether the
individual, the state, or mankind, is the
measure of things. If it seems merely tautological at first to say that things of our
concern concern us' it is far from trivial
to recall this at a time when men appear
oblivious of the fact. To remind man at
such a time that he is not an abstracttheoretical chimera in communication with
objective-imnutabl-e absolute essences' but

. iiuing human being, to point out that this
is the one in which he lives'
world oi ¿nn
"l¿
concerns him, and
ultimately
which
the one
world of Parmenides
the
from
him
recall
thus to
philosophy, in
natural
post-Parmenidean
and
into a world
himself,
lost
literally
which he
from trivial '
far
is
this
action
of practical
I
important
most
and
first
s
It is the thinker
to
Pointing
did.
Protagoras
what
task. IE is
attitudes,
relationships,
our
which
the world in
and opinions are decisíve ' our concerns -o$tutmost àoncern, he recalled man to himself
"'

K. C. Guthrie, (1969), p.

96

t^¡.

97

L. Versenyi, (1963), P. 13 .

187.

(Emphasisin

original).

254.

It

was

the relationship between a

human being and

the

clL'l2naLo

of their

specific, lived situation that vtas ímportant and such a relationshiP
vrould therefore be

a contingent

maÈter '

For protagoras, 'n"n98 vras the best and only judge of his
concerned,
experiences and consequently, as far as those experiences v,ere
could never be wrong. Hence Protagoras held that no one manrs assertions

or claims (relative to himself) could take the status of being more
truthful than any other mants statements. As Glidden put it'
Protagoras is using ttruef in its standard
tErue ofr and he is arguing that all
""t"""."
of an individual's sensations and beliefs are
true of his psycho-physical condition' In the
Protagoras argues that
case of simple".tt"ãuions
each man is infallibly aware of what he senses'
In the case of political, ethical, and"mathematical
beliefs Protagoias claims that these beliefs are
merely *ty" oi taking onets expereinces and as
*uy" óf taking th65e experj-ences they are infallible as we1l."
ttrue off was not an absolute concept for
Thus Uruth in the sense of
relative to an individualfs undertitu'loo
standing of his perceptions of a given state of' affairs at a given

Protagoras but a relati-ve

one. It

was

ancient Greece
It is clear that, given the.status of women in
fman'cannot
be unterm
the
in n.-a8 p. 2O5 upnct),
be
undermust
but
Humankind
ic sense oi Hutun ty or
by
ãn_t i_rr¿ t . f,hus m n as males were the standard
arhave
who
those
escaped
ãg.a. This seems to have
f'man'inProtagoras'fragment.Suchargumentshave
K' C' Guthrie'
ãr"got." meant *ãtt "'(L.individual (l{'
pp' 9-13)'
(1963)1
Versenyi,
u-"f..ies
or,màn
gener""
confusion
a
on
rests
ít
p"euAo-ptoblem because
its
from
tindividual''
isolation
as a term in abstract
ated by treating
purporled referãnU and as such was un-Protagorean' Protagoras l{as trying
Lo sto* that each-ñ;;"; (or at t"u"t,n3"ïlrï"1î1"";::tri:i;"ll".ll'iå3r"
common to the
on) was a Propertyrindividualr
and
bãtween
tinction
tindividof
sense
the
far
as
in so
as noted, for Lhe Greeks Lhis meant
the mal-e half of the sPecies.

98.

99

D. K. Glidden, (L975), p. 2L7.

100.

L. Versenyi, (1963),

PP

.

20-2L.

25t.

A consequence of this view was that there would be a proliferation of truths (in the sense used above), none of which could claim
a pn-io,ui precedence over any other. However, this did not mean that people

their beliefs or that. they could noL differentiate between
competing beliefs as to which were better or'$¡orse. As peoplets perceptions of the (changing) world around them altered so too would their

were bound to

beliefs. But such changes were not mechanical. Part of the establishment of a relationship between an indívidual and the facts of a given
situaËion depended upon the constiÈution of the individual with resPect
interpret what is being perceived'
In discussing Protagorean doctrine, Plato used the example
of the physician and the sick person to demonstrate the analogous procedure concerning beliefs about what is true of any given situation'101
A sick person may perceive the taste of food as bítter while a healthy

Èo the

ability to perceive

and

the taste of the same food as not bitter. In order to
change the sick person's tastes (and hence the perceptions/beliefs)
with respect to the food, the physician does not change the food but
person perceives

changes, or atLempts to change, the sick personfs disposition.

The

physician restores the sick person to health, a state of affairs that

to be the normal condition for
the human body since a healthy person vtas regarded as superior to an
unhealthy person. Qnce the patient is cured the patientrs sense-percepE-

one assumes was considered by the Greeks

ions about the food also change. By altering the disposition of the
I.Jhat follows is based on Gliddents more extensive discussion of
101.
this example in D. K. Glidden, (L975), pp. 217-220. The particularitanStrictly speaking
analogy is given in Plato's Thzaetet','s lL66 ff.].
summary of Protagorasl
giving
a
by
Socraies
i"-prãLo'" ã.gu*".rl, dãlivered
to any significant
views
Protagorast
not
distort
views. That Þlato did
achieved his
Plato
that
fact
is
the
as
extent is more or less accepted
ttwintt over Protagoras with suspect argumentation'

252.

patient's physícal e*istence,l02 the physician effects a transformaÈion
of the related percepÈions. The formerly bitter tasÈing food no longer
tastes bitter.
was

Glidden noted that fat from denying phg'sia Protagoras

in fact using phg,ú.s to explain the nature of perception.
Far from denying PHYSIOLOGIA, Protagoras
appeals to it au a critical juncture. Mants
physical condition is a necessary prerequisite in the production of those sense experiences. PHYSIS explains wlSrman has the
sense experiences he cloes.

But Protagoras was not asserting the priori¡y of phg'5b ove:r nomo^.
was

pointing to the fact that, as far as

He

human beings were conc"tt"d,104

phg'ú'l was neither constant nor homogeneous, hence any attempt to postu-

late a particular phg,si¿was an arbitrary matter on a par with nomo'5.
Protagoras lras thus fundamentally opposed to formulating ideas about
rfacts') as enti-ties "j-n themstlut""'105
chnznaT-a (whether as 'things' or
The above analogy was then applied

to the beliefs of healthy

people and the way in which their beliefs could be altered, for better

or \irorse. It was at this point that the role of a sophÍst came into
its own for ProLagoras. It was up to the sophists (or similar teachers)
to effect the appropriate changes in the dispositions of their pupils
or audiences, thereby changing their beliefs. Protagorasf views on
this point vrere expressed by Socrates (as reconstructed by Pl-ato) in the
The Greeks regarded human beings as comprising a set of pov/ers
lO2.
inter-relator capacities, the propoition" of which and their respective
tfEquality
and Justice
Vlastos,
G.
ions varied from person Èo person. See
Jan.-Oct.,
XLII,
Volume
Ph)-!.o!.ogg,
in Early Greek Coåmologies"-, Claó¿icaA
bemedical
Greek
of
Lg47 pi. 156-178. Foi a more detailed discussion
(1983).
liefs ãna practices see G. E. R. Lloyd'

I03.

D. K. Glidden, (1975), P. 2I7.

beíngst and tpersont in this thesÍs
when discussing Protagorean and other views is not intended to be anachronistic or distortive of their acÈual views. Rather, it assumes that, de
spite the particular prejudices concerning women, ProEagorasJ views have
a generalily that can be applied to the modern a$e where such prejudices
are more hotly contested.

of the terms

thuman

104.

The use

105.

L. Versenyi, (1963), p.

22.
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the TheaeLelu¿.
So Eoo

in education it is necessary to

bring about a change from the lilorse condition to a better; but r+hereas the doctor affects achange by means of drugs,
the sophist does it bY discourse

when somebody has depraved thoughts because of a depraved mentalit¡¡ one improves

his mentality and thereby causes him to
think correspondingly good thoughts. Some
ignorant folk describe these nevl thoughts
aã 'truer ; I should call :'hen !,e1fu6 Ehan
others, but certainlY noL ÍJ¿u"-n.

rrphysicaltt dispositions
t
In altering or attempting to alter people s
the sophist attempts to change the $rays in which people come to terms
with their sense-perceptions of themselves and the world around them'

their skills' cured the sick (and improved
their perceptions). Analogously, the sophists, by exercising their
particular skills, provided the means for their pupils to alter their

The physicians, by exercising

understanding

of the

"or1d.107

of central importance here is the fact that the means by
which perceptions were articulated or made manifest involved language
and hence logo,s . Logo,s entailed both the fact that such means l{ere
ordered arrangements

108
and the fact that
of words,'""

these sequences

for everYthing that existed. That is, a
!.ogo,s could be given of everything that existed and, for thinkers within
the philosophical form of discourse, this meant that everyfhing had
of words could

be

composed

!ogo,s. This is consistent with the general tenor of Greek thought
in that knowing (i.e. giving a logo's in the sense of giving an account)

a

and being (i.e.

claiming an ontological status for !ogo's) were fused

. (Translation lÙarrington's, his emphasis) '
L. Veresenyi, (1963), pp. 33-35 has demonstrated the close
107.
pgqqfiel begween sophistic and medical arts in ancien¡ Greece as is acñããii;ã;"ã=b;'r,¡. K. c. Guthrie, (1969), p. 167. rhat'this'änalogy was
accepteã by most Greelcs can be seen from the fact Èhat Plato used it not
justintheTh¿.aef.øtu¿butálsoinotherdialogues(e.g.Pha.el'za'l|2761).
Cf. the defÍnition of language alluded to n. 55 p. 63 'supno.
108.
106.

Thzac-Le-tt¿ l\67bl

254.

together.
same

l09

Thus giving a logo's of an object or phenomenon v/as

Èhe

as saying that it exhibited a parEicuLat Logo's'
As was noted

earlier, for

some

sophísts hogoz given by phg'5i)

lrere to be preferred to all else. It was here that Protagoras denied
the priority of phg'ti,s over nomo,5 (but not the necessity of phg'5b)

the atLribution of one or another logo's vas purely arbitrary'
It was a matLer of convention to be determined by Èhose interested
the !ogo': of a
enough to enquire after such things. The articulation of

because

particular objecÈ or process derived from the sense-perceptions of
logo't was
humani beings with the wider environme.ra.1l0 A particular
a definite, but not immutable way of ordering a personts beliefs' If
the ordering of beliefs or sense-perceptions was altered such that they
then
were brought into new or different relationships with each other
the views of the person or persons holding those beliefs would also
change.

Forasophist',!'ogo'swastheplaceandthemeansofintervention through which a person could be changed, for better or worse' Thus
the aim of a sophist like Protagoraswas that of
wise and honest orators [whoi] neplace wÍth
sound opinions the communityrs distorted view
of what is right. For it is my belief thatcomwhatever courses of action seem right and
mendable Èo any given Suate anz tíght and commendable for tLe-State i-n question, so long as
it holds to them. But when those courses are'
in any particular instance, bad for the citizens'
the wise man substitutes others that are and
appear more expedient. 0n the same principle
tiå sophist, wño can likewise educate his disciples along the right lines, is wise and entitled to 1árge fees f11m them when their

training is

K. C. Guthrie,

comPlete.

(1969)

' p.

187

109.

1,¡.

110.

D. K. Glidden, (1975), P. 226.

111 .

Thz.aztz-ttt¿ lL67 cl

n.

1'

. (Translation l^larrington's, his emphasis)

'
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It is clear from this that the sophists (at least Protagoras) were concerned with improving peoplets perceptions. The interest of the sophists
was

not just a matter of wanting to

make

the rrweaker argument strong"'tt

112

as many, including P1ato, have maintained. Rather, the sophists were
concerned with perfecting their rhetorical skills to transform the lvorse
logo,t in,to a better !.ogo,s thereby attempting to minimise the prevalence
of distorted views
concerned

and ignorant opinions.

0fcourse,itmightbeobjectedthatnotallsophistsÍ¡ere
with such ostensibly noble ends. Gorgias, for example,

main-

tained quite steadfastedly that hís ort{.g real concern was to teach the
For him, rhetoric was the master key that opened
art of th.to.i..113

all. doors. The diminutiòn' of ignorance was but one benefit Lhat might
be gained through the use of rhetoric. An important benefit in the
Athenian context, for Gorgias perhaps Íhz most important ' vlas the gaining and exercising of political power and the prestige that would follow
As far as Gorgias \.ras concerned the ends to which his students
f rom it.
put the art of rhetoric $/as a matter for their own individual consciences'
It was not his responsibility to Èeach Lhem wrong from right, good from

bad, noble from base: in short to teach o.nLn.ll4

This is not to

say

cited as saying that he could make
has led some to consider the soptr
this
the
Sprague, (1972),
(8.g.
Aristotle in R...K.
ists as some sort of charlatans.
ltmaking
the worse
p. 2I.). However, this saying can a1õo be rendered as
rendThese
sounder'r.
argument
sound
the
å;Ñ;;; ¡erteru år euenl'már.iãg
are
nor
other,
with
each
inconsistent
erings are not, sLrictly speaking,
conbe
to
need
not
does
One
analysis.
they inconsistent with the-above
sidãred a charlatan simply because on : aims to strengthen an argument.
Il2. rrweak"tProtagoras has often

been

u.grrñ"nt strongertt and

The conclusion drawn Uy^Aristotle and others, drawn piimarily- from Plators
view Eo poÊfry the sophists
J-nterpretations, was básed on a preconceived
trseeking
victory in-an argu(i.e.
as präctitioners/teachers of. en-L¿t)c

(G. B. Kerferd, (1981), p.62 with little or no concern for wh'at
;;.it tttì""rt)
and less on their ctai-m to be thinkers of integrity in their
,á"
own right.
113.

l,l. K. C. Guthrie, (1969), P- 27I.

114.

ilirl. , p.

27I

.
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that in the course of being instructed in rhetoric a
pick up some hint or guidance as to what Gorgias felt

studenÈ might not
was

a proper

and

just use for rhetoric. Gorgias argued that since ut21-e' v/as not an absolute and since his students should have learnt some of what it entailed
beforethey came to him, the focus of his teaching should not be a '21'2

but rhetoric. The contradicuion ovet

a/Le-t-e-

into which Platots

tSocratest

led Gorgiaslls should not be taken as a denial of the veracity or legitimacy of Gorgiasr actual philosophical position. As Guthrj-e pointed

out, Gorgias' denial that he taught a/?z-tz resulted from having

been

driven into a corner, and we cannot be cerhave said such a thing
tain that he V161d
r

in real life.

tn: most reasonable, or at leasL fairesE, conclusion would be that,
for Gorgias, o/72f2 had a very low pedagogical priority'
Furthermore, the sophists

presumed

that the basic

values

already been taught to 'their students before
they sought out the more advanced teachings of the sophists. This highlights an important difference between the sophists and Plato and Soc-

associated with

atzel-e- ]¡að,

raEes. For the sophists, such issues, while not settled on any absoluLe
basis, h¡ere nevertheless something which they, as advanced teachers,
should be able to take Lor granted. For Socrates and Plato such issues

could not be taken for granted because it was these that they were try-

ing to redefine. They saw it as their duty to reformulate the basic
concepts of truth, justice, goodness, and so on. Hence their almost
obsessive preoccupation wj¡1h a.¡zz.Íz- compared with the more casual approach

to social morality of

many

of the sophísts. Most of the sophists

115.

See Çongictt 1460-4611.

116.

lìt. K. C. Guthrie, (1969), p. 272.
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rejecÈed the doctrines of cerEain knowledge and unchanging t,ruths.
For the sophists, such knowledge was not fixed but a matter of opinion
and subject Lo change. Hence
tç

*

l&

emphasis on rheÈoric.

their
JT

JT

t3

For the sophists, rhetoric r{¡as the

means whereby people,

either singly or in groups, could be persuaded, if they so chose, to
adopt a better or more appropriahe !.ogo's. In so far as rhetoric can
be understood as being synonymous with the art of persuasion, it predated
the age of the sophists in that such an art had been important in Homeric
times.1l7Ho*"u"t, the sophistsr influence
on prose oratory, hitherto a spontaneous
though dignified mode of speech' hlas to
give it a sÈructure and diction and at
times a rhythm and use of figures no less
self-conscious that l¿icl th?ñe which
poetry had long controlled."'
119
Howbuilt on an existing practice and refined it.
ever, it would be a mistake to assume that this practice was confined
to just that of ttprose oratoryrr (i. e . speech-making) . This !üas but

The sophists thus

one

of a set of pracÈices thaÈ also included
the cul-tivation of the spoken and writter¡
word, the art of speaking correctly, of
expressing and conveying thought in the
right manner ..., and of analysing fÐ6
rules and constitution of language.---

For Protagoras, Prodicus and Gorgias, fot example, these were all necessary features of successful ttprose oratoryrr. And although the sophists

LI7.
118.

Sfurliz.¿

119.
LzO.

As was noted

in

earlier in the paper by Andrew J. Karp, (L977).

trlilliam Chase Greene, ttThe

Spoken and l^lritten VJordtr, Ha'zuoncl
C^La¿¿ical Pl¿L(.ologA, Vol-ume 60, 1950. p. 40.

G. Kennedy, (1963), PP.26-27; W.K. C. Guthrie, (1969)'

L. Versenyi, (1963), P. 36.

p'

I79'

258.

primarily responsible for these features, it is
nevertheless the case that these features reached back to techniques
established in the oral mode of discourse and which conEinued to a greaÈ-

can be regarded as being

er or lesser extent wiLh the

development

of the literate

mode

of dis-

.our""121 where writing became the principal organisational means for
the composition and preservation of one?s thoughts'
It is clear that the sophists were prose ,utit"t"J22

Yet

of the pre-SOcratic writers, the sophists did noL see poeti-c
forms or techniques as constraints on the means of dissemination' As
noted earlier, the poetic medium acted as someLhing of a brake upon

unlike

many

the innovatory potential of the technology of writing with respect to
disseminatior,.l23 The sophists, however' embraced the poetic and attemptedtoincorporate it within their discourses for maximum advantage' They
developed a specialised language of discourse which, while still part

of the philosophical form of discourse, expressed theír concern with
concrete social situations in addítion to the more abstract issues of
method. (Ihi-s is most easily seen in the views of Protagoras who, in
Versenyits apt phrase, 'rrecalled man Eo himself".)I24

Without

presup-

posing a logo,t that was definitively absolute, eternal, or unchanging'

of distinguishing between' and if necessary'
transforming competing or conflicting !.ogoi. This is borne out by
the fact that Ehe art of rhetoric was regarded by practitioners and
and disparagers al-ike as the rrart of logù-f .I25 In developing a spec-

the sophists developed

means

, pp. 24-39 .

tzL.

Vrrilliam Chase Greene

,

L22.

As can be seen from

the fragments contained in R' K'

( 1951)

(1972), pa.S'Sin.

3 and 4 above.

I23.

See Chapters

r24.

L. Versenyi, (1963), P.

125.

W. K. C. Guthrie, (1969)'

13.

P.

177.

Sprague,

2s9

.

ialised language devoted to
wriÈten

persuasaon

126

word, prose in particular, in
Ji

*

åÊ

tt

nel,
,+

the sophists develoPed the
and uncharted directions.
tT

In his analysis of the art of rhetoric, Kennedy distinguished
irs five basic p^tæ!27 Inuent)on dealÈ with the choice of subject
matter or content i ctnzangenenL referred to the organisation of the words
of speech, whether written or oral; ¿taln focussed on the structure
of the particular composition; tnemonA and its related mnemonic
devices provided the means of retention; and finally dzl)ue-zg, or control
of voice tones and bodily movements, to maximise the speakerts impact

and rhythm

on the audience. All of these features of rhetoric, though developed
more completely at a latet tit",128 lrere Present even in the rudimentary
stages of persuasive discourse. Two of the constituent elements' namely
the
otnangene.nl and ,sLg!.e, warrant closer examination as they were perhaps

the most considered devel0pment aL the hands
of the fifth century sophisLs. (one might wish to include inu¿n't)on as
part of the sophistst distinctive contributions, as Kennedy did,129bu'
this would be tangential to the Èask at hand because, for al"1 intents

elernents which received

and purposes, the choíce of subject matter had an arbitrary aspect to

ir.

)

Parts of a speech '--'
(or other types of discourse ) according to their function within it '
Ailtangenlent-

referred to the

component

Richard Burke, ttRhetoric, Dialectic, and Forcet' , Ph)-Lo'tophg and
i?hpLonic, Volume 7, No. á, Summer 1974. p. 155. Note also his observatrrmust
ion on p. 154 that rhetoric cannoL be limited just to speeches but by L'
apply tò language in the broadest senserf. Similar views are given
Versenyi, (1963), pp. 36-38.

126.

L27.

G. KennedY, (1963), PP. 10-12'

Invention
R. McKeon, "The Methods of Rhetoric and Philosophy: (Corne11
urrd .luag"mentrr, in L. lnlaltactr, (9d.), Thn CAa¿¿ical TnadLt)on '
University Press, New York, 1966).
G. KennedY, (1963), P. 30.
L2g.

L28.

'26!io

the proem which introduced Èhe topic and foreshadowed in
a general way what was to follow. This may be considered as a variation
130 After
on the echo-principle used in the oral mode of di".out"" '
131 of the matter, together
that would come an outline of the "¡u.a""

First

came

with the articulation of the testimony of witnesses (if relevant) and
the presentation of supporting evidence. This section llas generally
By contrast, the third section vtas devoted
to argumentation, and the proof proper of the issue at stake. Here
the rhetorician wove the views presented in the narrative into a tight

regarded as a narrative.

and conpelling

unity whilst at the

same

time disparaging and disproving

in disarray. The fourth and final
and recapitulation of the key points of

opposing views thereby leaving them
component was

the

summation

of the argument. This

as the epilogue and was an innovation

became known

!32rc provided the speaker with the
opportunity to achieve a greater and lasting impact on the audience'
The increased attention to the component parts of a discourse

on earlier techniques of

discourse

that the ,sLg!2 exhibited by such a/znangenent became important '
This lJas because the object. of the exercise llas persuasion and hence
the more clearly articulated and formalised the structure of the a'nrzongemeant

nznt- became, the more necessary

it,

became

to develop a 'SLg!-e that

compl-e-

attention. Gradually, the simpler prose
style began to be transformed in Èhat it began to make full use of earlier poetic techniques; the very techniques that had traditionally been

mented

it

and enhanced audience

This was dÍscussed in Chapter 2, pP. 76-78' '5uP/za'
It needs to be understood that Lhe rrfactsrt (of any matter whe131.
discourse like philther judicial or more broadly pertaining to knowledge
ttfactstt
became facts
osopn]) were pnzc-i,se-Lg whaE weie in question. The
h¡as ac!ogo's)
its
(perhaps
correctly,
more
hrriting
or
onfy if the speech
logoz
power
of
the
was
It
question.
in
issue
the
true
of
cepted as beiãg
trfactstt
themselves.
the
not
facts
thãt. establishãd the

130.

L32.

G. Kennedy, (1963), P. 32-

2.9

so effective in achieving close attention from the audience. Gorgias '
for example, consciously developed a prose style that $ras heavily de-

a standard stock of poetic Lechníques in which rhyme, formulaic phrases, parallelism, and an¡i¡hesis feagured prominenttr'133 As
Kennedy noted, Gorgiasf debt to poetic techniques was considerable,
especially as these had been established within the earlier oral mode
pendent upon

of discourse. Although rhythm v/as of some importance for Gorgias, iÈ
nevertheless took a back seat to the above techniques, especially antithesis for which he became renowned by later rheLoriciun".l34
ItwasThrasymachuswhoplacedthenostemphasisoncreating
an appropriaLe prose rhyt.hm. He was probably the first writer of prose

to rhetorical ends'
He sah¡ the value of a rhythm that provided variety and yet was repetiti.r".135 In contrast to his predecessors in the poetj-c tradition'
to appreciate

and consciously adapt

the prose

medium

to incorporate various rhythms within the one
work. It vrill be recalled that the aoirloi of the oral mode of discourse
had a set rhythmic structure, the hexameter, within which to arrange
their words and formulaic phrases. superimposed was the rhythm of meaning which, as Frankel noted, gave a limited variation in the overall

Thrasymachus attempted

effect but which did 1itt1e to change or disturb the fundamental rhythm
of the h"*u*"t"r. 136 For the ctoi-d.oi, êtrY signif icant variation in -rhythm h¡as more or less impossible given the actual conditions of composition.

133.
I34.
135.
136.

The púz.La), it is true, were able to employ a wide range of

pp. 69-70 I

i-Url., P. 33 and P- 64.
i-Li"d.., PP. 65-66.

i-UrL., pP.68-69.
H. Frankel, (1975), pP. 30-32. This was discussed
ÁupLa,

in

chapter 2'

262.

rhythmic patterns in their poems. However, each poem exhibited only
one basic rhythm. once a particular rhythm had been chosen, and hence
the verse form established for the particular Poem, no new rhythm v'as
introduced into that poem. The regularity of the verse form was generally maintained for its duration. Like the ao)rloi, the poùLo'L could

of pauses or breaks to good effect, buL the central rhythm
to
remained in force once it had been set. Gorgias too, used pauses
good effect, and has been credited with the development of the idea

make use

of the "favourable momentrr within sophistic discoursel3T *hith emphasised
the choice of timing in selecting both the structural and stylistic
effects for a particular composition. Thrasymachus placed less enphasis
on poetic techniques as such, preferring to concentraLe on rhythmic
variation as the central feature of his prose compositions. Thrasywritings exhibited tta degree of sentence structure more devel-oped
than in any earlier writertt 138 .rrd this vlas in large part due to his
innovations with respect to rhythmic patterns. In so doing, he provided

machus

a model of prose composition that $Ias revered by later rhetoricians
in the

same

llay that Gorgias was t"u"t"d'139
T

*

The imPortance

J+

l+

ls

of antithesis for

lÊ

the

to the develoPment of rhetoric was seminal.
fthabit of antithesis was deeply êngrained in the

r37

.

Greek characterrl

140

A. Lesky, (1966), p. 351; G. Kennedv, (1963), PP' 66-67'

r38.

G. Kennedy, (1963), P. 68.

139.

i-A)rl.

140.

sophists' contribution
As Kennedy noted, the

, p. 69 .
)-A).d.., p. 34.

A
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similar point

was made by l,Iebster

in his discussion of the

development of

141 The
a specifically philosophical language in early Greek thot'gttt '
use of antithesis can be found in almost any work from Homer to the
sophists. This is partly due to the fact that it v¡as a key means of
organising and stressing important ideas. It was also a mnemonic re-

of composition for the aoirlloi within the oral mode of discourse
because it made Èhe task of composing in performance less onerous' !'lith
the advent of writing, the problems of composition became less immediate
quirement

but, even in the late fifth century when partly literate audiences could
be taken for granted by a writer, oral dissemination remained the most
conmon way in which people came into contact with the ideas of the variou's
The mnemonic significance of antithesis remained important
as far as the audience v/as concerned because it facilitated the remember-

writers.

ing of a writerts words and ideas.

a desription of antithesis from the i?heLon)crt
ad- A-texanrtnun that succinctly expressed what was meant by such a term'
Kennedy presented

antithesis is that which has both opposite
terminology and meaning in contrasLing clauses
or either one of these. Intrhat follows would be
opposed in terminology and meaning at the same
time: 'It. is not just for my opponent to have
my property and be wealthy while I, having

An

pãrted-with my substance' am no more than a
teggar.' Oppôsition in words only: 'Let the
give to the poor and negdy''
riðñ and ptòàp"tous
iI
nursed him while he was sick,
In meaning:
but he haé been the cause of the greatest evils
to mer. Here the words are not opposed but
the actions are. Antit'hesis in both respects'
meaning and terminology, would be most effect- - I42
ive, but the two other types are also antithetical'-'-

Antithesis was thus a matter of opposing words, clauses' or even sentences
143 The importance of antithesis
at various levels of articulatiot.

141.

T. B. L. Webster, (1952-53), P.

L42.

G. Kennedy, (1963)' P. 65.

143.

T. B. L.

ütrebster, (1952-53),

P.

20

20
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for rhetorical discourse $ras that its use came to be regarded as
f
cnf)-Logo,s, Guthrie described an-t)-[.ogo^ as meaning both contradiction'
.144 Kerferd described ont)Logo's as that
which consists in causing the same thing to

and 'contrary arguments

t

be seen by the same people now as possessing
one predicate and nold as æsses1[3g the
opposite or contrarY Predicate.

And

further, he suggested that it
consists in opposing one logos to another
logos, or in discovering or drawing attention
to the presence of such an oppostion in an it 6
argument

or in a thing or state of affaíts.

Despite the variations inherent in the meaning of the wotd logo's, ranging
twordr through Eo treAsont, rargumentr, raccquntt,

from simply

in[etL a-(Jct, Kerferdrs and Guthrj-ets inLerpretations fall

,^ng".L47

And

quite clearly, the transition from antithesis to

within rhet,orical discourse
will

become

vtithín that

r¡/as compatible

with their

def

ant)-{.ogo's

initions

as

evident from what follows.

In the narrative part of a particular rhetorical work, antithesis $/as an appropriaÈe term. But as the narrative gave way to the
proof, and antithesis hras placed within the framework of a formal argument

or proof, antithesis also

became more

formalised. For the proof,

the essential feature is Èhe opposition of
one logo's to anotfq6 either by contrariety
or contradiction. - 'Hence

the shift from antithesis Lo ant)logo'5 was a shifE from single

I44.

I{. K. C. Guthrie, (1969), p. L77 and p.

145.

G. B. Kerferd, (1981), P. 61.

182

n.

words

1.

L46.
i-A)r\., p. 63. This is quite clearly very similar to the description of antithesis given by G. Kennedy cited on p. 264 n. I42t ^uPnc/.
more
A. Lesky, (1966), p. 351 where he stressed that Gorgias'
twordt.
of
sense
in
its
logo't
of
iul1
use
made
than any other
"opiti"t,
G. B. Kerferd, (1981), P. 63,
148.

147.
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and perhaps clauses Eo whole arguments. This does not mean that anti-

thesis was redundanL ox that instances of iL lr¡ere not emPloyed within
the proof. But there lÍas a decided change of emphasis from the con-

crete points of narrative to the more thematic and abstract features
of

!.ogo,s,

Ant)-{.ogoó became more commonly

a method of argument in

which

a speaker trained in rhetoric could proceed from one logo,s to another
opposing or contrary !ogo,s, thereby leaving the supporters of the first
either Èo accept both logoi (thereby embracing a contradiction) or,
to acknowledge the conEradictory situation and reject the first
!.ogo's. Alternatively, supporters of the f irst logo,s coul-d attempt to
show thaÈ

the

second !.ogo's

lras not derived f rom the f irst, or attempt

to demonstrate the falsity of the second logol, Whatever the choice
made by the supporters of the weakened !.ogo's, the method of ant-i-Logo's
bore a strong resemblance to the method of nprhcilo orl o-t¿unrLun LhaE
characterised the proofs of Zeno of Elea, and other early pre-Socratic

like

Xenophanes

or

Parmenides.

to be understood thaE the method of anti!.ogo,5 did îoE
have to assune the truth or correctness of iTs iniËial assumptions.
Although the argument proceeds from an assumed !-ogo.s to an appropriate
It

needs

proof, the status of the assumption was of sma1l momenL for the rhetoricians. After all, rhetoricians, like Gorgias,were famous for their claim
that a .(.ogo,s could be provided on any subject and an argument constructed
accordingl-y. A feature of the teacher of rhetoric v¡as the claim to
be able to argue both sides of an issue with equal strength. IË

was

this skill that teachers of rhetoric professed to be able to impart
to their students. The substantive factual and moral content of an
argument vlas

relatively unimportant as far as the skill itself

v¡as con-

266.

cerned. The essential point was that the aim of Ehe discourse was to
persuade the audience of the view being promulgated by the speaker or
writer. Any oEher considerations Ïrere secondary or of negligible importance

for the rhetorical

method.

entirely consistent with the sophistst general approach to knowledge at aîy given time. Truth in any absolute sense
r{as illusory in that all knowlege was, for the sophists, a matter of
This

$ras

opinion, and hence a matter of probability to be established by argur"nt.149 Some opinions were weaker than others and vice versa. !'thether
such opinions Ï/ere true of a given state of affairs depended upon the
power

of the argument presented in its favour to persuade the

audience '

An opinion was assumed and the supporting argument presented which ther-

eby established its !.ogo,s. Alternatively, íEs !.ogo's could be assumed
as a starting point for the establishedent of a more wide-ranging Logo't'
Since the aim of the exercíse was to persuade the audience, the performance of the speaker of the written word had to be powerful enough to

nove those present to reconsider their own opinions and to decided
accordingly.
f

*

tç

rF

lÊ

lÊ

In many respects the situation of the sophists $ias comparable with that of the c¿oi¿oi. The relationship beLween performer;=.
audience, and the material was crucial for both the ooirLoi and sophi"r".lS

In both cases, the person presenting the material, be it song or oratory'
had to seize the attention of the audience and hold it for the duration
of the performance. Hence both cast their ideas in forms that generated

L4g.
150.

W. K. C. Guthrie, (1969),

Richard Burke

, (1974),

relationship for Èhe soPhisLs.

P.

pp. 178 ff.
156 stressed the importance

of this
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strong emotional appeal.151 It is noÈ surprising that the sophists drew

heavily on poetic Èechniques, long entrenched in the habits of ancient
Greek

thinking, as a mainstay of their discourse'
The major difference between Èhe sophists and

Lhe ao)cloi vtas

that the former had the advantage of the technology of writing' unlike
but
Ehe aoirloi , the sophists did not have to compose in performance
could prepare their works well beforehand so that the acËual performance
was

either a recitation from

memory

(thereby approximaÈíng an ao'irücper-

or a straight reading from the prepared text. Indeed it was
considered to be the mark of a sophist to be a writer of prepared texts
for public performance. some Athenian speakers, particularly politicians,
formance)

avoided writing

their

speeches down

for fear of being called a sophist'

And at least one sophist, Alcidamus, defended extempore speech-making

on the grounds that a written speech $Ias buÈ a pale imitation of its

orally

produced counterpa

tt.L52

''.i.'

unl-ike the aoicloiwho simply presented the knowledge and values

of received culture, and wisdom, the sophists provided critical analyses
and assessment of the knowledge and values of their day. l'/hereas the
aoirloi perforrned a culturally unifying function, the sophistsr

methods

exemplified and individual-ised the burgeoning proliferation of contending

opinions, reflecting the fact that the unity with a distant pasÈ was,
by the

late fifth century, no longer tenable.
The sophists may also be credited with making the philosophical

of discourse more widely accessible by offering the means for others
to engage in the discourse through their instruction in the art of

form

151 .

G. Kennedy, (1963),

L52.

I'lilliam Chase Greene, (1951),

P

63.
p. 57

n.

74.
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th"toti.l53 with its implicit method of anf)logoz .

Underlying this

the sophistsr central concern with logo's. Even though the sophists
generally regarded certain knowledge as unatEainable it was nevertheless

was

possíble in their view to seek out and articulate the best possible

at any given Eime. I'Ihile such a !.ogo't might well be temporary,
considering that it was always possible for it to be refuted, this was

!.ogo.s

the best that could be expected of

human

knowledge. In this the sophists

giving voice Lo the changing nature of their political and social
world. But they h¡ere more than just a mirror of their times. They

ri¡ere

were

also a creativ" puri of the emerging tradition of the philosophical

form

of discourse.

The significance of their contributions to this tradition
can perhaps be measured by the fact Lhat Plato saw them as his chief
adversaries in the íntellectual and political struggles of hÍs own time.
The desire to underline this contrast $¡as sufficiently strong to lead

Plato to re-define philosophy so that his own views of what constituted
knowledge could be placed

on (aL least in his opinion) a firmer footing

than that of his predecessors and contemporaries. A significant part
of this projecL involved articulating what he regarded as an adequate

for the philosophical form of discourse, which in turn involved
the formulation of the concept rdialectict. This problem will be the

method

focus of the next chapter.

As It,. Versenyi, (1963), pp.38-39 has stressed, for the soph153.
ists, particularly Protagoras, the art of rhetoric can not really be separated from their conception of teaching. The t\.ro htent together as part
of the same ttpackagetf in so far as both had as their task the improvement
and betterment of those who sought out the sophistsr tuÈelage.

Chapter

7

At the Crossroads: PlaEo Philosophy.
tDialecticr
and the Conceot

Plato found himself at the beginning of Ehe fourth cenÈury
B.C. in a situation of po1-itical and intellectual ferment. The restoration of democracy in Athens, an event bitterly resisted by the aristocrats (including

some

of Platots

own

family), brought with it a

number

of reprisals in which Socrates, Plators mentor' was condemned and exeThe aristocratic values and standards with which Plato shared
.ut"d.l
no longer regarded as the exclusive mainstay for
human conduct. other values and types of knowledge, particularly those
associated with the democratic outlook, had emerged during the fifth
some sympathy vÍere

century to provide alternative sources of validation for social and
human conduct, Although it was axiomatic for mosL Greeks that human
conduct hras guided by knowledge and values, the problem as Plato per-

ceived it, was that noone could really say for sure what constituted

a proliferation of theories which engendered much
moral, intellectual and political uncertainty. The basis for human
conduct, parLicularly the nature of justice' ïIas thus unreliable and
knowl-edge. There h¡as

it

was

to this broad problem that Plato direcÈed his attention'
This problem cannot be reduced to one of defending aristo-

cratic values against the incursions of Èhose thought to be a product
of democratic practices or attempting to restore the former to their
Socratesr fate was not simply a result of vengeance on the
1.
part of the democrats. When compared with the reign of terror and blood
äned auri-ng the short-lived usurpations of power by the Thirty Tyrants and
the Four Hundred in the closing yeat" of the fifth cenLury, the reaction
of the democrats was remarkably iest'rained. For more details see V' Ehrenberg, (1973), pp. 3L4 ff. and pp. 351-358.

270.

supposed

earlier pre-eminence' as

situation

was

not that simple.

some have argued'

2

For Plato

the

Even though he generally disdained demo-

cratic politics and the outlook it engendered, blaming as he did the
deaEh of Socrates on the ill-informed actions of the dzmo¿ and its leaders,
he nevertheless also realised that many of the aristocratic values of
the pasE ri/ere no longer appropriate or relevant for the Athenian po!)'s

of the fourth century.3

The

real

problem

knowledge and values comprehensively,
new

basis for

for Plato

was

to reconceptualise

with the aim of establishing

a

human conduct.

a Lask required that the whole domain of knowledge and
values had to be reconsidered. Only that which could be established
as certain by the rational acLivity of the mind could be accorded the
Such

the s¡atus of knowledge and hence truth. All else would be opinion
and, Ehough it might be possible to have a right or wrong opinion, this
was not the same as partaking of truth. For Plato, the problem of knowledge, and specifically what should be regarded as the proper object
of knowledge, l{as of central importance. Indeed, Plators quest for

the certainty of knowledge, and hence truth' can be regarded as the
thread that united his various dialogues. Although his views changed,
receiving different degrees of emphasis at different times, the quest

for certainty

was

a constant feature of his thought.

Before proceeding further, it will be useful to clarify the
grouping of the dialogues for the purposes of this study, especially

with respect to our ability to separate the views of Socrates from those
of Plato, and particularly on the question of dialectic. Platofs dialogues are usually grouped as the early period (Apo!.oggi C't-iLoi LachzzT

For example, G. Novak, (1979), can be regarded as represenÈaEive of such an approach.

2.
3

E. & N. I'lood, (1978), Chapter IV.
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Lg,5i-,5; Channirl¿.si

€ufhgplnoi Hippiaz (Unon

Ion), the middle period (l\e.no;

anð.

l![aitoa; Pnotngona); Çozgia'5;

Ph,,eclo; íÌepu.0.!)c; Sgnpo'sfun¿; Phaz-d'ttto; €u

thgd,enu^1 (lenz.xe.nu¿; C-no.LUluz), and

the late period (Pon'nenidzal

7hz'aeiz'L'

u,t 1 Soph).sL; SLal-e¿nnn; Tinae.u¿; C-ùl)a's; Pl¿LLe.ht¿; Lor¿) .4 These divisions are somewhat arbitrary and are not necessaril-y accepted as defin-

itive by all scholars.5 The rsocratict dialogues refer to those in
which Plato reconstructed ttin form and substance, the conversations
of his master without as yet adding to them any distinctive doctrines
Guthrie singled out nine such díalogues2 "Apo!'oggi C'uilo;
€.urhçbru-t; Loche¿; Lg,si,s; Chorznirt¿.¿; ll)ppict¿ Ïlinon and [\oioz; and Ion. The

of his

own'-'.6

in so far as it dealt with the rflasË
hours and deathfr of Socrates but in terms of its content it reflected

Phaed.o may

be regarded as Socratic

Plato's views rather than his mentor's.7
Iùhile it can be accepted that Plato, in the Socratic dialogues'

to portray Socratest views and methods accurately, it is accepted that they were in varying degrees affected by Plators authorship'8 In
tsocratest,
many respects Socrates, or more accurately the character
attempted

functioned as a mask in the dialogues (as did the other characters) be-

hind which lurked Plato and his views. In the Socratic dialogues, the
K. C. Guthrie, A lLi,tLong of ?ne.ek Pfui-!.o'tophg Vo!.1¿n22- IV:
Thz €otz!-iztz Pet¿iod, of,.six -volumes,
P-Lafot tlu flon anc¿ ILU Dialogue,s
(Cambridge UniverÉity Press, Cambridge, 1975)' p. 50'

4.

I4t.

G. C. Field, Plafo and. lvl¿ conf-e.mponan-L¿¿, (Methuen & co., London, 1948); G. E. Muelier, PlaLo: Thz. Founrlzn ol Phl!-o'tophg.az Dio't'zcÍ)c,
(Phil-osopiicaf Library, Náw York, 1965); P. Fri_edlander, PloLo: An In'tnæ
ìL,t"L¿on,'Volume I, of-three volumes' trans. by H. Meyerhoff , (Routledge
& Kegan Paul, Lonáon, 1958) all offer slightly different groupings of the
dialogues.

5.

6.

t.l. K. C. Guthrie, (1975), p. 67.

7.

i-0¿¿., pp. 69-70.

i-U"c¿., pp. 69-70 where Guthrie canvassed the major scholarly
f.
views on Èhis issue.
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of rsocratest can be regarded as a reasonably accuraÈe facsimÍle
of the actual Socrates, whereas in the other dialogues the correspondence between the two vtas comparaEively weak. It will be shown at some

mask

length that PlaEofs purPose in using the Socratic mask v¡as intimately
connected $Iith his choice of the dialogue format. Two preliminary points
should be mentioned here. First, Plato was able to lay the foundation

for his later views by first presenting the problems that preoccupied
Socrates and his contemporaries thereby effectively establishing the
existence of such problems and the inadequacies of the proffered responses

to Socrates' questiorring.9 Secondly, this motive is borne out by the
fact that many of the Socratic dialogues finished somewhat inconclusively,
thus indicating Plato's dissatisfaction, or at least uneasiness, with
his teacherrs meLhod and approach. Plators reconceptualisation of the
philosophical form of discourse as the only appropriate domain for the
pursuit of knowledge presupposed the critique of other
such discourse was supposed

to take

domains where

p1-ace.

To describe Plators philosophical efforts as a reconceptualisation is, however, partly mísleading because his project encompassed
not just the conceptual content but also the very practice of engaging
in philosophical discourse. For Plato,
True philosophical discourse' ... can take
place on1-y among real men living in an actual
óociety, tnên who are_ disç6ssing issues of
serious concern to them.--

g.

The Socratic dialogues can thus be regarded as
formed a kind of preface to Platots subsequent works.

a critique whidt

L. Sinaiko, Louq Knou!.erlge. and Dbcou'z¿e in P!øLo:
Pa'ttnzni¡l'e.tr (University of
Dia!.oguz. anl D¿atzcl)c in Phazdtut¿, ile.pu.A-Uc,
'sinaikots
use of the term f menr
Chicaio Press, Chicago, 1965) p. 6.
here is entirely appiopriate because Plato ri/as concerned primarily with
male human beings.-- Dãspri,te hi5 reputation as a fer,rinist (of sorts), Platof s talk of meñ 6" g"nã"r-specif ic. See J. Annas, Plato' s Re-puL-!)c and
Feminismf', PlvL{.o.sophgi Votume 51 , L976i S. B. Pomeroy, Feminísm in Book V
of Plato,s iìepu-a-üctt, Ape)rzoz, volume 8, No. 1, l4ay L974. Tlt?t Plato regarded l/omen as inferior to men was made explicit in T)nnzu¿ l42b-c; 90eãla] an¿ Lau¿ lglla] and t,his was in keeping with the dominant Greek outlæk.
10.

Herman

-
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Philosophy Ïras a lived experience that carried within it

imperatives

for action and was therefore unique as a form of discourse because
It does not seek sirnply to understand and
master the means to an end; iÈ seeks instead
to realize the end itself. ... Philosophy
proper starts with the realization that our
valúes are inadequate to the situation we face
and it proceeds io search for new and bettet oå""'11
Platofs attitude to the written word will be addressed in detail below,
but it is important to note that he regarded the written word as dead'
ttliving
For p1ato, the phil-osophical form of discourse had to embody
wordsft. That is, for Plato,

is not' and--cannot be, philosophy of itself; only the rrliving
wordt' in the soul, the prínciple actual-ly ex¡
pressed through the pattern of a manlg life,
constitutes philosophical knowledge - --

The abstract, verbal formula

|twinged wordtt of
There \./as more than just an echo of the

of discourse (as discussed in Chapter 2) in PlaÈors conception of philosophy. Plato also drew heavily on his Pythagorean heritage. He adopted Pythagorasf characterisa¡ion of the philosopher as
the oral

mode

a lover of wisdom, and it lras not

enough simply

to love wisdom'

One

had to apply that w-isdom. Pythagoras llas justly famous for his aphorisms and proverbial

"uying".13

Perhaps most

importantly of all, Pythagor-

as had rejected the written word as an appropriate medium for recording
his wisdom. As far--as is known, Pythagoras never wrote anythitg;14 his
teachings rrere of an oral nature. Finally,

Plators indebtedness is

by his incorporating and extending Pythagorasr doctrine of immortality (and transmigration) of the soul. This constituted a break with
shown

11.
12.
13.
L4.

p.

7.

i-A)d., p.

8.

i-QJrl.,

1^¡.

K. C. Guthrie, (1962/67), p.

183.

i.A)d., p. 155. This does not mean that members of his'fschoolt
may not have made use of the written word. Note also the centrality of
secrecy with respect to Pythagorean doctrine.
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the teachings of the historical

SocraÈes

(as portrayed in the Socratic

dialogues) because socrates remained ambivalent on such questions'
He tended to treaÈ the soul as a given rather than provide an analysis
of it within his philosophical doctrines.15 It was Plato who dealt

wíth the specific issue of the soul and the implications it held for
his (and to some extent socratest) theory of knowledge.
Both socrates and P1aÈo were agreed, however, that right understanding of what constituted knowledge was a necessary Prerequisite for

right conduct. Both were in

agreement that knowledge had

to be separated

from opinion so that only true knowledge should be the basis for human
conduct. And both were of a similar view on the nature of the philosophen

and philosophical discourse. Plato, however, hlas dissatisfied with
Socratesr solutions because they were often anbiguous and had implications

that could be seen as undermining the very quest for certaínty' For
Plato, the Socratic method needed to be reorganised with its weaknesses
eliminated. The quest for an adequate theory of knowledge in which its
object l{as defined and demonstrable led Plato to introduce a

nunber

of views absent from the Socratic outlook.
The theories of the immortality and transmigration of souls
have already been mentioned. In addition, Plato introduced the theory
, the theory of Forms, and his concept 'dialecticr, innovations that hlere central to Plators project. The two
rdialecticr and the theory of
most important of these were the concept
of recollection

( cnanzne-,tiz)

Socratesf treatment of the soul in the Phazdo might be seen as
an exception to the above. However, this dialogue h¡as written by Plato
Ehe
after his visit to ltaly (where he presumably came into contacttowith
Socrates
he
attibutes
specifics of Pythagor"ti teachings) and the words
go beyond the sortã of views ne ãttributes to Socrates in the early, Sociatic dialogues. For a detailed discussion of Socratesf views on the
sãut e¿a¿ri) see trr. K. c. Guthrie, (1969), pp. 467-484. Guthrie points
out the essential differences between Socratest and Plators respectíve
views on the soul on Pp. 483-484-

15.

27
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Forms.

The quest for certainty or truth, the object of knowledge'
was intertwined with his Èheory of Forms. The theory itself can be
seen Eo have been derived from two of Socratesf mosÈ basic assumptions.
These were

(1) If two things are to be called by the
same name n they must share a common form
or essence which is withín each one and
gives it (or rather is) its character qua /¿;
if any do not, the common name has been
rrotrgiy applied to them. (2) Justice, hol-i- 16
ness-and other virtues are objective realities '
Plato took over these assumptions from SocraLes but he attempted to
give them a more thorough grounding. In the early period, only the
€.uthgph)Lo,

Èhe Lg,si't, the Loch¿¿, the

Chatzmirt-e.¿,

and

the lüppiad (laion

specifically allude to or mention the Forms. In those dialogues the
notion of a Form remained consistent with the Socratic assumptions mentioned above. No attempt l{as made Lo elaborate or defend the notion
of

Forms

in any systenatic fashion.
In the middle period, however, PlaÈo had begun to offer

such a defence. The Phaerlo and

lJne í?e-puL'Uc

such

both gave prominénce to

the exposition of the doc¡rine of Forms. The Rzpu'A'!)c was perhaps the
work in which the doctrine received its most thorough revie\', to that point'
so much so that by Book Ten, the doctrine could then be taken for granted'
Then shal-l we start by following o'¿t u¿ual
,procedure? You know that we always postu-

late in each case a single fonm for each
set of particular thiTes, to which we

apply" the same name.

However, Lhe doctrine developed

in the

i?e.pu.0.!)c remained

close to its

tta single, unique,
Socratic roots in so far as it remained a search for

16.

t'l. K. C . Guthrie

t7.

Rzpu.A-üc [596a].

,

(1975),

p.

2I2.

(Translated by D. Lee, emphasis added.)
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supreme Form

typified by the Form of the

Goodtt'

1B

6.

As Cornford noted,

the Socratic approach
contemplates a single Form (such as The
Beautiiul ltself) and the many individual
things which partake of that Form. 0n1y
one Form is in view, and the definition is to T9
be gained by a survey of individual instances '

The direcÈion or path to knowledge remained an upward one

that the

method proceeded from the basis of

the

many

to

l-n

the sense
20

the one.

The

object of knowledge was arrived at by building up from a myriad of partic

-ular instances. True knowledge was associated with light, with sun,
wiEh the Heavens whereas opinion, especially bad opinion' was associaÈed
with darkness. Hence to acquire or reach truth' one had to ascend,
to journey up*..d".21
of a number of problems with the doctrine
of Forms as elaborated in the ile.pu|-Uc and in his later period set
about overcomingth"*.22 Platofs emphasis changed in that he became
Plato

became aware

with analysing the relations between the Forms themselves
as well as the relations between the Forms and their various particulars
in the sensible world. In the later dialogues, especially the Pa''LnelLi'd'e¿t
ThzaelzÍx'5, Sophi'sLr ând SLaLe-¿nnn, Plato was concerned with elaborating
concerned

the principles upon which the theory of Forms rested, and he progressively

18.

J.

Stannard, rrsocratic Eros and Platonic Dialectic", PhnoneaiA,

4, No. 1 , 1959. P. 130.
F. M. cornford, Pla-t-o"s Thz.ong of l/tnou!.erlge, (Kega-n.Pau1,Trench,
D.
Trubner & Co., Lo;ã;;, tgáS) p. 185. Seã also J. Stenzel, Plnt-o'¿ l\elhod
ol DialzeLíc, trans. & ed. by-D. J. Allan, (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1940) pp. 44 ff .

Vol-ume

F. M. Cornford, (1935), P. 185.
This is emphasised most explicitly in the PhaerLo The íle.pu0'2I.
!)c e xtends the metaphor particularly in Books VI and VII and the laEter
part of Book X. The-association of true knowledge and light had long been
a fea ture of early Greek philosophy (cf. Xenophanes and Parmenides).
20.

22.

J. Stenzel, (1940), PP. 44-45-
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unfolded it

as an in¡errelated
rf

systemtt

,23

compleÈe

in itself .

But

by the new doctrine of Forms also '
changed. The Forms, though remaining as ultimate existents in an ontological sense, changed from being definitions of essences in mutual
the nature of

knowledge revealed

isolation to definitions arrived at relati
However,

onulLy '24

to say that the nature of

knowledge changed

is not

to say that the object of knowledge changed. The object of knowledge
remained the search for the correct definition (i.e. í:us !-ogo,s) of the
particular entity under investigation. It was the nature of the definitions used to arrive at the knowledge of the Being of an entity that
rrone
changed with the nevr doctrine of Forms. Teske noted that it was
of the basic assumptions of the early dialogues thaL knowledge supposes
definiÈiorr",,.25 This meant that, for Teske, as the nature of the definition changed so too would the nature of knowledge. Implicit in Teske's
analysis was the view that Ëhis entailed a change ín the object of know-

correct in pointing to the relationship beknowledge and definition, and the way it changed with the develop-

ledge. Yet, while
tv¡een

ment

of a

Teske was

more sophisticated doctrine

of Forms, the object of

knowledge,

Being, remained the prime objective for P1ato. Thi-dfÈborne out by the
conment made in the Lou¿, one of Plators last dialogues, where the interrelated aspects of Being, definition, and word were "tte""ed.26 These
three aspects formed a heirarchy with Being at the apex to emphasise
its status as the proper object of knowledge. Being remained the object

J. lladdíngton, ttlntroductiontf
23.
Soplui'tt, Stat-z¿nnn, ( 1961) P. xi .
'
24.
n¿(ut,

25.
26.

to

Pfuú-o: Patznu¿ùlz-¿, ThzaiLel-o¿,

J. Teske, Platof s Later Dialecticrr,
Volume XXXVIII, November 1960-May 196I. P. 178'
Roland

i-L).d..,

p.

180.

[8esd].

7he-

(lodun School-

278.

of knowledge, but the nature of the
the definition, changed significantly'

means

to signify or

apprehend

it,

of the Being of an entity2T t." gained by ascertaining its Form through a process of discourse in which a definition
such
rdas established. In hís earlier dialogues Plato suggested that
Knowledge

could not be achieved through the use of reason alone but
Th'"
was the result of a combination of (divine) inspiration and reaso"'28
Sgnpo'sùtm
rvas particularly pronounced in two of his middle dialogues; the
knowledge

or truth (i.e. the philosopher) vlas driven
seeker,
by nnoo ,29 and Lhe Pha-e.ct'ut¿ where it '$Ias argued that such a
inspired by the ttdivine madnesstt of ezo¿, attained the most accurate

where

the seeker of

wisdom

recollection of the FormsJ0 fr, these dialogues Plato was stil1 reassessing his Socratic heritage in an attempt to give it a further grounding'

In the later period, however, Plato appealed to reason alone as

the

only means to apPrehend the Forms.

It is necessary, therefore, to train oneself
both to give and to understand a rational account of everything; for these incorporeal
reâlities which are the greatest and grandest
can be clearly demon3lrated by reason alone
and in no other way.The training mentioned by Plato referred to the ability to give an adequate definition of the Form in question'
in arrivi-ng at such defintions had been approached by Plato in the Czo.t-glL,5 and remained of central importance for diaThe problems

logues

of the later period, especially the

Parznzni-dz.¿t Thzaz-t-eLu¿, Soph-LÉ4

The assumption that Plato maintained consistently that non-mat27.
qualities were objective realities and hence could be regarded as
erial
tentitiest was cit.ed on p. I 'supzct. See also n' 3l inþa'
R. E. cartêr, "PlaEo and Inspiratioñrr, Joutna! ol tle lüzLong
28.
ol Ph)Lo'toph , Volume 5, No. 2, 1967. p' Il7 '

29.
30.
31.

Sgmpo'sùtm t2}2e-213a)

-

Phnprlrzu¿ Í249c-250e,

258e, 265e-266d1'

Sttfz.¿man 1285e-286a1.
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and,

SLalzón&n. The problem centred on the fact that a definition involved

the use of words. A definition, however, could not be a single word
because it would then be a name' and as such might not correspond to
Moreover, it

what it was supposed to signify.

ü/as common Practice to

use the same hrord to name many particulars of the same Form32 but thi"
would be misleading as to the nature of the Form iËself.

Knowledge

not to be derived from its n",o"i3 In addition, the
To the extent that definjtions
meanings of words changed over tire.34
depended on and were compæed of words, definiÈions were also subject
of a

to

Form was

change and hence were a matter

change

of

some

arbitrariness.

The fact that some words and definitions were subject to
was not particularly disturbing for Plato. Such changes reflected

the rtlivingrr nature of words, a situation more or less favourably accepted by Plato. (This point is central to understanding Plators conception

Plato l{as the need to find a method
to arrive aL adequate definitions of the Forms. That is, he had to
find a means that did not render the words used to arÈiculate the Forms

of philosophy.)

lifeless.

Such

LIhaL concerned

a

means

or

method was

that of dialectic.

It needs

Lo

rmethodr it
be understood, however, that in describing dialectic as

is not implied that it constituted

something separate from philosophy'

Plato did not separate dialectic from philosophy
as v/e t,end to separate, sâT, 1-ogic or methodology from metaphysics. Dialectíc r'ras not a propaedeutic to philosophy. It was not a tool- that
you might or mighu not choose to use in philosophizing. It was philosophy itself, the very
òearch for essences, only considered in its nethodical aspect. The method occurred only in the 35
sêarch, und thei searchr'only'by"mêans of the method."-

.

Repu!"!)c [596a].

32.

Cf

33.

C'zaf-g

34.

Crrn-tulx'5 [411a

35.

R. Robi.nson, (1953), P. 7I.

E]ne

!u'5 | 439 a- 441el .

ff ., 43Ia ff .];

Phctzd'zu-t 1274b f f . ].
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For Plato, dialectic was philosophy and vice versa'

In Plators reconcepÈualisation of the philosophical form
of discourse the th¡o were inextricably bound together. Although Plato
refined the concept 'dialecticf after introducing it in his works, its
presence and importance remained central for his articulation of an

of Forms. Implicit in this brief account is the view
that the concept rdialecticf hlas a Platonic invention. That claim will
be dealt with subsequently. Before that can be done, however, it will

adequate theory

be necessary to examine more carefully Plato?s view of philosophy

as

a specific and unique form of discourse.
.tT

.,É

+f

,f

åÉ

*

It has already been noted that, for Plato, philosophy r¡Ias
a social activity.36 That is, it involved individuals engaged in the
search for adequate ansvrers to the particrrlar problems with which they
trere confronted in their actual life-situations.

To

some

extent this

with Protagoras' view of the search for knowl"dg"'37 But
Platots approach and conclusions Ítere far different from those of Protagoras. As Robinson pointed out, for Plato, confronting oners actual lif+

was compatible

situations entailed rrthe pursuit of moral excellence or the )pgfsuit of

intellectual excellence or both".38 Moral and intellectual excellence
were two sides of the same coin and both formed part of the proper domain
of enquiry for the lover of

wisdom.

Enquiry was an act.ivity engaged in by individuals pursuing

36.

See

pp. 273 n. 10 and 274 n. II

'supnct-

in the sense that Protagoras emphasised the
need for thinkers to p.y attention to the problems of theÍr every-day .sitrrman
in Versenyirs phraàe that Protagoras,returned
uation as was
"*pt"""åd
the rrman-measure principtett (L. Versenyi, ,1963, p.13)'
to himselfrt with
37.

It

38.

R. Robi-nson, (1953) ' P. 71.

was compatible
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their

common

goal of

wisdom

or truth.

Such

activity was dialogue,

the

conversations between like-mlnded individuals which enabled them to

arrive at

some understanding

has Socrates

of

whaE

constitute<l knowledge. As

Pl-ato

affirm,
a lover of knowledge, and the men
who dwell in the city are my teaclgrs,
and not the trees or the country.--

I

am

This learning arose only from the dialogic relationship of conversation

of questioning and cross-questioning between indivirluat".40 One had
to conver se (cLia-Le.ge,stha¿) in order Eo arrive at mutual understanding. In
such

situations, words (or strings of words) conveying ideas were articu-

lated and challenged, defended and changed, as they noved from one speak-

er

Èo

the other travelling from mouth to ear.

It Ï¡as in this sense thaL words !,¡ere alive for Plato. The
spoken word of dialogue between individuals rather than the written
words of a Èext constituted for Plato the philosophical form of discourse.
The

written word

r¡¡as

aE best an imítation of what was spoken. In the

following lengthy citation from the
word

is

made

Phaerltzu.t

the primacy of the

spoken

very explicit.

Soc. I cannot help feeling, Phaedrus, that
writing is unfortunately like painting; for
the creaÈions of the painter have the attitude of life, and yet if you ask them a question they preserve a solemn silence. And the
same may be said of speeches. ... And when
[words] ... have been once written down
they are tumbled about anywhere among those

not understand them, and know
not to whom they should reply, to whom not:
and if they are maltreated or abused, they have
no parents to protect them; and they cannot
protect or defend themselves.
Phoelt/L. That again is most true.
.!oc. Is there not another kind of word or

who may

39

Plu¿prlnrt

or

may

Í22}el.

40.
John Frislner,,ttPlato on lrlriting and Doing Pirilosophy't, Jou'zna!
ol tlrc lLizLong ol Idz.az, Volume 27, No. 2, April-June 1966. p. L64.
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far better than this, and having far
a son of the same family,but
greater power
lawfully begoEten?
Phoert/1.-I,lhom do you mean' and what is his origin?
.Joc. I mean an intelligent word graven in the
soul of the learner, which can defend itself,
and knows when to speak and when to be silent'
Phazdn;, You mean the living word of knowledge
which has a soul, and of which the written word
ís properly no more than an image?
.Îoc. i"s,-of course that is what I mean' And
now may I be allowed to ask you a question:
I{ould â husbandman, who is a man of sense, take
speech

the seeds, which he values and which he values

and which he wishes to bear fruit, and in sober
seriousness plant them during the heat of summer'
in some garden of Adonis, that he may rejoice
when he sees them in eight days appearing in
beauty? at leasL he would do so, if at all, only
for the sake of amusement and pastime. But when
he is earnest, he sows in fitting soil, and practises husbandry, and is satisfied if in eight
months the seeds which he has sown arrive at per-

fection?

Yes, Socrates , that vtill be his way when
he is in earnest: he will do the other' as you
say, only in play.
Soâ. And can lre suPpose that he who knows the
just and good and honourable has less underãtanding, than the husbandman, about his own seeds?
Phned,z. Certainly not.
rwritet
.Îoc. Then he will not seriously incline to
his thoughts rin water' with pen and ink, sowing
words which can neither speak for themselves nor
teach the truth adequately to others?
Phapln. No, that is not likelY.
in the garden of
.Îoc. No, that is not l-ikely
letters he will sow and plant, but on1-y for the
sake of recreation and amusement: he will write
them down as memoríals to be treasured against
the forgetfulness of old age, or by any other,o1d man who is treading the same path. He will"
rejoice in beholding their tender groh¡th; andwhile others are refreshing their souls with banqueting and the like, this will be the pastime
in which his days are spent.
Phrledn, A pastime, Socrates' as noble as the
other is ignoble, the pastime of a man who can be
arnused by serious talk, and can discourse merrily
Phfl,edlL,

planted them, and are not unfruitful, but have in
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a seed which others brought up in different soils render immortal, making the possessors of it happy to the utmost extent of
. he who thinks that in
human happiness
is necessarily much
word
there
written
the
that neither poetry
and
is
not
serious,
which
is of any great
written,
or
prose,
spoken
nor
of the rhapthe
compositions
if
like
value,
sodes, they are only recited in order to be
belièved, and not with any view to criticism
or instruction; and who thinks that even the
best of writ.ings are but a reminiscence of
what we know, and that only in principles of
justice and goodness and nobility taught and
communicated orally for the sake of instruction
and graven in Ehe soul, which is the way of
true writing, is there clearness and perfection
and seriousness, and that such principles are
a mants own and his legitimate offspring;
being, in the first place, the word which -he
finds his own bosom; secondly, the brethren
them

and descendants and relations of his others;
_ and who cares for them and no others
this is the right sort of man; and you and
like him' 4L
become
may
we
pray
that
I, Phaedrus, would
Such a man would be a philosopher, a lover of wisdom, a practitioner
of the philosophical form of discourse, who concentrated on living words

rather than their

dQrmant imiÈations.

The views presented in the
more or

less

unchanged

Pha,ed.,zu-t

about writing remained

for the rest of Platofs life.

This is

borne

out by the fact that he expressed substantially lhe same sentiments
late in his life in the Se.uen-th Le-tt.etz. There too the living word is
accepted as embodied in the acÈual situaLion of individuals engaged

in questioning and cross-questioning where it remains a spark to be
kindled into that which rrshines forth understanding about every problemtt
and produces an ttintelligence whose efforts reach the furthest limits
of

human

po""r"".42

Again,

such knowledge

will noL be exposed to

and

misunderstandings by being written but. will

the

soul of their perpetrators to

4L

Phnecltzu¿ 127 5a-27 9bl .

42.

Seuenth Letten [344b].

emerge

abuse

remain inscribed

only through the act of

on

con-
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versing. Truth, Èhe knowledge sought by the philosopher, once it has
been ,,laid holdtt of by the soul will not be forgott"rr.43 Such knowledge
is recalled and

made

public only through discussion

between likeminded

individuals.

of key importance to both the above accounts of the merits
of the spoken word is Platofs view of the soul and his theory of recollection (anannz¿i':). Platots theory of the soul was quite complex and
all of iÈs ramifications cannot be addressed here. Some key points'
however, flây nevertheless be noted. Plato began with the Socratic view
of the soul (pdgclLe.) in which the soul was regarded as the controller
of the body. For Socrates, the soul was ttpurely and simply the intelligence, which in a properly ordered life is in complete control of the
senses and emotion"".44 As Guthríe pointed out' this constituted one
of Socrates? distincti-ve contributions in that it was Socrates who drew
most forcefully the analogy between the relationship of the soul to
the body with Èhe artisan to his or her tools of ttu¿".45 In a very
real sense the body was seen as the vehicle for the sout.46 The soul
l,ras in touch with the divine in that it was the reposítory of wisdom
(¿opl¿La), and the task confronting all humans vlas to take care of onets
"ou1.47

This meant that one had to

know onets

soul

because such know-

ledge was a/?212. and thus would enable a person to lead a good life.

43.
44.

Seuenfh LQlle-/z 1344d-344e1-

t\r. K. C. Guthrie, (1969), Pp. 469-470. (Cf. the earlier Greek
conceptions of the soul (as'found in Hómerfs works for example) as outlined in Chapter 2 above, )

, p. 469.

also the Loche¿ [ 185b-185e ] '
This enabled Plato to develop his view that the body was therefore temporary whereas the soul hlas not: This point is addressed pp' 285

.
46.

45

'i-LÅn

.

See

ff.. inþo.

The care of onefs soul vras a constant theme for both Socrates
47.
and Plato. See Lhe Apo!.ogg l29el; C-ni-t-o l47e-48a1; Pha-e-d-o [107cf; Lrtehz¿
[185e]; and Sgnpo,t.ùn wheiá its expression Èhough implicit ís pervasive'
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Failure to care for onets soul would leave a person incomplete
for both Socrates

because

and P1ato,

the virEue of a complete man both as an
individual and as a socíal being is knowledge of the moral and statesman[$ke virtues
J justice, courage and the rest'Nrrturing onets soul and seeking wisdom were thus identical activities'
In keeping with his view that the soul was divinely inspired

and that it was superior to the body (since it was its controller) '
Socrates also held that the soul was immortal. SocraÈes' views on this

uncertain as to detail but it can be reliably
accepted that he at least held a bel-ief in immortaliUy as it pertained
to the soul; a belief which r¡ras mainly religious in origin because of

issue remain

somewhat

his acceptance of the. prior conviction that the soul was divinely inThe soul did. not perish with the body at death but changed
"pir"d.4g
its abode in some r.y.50 But for Socrates, this was not a certainty
because he made it plain (or rather Plato as author did) that such a
"if what is said is trrru".5l
lrtrhile the view attributed to Socrates in the Apo!-ogg seems
consistent with what is generally known about him, the discussion in

view was based on what "men say" and

posits a couple of innovations which belong more to Plato
than Socrates. First, Plato offers several arguments to prove that
the soul r¡ras immortal and indestructible'52 This thereby transformed

the

Phaerl-o

the Socratic view from belief to demonstrable knowledge'
K. C. Guthrie, (1969) , P.

48

W.

49.

'i-Ai.d.,

50.

Apohoss [40d].

51.

Apo!.ogs

52.

Pha¿do [70c-107a].

pp. 340-341.

PP.

473-484

473.

for a full discussion.

[40d, 41c-41d].

And -as GUUhrie

See

also his (1975)
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noted, such a transformation, given the setting of the Phaerlo, would
have been unthinkable for Plato if Socrates himself had not also held

the belief in the first

p1"...53

Second, Plato extended Socratesf

distinction between the soul and the body by porLraying the body as
a prison for the soul which, if not checked, could poison or corrupt the
lJhile this is in keeping with the Socratic view it differed
"ou1.54
very significantly in its implications for Platots conception of the philosopher

I

s life.
The

rrtraining for deathrf in
philosopher's lif e $ras one of

the sense that in seeking to care for onets soul one was attempting
to keep it pure so that it would not be burdened at death by the corruptions endured or embraced bY the

bodY.

the soul which is pure at departing and
draws after her no bodily taint, having
never voluntarily during life had con-

their fears and wiLd passions and all other
human ills, and forever dwells, as they saY55
of the initiated, in company with the gods'-"
A tainted soul, one that vras subordinated to the vicissitudes of the
body, would find it difficult to shed the encumbrances of the body at
death. Because ít had been poorly attended during the life of its body
53.
54.
frrelease
55.

tl. K. C. Guthrie-, (1969), pp' 353-354; p'

481'

Plato uses such as
[81a]. The very terminology that'
fromtt (cfl tBia]) reinforces the ptison imagery at [81e]'
Plwed.o

Phaed.o

[8Oe-81a]. (Translation by Joweut')'
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it could noÈ return to the divine butretürrædto anoÈher corporeal body'
perhaps those of "asses and animals of thãt sort".56 The Lreatment
a soul received would determine its fate after its vehicle períshed'
A philosopher, one who assiduously tended his or her soul, was Lhe only
rfinvisible
type of person whose soul would be capable of reaching the
worldft to dwell ttin company with the godsrr.
thaÈ

hlhile Lhe sharp distinctíon between soul and body was distinctly
Socratic, Plato had changed the emphasis considerably. Eor Socrates,
the pursuit of knowledge was rooted in the everyday world of human beings

of in resolving the moral and ethical
dilemmas confronting them. The love of wisdom was intimately concerned
with the realisation of the good life in a practical sense' Although
so

that

knowledge could be made use

pl-ato also shared that conviction, in the

Phc¿erlo

he shifted t'he emphasis

as to undermine that conviction in favour of tending the
soul for its own sake. The separation of soul and body began, for Plato,
to take on a view of philosophy as an end in itself separated fron the
pressing concerns that had incl-ined him towards philosophy in the first

in such a

vlay

place. once he had begun to characterise the philosopherts life as
a preparation for death with the concomitant disdain for actual life'
Plato signalled hís divergence from his mentorrs teachi,'g".57

56.

Phctz.do

[81e].

mean that Plato had abandoned completely the pr*
valent view that knowLedge and values were intimately related to onets actions in the world. Rather it sígnalled his uneasiness with its accepted

57.

This does not

status as an isomorphic relationãttip. In addition, the above does not Ínas sig,fendêd to imply tirat the above divergence should be understood
by
argued
as
ñal1-ing a Socrätãs the humanist and Plãto the metaphysícist
humarr
wiÈh
concerned
K. popier, (1962), Vol. I. Plato remained very much
isr issues as is'åuggested by R. C. Cross & A: D. Woozley,^P!1Lo'¿ olRnP'
Pla't-ot
u-L!)c, (MacMillan & Co., London, Lg64h R. B. Levinson, In Dz/zn'se
concernedwiühoverrdas
(Haruárà UNiversity Press, Cambridge, 1953). Plato
èoming the diffic,ritie" inherent iã ttre Socratic position. His solutions
v'as purdiffeied from Socratesr but it ,,fl€vêrthêless remained true thatahe
point
moot
is
suing the same basic aims. l{hether these were humanisÈaims
values
but Þopper's separation of Plato and SocraÈes in terms of humanist
serves to obscuie rather than highlight their more important differences'
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In the Phfleclo , Plato nevertheless retained socratest view
of the soul as a unitary and undivided entity. This was partly necessary
the soul
because he used such a formulation as part of the proof that
after the death of the body. An homogeneous soul was
also necessary because Plato l¡ras stilt pursuing his enquiries in terms
of rfwhat-isrr questions to the exclusion of more complex considerations'
particThese began to be developed and pursued in subsequent dialogues,

would not scatter

' In addition, ín the
Èhe socratic
Phazclo and, preceding dialogues, Plato r^Ias sti11 pursuing
thesis that knowledge and, a,,zz-t-e. were ' for all practical considerations '
identical. Since the soul vras the repository of knowledge, it could
ularly in the

iìe.pua-tic and

the later

dialogues

not be divided against itself because then knowledge too would be divided
against itself.

Bythetimeoftheílzpu.|-ücPlato'stheoryofthesoulhad
in
undergone a significant change. The soul considered as an entity
itself remained on a par with the divine, buË it became, in the iì'e'puL-!)c,
subject to a three-way division when considered in relation to the

body

soul). tlithin the embodied soul there existed
three elements or parts;58 reason or inLellect, appetite (i.e. desires
associated with bodily needs), and spirit (i.e. emotions like ambition'
59 l^lhen these three elements were in harmony'
shame, fear, pride
"t..).
with reason firmly in control, a person hlas capable of achieving a/22't2'
(i.e. as an

embodied

andhenceofbecomingjustandleadingagoodandvirtuouslife.
Thereasonforthischangecentredontheviewthatr¡Ias
in terms
Just how literal Plato was in describing this-division
58.
D.
A.
&
Cross
ãi''parts' ;;-ielemenrs' is a maLter of dispute. R. C. as meÈaphoric
in
ù;.rí;t;-(1964), p;. LZ1-I28 regard Plators.terminology that Plato should
nature. tl. K. C.'õutfttie, (1975), PP. 477-478 suggested
a
be taken more liietåffy giu"n his cóãcern for the rel-ationship'between
person and its societY.

59.

il.e.pu,A-Llc

1434e-44lbl '
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axiomatic for all Greeks, including Socrates and Plato, that the soul
itof all life and motionrr; a body without a soul
was the ultimate source
was

without 1ife.60

the Phazd.c¡, was

to

To treaÈ the soul only as reason' as Plato did in
leave its other frelementsrt to the domain of the body

(l-e.

and allows the conclusion that the body could move itself

life) without the presence of a soul.

Hence

it

was necessary

have

for Plato

for appetite and spirit in terms of the soul rather
than the body. Plato did this in the í?e.puA-LLc mosÈ explicitly, though
the soul
some hints v/ere given in earlier di-a1ogues,61 to ensure that
remained the focus for a theory of knowledge. Plators theory of the

to be able

Èo account

soul as presented in Èhe

í?zpu-A-!-ic

enabled hirrr

to present an explanation

for the different behaviours of indiuiduals'62
More importantly, Plato accepted that an individual may know
that an act l{as }rrong in itself yet still persist in perpetraLing it'
a view that Socrates re5ected.63 Such incontine"."64""" explained by
Plato by reasoning that the faculty of reason was insufficiently developed
(and hence not strong enough) Lo control the other faculties of appetite
or spirit or both hence the latter tl¡ro produced or caused behaviour
that the individuaL kn¿u was lJrong but which he or she was powerless
to overcome. This was the significance of the allegory of the charioteer
and the two steeds

in the Phoodnnt.65 Íher,e', Plato

was concerned

K. C. Guthrie, (1975), p. 42L. Cf . The remarks
4
chapter about Thales and p,sgchz. and the lodestone.

60.

I4r.

made

to

de-

in

Çongia's [504 ff -]; Ph uó 1253d-254e1' HoweveTl-th" discussion give" uy w. K. c. Gurhrie, (1975) pp. 42I-425 and pp. 473-478 is decisive in attributing the tri-partite soul to the ílzpuL-Uc,

61.

62.
63.

don, 1977)

l'1.

K. C. Guthrie,

T. Irwin ,

p.

(1975)

' p.

478'

Pla.Lo'¿ llona-(. Theong, (oxford

university Press, Lon-

190.

64.

The term rincontinencet

65.

Phn¿¡lzuz 1249c-249d1-

(re77).

ís

discussed extensively

ín T. Irwin,

290.
úend

the identification of the soul with reason raÈher than give an ac-

count of the divided soul because his central concern in that dialogue
was

with

por¡Jer

of

etzo¿.

lover of wisdom, the philosopher' v/as driven by ezo'l to
that leve1 of madness or possession which alone made true knowledge
possib1e.66 This view was reinforced further in the Sgnpo,si-un where
The

that enabled a person to pursue knowledge
in its puresL form and drove that person towards that goal to the exclusion of all "1"".67 In discussing the soults immortalÍt-y late in
the í?zpu-!^-üc , Plato made the point that the earlier discussion of the
soul at 1434e ff.] focussed on one which had beenitdeformed by association with Lhe body and other euilstt.63 But to see the soul as it
rlook elsewhere
to the
really was, in its ttpure staterr' one must
soul,s love of ,uisdomtt.69 Again, Plato made the point luha]zzzo^ was of

pJLoó was

described as the power

central concern for the soul because that ì,t/as what enabled its divine
nature to be revealed. Only someone driven by eno,s could attain the
knowledge

of the

of the true soul and hence aspire Lo

wisdom and knowledge

Forns

0f some significance in this respect vras Plators doctrine
of anrtrut-e,s),5, first introduced in the nnno,TO In essence, this doctrine
held that learning, whaL is ordinarily understood as acquiring knowl-edge,
was in fact the recollection of what the soul already knew' Such knowPhaplnt¿ 1249c-249d1. Note that the sense of Plators discussíon
here makes it clear itrut he had in mind a unitery rather than divided sou1.

66.

67.

Sgnpo'siun Í202e-2}3a, 203e

68.

íle.pu.A-üc

69.

í?zpuL.!,i-c [ 61 1d-61 le ]

70.

fleno l81a ff .].

ff .1.

[61lc].
.

Note

that N. Gulley, P,kü-o"s Thzong ol K,'nou. 5 disagreed and suggested that strch
o. Brt:it is clear that Plato is irP
Psite GulleYrs claim that it was

29L.

ledge was gained in previous incarnaÈions of the soul. Plato was thus

postulating Èhat true knowledge was

ct ptt-Lon-i

and arose from sources

of the particular sources of the soul's present incarnatj-orr.71
Moreover, once something has been recollected by the soul, then the
soul may go on to ttdiscoverrr oÈher things since for Pl-ato all ideas
independent,

vrere connected in some *uy!2

Success depended upon

the degree of

of the person concerned. The soul gains
knowledge of the true before becoming attached to any particular body73
ttborntt many times it has therebecause the soul- is immortal. Having been
perseverance and dedication

fore ttseen all things both here and in the other world, has learned
For Plato, all humans have the possibility
everything there í"".74
of such kno*ledge75 but the fact that the soul must be attached to a
body means that it becones forgetful, or at least clouded, as a result
of that associati

on.76

The two

central questions ín

Ehe

(leno concerned whether virtue

could be taught and, since at this stage Plato still
was knowledge,77 whether knowledge was

accepted

that virtue

possible. To both of these quest-

ions Plato r{as convinced that the answer, in keeping with his Socratic
N. Gul1ey, (1962), p. 5.

7I.
72.
73.

I'1.

74.

249.

where Plato
Cf. Ehe l\eno [86a]tfknowledgett

demonstrate

not a

K. C. Guthrie, (1975), p.

that the slavets

used the example
was acquired when

to
of the slave
rrwas

the slave

mantt.

l\eno Í81c1.

75.
Although Plato does not bring this point out in the l\eno, ít is
a necessary, assumption underlying the dialogue. llithout it, the example
of the slave would lose much of its impact. ThaÈ knowledge is possible
for human beings is brought out expl-icitly by Plato in the Phazdnu': Í249b1.
76.

ílzpu-A-Lic [611c].

Although Plato never abandoned his view that knowledge was necessary for virtue ít is nevertheless possible that he began to question
the complete identification of the virtue with knowledge in_the course of
developing his later theories as is suggested by T. Irwin, (L977).

77.

292.

heritage, was yes. Plato never doubted the following tenets;

first, that a good life demanded adherence
to permanenÈ standards, independent of temporary expediency, and secondll tþgt
knowledge was attainable.' -

certain
The problem

to prove such a view withouÈ falling
thaL he felt rendered Socrates I solutions

for Plato, however,

victim to the sorts of problems

v¡as

inadequate. This problem remaíned of central concern in all his dialogues
subsequent

to and including

Ehe l\eno.

Plators solution to this was the theory of Forms. This theory
was touched upon

in

some

of his early dialogues, buttha:e:È iês

esseati'al'try

Socratic and lacked an adequate foundation. The l\urc marked the turning

point for Platofs search for such a foundation. A significant feature
of the

l\eno was

Platots introduction of examples drawn from

mathemaÈics

to Íllustrat.e his views. This reflected the Pythagorean influence
his thinking after his visit to Italy.79
some

on

The mathematicians had produced

notable achievements. llhat especially impressed Plato was the fact

that the truths of mathematics (at least as they had developed ín his
day) were timeless and a-temporal, unaffected by the vicissitudes of

the sensible world.

Moreover, mathematical or geometrical shapes like

triangles, squares, circles and the like could never be realised perfectly in the sensible world. All attempts by mathematicians and geometers were necessarily only imperfect copies of ideal forms
78

I,¡.

K. C. Guthrie, (1975), p.

because

251.

i-4)r1,r pp. 250-252; N. Gulley, (1962), PP. I2-L3. Note, however, that Guthrie and Gulley diverge on their Ínterpretation of some of
the key points about Ehe (\eno. In particular, the doctrine of arWßnc'ti'5
is regarded by Gulley as only rudimentary and did not become explicit for
Plato until the Phozrlo because the Platonic theory of Forms is not articulated until the laEter dialogue. Guthriets anâlysis, however, is preferable because, although much work remad-ned to be,'done on both doctrines,
ít is clear from the l\eno thal PlaLo had definitely linked anotìtÌzz)i.ó víEh
the Forms and was working towards a more adequate viewpoint. Moreover,
Gulley appears to admit as much on p. 13.
79.

293.

of the physical limitations involved in producing them. Such attempts
were approximations of Ehe Eruths they expressed and hence could not
be taken

for the real thing.

Of particular significance for Plato vras the fact thaÈ the
Pythagoreans had invoked their mathematical findings to demonstrate
the order they felt underlay the seeming chaotic appearances of
phenomenal world. Mathematical enEities v¡ere not sensible objects

the
but

products of the mind. They were non-empirical with a reality peculiar

to themselves. A simÍlar situation

seemed

to Plato to obtain for

such

the moral virtues. No Greek
doubted that these virtues existed and therefore had a reality of their
own. Mathematics as developed by the Pythagoreans gave Plato the spark
things like justice, piety; in short,

he needed. If physical attempts at realising mathematical entities
lfere only approximations of the truths they expressed then why not the
for the vi-rtues? By co-opting the Pythagorean developments in
mathematics and coupling them with the Pythagorean view of the soults
same

imnortality and rei-ncarnation, Plato Ì,Ias able to begin to

unf

old his

doctrine of anonneoio.So

This doctrine had three distinct stages to enable the seeker
of knowledge to attain his or h"r gou1.81 The first was the realisation
that what had initially been assumed to be true l{as in facL false.
Gu11ey described

this as

the ilprocess

of dísill-usiont"nttt.82 The next

to be understood that Plato, in the (leno, vras not
claiming the doctrine as disÈinctively hís own. Only later, in rhe Phaprlo'
could such a claim be made. This is perhaps why Gulley preferred to treat
the doctrine in |'he l\eno as only rudimentary80.

It

needs

Note that N. Gulley, (L962), PP. I3-I4 described these s¡ages
81.
as (1) disillusionment, (2) true belief without proof, and (3) knowledge;
whereas l.\t. K. C. Guthrie, P!.ctLo: Pnotagono's and. [\eno, (Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, (L977) pp. LIz f.f. describe Ehe respective stages as (1) unconscious knowledge, (2) opínion or belief, and (3) conversion of opinion
into knowledge.

82.

N. Gulley, (1962), P. 13.
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stage j-nvolved recognising Èhat something was true but the reason for

believing it to be true remained unknown or hidden. Such knowledge
constituted opinion or belief and although it could be true it did not
constitute knowledge in Plators sense.83 To achieve that one had to
prove or demonstrate the truth of what rllas believed to be the case '
This was the third stage. Here the influence of mathematical reasoning
was most, pronounced because Plato argued that recollecting knowledge
ttworking out of reasonrf ín which the
h¡as effected by Lhe use of the

logical relations

between successive premises

are

shown

to be a matter

of necessity independent of the exigencies of the temporal world' l'Iith
the doctrine of recollection, Plato was in a position to explore further
Èhe range of sol-utions to the questions pursued by SocraLes but which
socrates had been unable to solve with any certainty or decisiveness.

This is perhaps the appropriate time to note an apparent
degree of correspondence between Plators theory of recollection and
the theory of re-menbering as outlined earlier in the discussion of
and their articulation of Greek knowledge and values in the
oral period.84 trlhile the two appear to be similar they are in fact
quite different. For Plato, knowledge vtas a pnLon-L. But more than that'
t;he cto)rloi

it vras eternal, timeless, and unchanging. It l{as always there to be
apprehended orttdiscoveredfr. Knowledge, that is, the Forms' v/ere the
originals of which human versions remained at best good imitations'
T]ne

aoirloi , however, IáIere not produclng copies or approxi-

mations. Each performance was an original in its own right

because

For further discussion of Plators distinction between knowledge,
true or correct opinion, and false opinion see hl. K. C. Guthrie, (L975),
pp. 256-265; N. Gulley, (L962), pp. L6-2I.

83.

84.

See Chapter

2' Pp. 93-94'

áuPao.
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the knowledge so presented had to be created at the

moment

of

performance'

in which it could be understood as o p't-ionL
in that both Lhe performer and the audience had prior expectations of
the general nature of the content of Ehe performance. But it was not

There

ct

is a very limited

sense

p,t-ioni in the Platonic sense. The knowledge and values produced by the

ooidoi were temporally conditioned, changing and adapting with the hist-

orical conditions in which both the audience and performers found themselves. Nor was the knowledge and values pre-natal in the sense that
it belonged to immortal souls that possessed successive bodies as in
Platots doctrine. Although t]ne aoirloi unfolded the winged words of
truth by making visible that which rdas hidden within the memories of
the members of the audiences, such memories were created after birth in
historically specific social situations. The knowledge and values were

kept italivert from generation to generation by actual perfornances for
as long as the social situation demanded it. As situations changed'
particular ideas and values that ríere no longer appropriate simply ceased
to exist because they were no longer performed. Re-membering by the

not Platonic recollection. Indeed, the substance of orally
and sustained knowledge was of a different order to that with

ctoi-doi was
produced

which Plato was

familiar.

It is, however, interesting to note that both Platonic recollection and ctoi¡l)e re-membering deal with basically oral situations'
though each presupposed different historical and material conditions'

The significance of this correspondence is that Plato was attempEing

of winged words within a specificall-y philosophical form of discourse. The preoccupation with winged words in Platots
dialogues was not simply literary as Fisher has pointed oot.85 Oral

to recreate the

85.
a bit

domain

Fisher, (1966), pp. 166-168. This poínt is taken up in
more detail in the next chapter.
John
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it'
discourse r.ras in the very nature of philosophy as Plato envisaged
in the philosophical form of discourse did so in face
to face encounters, interrogating each others souls to liberate the
winged words of Platonic truth ( i . e . knowledge) . I'Ihereas the
ao)rloi did not have to explain how knowledge arose, Plato did, because

Those engaged

there üras no longer any social consensus about what consUituted such
I'engraved
knowledge. Hence Plato had to postulate that knowledge \'ras
on the soul" and existed, o pn-Lon-L of.

its

human embodiment' 0n1y through

dialogue, orally conducted, could such knowledge be apprehended' And
of
hence Plato's deprecation of the written word as a pale imitation
oral discourse because the former could not respond. It remained as

inert and without wings. The face to face dialogue
philosophy'
between seekers of wisdom. was basic to Platots conception of
This was why he never abandoned the Socratic method of question and
it

ì^ras produced,

answer (e-!.enchu,:)

86
in presenting his vie"s '

lrlhile the Socratic

e-tenchu¿ remained

important for Plators

did not constitute dialectic. Some have argued for
a Socratic dialectic,ST or at least presumed that the Socratic e'bncJu¿
constituted dialecticfS but it will be argued below that such a view

expositions, it

Indeed, this is the prime reason that Plato chose the dialogue
format for his writEen works. It was the nearest he could get to oral diæ
logue, to capturing the spirit of the
tnaõ i., a society that was by Plators
granted as the arena for discourse
land, tttJhy Plato ÏrlroLe Dialoguesrr,
1, 1968; John Fisher, (1966).

86.

: 7ha-k¿ Í-o PlnLo, (MacMillan & Co',
raticrr vs. ttPlatonicrr Dialecticrr ,
Volume 6, No. 3, JulY 1968; J' Star¡, P.510.
H. Alderman, rrDialectic as Philosophical Caret' , (\an anrl lt)ozltl,
PlvLVolume VI, L973; Robert E. Cushman, Thetzopeia-: - Pln't'o"s Coneept)on ol
B'
R.
Hi111.1958);
Chapel
lo,sophg, (Uniu"rsiry of North Caroiina Press,
l,euinsäá, (1953); R. noUinson, (1953); Julias Stenzel, (1940).

88.
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is misÈaken. Rather it wil be argued that it was Plato who developed
the concept rdialectic' and made iÈ cenÈral to his philosophical project.
However, before any such argumenÈs can be mounted,

socratic

øLenchu¿ needs

adequate basis

to be discussed in

the naÈure of

, detail to provide a

the

more

for these claims.
It

Jf

*

It

lå

The SocraEíc e-!-enchu¿ was,

.F

quite literally,

a dialogue

between

individual people concerned with arriving at an agreed understanding of a
particular issue. such issues included justice, goodness, piety, virtue,
honesty, courage; in short the moral virtues necessary for good citizen-

ship in the Greek world. Qnce a particular topic had been singled out

arrive at a definition of it' This
was in keeping with the general assumption of the Greeks that knowledge
and values were whaL guided human action and conduct. But more importfor analysis, the procedure

was Èo

antly, it was in keeping with Socratesr (and Platots) aim of rehabilitating Greek intellectual and social thought generally so that rights
and h¡rongs of human conduct could be more clearly delineated' It

thus necessary to define what constituted the various ui't"""'89

was

Only

then could such knowledge be applied to the domain of human conduct'
The way in which a particular topic was singled out for discusrfwhat is
sion was usua|ly a matter of Socrates posing the question of

txr denoted a particular value such as justice or piety or
This Ï/as described by Robinson as the positing of
goodness
"t...90
the primary qrr""tior.91 Socrates would then elicit anshlers from his

X?rf where

K. C. Guthrie, (1969) , p.

89.

!'1.

90.

That is, the way in which a particular topic was singled out

91.

R. Robinson, (1953), P. 9.

depicted in Platots dialogues.

432.
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interlocutors, on the basis of the initial or primary answer, by asking
ttsecondary questionstr were
Èhem a host of subsidiary questíons. These
designed to bring forth answers in which all instances of what was thought
to constitute tXt $Iere advanced.

They vtere so phrased to elicit

affirmative answers so that at each step along the way the respondent remained in general.agreement with Socratesr development of the discu""io"?2
This was the hídden trap of his approach. Having gained assent to each
individual secondary question, Socrates would then bring them together

with the result that he
to a contradiction (and

r^Ias

hence

usually able to

show

refutation) of the

that they

answer

amounted

to the primary

question.

Propositions to which the answerer feels he
the falsehood of his
r.t"t tgtue have.entgåled
-original assertion.
The way was then clear for the question to be re-opened. The Socratic

involved a combination of induction and deduction, the former
to establish the various premises of the argument and the latter to
provide a refuÈation of the answer (or answers) posited by his inter=

e-¿ancJuL5

locutors to the PrimarY question.
However, Socratesr method hinged not on whether an ansv/er
was logically admissable but on whether his interlocutors admitted to
its inclusion. Qnce their assent v/as gained, Socrates could then pro-

the error in their views as to what constituted an answer to the primary question. socratesr approach was thus to refute
his opponents by drawing out the contradictions inherent in their ui"*".%
ceed

to

show them

92.

i-Url

pp.7-8.

93

)hrl

p.

7

For a far more detail-ed account of the various techniques of
94.
logic used by Socrates (and Plato) see i-M-d.. Chs. II-V. The above sketch
of the Socratic e-bnchu'5 is, however, sufficient to convey its basic attributes.
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This was the negative aspect of the e'Lenclu't '

of the Socratic method, the
elenchus, is to convince the interlocutor
that, whereas he thoqght he knew sornething'
in fact he does not.-Although thís aspect r{as supposedly cathartic in that the aim was to
make his companions conscious of the extent of their own ignorance on
such questíons,96 the effect often left them with feelings of hostility
The essence

towards Socrates. Indeed,

this

may have been

raLes, own demise in 3gg 8.C..97
a critical

Nevertheless, for Socrates,

Soc-

such

approach lúas necessary if one l¡/as to aspire to knowledge '

after the humbug

Only

a significant factor in

and cant

of ill-conceived opinions had been exposed

could the pursuit of knowledge be undertaken in earnest.

such a pursuit was the positive aspecL of

pLpnchu¿

. using

basic approach of question and answer; suggestions and ideas
could be put forth, criticised and amended so that the true Form of
the entity under consideration could be reve.l"d.98 This was Socratesr

the

same

central aim in employing the

e-tQnchrLö. The

pursuit of

knowledge was

to be a cooperative venture in which questioner and ans\¡/erer
were mutually engaged. this was well summed up by Guthrie.
supposed

Neither knew the truth yet, but if only the
other could be persuaded of ,this, they might
set out together with some hope of finding it '
it more closely, for

or at least approaching

K. C. Guthrie, (1969)' p.

95.

I,rr.

96

F. M. Cornford, (1935),

447.

P. 184.

A case in point might be that of Anytus, -socratesr accuser at
97.
his trial, who in the [\eno, "ã" etttuged at Socratesr demolition of the
conventional wisdom that great men (e.g. Athenian statesmen) could teach
virtue simply by their exãmple. Plators use of the person of Anytus here
was both diamaLic and pertinent and should not be undervalued' Cf' the
Apo!.ogg which R. Robinåon, (1953), p. 18 noted implied that most of those
Socrates revealed as-ttignorantit remained angry and unconvlnced of
Socrates t good intentj-ons, nor hle.re they convinced that they had benef ited from being publicly tfchastened"by Socrates.

whom

98.

F. M. Cornford, (1935), P.

184.
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the man who has rid his mind of a false oo
Éoúrception{ iB , already rlê€trerr ri 'the ' truth . "

the negative aspect was a necessary first steP to be followed
by the joining of forces in the common pursuit of truth. Yet Socrates
never really presented a positive view of knowledge but rather only
pointed to the direction in which he thought it might lie. At best,

Hence

Socrates only presented glimpses

of what true

knowledge mighU be.

This meant that the Socratic dialogues often ended somewhat
inconclusively, with the positive aspect of :-he eAenchu¿ never being

in any systematic way. In this respect, Socrates only increased the degree of opon)ct (perplexity) which he instil-led in his
interlocutors, which was further compounded by Socratesr profession

developed

that he

knew nothing save

the extent of his

with that opinion of himself and the
ceeded

to demonstrate that the

same

method

own

ignorance.

Armed only

of elencluta, Socrates pro-

held true of

Èhose who claimed to

much. The emphasis was thus not on the positive doctrines in the
Socratic dialogues but on the demonstration that \'rhat passed for know-

know

In that

ledge was mistaken.
Some have
end

sense the Socratic dialogues hlere

a success.

disputed the degree to which the Socratic dial-ogues

iiconclusively with respect to a positive view of k,,o*l"dg" '100

Yet the fact remains that Plato authored these dialogues. As Gulley
frrealistic portraitrl
has pointed out, Plato was not just concerned r*ith a
of his mentor, but also with highlighting what seemed to him to be the
limitations of the Socratic method.l01 In this view, Plato was pointing
to

the need

of

[for] ... a constructive theory
will provide a more adequate

knowledge which

99

l,{. K. C. Guthrie, ( 1969) ,

that the

100

i-Url. ,pp.447-449foradiscussionofthoseviewsthatsuggest
Socratic dialogues has been

101.

N. Gulley, (1962), P. 4.

P.

449 .

degree of- inconclusiveness in the
overstated, or at least over-emphasised.
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criterion of truth than that tPonl.2
which the Socratic method relies.--Hence

the inconclusiveness of the Socratic dialogues ltas a

necessary

prelude for Platots own theories.
However, the inconclusiveness of the Socratíc ø¿2ncluL6

r^Ias

not the only reason Èhat Plato felt dissatisfied with it as a method
essential to philosophical discourse. Its inherent and often devastating
negative critiqUe vlas especial-ly important with respect to the use of
contradictions, or at least the eliciting of them, as a

to refute

means

an interlocutorts views. Such a procedure could easily be confused
wi1h anLi-!-ogo,5, the sophistic mainstay of rhetorical argument. As such,
the

method would have

as its

aj:m

an argument) rather than truth.
elz.ncluLó.

e.ni¿Í)c (i.e. merely the winning of

Truth could

become

a casualty of the

103

Although Socrates may be properly regarded as having played

a part ññ the sophistic

movement

in Athens, for Plato Socrates

was

defi-

nitely not a sophist. As far as Plato vras concerned the respective aims
of the sophists and Socrates were clearly different. The sophists were
less concerned with truUh (as a constant value) than with rnaking the
weaker !.ogo,S

stronger and vice versal whereas SOcrates h¡as

with arriving at the trre logo¿ of

concerned

knowledge and va1ue".104. Yet=ad:Ir-

win has argued, a distinctively sophistic work also made the

same basic

claim.

The fDouble Argumentst (D)'t'soi Logoi) claim
to offer equally cogent arguments for and

ro2

)-Url., p.4

103.
104.

R. Robinson, (1953), PP. 84-88.

$. K. C. Gurhrie, (1969), p. 436 and especially p. 449 where
the Socratic aim is contrasted with that of the sophists. It needs to be
remembered, however, that not all sophists can be assumed as having no rÈ
gard for the truth even if they maintained thaÈ it was a matter of relative raÈher than certain values.
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against disputed moral principles; Socrates'
mãthod, applied to any account of the virtues,
seems to Ëè equally capable of refuting a1-1 lO5
candidates, and leaving no acceptable answer'

Socratest (and Plators) fundamental assumption that the virtues !/ere
object.ive realities, each exhibiting a single, definable Form, $tas the
basis for the Socratic theory of knowledge. Yet Socrates presented
his theory in a rather indirect fashion. He showed that the basis of

by his opponents v¡as fundamentally flawed, and in
his own theory to emerge by defauLt. In effect, Socrates

knowledge invoked

so doing enabled

was demonstrating to his companions the weaknesses implicit in their
In contrast, therefore, the Socratic logo's was revealed
own logoi.
as the stronger despite his 9wn claim of possessing no knowledge. For

Plato, this left the Socratic

method

of

et-enchu¿ open

to the very

charges

he had advanced against the sophistsr method of argument. Even though
PlaLo never doubted Socratesf conviction of searching for the truth,

that the dividing líne between the Socratic øLencfui¿ and
the sophistic method of an-ti\ogo¿ , with its alleged aim of e'n)¿t)c,
was for all practical- philosophical purposes Ëoo easily overlooL"¿.106
hlhat was needed lras a method that would incorporate the best

he was concerned

features of e-Iznchu yet at the same time go beyond it so that it could
rrthe
not be mistaken for an-t)Logo,5, Such a method was dialectíc' This was
coping-stone of the

".i".t.""",

107 the truest of all manner of know='

ledge,tot r" Plato would describe it in later the post-Socratic dialogues'

Plato never regarded the Socratic et-enchu¿ on it
10s.

T. Irwin, (1977), p.

35

106.

R. Robinson, (1953)'

PP

107.

í?zpu.A-Uc [534e].

108.

Ph)-LeAu¿

[58a].

86-87.

own as dialectic'
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Dialectíc, Lhen, was an improved intellectual method which retained
the face to face díalogue between real individuals' Philosophical discourse could proceed in no other hlay as far as Plato was concerned'
the distinctive f eature of the e-¿2ncfu,6, question and anslrler '
rdialectÍcr, but
was retained at the core of Platots ne\r concept of

Hence

something more was required.

*

åÊ

*

*

l+

*

InseekingtoovercomewhatheSa}Iastheshortcomings of
the specifically socratic e-knchu¿, Plato did not lose sight of his
goal of attempting to provide certain definitions with respect to the
objects of knowledge. Indeed, the failure of the socratic method to
grounddo just that prompted Plato to look elsewhere for a more adequate
ing for his theory of knowledge. A key innovation developed by Plato
rhypothesi"t'109
that of developing the notion of
Plato began to explore this notion in the l\eno and continued
to use it in the Ph,,eclo atd the Re.pti.A-Uc. In the latter work, too'
the concept rdialecticr received its most thorough exposition to date'

in his middle period

was

Yet even there Platots exposition of the concept remained more descriptive

than explanatory. It also needs to be pointed out that Plato shifted
his emphasis from seeking to define particul-ar Forms to that of defining
t'Formt itself.
the nature of the very concept

- As Robinson made clear'
tformst

served
The assumption that there are
in she u"ity dialogues only to introduce the
destruction of eveiy proposed account of a
tformr; but now, losing some of his previous

interest in defining particular tformst,
Socrates uses the general assumption as

a

R. Robinson, (1953), p. 93. The discussion of 'hypothesisr is
discussed in detail by Robinsott itt chapters VII and ff. . The above acdÍssents
counÈ presuppos"" ru.ir of what Robinson argued but on some points

109.

from

his

arguments.
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to construct various
positive docÈrinelr.for eaxmple, that the
soul is immortal.-The definition of particular Forms came to be seen as really the definitíon of the ultimate Form, that of the Absolute ldea of the Good (onz-tz'ground\.tork on which

nirloo¡.IIl This
It

became most

apparent in the i?nprn2".Ilz

was no accident

or mere coincidence that the first

mention

113

, r¡'as ín
of dialectic (as the "technical adjective t'dialectic¿1rtr
fhypothesisl
the nnnoll4 the very dialogue in which Plators view of
to unfold. In fact the two went together. Hypothesis \'{as the
innovation that enabled Plato to develop his method of dialectic as

began

an improvement on the purely Socratic method'

As v¡as noted earlier, the [\eno also marked the introduction

of Plators use of mathematical examples in developing his views' The
significant thing about this was not the examples themselves but that
they gave evidence of Plators admiration for the approach of the mathematicians. Mathematicians began with fixed or established hypotheses
and developed their arguments as deductions from them. The result r^Ias
a proof or demonstration of the validity of the initial hypotheses'
R. Robinson, (1953), p. 6I. Note that Robinson refers to socbut it i; clear from his overall discussion
rates rather than Plato
fsocratesr
rather than the historical Socrates that
thät it was Plators

110.

Robinson had

in

mind.

111.

J. Stenzel,

113.

R. Robinson, (1953), P. 85.

LI4.

(leno

, PP. 44-45.
It might be objected that Ehe í?z.pun'-üc was concerned with the
lL2.
analz'definition of juãtice (i.Ë.. particul-ar Form) rather than withsubsequent
In
I.
Book
in
zirlo¿. Yet jústice is most clearly addressed
Books it is subsumed wri.ühin the more general, and for Plato' more importanÈ, problem of the Absolute ldea of the Good. The idea of justice rebriefly at l42gd-449al.but even so this must be seen in the con"pp"ui"
tàit of the quest for anelz.-eirlo¿,
.,

[ 75d

( 1940)

]

.
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In the mathematical model, the hypotheses thus functioned as something
like fírst principles or axioms. Yet while PlaÈo certainly admired
this method, he was nevertheless uneasy about it because their hypotheses
r.rere

not really first

prínciples in the sense of certain

knowledge

not defi.uitions in the Platoni. ""n"".115
Plators criticism of the mathematicianst use of hypotheses
vras made explicit in Ehe íìepu.A-!-Lc in at least two places' First' in
because they were

his discussion of the Divided Line,
basing

mathematicians

are described

as

their analyses on hypotheses
and proceed from them not to atffirst
prínciple but to a conclusion.'

Then

later, Plato

made

the point even more pungently

when

he suggesLed

that mathematicians,
though they have some hold on realitlr I¡¡ê
..tt ã"" that they are only dreaming about
it; they can never wake and look at it as
it is sô lot g as they leave the assumptions
they use undisturbed and cannot account for

them. For if one's starting point is unknown,
and onefs conclusion and intermediate steps
are made up of unknowns also, how can the
resulting consistency ever'l Þï .tty manner
of means become knowledge.^^'
In both of these cases, it needs to be pointed out that Plato was specifically contrasting dialectic with the maLhematical method.
For Plato, hypotheses were not something to be proved' 0n
.1L8
the contrary, they were provisional views that one posited or assumed---:-115.

R. Robinson, (1953), P.

116.

ilzpu!^-Uc

104.

t5lobl. (Translated by D'

Lee) '

[533b-533c]. (Translated bv D' Lee) '
discussíon of
R. Robinson, (1953), Pp. 94-gg for an extended
118.
rto
putf in which
the senses of 'nypàttteåiÀ' clustäied aroundrposit' or
not include
did
something was assumed as a beginning. But note that this
in his
313,
2, Pthe fíctional or make-believe. See also D. Leers notethypothesisf
meant
translation of Ehe í?2pu|.!)c where he points-.out that
rrsomething assumed for the sake of argumentrr
'

LI7.

íle.puL-!-Lc
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to arrive at correct definiEion. As Cornford put it, hypotheses
ttwere mere sÈepping stones
kicked away in the ascent
Ito be]
to the correct definitionrrl19 The itcorrect definiÈiontt vtas, for Plato,
120 That is, it was aneÍp.-e.irlo¿ , the
the f irst principle of everythingtt .
ffunhypothesized beginAbsolute Idea of the Good, which constituted the

j-n order

rf

ning" to borrow Robinson'" phtu"".121 As far as Plato was concerned,
the hypothesis, güâ hypothesis, need not be proven but only what followed
from or could be deduced from it.

Hence one had

to guard against in-

consistency of argument and admit no contradiction to the premises'

TE such a flaw occurred then Èhe particular hypothesis had Ëo be abandoned and another one adopted. This procedure was repeated until one
eventually arrived at the rrfirst principle of everythingrr. Yet such
a procedure of interrogating successive hypotheses, the very method
of dialectic as presented in the í?e-pu-t!)c, bore a striking resemblance'
frfirst
to the maÈhematical approach by appearing to assert that the
principle of everythingtr appears in the course of the interrogation
as the result of movíng frorn hypothesis to hypothesis. To be sure'
Plato argued that once the Itfirst principle of everythingrr had been
the basis for knowing and hence could proceed to
use it to arrive at a true understanding of the world of Forms and its
sensible correlates. In this way Plato fel-U that his method of dialectic

reached one then had

surpassed

their

that of the mathematicians

who could

offer no foundation for

knowledge.

Nevertheless, in his description of dialecUic in the

Re'puL'l'Lc,

F. M. Cornford, ItMathematics and Dialectic in the Republic vIVIIrf , in R. È. Rtt"r,, (ed'.), SÍuLiz.s in Pltfo"s t\efutphg'5ic'5, (Routledge &
Kegan Paul, London, 1965) p. 86.
119.

b and 533c].

t20.

Re.puL.!)c [51f

L2t.

R. Robinson, (1953), PP. 158-159.
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Plato does not explain how one geÈs from hypotheses to that which is
unhypothesised, the rrfirst principle of everythingrf, where certain knowledge becomes

possible. Although Plato felt that dialectic could

make

the crossing, his claim in the Î?iepu.|-üc remained more enigmatic than
straight.forward. Robinson canvassed a number of possible interpretations
to elucidate Plato's thinking on this point.

The one

of releva"t"

h"t"122

the 'eLenclu)-theoryt of the upward pathlz3which
refers Eo the movement from hypothesis to hypothesis culminating ultimately in the rrfirst principle of everythingrr. One began with an hypothesis
is what

Robinson termed

(in Platofs sense) and proceeded to deduce all possible consequences
If in doing so one discovered a contradiction, the original
from it.
hypothesis h¡as refuted. A new or modified hypothesis was then adopted

and examined in the same manner as before. If anoLher contradicÈion
vlas discovered then a nev/ or modified hypothesis l{as again adopted and
the process repeated until the hypothesis under consideration had

ttendured

every test and stood consistent in all its consequentu""l24 ou"' a long

period of enquiry lasting months or years. This continued until it
ttdawnedt' upon the thinker that the hypothesis in question was |tcertainly

true, that it

r

vras no longer an hypothesis

but an anhypothetonrr ,L25 th"

This is not to say that the other theories of the upward paUh
I22.
are irrelevant as such. Rather, for present purposes, the one that Robinson fel-t v¡as appropriate is going to be looked at in some detail in the
above. For ¿etãifå of the ottterã see R. Robinson, (1953), pP. 162-172.
Note that this does not intend blanket endorsement of his views since sore
of the details of his arguments are open to question. However, in broad
sweep hís general conclusions are accepted.
R. Robinson, (1953), pp. 172-177. There is no doubt that Plato
I23.
saw such a path as an upward o.t". His metaphors and descriptions in that
vein are too numerous to be discounted.
t24.
r25.

, p. I73.
)-!^irl., p. I73.

i-A)rl.
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unhypoÈhesised

beginning. This

rrdawningtt was Lhe

spark of truth'

It

was the (divine) inspiration possessed only by the philosopher driven
by the quasi-div l'n" nnoo .126 l\tith this spark the philosopher was able

to arrive at a fully il-luminated state of being, seej-ng things as they
knowwere for the first time clear1-y and unmediated by sensibles' True
ledge was thus attained. Misleading and false hypotheses vlere el-iminated through the elz.nchu'5, the cross-questioning of their possibLities
the
and potentials in dialogue, and hence constituted the basis for

the upward putt,.127
The evidence for the correcËness of this interpretation (at

least its main points) is provided in the dialogues of Plato's middle
period. In particular, Ehe í?e.pu-0-{-Lc provided various instances to support the above interpretation.

Such instances, however,

also

presupposed

the particular ansrlers given by Plato in the other dial-ogues ' The
chu'3, as understood by Robinson' lrlas

e-!'en-

the key to this process'

Plato used the simile of the cave to illustrate the gradual unfolding of illumination through the removal of the
shadows obscuring the philosopher's vision. This process of removal
In the

Île.pu.a-üc,

to strengthen his or her eyes so that they would
be fu1ly capable of looking directly at the "rr.r".128 This echoed the
earlier images presented by Plato in the simile of the Sun129 "nd the

enabled the phil-osopher

rf

analogy of the Divided LÍn".130 In all of these, the progression

r,¡as

from darkness to light, from illusion to knowledge. This is best

seen

from Platots own account.

The
Recall the comments made on p. 278 notes 28-30, ^uPLa'
LeltøL
Seuenlh
his
in
Ínage of the spark was also referred to by Pl,ato

126.

[344b].

I27.
I28.
l2g.
130.

R. Robinson, (1953), P. 173.
[516b].
Re.pu-L'-t)e [507a ff .] .
íìzpuA'LLc [509d ff .].
Re.pu.A-Uc
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This entire allegorY, I said ' you may nor't
append, dear Glaucon, to the previous argu*ãttt; the prison-house is the world of
sight, the light of uhe fire is the sun,
.nã yon will not misapprehend me if you
interpreu the journey upwards Èo be the
."."nL of uhe åoul into the intellectual

right, parent of light and of the lord of
fi[nt in tiris visible world, and the immediaie source of reason and truth in the
inEellectual; and that this is the power
upon which he who would act rationally either
in public or priva;e life must have his eye fixed'
(í?e.puL-LLc [ 517b-517c ] )

the movemenË of the whole soul be turned from
the world of becoming into'that of being, and
learn by degrees to endure the sight of being,
and of ttt" Utigtttest and best of being ' or in
other words, of the good.
(i?zpu.4-/-Lc [518c])
there not be some art which will effect
conversion in the easiest and quickest manner;
noL implanting the faculty of sight, for, that
exists already, but has been turned in the hlrong
direction, and. is looking away from the truth'

And must

(i?¿.pu!,-/-Lc [ 51 8d ] )

And whereas the other so-called virtues of the
soul seem to be akin to bodily qualities, for
even when they are not originally innate they

can be implanted

later by habit

and exercise,

the virtuã of wisdom more than anything else
contains a divine element which always remains,
and by this conversion is rendered useful and
prof itable ;
(bpua-uc [ 518é-51gu] )131

Implicit here are Platofs theory of the immortal soul, the theory of
The above above citations from the
131.
translation of Plators dialogues.

Re.puL-üc

are from JoweEtrs

310.

the equation of knowledge or truth wiEh Being, and the role
ttdivine elementtt). In addition, Plato alluded to dialectic
of. eno¿ (the

anamnz,5)Á,

art which will effect conversiontr) as the appropriate meansto
reach ttthe goodtt, the frf irst principle of everythingtt '
The first reference to rdialecticr in Lhe RzpuL'l-ic came in
(i.e.

ttsome

Plato's discussion of the Divided Line anal-ogy, where the top 1evel of the
line, the intelligible, was the rfsort of knowledge which reason herself

attains by the polrer of dialectic n .132 This v/as repeated later
Plato began to discuss the concept tdialecticr in more ¿"Uif133

when

The

tzlznchu¿ -theory
most important passage for Robinsonrs account of the
of the upward pathf followed Plators claim, repeated fot a third time,

that dialectic

was

the

on1-y means

with which, beginning with hypotheses'

arrive at the unhypothesised b"girrning.134
Until the person is able to abstract and
define rationally the idea of the good, and
unless he can run the gauntlet of al-1 objections, and is ready to disprove them, not
Éy appeals to opinion, but to absolute truth,
never faltering at any ètep of the argument unless he can ão all this, you would say he
knows neither the idea of the good nor any
other good; he apprehends only a shadow, if
anything at all, which is given by opinion
and not by science;... Dialectic, then, as
you will agree, is the coping-stone of the
sciences, and is set over them; no other
nature
science can be placed higher
-158"
of knowledge can go no further.---

one could eventually

The important

point for

Robinson was

that the process of dialectic

meant

t
that one not only had to articulate but also to def end one s !'ogo's'
Hence one had to engage ín et-enchuÁ .136 Thus Robinson felt that Ít

[51lb].

I32,

í?z.pu.t^-üc

133.

Re.puL-Lic 1532a-532b ; 533a

134.

Rzpu.A-Uc [533c-533d ] .

135.

íle.pu.A-üc [ 533b-534e ]

136.

R. Robinson, (1953)'

ff. l

(Translation bY Jowett).

.

p

t76.
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constituted an e-!.enchtt¿-theory of the means to the idea of the

Good'

llore significantly, Robinson also concluded that whereas
Platots claim to certainty heralded ttsome new methodfr, it was a method
which had ,,gone back to being pracuically the Socratic e-¿.ench)r5't .L37 This
to equate dialectic with e-Lenc-hu,t, particularly the Socratic type'
But Èhis would have negated the very project that Plato was embarked
upon since he was concerned with overcoming the pitfall-s of the Socratic
seems

method. Although Robinson was correct to point to the importance of
llle e-tenchu¿, ín so far as it involved a dialogic form of question and
ansner, for Platots approach, he appears to have ignored the differences

Platots and Socratesr visions of philosophical discourse' Both
PlaLo and Socrates regarded philosophy as a process of dialogue between
actual, living individuals. How else could the spark be produced Èhat
bewteen

would liberate the |tintelligent word graven in the sou1

[which]

can defend ítselftt?138 How else to produce knowl-edge - the light
that t'shines forth understanding about every p.oblttttf3g Yet the aim

of plato's elznchu¿ was distinct from Socratesr with respect to
is positively achieved. It was not refutation for the sake of it,
was

it simply the art of making tlrc logoi of onets

nor

opponents appear weak-

The aim was knowledge. A precondition

er or discredited.

what

for

embarking

on Èhe upward path, the only correct ttroadtt to knowledge, was that it
rfwithout j-ll-wi11rt,l40 bl¿ Ëhose who
be undertaken in a friendly manner,
were guided by etzo¿ wi:-h a genuine love

of

wisdom'

Ttris was brought out in'Ltre llleno when Plato elaborated his

L37.

j.Url., pp.

138.

Seuenth

139.

Phaz.dnt¿

140.

Seuenth Lalle/L [ 344b]

177-L78.

Lallzz [344b].
l276al.
.
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theory of ananne¿i-¿. Part of Lhis Lheory required the acknowledgenent
of onets ignorance as a precondition for setting out on the upward path141

only then could the proper dialogic relationship of friendly enquiry
be mutually undertaken because only then would the seekers of wisdom
'î
have common cause. Only then would they be on the same footingl4z
that none would be engaged in defending their own opinions but, as far
as Plato tras concerned, would be seeking the goal held in common, that
which bound their dialogic enterprise, namely knowledge or truth' Hence
Platots

e-!.enchu¿ was

of a different order to that of Socrates' Contrary

to Robinson, it had gone beyond the socratíc e-Lenclu¿.
For- iPl-ato, the method he articulated in the

ilzpu.A'üc

seemed

to be an improvement on the Socratic approach. The quest for certainty
had been realised through the use of dialectic. To be sure' the spark
by which one sees past hypotheses to the unhypothesised beginning had
all the characteristics of an act of faith. In many respects this did
not seem to be much different from the mathematicians in that an acl

of faith, whether called a spark or dawning or anything else, couLd
be regarded as lacking a foundation for certain knowledge. As far as
Plato kras concerned, however, he fel-t that he had avoided such a charge
by elaborating the quasi-divine role of

141

.

Q-/zo^

írr the

Phazrl'zuz and the

fleno l84a-84d I .

This might be a lit.tle mis.eading in the sense that Lhe role
142.
of etzo¿ in the leaining process often involved a relationship between the
teacher and pupil in wtriðtr substantial power differentials were the'¡rtrrm.
More likefy inãn not the teacher and pupil were lovers which further compLicated tíe learning relationship. For Plato, both teacher and pupil
succumbed to the porãr of e-no's but at the same time, the nature of the
PLatonic etzo¿ oslensibly aimed for a sublimation of the physical aspects
in favour of the more important intel
The discussions in the Sgmpo'sitm ate
and to a lesser extent so are those i
of this is given in H. Marrou, (1977)
structure of. etto¿, J. Stannard, (1959
ities inherent in Pl-atots approach to
phers (as distinct from their pupils) are regarded as equals ( as suggested in Ehe Phazd,z- lZtr}.-¿] wiitr'the heirarcñy of souls) the power differlo.rers of wisdom may be ignored'
entials betr¿een
"n.ñ

313.

linking it with his theory of the "oul'143
Yet this vras not the most important reason that Platofs
theory in the í?e.pu.!-üc would prove to be inadequate. His fundamental
assumption was that dialectic enabled one to grasp knowledge, the ldea

Sgnpo'sium and

of the

Good, a'zzLe.-e)rlo,s, which became

the presupposition for

knowledge

of everything else in the wor1d. The probLem, however' ltas that knowledge
could only exist in the world of Forms, Yet that world had been arLiculated as unitary. The ldea of the Good $Ias indivisible in so far as
it enabled Lrue Being to be comprehended. How then were the Forms to
be accounted for? If knowledge hlas to be restricted to the world of
Forms, however they might be conceived, how could such

a world be made

applicable to the ordinary world of sensibles, the supposed copies of
their respective Forms? Plato addressed this problem but its resolution
remained ambiguous. He had rnainly shown this relationship in terms
of the upward path. Once the goal, knowledge, had been reached he had

little to say about just

how

the

downward

path developed.

The relationship between knowledge and opinion meant that
his theory of Forms as presented in tine í?zpuL-üc had to be reexamined
or at least modified. This also meant that his conception of dialectic
had to be questioned and perhaps reformulated. Could dialectic remain
a combination of pure reason, Platonic e-knchu's and inspiration?
tt

åf

*

it

t+

ll

It has been claimed that Plators main aim in his works

was

Even if the Phaeltzu¿ had been produced after the Rz-pu-A-üc as
some have maintaine<t (e.g. R. Teske, (1960); N. Gulley, (L962) who ar$ued
that it \,\Ias one of Platols last works), Plato made his point in the other
díalogues of the middle period that were demonstrably anLeceden! or contempoiary with the ílzpu.A-Lic. Moreover, the Sgnpo'sùan provides sufficient
evidence to show that he had already given a prominent place to the role
of e'zo¿ prior to the llzpuL-üc.
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to provide an account of certain knowledge (or at least how such knowledge could be attained) to serve as the basis for acEion in Èhe world.
In Èhe dialogues up to and including

Ehe

í?zpuL-üc, Plato had expressed

a view in which non-sensible entities or realities (i.e. Forms) l{ere
posited as the only basis for knowledge; indeed, it was knowledge itself.
Such Forms were

to be identified with Being. Each Form had its

ovln

it could and should be known. The
task of the philosopher hras to define these non-sensible realities.
Yet this was not an easy task, and it led Plato into a dilemma

Being

(i.e. its

own !.ogod) by which

with respect to his theory of Forms as presented in the dialogues to
the í?z.pu-t-üc. On the one hand, one became aware of Forms by acknowledging
the instances of them, their copies or imitations, in the sensible world'
One then abstracted from these many instances

to reach a transcendent

Form. 0n the other hand, Plato also argued that a

Form was an instance

of ítse1f.144 That is,
e.g. the Idea of Beauty
is ítself an ideal- object which is beautiful
(and supremely beautiful), the ldeal of Justice
Ís itself something that is just (and supremely
To be beautiful is to
just), and so on
Hence if
paruícipate in the Idea of beauty
every
then
the ldea of beauty is beautiful ...
consideration'
This
Idea participaues in itself.
which I choose to call the fundamental antimony
of the Platonic theory of Ideas, is Lhe t oa
greatest logical weakness of the theory.-'The key issue lras, as Teske noted, that of chon-i)mo¿ (participation);
the participant cannot be said to be either
a pa:E.or ther4þo1e of that in which it
Plato

assumes that,

partrclpates.

p.

I44.
L45.

R. Teske, (1961),

146.

R. Teske, (1961), p.

186.

A. hledber g, P!.alo'¿ Ph)lo¿opha ol (\ctthenaLLc,s, (Stockhom,1955),
cited in R. Teske, (1961), p. 186 n. 36.
186.

31s.

Thus the weakness of the theory of Forms as developed in the middle
dialogues ïras that, on the one hand a Form was indivisible because it
constituted the essence or Being of the entity in question, yet on the

other hand a Form could be apprehended through grasping the proximate
ínstances

of it in the world.

Thisproblemwasheightenedbythefactthat,forPlato,
the participation of sensibles in the determination of Forms (enabling
their description) was a necessary aspect of his doctrine of anorut'eoU!47
Yet PlaLo also argued that sensibles were constantly changing and hence
it ü/as more or less impossible to describe their logoo.l48 That being
the case, sensibles could not really participate in the recollection
of Forms because knowledge would be based on something that could not

be known. The Forms constituted the proper object of knowledge yet
meaninghow could they be arrived at if the means to do so lras denied any

ful reference to sensibles.
Plato began to address the problerns in hís early theory of
the
Forms in ttre PannznirLe.¿ and rhe ThzazLefuu' In the Pannzni¡l^e's'
problem of sensibles parLicipating in Fõrms $/as presented but not resolved'
A particularly significant. conclusion reached there was that the Forms,
they may be constituted, were nevertheless necessary for dis.ou."".149 If the Forms really were the proper objects of knowle{ge
then they must be so,constÍtuted as not to preclude their apprehension'

however

Paralleling this argument was the discussion in the 7h'e'aeLe't-u's
perennial
concerning the nature of knowledge, where Plato returned to the
problem of how knowledge could and should be defined' PLato argued

r47.

N. Gulley, (1962), P. 74.

148.

CJznfgh-ó

r49.

Pottnen¿rlz.¿ [ 135b- I 35c ] .

l44}b-44}dl; Phaztlo [78b ff ']'
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against the view that knowledge could be reduced Èo perception because
percepÈion involved reference to sensibles which rÂ¡ere thenselves not
150
LL r - ---1 r be
r^-:.,^l
G-^r.rt
from perceptíon
^o-¡anri
^ñ l{as opÍnion'
could L^ derived
rhe best that
pernanenu.

This led to the consideration of knowledge as a:makingof judgements.l5l

This raísed the problem of truth and falsity.

If opinion vtas derived

from changing sensibles (from which nothing can be known in Plators
sense of tknownt) then to speak of true opinion was mi-staken. Opinion
could not serve as the object of knowleUru.'52 Moreover, what constituted

false opinion? But for Plato the questíon cannot be answered until
knowledge has been defined.l53 At the close of the dialogue (i.e. Thz-az.te-ttz) the issue remained unresolved. The conclusion reached v/as that
knowledge r{ras neither perception, correct or true opinion' nor true
opinion plus definition and explanation.l54

yet all $¡as not lost in

Ehe Thzaetz-fu¿ because

the outline

of a possible solution was given. This $'as the hypothesis
the relationship of syllables and letters:

concerni-ng

a syllable is not the letters, but rather
one single idea framed out of them,t\qving
a separate form distinct from them.--That is, the whole may be more than the sum of its parts. Plato suggested
that the result was not a whole bu¡ an additional part' As Cornford
has suggested, Plato regarded

it

as

an additional element which supervenes

on

the putting together of the parts which
make the whole. He urges that the whole

ff .;163b ff .].

150.

Thzaet-e.tu¿ [151e.

151 .

ThzapLetLt¿ [187b

ff .].

r52.

R. Teske, (1961),

p.

153.

ïhza,elpfu¿

154.

Thzaelzltt¿ [210a-210b]

.

155.

7he.aelz.fu¿ [ 203d-203e]

. (Translation by Jowett) '
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tsumt,
cannot be distinguished from the
which itself cannot bç.flistinguished

from tall the partst.t"

s refutaÈion of the view that the whole r¡/as more than the sum
of its parts was necessary in the specific context of the discussion
in the \h¿oet-øtu¿ because he was talking about a whole (Form) whose parts
v,ere themselves wholes (Forms) and the vtay in which such parts could

Plato

I

be understood as

fitting together.

Hence despite

the specific refutation'

plato was prefiguring a possible solutiorrl5T ro be used in another contex¡'

This

became

evídent in the Soph)zL, where Plato resolved

the problem of definition.

158 This dialogue vtas superficially concerned

g"'
with the sophisgic'art of rnaking what is not appear and seem to U"159
on a deeper leve1 i-t was concerned with providing the proper distinction
between knowledge,

true opinion,

and

false opinion

and hence

with

marking

out his mature conceptualisation of the philosophical form of discourse'
The key to Plato's solution for the problem of definition ïras the issue

of not-Being. Prior to the SophizL, Plato had treated Being and notBeing in the same fashion as Parmenides. That is, Being had existence
did not have existence' This
way of approaching the problem had a strong bias toward sensory entities
because they clearly existed and thus must have Being. Yet if sensibles
and hence was something whereas not-Being

had Being, and Being was necessary for knowledge, then perception had

a claim as the basis for knowledge. Although Plato had earlier attempted
to refute such a claim, he was not entirely convincing. This was prim-

arily

because

of his acceptance of the

Parmenidean notion

of Being

its existential connotations. In addition, Plato had to deal with

156.

F. M. Cornford, (1935)' P. I49.

t57.

R. Teske, (1961), P.

158.

N. Gulley, (1962), PP. 103 ff.

159.

S

oplt

izL

[ 238d-238e ] .

185.

and

the
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problem of the existential import of non-sensory entities.

This

had

a key assumption in all of his dialogues yet he also felU that there
was some differential separating sensibles from non-sensibles. They
But it v¡as a reality that
v/ere clearly different orders of reality.
been

tBeingt.
he had attempted to grasp solely through Lhe understanding of
In the Sopfuts.t- Plato approached the problem from a slightly different
perspective using the mask of the Eleatic Stranger.

SÍrL. Let us push the question; for if they
will admit that any, even the smallest particle of being, is incorporeaf it is enough;
they must then say what that nature is which
is common to both the corporeal and incorporeal, and which they have in their mindrs eyewhen they say of ¡ôtn of them that they 'aret.
Perhaps they may be in difficulty; and if this
is the case, there is a possibil-ity that they
may accept a notion of ours respecting the
nature of being, having nothing of their own
to offer.
Thz.ctat-. I¡lhat is the notion? Te1l me and we
shal1 soon see.
My notion would bg that anything which
possesses any sort of power to affect another,
or to be affected by another, if only for a

SbL,

single moment, however trifling the cause and
however slight the effect, has real existence;
and I ig[a thau the definition of beíng is simply
povfer.

The important

point

hras

that sensibles and non-sensibles

had a

common

nature, but one which was not ful1y rendered by the Parmenidean notion
of tBeingt. For Plato, this had to be reconceptualised to encompass

the sort of Being that vras
entities,

common

namely pohler (dUnanLt)

to boÈh corporeal and incorporeal

.

There vras more than a passing debu Eo the mathematicians

in this ne!, approach. Recall that for Plato each indivídual Form
unitary in its essence or Being. But it was this very ttonenesstt that
dered a Form

160.

virtually unknowable. In the domain of mathematics,

Soph-i.tl 1247c-247d1. (Translation by Jowett).

was

rerts

unknow-

319.

ables such as irrational numbers

became known through

their relations

of rational numbers.161 Numbers h¡ere non-sensory entiÈies but Lhey certainly had existence, a fact Plato never douUt.¿J62 This
could then be applied to the problem of Forms such that a Form could be

with the

povrers

known through

the relations it entered ínto and which thus bound or

This l/as the point at which not-Being could be postulated
by P1ato. Not-Being was not predicative of nothing (as in the Parmenidean

defined it.

view) but of Other-ness. That is, as Teske pointed out,

is the same as itself or in
relation to itself; each Form is other
than all the otf65s or in relation to
all the others.

Each Form

Plators notion of not-Beíng made the differentiation of Forms possible
without desLroying the Being of each individual

Form.

logic that bedevilled the
previous accounts of the Forms. The hypotheses concerning Uhe participation of Forms with each other (and sensibles with Forms) presented
This sLep broke the

in the

Patunenirte-.ó \,\rere

Parmenidean

restated together with a third in the Sopl>i'st'

Sha1l we refuse to attribute being to
motion and rest' or anything to anything'
and assume that they do not mingle, and
are incapable of participating in one another?
0r shall we gather all into one class of
things communicable with one another? 0r ^164
are some things communicable and others not'l

two hypotheses were shown to be impossibl",165 and in the
Pøuneild-e¿ were shown to lead to the conclusion (if they were accepued)
The first

16f.
162.

R. Teske,

163.
L64.
165.

R. Teske, (1961), p. 193.

( 1961)

' P. 191 .

SopLi.sL [238b]. The words affirming the existence of numbers
were spoken by Theaãtetuã lut it can be reasonãUty nefO that,, given Plators
Pythagorean hãriUage and his fascination with mathematics, that such was
also Platots view.

Soplvi'sL [251d].
Soplt-i'sL Í252a-252e1.

Cf

- S:oph)zL Í258e-259b1'

320

of the impossibiliuy of discourse, and hence the impossibiliÈy of knowledge. The third hypothesis escapes Èhat fate because iÈ postulaEed
that

f'some

things

communicate

with

some

things and others ,rot".166 Par-

ticipation could be accounted for without destroying the particular
Being

of

each Form

or combination of

Forms.

The relations between Forms were Ëhose of sameness and diff-

erence, as the case required, and were predicated on not-Being. NotBeing became, for

Plato, a kind of Being because it

was

other than Being.

IT

is distributed over all thÍngs in their
relations Èo one another, and r+hatever
part of the other is contrasted with being
this is precisely yþ7t we have ventured
to call not-being.--'
Not-Being v¡as that which could ttsupervene on the putting together of
the parts which make the *ho1"".168 The Forms could be retained as
the highest realiUy noÍ¡ that it was possible to discern the respective
differences and similarities between them. Dialectic, Plato claimed,
was the art required to discern the proper arrangements of Forms and

to identify instances in the

phenomenal

world that cgulil be regarded

as partaking of a particulu. Fott.l69
The

art of dialectic aimed to divide rightly and determine
clearly one form pervading a scattered
muluitude, and many different forms contained under one hígher form; and again,
one form knit together into a single whole
and pervading many such wholes, and many

166.

Sopl>izL l252el.

L67.

Soph-izL [258e].

168.

cf. F. M. Cornford's words cited

t69.

Soplt

i'tL

[ 253d

]

.

on pp'1316-317

n'

L56,

'supnct'
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forms, existing only in separation and
isolation. This is the knowledge of
classes which determines where they can
have comm"ti3n with one another and
where not.
The object of knowledge thus remained the Forms but the knowledge thus
And the method used

arrived at was relational.

dialectic, thought to be sure, it
ated in

:uhe

í?e.pu.A-!)c.

It

riras

hypotheses and then explore

to arrive at it

was an improved

version of that elabor-

stil1 necessary to

their

consequences

remained

of

fer

def

initions

or

to determine their consis-

tency and freedom from contradiction. l,lhat had changed was the articu-

lation of division.
according to their

That is, the dividing and classifying of

Forms

differences. This innovation enabled

sameness and

the philosopher to be able to explore all the divisions and subdivisions
pertaining to particular groupings of

In

Lhe i?zpuL-LLc,

to

would enable philosophers

Forms.

Plato had claimed that the use of dialectic
make sense

ing sensibLes. Yet he did not

show how thàÈ

as was noted earlier, his theory of
made such an

eventuality unlikely.

that task could be underLaken.
that division

uras

of the phenomenal world of
Forms

Once

could be achieved.

as it

r¡ras

And

then formulated

division could be achiev"d,171

However,

it would be a mistake to

the radical innovation that

be with respect to dialectic.l72

chang-

assume

some have claimed

it to

Rather, the radical innovation

was

the postulation and subsequent proof of not-Being as an aspect of Being.
The issue of division v/as a consequence of that breakthrough. Plato

170.

Sopl>i'tL [253d]

.

It needs to be noEed that wheretdivisiont is mentioned the
rco,L:lectionr
notion of
ie alsor'þresumed¡ , The t\^Jo go together. The process of collection had already been well established by Plato in the earlI7l.

ier dialogues. IÈ was not until the SopLi.sf. uhat the earl-ier allusions
to division could be made good.

I72.

For example,

son, (1953).

J. Stenzel, (1940); J. Elias, (1968); R. Robin-
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broke Parmenidest hold on the interpretation of Being whilst at the
same

time avoiding the equally dangerous ÈraP (in Plafots view) of

the Heraclitean doctrine of constant flux in which both Being and notBeing participated as ttoppositestt. Platofs noLion of noÈ-Being enabled
to rehabilitate his earlier version of the theory of Forms and thus
to give a more adequaÈe account of what he regarded as the ultimate real-ity.
Moreover, this account did not have to invoke a leap of in-

him

spiration to bridge hypotheses and truth. This had been a problem in
the earlier theory of Forms where no account could be given to show
how

the Forms were related to sensibles in the upward Path. The accounts

of dialectic given in the Sop/rizL,I73 the Statz.o*on,L74 and the PMte-!.,¿L75
subordinated the notion of insplration to that of reason and
^tt
the PlaLonic e-!-encluu. This hras most clearly brought out in the SL(Lte-6the basis for a rrratiOnal account Of everythingrr.l76 But it needs to be noted that rreason'in this context' h¡as
embodied in a rrrational accounttt, in discourse. Hence Platofs view
of etenchu¿ was also a part of treason'. This constituted true philosoph--

man, where reason alOne was

ical discourse

because knowledge could

only be ascertained in the actual

dialogue between lovers of ,i"¿orJ77

Platots

method

of dialectic to-

gether with the new, relational theory of Forms made possible the certainty

in

knowledge

that Plato

had long souþht.

of definition had been resolved by the fact that
dialectic could enable any existent, in particular the rrgreatest and
The problem

SoplvL'tL 1253 f.f. .l .
L73.
Sl¡tf.e¿man 1286a ff .1.
L74.
PLil¿Au¿ [16c ff.].
175.
Cf . p. 278 n 31, .5up'tct,, where the quotation from Ehe SLaf-e¿'
L76.
nnn is given in full.
L77.
This wasreiterated in the Soplui,sLl26Ic-263b] and gave evidence
of its centrality for his work over the course of his life.
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(i.e. the Forms), to be defined with a preeision that exceeded
the pseudo-definitions (in his view) of his contemporaríes and predecessors. Dialectic was not merely the rrart of disputationrr because

grandesttt

for Plato dialectic alone llas capable of enabling the philosopher to
arrive at the truth of what was t"utJ78 Such a method r¡Ias able to
give full account, to demonstrate Ehe !ogo,s, of the intermediate
that sophistic and other

methods

igtot"d.179

steps

However, the mere possess-

ion of dialectic did not yield immediate or pure knowledge. Plators
view of the phil-osophical form of discourse was that it v/as a search
that required effort and long training.l80 In many respects, dialectic
v/as the.light that guided the search for wisdom and, by its very Power
when properly used, made possible the gradual dispersion of the shadows
of ignorance that kepË humans from being able to live fu1ly virtuous
1ives.

It must also be noted however, that dialectic did not constitute a |tvalue-freerr method thaU could be employed to discern appropriate
values for right living. Such values were already ernbedded within the
method because

of the

in which Plato

way

had defiaed philosophical invest-

igation. Philosophy was face to face discourse, a dialogue in which
the form of discourse and dialectic were inseparable and, for Plato, virtua1ly indistinguishable. By marking off phil-osophical discourse as
an appropriate, indeed the only, domain in which truth (i.e. certainty
of values) could be realised, Plato denied that other forns of discourse
could attain knowledge, or even express it. !,lhile poetry, drama, speech178.

Pl¿LLeAtt¿

I79.

Pl¿Lleltt¿ [ 17a]

[17a].
.

In this respect the views of his earlier dialogues
philosophical effort and activity retain their full force.
180.

concerning

324.

makíng,

rhetoric,

and so on, could

articulate values

and even make judge-

ments about them, such expressions remained on the level of opinion

rather than knowledge. They remained imitations or copies. Only philosophical discourse could transcend opinion and arrive at knowl-edge because

it alone íncorporated dialectic.

More importantly, philosophers alone

the capacity for engaging in this method because only they'
by definitíon, I¡/ere the true lovers of wisdom. Plato thereby closed
the circle of discourse on his contemporaries and, if the history of

possessed

learned discourse over the past t$to and a half thousand years can
taken as a guide, he succeeded in enthroning the philosophical forrn of
discourse as, quite literally,

the apogee of all forms of discourse'

be

Chapter

8

0n the Ori sins and Roots

It is

of Dialectic

now necessary Lo substantiate

the view that the

concept

fdialecticr can rightly be attributed to Plato. It has been shown in
the previous chapter that Plato did not regard the Socratíc e-!'enclzu¿

as

that in fact he re-interpreted the Socratíc eLe'nchu's so
that it would be less open Lo attack as a mere replica of the sophistic
merhods of. antitogie arrd. eù¿t)c. Hence to talk of a specifically Soctuldialectic,

and

¿c dialectic is misleading to say the least.

But where did the pre-

socratic thinkers stand with respect to this issue? It has long been
common for historíans of ancienL Greek thought to describe Èhe early
Greek thinkers

naturally to

as natural dialecticians or to say that dialectic

came

uhem.l

Yet what or whose interpretation of tdialecÈicr is being invoked

to substantiate such claims? llhile it is true that many historj-ans
simply make the claim in passing and often attach no special importance
to it, it is nevertheless the case that some conception of díalectic
is presumed. Others, however, are explicit as to the particular conception of dialectic they have in mind,2 general-ly proceeding to trace
iLs origins to the specific works of those who preceded the formulation
that is adopted. This bnachron:tstic approach can be considerably

improved

For example, J . Burnet, (1930); G. Thomson, (1955); C. H. Kahn,
Heraclitus and
(1979); G. S. Kirk & J. E . Raven, (1966). Intmost cases,
ttdialecticíansfr.
Parmenides are the most o ften cited examples of Greek
1

For example, G. E. R. Lloyd, (1979), p. 61 n. 14 and pp' 62-65,
derived a definitioã of dialectic from Aristotlers defintion and used iU
as a sort of yardstick to show the conceptts (often rudimenLary) use by
Greek thinkers prior to Aristotle. Another example would be H. D. P. Lee,
Zeno ol €lzct, (À¿off M. Hakkert, Amsterdam, L967) who is dj-scussed in more

2.

detaÍl

below.
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by starting not wiÈh the concept itself,

nor with particular thinkers

be favoured as the preferred rrinventors" of the concept, but
with the particular form of discourse in which such a concept has histor=
ically become embedded. This is the approach that has been adopted

who might

in this study. Certainly, one must go to the earliest extant statement
of the concepL in order to get onets bearings' not to obtain a ready
made,

self-serving explanaÈion, but rather to find a benchmark: evidence

of a point at which the concept had emerged in a conscious fashion.
Then one must attempt to reconsLruct the earlier and contemporaneous
ways or means of Èhinking about knowledge and values (i.e. the particul-ar forms of discourse in which such thinking is articulated and expressed),

starting from the ground and working up to the concept as opposed to
starting with the concept and reading it back into earlier discourse.
One

of the most notorious

examples

of deLermining Èhe origins

of dialectic is presented by Hegel.3 According to Hegel, Heraclitus
brought forth dialectic. Using his or^In special theory of dialectic'
Hegel interpreted the HeracliÈean use of opposites as the forerunner

to such a concept. Yet the fact remains that at no special time did
Heraclitus use the word tdialectict, nor is there any evidence to suggest
that his contemporaries thought he said anything of the sort. The fact
that he used opposing ideas and contrary formulations to articulate
his views is not sufficient to establish him as the originator of dialec=
tic unless one has, like Hegel, already defined rdialecticf ín that
fashion. Moreover,

some caution must be exercised

hisEorical grasp of the period because

with respect to Hegelfs

some evidence suggests

that his

G. LI. F. Hegel , Le.clttzz¿ on the lLi'tLong ol PlvUo'soPhU, trans.
by E. S. Haldane, in three volumes, (Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co.,
London, L892) Volume I, p. 279.

3.
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of the pre-Socratic philosophers was limited.4 Hegelfs authority,
great philosopher that he was, cannot therefore be invoked in favour

knowledge

of HeraclÍtus as the originator of the concept 'dialectic'.5
A more promising candidate would appear to be Zeno of Elea.
A general argument to supporE Zenors posiLion as the originator of dial-

ectic was given by L"".6 If one looks at the extant texts of Zeno,
the word tdialecÈícr is not used. Furthermore, there is no evidence
nor
to suggest that Zeno himself thought of the word tdialectictl
is there any evidence that his method involved e-bnchu'5 as

understood

by Socrates, Plato and ArisLotle.S Admittedly, eLenchu¿ was understood
differently by these three philosophers, but in SocraLest case at least,
there is no danger of anachronism because, although method of formal arglts

their

ment hras similar,

method presupposed

prose.

One

of

method

of philosophising

was

different.

Socratesl

the dialogue situation whereas Zeno was a writer of

Zenors antimonies has survived

in a question and ansï/er

it is unlikely that the extant fragment ís in the original form
that Zeno ,rote.9 The formal method of argument that Zeno used can be
described as n-educl)o ocl a!,¿utzrLun¿. Like the SocraEic elencluu, it conform but

sisted of taking
some hypothesis held by his opponents,
and ... [deducing] ... from it conlfusions that were self-contradictory.--

4.

Lewis A. Richards, (ed.)

Chicago, 1969) p. 6.

,

lle-nctc.ü1u's

of

€phe.'tu's, (Argonaut Inc.'

This does not mean, however, that Hegel h¡as vtrong to Point to
the similarities between his and Heraclitusl use of oþposites as a means

5.

of articulating their particular

views.

6.
7.
f.

H.D. P. Lee, (L967), PP. 111-123.

.
10.

i.A).d..,

f

R. Robinson, (1953), p. 91.

i!¿d.., p.

91.

p.

91.

H. D. P. Lee, (1967), P. Ll7.
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also famous for being able to argue both sides of any question
and in many respects his method provided the basis for the sophistsr
developrnent of anf)-Logo,t. All that can be said of Zenot s method is

Zeno was

rfreduction
an exemplary exponent of the argument form of
to impossibilitytt.ll Similar remarks a1-so apply to other pre-Socratics
like xenophanes, Parmenides, Melissus, and so on who used similar

that he

-

r¡/as

argument forms

in demonstrating their i¿"t"12

One of the ancient commentators, Diogenes Laertius,

made

the claim that

Aristotle
invenEor

saYS that Zelq
t' was the
of dialectic.

However, as Robinson pointed

out,

such a remark by

found in any of his extant ,otk".14

Aristotle cannot

be

If one turns to Aristotlers

\opic.s, as Lee did, for supplemenLation and cl-arification of Diogenest
renark one finds an explication of how Aristotle construed the notion

No direcÈ evidence can be found there that Aristotle
attributed it to Zeno as Di-ogenes claimed. The interpretation offered
rron the functby Lee (in support of Zeno) focussed on Aristotlers views

of dialectic.

íons of questioner and
There

"n"""r"t".15

is admittedly

some degree

of similarity (as has already

the previous page) between Zeto's method and the method of
questioning and answering given by Aristotle in that both involved the
attempt to elicit. contradictions or paradoxes from the positions put forbeen noted on

11.
12.

R. Robinson, (1953), P. 92.

13.
L4.
15.

Diogenz.,s

see chapter 4, áupna, for the,'arguments
Heraclitus and Parmenides in particular.

Loølf)x)'

Book

of the pre-socratics,

IX: 25'

R. Robinson, (1953)' P. 91.

H. D. P.

cíted in full.

Lee

, (L967), p.

117 where

the view of Arístotle is
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the protagonists. But as already noted the similarity involved
the use of ,tprlucLLo ad. 4!,¿undun. Zeno did not use the format of question
and answer which was what Aristotlers discussion focussed on' The support
for Diogenest remark that Lee sought from Aristotlefs discussion in

ward by

the Topicz must therefore be regarded as unsubstantiated. Furthermore,

the veracity of Diogenesr testimony cannot be taken as absolute' As
Robinson has suggested, Diogenes r^fas not always right in his claims
16
-"
The lack
about their predecessors.
about what philosophers thought

of evidence notwithstanding, even if Aristotle did think that Zeno invented dialectic, the notj-on that Aristotle had ín mind was his (i'e'
Aristotlers) own. He may well have read his o\irn views back into the
past to find them in Zeno's work, a habit that Aristotle

engaged

in

on more than one occasion.

Aristotle t s fle-t-ctphgzicz provides further evidence against
Lee's position.lT There Aristotle said of Plato,

His divergence from the Pythagoreans in
rnaking the One and the Numbers separate
from things, and his introduction of the
Forms, uetz. due. to his inquiries in the
region of definitions (loz Ehe earlier
thinkers had no tincture of dialectic'

18

Later, in Book XIII of the t\e.t-ophg,sic.: , Aristotle said of those who
llfirst maintained the existence of ldeasrt that:
The supporters of the ideal theory were 1ed
to it becattse on the question about the truth
of things Èhey accepted the Heraclitean sayings
which describe all sensibl-e things as ever
passing away, so Èhat if knowledge or thought
is to haue att object, there rnust be some other
and permanent entities, apart from those which

16.

R. Robinson, (1953), P. 91.

I,lhat follows is based
17.
(1953),
pp. 90-91.
Robinson,
18.

largely on the

argument outlined by R'

netophg,siu [Ä 6, 987b.30-33]. (tsmphasis added)'
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aee.'sensible; for there could be no knowledge of things which were in a state of
flui. But when SocraEes r'ras occupying himself with the excellences of character, and
in connexion with them became the first to

raíse the problem of universal definition
(for of thã physicists Democritus only touched
on the subject to a small extent, and decided'
after a faáhion, the hot and the cold; while
the Pythagoreans had before this treated of a
e.g' those
few tiringã, whose definitions
they
justice'
marriage
or
of opporiunity,
natural
was
it
but
connãðt"d with numbers;
that Socrates should be seeking the essence'

for he was seeking to syllogize, and twhat a
thing ist is the starting-point of syllogisms;
for there was as yet none of the dialectical
power which enables people even without knovledge of the essence to speculate about contraiies and inquire whether the same science
deals hrith contraries; for two things may be

inductive argufairly ascribed to Socrates
ments and universal definition, both of which
6¡6i-coûcérned with the starting-point of science):
but Socrates did not make Èhe universals or
-the def initions exist apart i Í)æ-9, however-, gave
an{othis }Ias the kind
Ideas.-of thing they calLed
them separate existence,

It is clear from both of the cited

passages

that Aristotle thought that

dialectic was, at the very least, something that had not made its appearance prior to the work of Socrates. There is also a strong suggestion
that it

was a Plauonic

rather

Lhan

socratic innovation.

claím that Aristotle thought that it vtas Plato rather
than Socrates who vras responsible for dialectic ís borne out by the
context. In the first passage from Book A (I), Aristotle was clearly
referring to Plato.20 Hence the phrase fearlier thinkersr must be
The

.

understood as includíng Socrates among

their

number. Mòreover,

the

Platonic innevaËion as Aristotle acknowledged'
Plato needed the theory of Forms to solve the problems he ínherited from
theory of Forms

vras a

.13-32]. (Emphasis in original).
ThÍs is borne out by the fact that from [A 6, 987b.4-36] the
focus of the discussion is Plato who is named at [A 6,987b.4]'

19.
20.

nefutphg,siu [M 4,

1078b
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quest for sound definitions, a quest endorsed and pursued by
PlaEo as is also confirmed by Aristotle at [A 6,987b.4]. Hence, Aristotlers view that Platofs |tintroduction of Forms were due to his inquiries
SocraEes)

in the region of definitionsrt. This in turn was brought about by the
rdialecticr ' The
fact that itearlier thinkersrr did not have the use of
sense of 'due' in the above passage (i.e. IA 6, 987b.32]) is clearly
in its intention and hence should be understood as meaning
tbecause'. The implication is that Plato needed the notion of dialectic

argumentative

and hence had

to invent it

himseLf.

rfat
In the second of the tvro quoted passages, the phrase
that time there was as yet none of the dialectical porrrer which enablesrt
clearly refers to rrthe time when Socrates was doing his torktt'2l Robin-

son does not argue this poínt2z but the reasons for that conclusion
would appear to be as follows. The passage attempts to explain why the
rrsupporters of the ideal theoryrf (i.e.

those who advocated the theory

of Forms) arrived at such a víew. In so doing, Aristotle made explicit
reference to Socrates and the Socratic proiect. But Aristotle also made
the clear distinction that Socratesf method (tlsyllogiZj.ng" as Aristotle
described it) did not include dialectic. In addition, Socrates l¡¡as
rrexist apartfr (tM 4, 1078b.30-31 D.23
described as not making defitnitions
tttheytt referred to the itsupportBut Aristotle said thaE rftheytt did. The

ers of the ideal theoryrr which meant Plato and his school. This
a1-ready been esrablished by Aristotle (c.. [A 6, 987b.4-33]). It

had
has

R. Robinson, (1953), P. 90.

21.

tdíalectict arose
Robinson goes straight on to conclude that
22.
uit"r Socratesr death and was therefore regarded by AristoËle as Plators
brainchild. Robinsonwas then concerned with showing (1) that it was
Platof s dialectic and (2) that the invéntor was Plato (i'4'id'', p' 90)'
This point is re-emphasised by Aristotle in l\elaphg'sic's fl"l 9'
23.
1086b

.2-41.
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already been demonstrated that positing Forms as seParate existents in
their own right required the notiön of dialectic. Since Plato hlas res-

ponsible for the theory of Forms he must also have been responsible
for the concept tdialecticf. That conclusion also takes care of the
two possible objections considered by Robinson; namely that the notion
of dialectic developed by Plato does not preclude an earlier form of

dialectic from being present ín Socratest work, and secondly' even if
Aristotle did believe that the concept was absent from socratic thought,
it

was

not necessarily the case that ffhe thought the inventor was PLato"2!

But as the preceding díscussion has shown, Aristotle accepted that the

distinctly Platonic creation'
of course, simply because Aristotle thought that something
lras the case does not necessarily mean that he was right. It might
be argued that the Socratic z.bnchu-6 pref igured the notion of dial-ectic '
concept was a

iÈ has already been established that Socrates and Plato diverged
in their treatment of. e-[.enchu¿ and that the Socratic eLenchu¿ was not
r¿hat Plato meant by rdialectict. More significant, however, is the

However,

fact that the word rdialecticr does not
the socratic dialogues. The first
Ehe

make

an appearance in any of

mention of dialectic occurred in

|tthe Phaerlo (without
lleno and then became a substantial feature in

the name),25 ¡he

ílh.gzttÅ-tio.

the Phoed.'ta¿, the Soph)'tL, the

SLa't'e'¿nan

".26 As Robinson argued, plato presented his views on
on dialectic as if the characLers of his dialggues were familiar with
them but at the same time needed to have them spelled out' Robinson
and the ph).Lenu¿

24.

R. Robinson, (1953), P. 90.

(p. 275 n. 15, ,supnct,), the
As as has already been established
I
?ha¿rlo, though dealing with Socrates last hours r'{as nevertheless Platonic in terms of its ideas.
25.

26

R. Robinson, (1953), P. 89.
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concluded

that Plato

wanEed

both to describe his new method and
to represent it 21 Wactísed in the
Socratic circle.
The ploy of representing it as a feature of the ,'rsocratic circletf of

his dialogues
iar

method

made

it possi"ule for Pl-ato to present a radically unfamil-

in familiar surroundings.
The rrsocratic circletr raises the quesLion of the sophists.

Did they practise dialectic? As far as Plato ïras cortcerned they did
not. It was partly in response to their methods of arriving at knowledge
and partly to their view of knowledge that Plato developed his notion

of dialectic. As dÍscussed in Chapter 6, the sophistsf forte was rhetoric
In addition'
and, ont)Logo,3, neither of which can be regarded as dialectic.
in the extant works of the sophists is there any mention of
dialectic either as a method or as a word. The only possible exception

nowhere

might be clia-Le-ni¿ which \Áras once the title
work now known
f

of the

as the Di.s¿oi Logoi.z8 This was a

anonymous

handbook

orms, all of which can be regarded as instances of

sophistic

of

argument

an-t)-!-ogoó

.

The

Logoi are generally translated as 'twofold arguments'æ
or tdouble argumentst the basic structure of which ttclearly consists
It would thus seem reasonable
in setting up opposing
"rgur"ntsttl0
to conclude that cüz¿oi !.ogoi was more akin to the method of anf)l-ogo's

words Di-¿¿oi

and hence cannot be regarded as

p.

dialectic.

27.

i-A)rL.,

28.

See

29.

i-A)r|., p. 2791 H. D. Rankin, (1983) , p.34-

30.

G. B. Kerferd, (1981),

90.

R. K. Sprague,í (L972), for the text of this work.

p. 54; t'J. K. C. Guthrie,

(1969)

'

p

316.
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Since Plato was combatting what he regarded as the intellect-

ual bankruptcy of the Sophists, especially where political and social
issues were at stake, it is consistent that he should develop a method that
enhanced

his

own views

while providing a

means

to

undermine

the sophistic

techniques as they related to the issue of knowledg".3l That method

was

dialectic.
Another reason why Plato should be regarded as the originator

of dialect.ic concerns his conception of the philosophical form of discourse. Philosophy was the living word, the winged word, pursued by
those who genuínely loved wisdom. It vlas not to be found in books or
treatises where the words were

dead and

inflexible.

of philo-

The method

sophical discourse had, for Plato, to be compatible with the living
words

of dialogues between actual- people. The only

method

in existence

before Platofs time that approxi-mated this requirement was the Socratic
e-lzncfi1rL6, Yet

the Socratic e-tznchu¿ was inadeguate because it often left

a bitter feeling of r,'scepticism or perplexity. Its emphasis on refutation
and negative critique meant Ëhat it often became indistinguishable from

e¡ú¿Í)e

and.

an-t)logoá, Pl-ato's requirements for u¿znchu as

within his notion of dialectic were designed to
cooperative nature that he felt was essential for

enhânce

empl-oyed

the mutually

Ëhe dialogue format.

Platots preference for the dialogue of the

spoken word between

living persons v/as not merely a reflection of his debt to Socrates.
It also reflected his reverence for the past glory of Greece-the

seem-

ingly stable great truths of the oral period articulated and preserved
as exemplified in the epics of Homer and his predeces*
Such truths provided the guidance for action in the world.

by winged words

ors.

The fact that many sophists maintained that knowledge was impossible and used their methods to demonstraLe this irked Plato considerably. If knowledge was not possible in any definitive and certain fashion
then action could not be adequately informed. Anythíng goes. The quest
for certain knowledge was predicated on restoring the primacy of ideas
(compatible with Plators pol-itics) to political life in Athens.

31.
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However, they were not absolutes,

in Platots sense' nor were Èhey ephem-

in the oral period were constantly being
modified both to shape and be shaped by the actual experiences of the
Greeks. Such modifications were generally not radical or sudden, b!¡t
eral.

Knowledge and values

general.

Because

there !üas no permanent record of the values of past

generations outside of the oral mode there t/ere no sudden contradictions

brought out between past and present knowledge and values' hliUhín
the oral mode of dj-scourse, there was only the ttforever living presentrf
in which everything

vras created aneu¡

to be in accord with the present

of the lived experience. In the oral

mode

of discourse, the

preserved

of providing a stable basj-s
upon which human conduct could be based. For one such as Plato, living
knowledge and values had

all the

appearances

in a society that was, for all inÈents and purposes, increasingly under
the political and moral sway of a literate mode of discourse, and which
was experiencing an overt disjunction between the bases of knowledge

of social conduct, the

and requirements

seeming

stability of orally pre-

served knowledge must have posed an immense attraction.

Both Socrates

and Plato lrere perhaps extremely nostaLgic about the winged words of

orally preserved

lcnowledge and values.

This is borne out by Plators deliberate and frequent

use

of the "ing,32 most pronounced
in the dialogues of the middle and later periods (e . g.- the Phazclnu's ,
the SgnpoÁù)m, the PnoLogouo), the Plwprto, the Rzpu.A-t)c, the Tinaeu¿).

of what Fisher described as the

symbol

The wing is the corporeal elemenL which is
most akin to the divine' and which by nature
tends Lo soar aloft and carry that which gravitates downwards into the upper region, which
is the habitation of the gods. The divine is

32

John

Fisher, (1966), p.

165.
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beauty, wisdom,'goodness, and the like;
and by these the wing of the soul is ,rourished.33

Plators use of the wing hras a definiEe hearkening back to the frequent
use of the same figure in Homerts epics with respect to words. The

overriding :eharacteristic of this figure of
wings were always

to be directed at

some

speech was

that words with

person, whether mortal or divine'

with the ,spec){Lc intention of eliciUing a t""pot"".34

In

Homer,

winged words do not merely fly between
persons, they penetrate Lhe indifference
of men and make it impossible to be inattentive to the meaning. ldings take dead
words and make Èhem live, by transporEing
them to the responsive soul of the heaqqr'

the part of

The Homeric use

allusions to

man

closest to the divine.--

of the wing motif

Homer

lr¡as noL

lost on Plato if his

numerous

can be taken as any guide. It v¡as precisely that

imagery which informed Plato's notion of philosophy. For Plato, the

philosophical form of discourse required winged words if it was to
any chance

of aspiring to knowledge, of nourishing the soul in

have

ttthe uPper

rêgioni:whigh.'ûsr1thê.rhabitatdoni.of¿itherrgodstr, a, destinationr thatr could only
6e',apþnoachedi by t"rsoarIing]

aloftrt.

Platots deprecation of the written word derived from this
and helps to explain his preference for writing dialogues as an attempt
It al-so sheds some
uo represent actuãl philosophical- di".out"" 16
light on Plato's notorious quarrel with po"tty.37 It v¡as not just a
33

Phct^ertnu¿

34.John

Fisher, (1966), pp.

treatment of

35.
36.

Chs.

i.Aid..,
Cf .
Herman

I

p.

XIII.

Note also

.

his reference to

Homer t s

168.

296, '5uP/zoi John Fisher, (1966)' p. 171; D. Hyland,
Sinaiko, (1965), PP. 6-9. In contrast see I^¡. H. Desmonde,

n.

86

p.

For an over view

&

(Translaued by Jowett)

166-168.
unwinged words (p. 168).

(1968);
(1960), pp. 389-406.

37.

Í246e1.

of this quarrel

see E. A. Havelock, (1963),
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a matter of poets and dramaÈisEs expressing ideas or values without
regard to truth oi morality as Plato understood those Eerms' Much of
his criticism of the poets (and patztú Pa,5,5u dramatists and rhetoricians)
centred on the fact Èhat they allowed no dialogue between themselves
(or at least their works) and their intended audiences. The words of
the poets could not defend themselves. Nor could the poets dznon'stnale'
that their words were based on a definable and defensible notion of the

truth.

If they could their creators woul-d be deserving of another
.Îoc. ... Go and tell Lysias that to the
fountain and school of the Nymphs vle went
down, and were bidden by them to convey a
message to him and to oÈher composers of to Homer and other writers of
"pu".ñ""
set to music or not; and to
pó"*", whether

name'

Solon and others who have composed writings
in the form of political discourse which they
to all of them we are to
would term laws
say that if their compositions are based on
knówledge of the truth, and they can defend
or prouã them, when they are put to the test'
by tpoken arguments, which leave their writings
póot in comparison of them, then they are to

called, not only poets, orators, legislators'
but are worthy of- a luighetz name' befitting
Ehe ¿et¿ioaez pursuit of their 1ife.
Èe

Phfl^aùL, hlhat name would you assígn them?

.Îoc, [,lise, I may not call them; for that is
a great name which belongs to God alone, lovers of wisdom ot ph)-Lo,so4fuet-: is their
modest and

befitting titl-e.""

Although what such writers said often offended Plato, it was the manner
in which the content rr,as organised and presented that was criti.ur?9 Their
works \¡tere conceived by other methods than the one designed to attain

words to

of the art of dialectic enabled
properly organised as philosophical discourse ' That hlas
formulation of the notion of dialectic hâd to retain some

only a thorough

Ehe truth.
be

Inthy Plato I s

knowledge

(Translated b¡r Jowett, emphasis added)'
Phozrtnt¿ 1278c-278d,1.
38.
-poàtty
plato's
in the ion and the Repti-A'üc (espdísåussion of
Cf . also
écially [607b-608b]).
39

Phaprl'ztt¿ Í269b-27 Oal

.
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the living word. Or raÈher,
it had to enable the written word to grow wings so that the written
word could be freed from the bonds Ehat imprisoned it, thereby enabling

element of. e,¿znctlu'5 .

It had to

embody

it to soar upwards to its goal of knowledge.
Dialectic became for Plato the

means

to break the

inpasse

presented, on the one hand, by his belief in the necessary relaEionship
between winged words and knowledge, and on

the other hand, fhe cultural

fact that orally preserved discourse in all its traditional r01es was
being overtaken by the written word. Plato was himsel-f a r'¡riter and
it was not possible for him to ignore that the literate mode of discourse
had by then become the predominant means

for the articuJ-ation and preser-

vation of knowledge and values. This dilemma hlas a constant source
of tension for Plato. Fisher has summarised aptly what dialogue meant for
Plato.
Thus it remains that dialogue has a double ¡:i
meaning, corresponding to the spoken, winged
word añd the written, unwinged word. True

philosophy is a social activity, its language
is living and responsive, its words winged' It
asks and answers. Ìfhis is living dialogue with
a live philosopher. Platofs wriÈten dialogues
are not dialogue in uhis sense, but the record of
how perhaps tñe greatest of philosophers did

philósophy: the portrait of the man, the strucLure of- tire activlty. Dialogue in the first
sense is a necessary condiuion for doíng philosophy. Ðialogue in the second sense is an art
form. Yeu under the masterful hand of Plato,
the art form reached a height and a grandeur
never equalêd'; Nevertheless the written word
remains unwinged. The only way to do philosophy
is to go out and find a phílosopher. Unless
Plato is co4gJ.etely místaken, his words alone
have wr-ngs.

plato felt that his words

had wings because

incorporated, formally and for the first
James Notopolous once remarked

of dialectic
40

one had

John

that if

his conception of philosophy

time, the notion of dialectic'

one vJanted

to discover the origins

to go beyond Plato and seek the answer in the period

Fisher, (1966), P.

171.
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of totally oral discourse.4l S*Oa quest for origins is wide of the
mark if it is true, as has been demoûstrated above, that the concePt
of dialectic

r4ras

a Platonic invention. Yet there is a sense in

which

ring of truth. To understand how and why Plato
was led into forging such a concept, one must Ety to understand the
dilemmas that confronted Plato. But to have such an understanding one
also'needs to comprehend the heritage that produced those dilemmas' One

Notopolousts words have a

not just what Platots re-conceptualisation of philosophical
discourse entaited but also the forms of discourse that Plato presupposed

needs

to

know

and which he attempted to preclude. One must therefore not ignore the

significance and importance of the oral
quent transformation

into a literate

mode

mode

of discourse

and

its

subse-

the consequent changes to

-with
expressive povrers and social functions of every form of discourse '
This study has attempted to do full justice to those considerations '

Plato can be correcLly regarded as having stood at an important
cross-roads in the development of the philosophical form of discourse ' In
respects, Plato was fighting a rear-guard acËion against the influence
of the written word and what he saw as its inherent shortcomings' A1-

many

though

Plato

development

hras confident

he had succeeded, the subsequent historical

of the philosophical form of discourse indicaLesi otherwise'

in establishing philosophy as the pre-eminent
form of discourse for the discussion and evaluation of knowledge and values
resulted ín Èhe failure of his orally based view of phil-osophy to be

Ironically, his very

success

retained. Despite Plators efforts, the written word increased its grip
on philosophy and has retained it ever since '
Nevertheless, his achievements cannot be denied. Foremost
among them was

4T

his redefinition of the philosophical form of

James Notopolous,

(1938), PP. 465-493.

discourse

'

340.

his concept of dialectic. hlhile
Plato may be properly regarded as the author of this concept, the roots
for its successful fruition extended beyond hÍs own time and reached back
and central

to that redefinttion

Èo::the oral.'¡node

of discourse.

was

341.
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